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In order to design and carry out intensive research on the prehis
toric inhabitants of Chaco Canyon, New Mexico, the National Park service 
and the University of New Mexico entered into a multidisciplinary research 
prCXJram. From 1971 through March 1986, this was housed on the university 
canpus in Albuquerque. Effective lIpr 11 1, 1986, the archeolog ical staff 
([J)ved to National Park Service facilities in Santa Fe; the collections and 
all their docllnentation (archival material) are curated at the Maxwell 
MuselIl\ of Anthropology in Albuquerque by curators fran the National Park 
Service under an agreement between these two institutions. 

Since its inception, participants in this project have worked urder 
nlUlecoua managerial nares; among them are Chaco canyon Archeological 
Center (1969-1971), New Mexico Archeological Center (1971-1973), Claco 
Center (1973-1976), Division of CUltural Research (1976-1985), and Branch 
of CUltural Research (1985-present). For the sake of clarity, the term 
"Chaco Project" will be used throughout this voltJne to encarpass all li«)rk 
carried out during the entire perio:l. 

en.. of the most inportant contributions of the Claco Project is dis
semination of its research results to the professional carrnunity, the 
interested public, and Park Service managers and interpreters. Major 
reports of these results in either of two National Park Sec\!,ice 
series: or Center. The 
latter .. -:;;-;; 
tion of the roore specialized research undertaken as part the Chaco 
Project. 'lhis report is issued as the tenth of that sec lea. 

'!he' National Park service maintains an up-to-date listing of all pub
lished papers, reports, and monographs that incllX1e Olaco or Chaco-related 
research carried out under the general auspices of the Chaco Project, rE.
gardless of where they might be published. A list, entitled "Contribu
tions of the Chaco Center," is available on request. Correspondence 
should be addressed to the General &litor, Branch of CUltural ReSearch, 
National Park Service, P. O. Box 728, Santa Fe, 1M 87504-0728 • . 
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'lhe 1978 investigations at 29SJ 633 represent the last site excava
tion initiated by the Chaco Project. Major goals fell into two catego
ries: specific information desired on an early A.D. 1100s small site ard 
tests of several remote sensiB3' techniques. Marcia L. Truell (staff 
mestdJer of the Division of CUltural Research) and LouAnn Jacobsoo (staff 
member of the Division of ReIoote Sensing) worked together on the research 
design, rem:>te sensing experiments, and excavation of one-and-a-hal£ 
roans, plus several tests, in the sanner of 1978. 

Research. goals for the Chaco Project. inclooed investigations of the 
later Anasazi occupations in Chaco Canyon. Previously excavated sites 
around Casa Rinconada, an area where a nll1lber of sites dating up through 
the 1100. had been investigated during the 1930s and 1940., lacked carpre
hensive reports even though the latest roamblocks currently visible to the 
researcher and visitor are illustrative of an 1100s occupation. Site 
29SJ 633 in Marcia's Rincon was selected for excavation in order to better 
understand the early to mid 1100s time period as .... 11 as gain additiooal 
data in an area of the Cllaco CUlture National Bistorical Park that had 
been intensively explored through excavation of other Pueblo I through 
early Pueblo II sites by the Chaco Project staff. The presence of larger 
roans and preplanned wall foundations at this site indicates similarities 
to Olaco Canyon greathouses that are not known for earlier small sites. 
'!bus, the assmption of increase:i diversity in small site architecture 
through time is supported. 

As in many projects, the unexpected materialized. Evidence for early 
Mesa Verde occupation that was found in the fill and on the upper floors 
at 29&1 633 expanded the data base for that period and led to the restruc
turing of sane of the concepts held about late Anasazi use of Chaco 
Canyon. lbis change in thought is discussed in Chapter 5 by Peter 
McKenns, and it provides the fr""""",rk through which archeolngists can 
view the results of the analyses of most of the material culture recovered 
fran this site. 

Several remote sensing techniques were evaluated for their nondes
tructive application to archeology. At the time, many investigators were 
beginning to use these methods, and the Chaco Project research at 29&1 633 
provided an opportunity for close cooperation between two divisions in the 
National Park Service. Among the techniques explored were seismic tran
sects, magnetaneter studies, bipod photography, and evaluation of aerial 
photogra{ils to carpile a vegetative cover map of the small area around 
this site in Marcia's Rincon. 

Because more than a decade has passed since the initiation of this 
research, many of the remote sensing techniques have been IIK)re thorou:;Jhly 
evaluated by mnerous investigators. '!hus, the reader already .knows much 
more about their usefulness than the staff did at that time. lbe remote 
sensing information included in this report, however, provides the neces
sary background for understanding the planning and excavation, as well as 
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preparation of final reports, that included innovative research in Cllaco 
canyon at the time. 

In addition, because this limited test at 2951 633 was the last one 
to be explored, the time remaining for many of the teuporary staff arche
ologists was limited. Analysis of the various artifact types and write-up 
of the results had to take place within a very brief period. 

Our ccrtmitment to publish the research results of the Olaco Project 
extends to the report on excavations at 29SJ 633. Unfortunately, more 
than 10 years have passed since the excavations at 29&1 633, arx1 the site 
excavators, Marcia L. Truell and louAnn Jacobson, are no longer with the 
National Park Service. Currently, neither has sufficient time to catplete 
this report. Consequently, the task of putting together the final version 
fell to the general editor, Dr. Joan Mathien, who has tried to maintain 
the initial goals, objectives, and interpretations of the site excavators 
by using the data and early reports of both. '!his report canbines the 
efforts of many, yet represents Or. Mathien's opinion, based on the field 
notes, maps, photographs, and other archival IMterial coopiled by the 
excavators. Excavation docmentation is available through the National 
Park Service facility located at the University of New Mexico to anyone 
who wishes to review it. 

In addition to the chapters included in this report, infonnation on 
cultural remains fran site 2951 633 appears in several other reports. 
Toll, Windes, and McKenna (1980) provide a discussion of late ceramics in 
Olaco Canyon; H. Toll (1984, 1985) discusses ceramics fran small sites in 
relation to those fran Pueblo Alto: and Toll and McKenna have prepared an 
overview of ceramics fran all sites in Olaco Canyon, which will appear in 
a volme on the analysis of artifacts of Cllaco Canyon in the near future. 
Akins (1984) noted tE!tp:)ral variation in faunal assenblages recovered in 
Chaco canyon. can..ron (1984) and can..ron and Sappington (1984) discussed 
sources of chipped stone. other overview reports that will appear in the 
artifact overview volt.Ine include dlapters on chipped stone (Cameron 1982), 
chipped stone tools (Lekson 1985), abraders (Akins 1980), renos (can..ron 
1985), axes and mauls (Breternitz 1976), retates (Schelberg n.d.), and 
ornaments (Mathien 1985). Hlm\all burial remains are included in the bio
cultural study of Olaco burials (Akins 1986). An overview of the macro
botanical rem>ins (M. Toll 1985) incl_s inform>tion on site 29SJ 633. A 
brief smmary of the archi tecture a~ars in McKenna (1986), arrl Truell 
(1986) places 29SJ 633 in the framework of SiMll-site development in Chaco 
canyon. A report on a magnetic survey (Bennett and Weymouth 1981) and 
results of eight transects of seismic data (Bandy 1980) appear elsewhere. 

In Sl.I1'fl'l8.ry, the data included in this site report add Bare new and 
interesting perspectives on the architectural similarities and differences 
between large and snall house sites in Chaco Canyon at the end. of the 
Bonito Phase. '!be report outlines sane of the differences between the 
mid A.D. 1100s and the early A.D. 12005 (Mesa Verdean) occupations and is 
a valuable addition to our umerstanding of sane of the changes in pre
historic adaptation in this area just before its abandonment by the 
Anasazi. 
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Many people assisted with the excavations and tests at 29SJ 633. 
Salle were nenbers of the Chaco Project staff who were working at Pueblo 
Alto; others were Soil Conservation Service (SCS) or other volunteers. 
They are listed below. 

Chaco Project Staff 

Nancy J. Akins 
Cory D. Breterni tz 
Robert Greenlee 
~ H. Lekson 
Feter J. McKenna 
B. Ratti 
John D. Schelberg 
Paul Tao 
H. Wolcott Toll 
:Jllanas C. Windes 

SCS and Other Volunteers 

Mary Benson 
Alice Billings 
Corrine Blouin 
Marty Brett 
:Jllanas Chadderdon 
carol Channing 
Diane Gelburd 
Sue Hueftle 
Michael Leon 
Jo Moneghan 
Kate Sullivan 
Karen Wise 

Special thanks go to Mollie S. Toll and Anne Cully who designed the 
grid sanpling system for the collection of pollen and flotation remains 
and Mollie Toll who graciously analyzed material fran the burned concen
trations in Roan 7. Anne Cully and Mollie Toll also catpiled the 
vegetation map. 
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1 

RESEARCH ORIENrATION Nr 29SJ 633 

Chaco Canyon, located in the awroximate center of the San Juan Basin 
of northwestern New Mexico (Figure 1.1), has been the focus of archeologi
cal research for nearly a century. Many large and snall sites have been 
investigated. Figure 1.2 indicates the location of sane of the large 
sites within and just outside Olaco CUlture National Historical Park. 
Research carried out by the Chaco Project focused on the developnent of 
the Olaco Anasazi fran the earliest appearance of nan through the abandon
ment of the ar-ea. As a result, most of the sites excavated were the 
smaller ones. 'Ibis report focuses on one such site that was built and 
used at the same time as the large pueblos. 

Site 29SJ 633 is located in Marcia I s Rincon on the south side of 
Chaco Canyon in an area across the Chaco wash fram the park's Visitors' 
Center and noI1:JoMest of the confluence of the Claoo Wash and Fajada 
(Vincente) Wash (Figure 1.3). It is part of a larger settlenent that 
shows continuity in use through time (Figure 1.4) (McKenna 1986, Windes 
1978). '!be site consists of a 12-15-roan Pueblo III house with three 
possible kivas, an eadier house offset to the west, and three trash areas 
located to the southeast, the south, and the southwest. A cist, possibly 
Navajo, was also fouOO in the southwestern trash area (Figure 1.5). 

Previous Research 

IJ.oyd Pierson first recorded 29SJ 633 as Be 187 during his archeolo
gical survey of Cllaco Canyon in 1947 (Pierson's 1960 field cards in Chaco 
Archives). He described it as a Pueblo III roanblock. In 1972 the Claco 
Project. survey team assigned the 9:nithsonian's systan n1.wber, 29SJ 633, to 
this site, which included a Pueblo I to early Pueblo II canp:lnent down
slope and west of the Pueblo III roanblock, and a Navajo hogan in this 
designation. 'Ibis hogan was described as overlying what was designated 
Roan 3 in the Pueblo III house~ subsequently, it could not be relocated. 
Ceramic grab sanples were collected during both surveys. In 1975 the 
Chaco Project staff returned to collect six intensive samples during the 
planning of the snall site excavation program in Marcia's Rincon. In 
1978, a joint investigation by the Division of Cultural Research and the 
Remote Sensing Division of the National Park Service (NPS) included lim
ited exploration of this site. At that time, one-and-a-half roans were 
excavated and several tests were placed in the Pueblo III roatblock; these 
indicated construction in the late A.D. 1000s-early 1100s and reoccupation 
in the early 1200s . Because this investigation was undertaken during the 
Olaco Project's last field season, it was named "the Eleventh Hour Site." 
'!he latest research carried out was in 1988 when 'Ihanas Windes of the 
Chaco Project staff sanpled the southwestern trash rround; material fran it 
spans the A.D. 900s to mid 10005 occupation of this site. 
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Chaco Project Research orientation 

The Chaco Project examined small site development through time 
(Basketmaker III throll'.lh Pueblo III) to study grCMth and change within and 
between snall sites in three areas of Chaco Canyon (in Marcia's Rincon, at 
the mouth of Werito's Rincon, and north of the base of Fajada Gap) (Truell 
1986:139) as well as between small sites and greathouses (Figure 1.6). 
Because of t.iJre constraints, excavations in two of these areas were cur
tailed before a semple that covered all periods could be investigated. 
Only in Marcia's Rincon has this awroach been carried through; several 
sites that were excavated or tested (McKenna 1986) based on evidence 
obtained during a site sUlVey incltx1e 

29SJ 628-11lid 600s-800s (Truell 1975); 
29SJ 626--700s-900s (field notes); 
29SJ 627-11lid 800s-1100s (Truell 1980); 
29SJ 629-11lid BOOs-ll00s (Windes 197B); 
29SJ 630-11lid 1100s (field notes); and 
29SJ 633--late 1000s-mid 1100s and late 1100s-early 1200s (this 

report. 

Research Status-(leneral Objectives in the sanpling of 29SJ 633 

Selection of this site for restricted saupling was based on a need to 
fill a critical gap in our information on prehistoric snall house con
struction during the period of large site expansion in the early to middle 
A.D. 1100s. The Claco Project investigations disclosed much more formal 
carqllexity in snall house form than had been a[:parent to previous Chaoo 
Canyon researchers (Truell 1981; 1986:172-128, 140). Intersite diversity 
in small house spatial arrangement (layout and organization of intrasite 
use areas) appeared to increase gradually through time with periods of 
population expansion, particularly during the early to middle A.D. 1100s; 
this corresponded with a period of large site expansion (Lekson 1984:226; 
Truell 1986:309). Numerous ,.nall sites with periods of A.D. 1100s occu
pation had been excavated before the Chaco Project's involvement; a number 
of these were in the vicinity of Casa Rinconada where the University of 
New Mexico (UliM) and SChool of American Research field school sessions 
were conducted during the 1930s and 1940s (e.g., Brand et al. 1937; Dutton 
1938; Kluckhohn and Reiter 1939). 1bese showed sane organizational dif
ferences not only between one another during conte!Tporaneous use periods 
but from a number of the A.D. 500s through A.D. 1000s snall sites that the 
Ola.co Project had excavated. FormaJ. di versi ty of small houses through 
time had been minimized and hanogenized to canpare and contrast t:hE:m with 
large Chaco Canyon sites. 

Carefully canpiled records available to the Chaco Project staff on 
early to middle A.D. 1100s snail house construction were limited. Ques
tions addressed in this test of site 29SJ 633 were, first, would it repeat 
the spatial organization encountered in other small sites excavated in 
"Marcia's Rincon," which would irrlicate that this style of construction 
continued, or would it evidence marked, or any, changes? 
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Secooo, the degree to which large and small house interaction o::mld 
be demonstrated on either a fixed or portable material cultural level had 
becane inportant. Chaco Project personnel had started to recognize a 
continulml in snall and large house structure and construction that argued 
for interaction rather than segregation. Was there a structural response 
in small houses that accompanied the A.D. 1100s large site expansion? 

']hese questions were very irrportant to even a preliminary urderstand
ing of Chaco Canyon prehisto~, but very serious time constraints existed. 
'!he decision to test 29SJ 633 came very late in the course of the project, 
and the site was thus acrimoniously given the name -the Eleventh Hour 
Site.- It became crucial to obtain well-dated proveniences in this lim
ited test. To this end, the Remote Sensing Division was called upon to 
see what noninvasive techniques could be used to refine and speed deci
sions about testing locations. It was particularly important to locate 
burned adobe incorporated into the structure as firepits or floors suit
able for archeanagnetic dating. 'lbese dates were also needed to refine 
our understanding of small site ceramic assemblages of this period, 
particularly in the late A. D. 10005 and early A.D. 1100s. 

Selection of Excavation Sample 

Specific objectives of the 1978 research were to excavate two datable 
roans associated with the same roan suite that were used, as nearly as 
possible, during the entire span of the roanblock occupation. '!be aim was 
to select one living and one storage roan 00 the basis of our knOlW'ledge of 
small site structural organization in the rincon and in the canyon in 
general. A house of early A.D. 1100s period was the target (see above). 

For the dating aspect, we enlisted the help of the Remote Sensing 
Division of the NPS. Proton magnetaneter transects placed. over the site 
generated a map locating magnetic ananalies that indicated potential 
burned areas (the following section and JlWeooices A and B). It was hoped 
that the burned areas, when excavated, would be cultural features such as 
hearths or burned floors. 

One plaza-facing roan and one non-plaza-facing roam ~iately north 
of the first, located in the central portion of the A.D. 1100s roomblock, 
were selected. In previously excavated small houses, the centrally lo
cated core group of roans tended to be used for the longest period of 
time. Similarly, in our experience, plaza-facing roans rrore frequently 
contained hearths or firepits, mealing areas, and small-volOOle storage 
facilities, indicative of their function as living roans. In contrast, 
non-plaza-facing roams located behind them frequently were featureless and 
were described as storage facilities, although sites of t.h.i.s period often . 
have greater organizational diversity. 

For tltese reasons, Roan 7 and Roan 8 (Figure 1.7) were selected. 
Botlt contained magnetic ananalies. Roan 7 faced the plaza. Roam 8, lo
cated directly north and, therefore, probably of the same roan suite did 
not. '!he two were centrally located in the roanblock. 
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Because non-plaza roams are frequently featureless, it was initially 
agreed to dig only half of Roan 8. '!be eastern half, which contained the 
ananaly, was selected because, as noted, archeanagnetically datable 
proveniences were crucial. 

Initially, a test in the pitstructure (Kiva 2) in the plaza area 
south of Roan 7 was planned. Its location suggested a possible associa
tion with the two roans, and such testing would provide valuable strati
graphic information. Test Trench 3, however, was the only excavation 
carried out to locate the ~r walls of the feature. 

Ten ananaly test pits (Olapter 4), each 50 by 50 en in size and exca
vated in 15-an levels, ~re placed in areas where proton magnetaneter 
studies indicated high magnetic density. 

Methods 

In addition to the tests of remote sensing techniques, the following 
procedures were carried out at the site. 

Surface Artifact Sampling 

A surface analysis of cultural material (ceramics and lithics) was 
performed using noncollection techniques to determine the level of analy
sis that could be perfonre:3 in the field and to outline the procedures 
involved. This tecimique, which is carmon during inventory survey today, 
is nondestructive as artifacts are left on the surface for evaluation by 
later researchers. It also alleviates curation problems and the associ
ated invest:m:!nt in search and retrieval of these materials. 

Site 29SJ 633 was stratified into three units: the main structure, 
early trash, and late trash. Four transects were laid out (Figure 1.8). 
Transects 1 and 2 crossed the rocmblock. Transects 3 and 4 were placed in 
the eastern trash roound (Transect 3 on the north and Transect 4 on the 
southwestern area) and were separated by a drainage depression. locations 
of these transects were deSigned so that they crossed each area generally 
in an east-west direction. In the roomblock, Transect 1 (2 m wide) was 
divided into 8 grids whereas Transect 2 (2 m wide) was divided into 3 
grids~ grids were 5 m long. Both transects through the trash roound 'lri'ere 
divided into 4 grids (1 bY 5 m) each. 

LouAnn Jacobson and Peter J. McKenna perfonre:3 the noncollection sur
vey of these transects. All cultural materials were recorded on standard 
forms. Cercmlic types and chipped stone materials were tallied in the same 
manner as was used in the laboratory for excavated materials with the fol
lowing restrictions: artifacts were not cleaned, and only a lOX hand lens 
was used during identification of ceramic types or chipped stone materi
als. As a result, trachyte t.eTper in ceramics was probably recorded roore 
frequently than were other terrper materials. Results of the ceramics 
survey are incllX!ed in Olapter 7 and Appendix C. 
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wall Clearing 

In order to define the extent of the site, as well as the location 
and size of tb! roans am kivas, a wall-clearing project was carried out. 
It was thought that deep tests in roan corners, like those undertaken at 
Pueblo Alto (Windes 1987:148) to examine wall abutIrents snd isolate roan
block additions, would be too destructive in a small site. In rrost cases, 
only the tops of the walls were uncovered; however, trenches had to be dU3' 
when walls were difficult to find, usually in downslope areas, particular
ly on the north side. As a result, our knowledge of wall abutments and 
roanblock additions was restricted to what was revealed in shallow wall 
clearing, which generally disclosed only damaged remains of wall tops. 
'!he irony of this was recognized by Truell and Jacobson when they realized 
that these conservation measures were carpletely overshadowed by the ex
tremely destructive and stratigraphically invasive anomaly tests that were 
blindly sunk into good, extensivelY burned areas of the site with no un
derstanding of context. '!his work was carplemented by a door search in 
order to determdne intrasite structural relationships. 

Site Mapping 

An alidOOe and plane table were used to prepare a nap of the main 
roanblock: after the walls 'NIere cleared. Using an ali.dade transit, addi
tions to the map (ananaly test areas, an additional wall, and the kiva) 
'#Iere made after excavations had been catpleted. Initially this map was 
to be carpared with the photogrametric snd biped l1DSaic maps to determine 
discrepancies among the maps, to detennine the information obtained that 
was unique to each rrethod, and to prepare a carposite map. '!he standard 
maps of rcx:ms and those resulting fran bipod. photographs were not substan
tially different. As noted in Af:pendix A, the two photogramnetric maps 
did not provide the desired detail. 

Excavation 

Roan 7 was divided into quarters as arbitrary excavation units. Be
cause only half of Roan 8 was excavated, the layers and levels were re
moved as a single unit until the ~r level of floor fill was reached. 
At that tine, the space was divided into quadrants and the excavation con
tinued. Except for those areas disturbed during wall clearing and tests 
to confirm the presence of sterile soil beneath cultural levels, all soils 
removed '#Iere put through a 1/4-in.~sh screen. Floor contact material, 
with the exception of sanples collected for botanical examination, was put 
through 1 /8-in.~sh screen regardless of evidence of animal disturbance. 

During the 1972 site survey, the site stake (Site Datllll A) had been 
placed in the northwestern portion of Roan 7 (Figure 1.7). Originally, 
this stake was used as the site datml with reference to surface artifact 
location and during the seismic and proton magnetaneter surveys. l'ben the 
decision to excavate this roan was made, the site dat.t.rn was moved to the 
southwestern wall junction in Roan 8. nte secord site datlIl1 (Site Datlln 
B) was used during and after excavation and as a panel marker during post-
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excavation aerial photography (Figure 1.7). Several room datums, located 
in the walls of Room 7 and Roan 8, were used for all measurements taken 
for these two rrajor proveniences (Chapter 4). 

U1fortunately. the one mapping point used for Roan 7 and Roan 8 was 
designated Catlin C in Roan 7 and Datum B in Roan 8. Roan 7' S Datlln B is 
located in the southeastern wall junction of tbat roan, and Roan 8' S Datlln 
C is located in the unexcavated section of the roan about midway between 
the north and south walls. In Poem 7, the rrajority of elevations were 
treasured with respect to Datlln A and in Roan 8 with respect to DatlUl B 
(Roan 7'9 Datlln C), M1ich is 2 em above Roan 7's Datlln A. '!he relation
ships in datlln elevations are shown in Figures 1.9 and 1.10 as are their 
correspondences to the site datWlS . 

'lbree test trenches were placed in the Pueblo III rocxnblock (Figure 
1 . 8 ) • 'lWo of these, Test Trench 1 and Test Trench 2, were located so that 
they would yield information about the ridge carposition and configura
tion. '!hey ONere placed along one of the north-south seismic transect 
lines in order to crosscheck: the results of the seismic survey. Test 
Trench 1 (Chapter 4) was hand-excavated in 2-4-m grids once it was deter
mined that use of the backhoe would destroy the site. Test Trench 2 
(Chapter 4), a north-south line on the northern edge of the site, had two 
shallow side spurs that ran off the western side. It was planned to link 
this trench with Test Trench 1, but time constraints made this ~ssible. 
Test Trench 3 was located south of Roan 7 in a depression in the plaza to 
see whether or not a pitstructure would be located beneath the surface. 
It ran east"""West and intersected Test Trendl 1. Test Trench 3 was exca
vated in two arbitrary 2S-an layers; all rraterial fran the three test 
trenches was screened through 1/ 4-in . mesh. 

Before excavation of the 10 ananaly test pits, a datan was chosen for 
each test, and the surface elevation was measured fran the datlDl. 'lbese 
pits ONere dug until a burn, a first floor, a plaza surface, or sterile 
soil was reached. All materials were screened through 1/ 4-in. nesh. 
Stratigraphic and feature maps were drawn before backfilling the pits with 
clean sand. In addition to locating areas with burns suitable for archeo
magnetic dating saIl1?ling, Jacobson wanted to examine the various factors 
and coooitions responsible for the generation of these ancmalies am the 
possible effects of these variables on the intensities registered on the 
magnetaneter. Depth and size of a burn, the nature of the incinerated 
materials and the surrounding soils, depth of bedrock, and density of wall 
face material were monitored. Nickel (personal carmunication 1978) had 
previously observed that pockets of ash that were decanposing affected the 
minerals in the surrounding soils • . '!he dlernical byproducts of the break
dCl\lm. process intensified the iron in the adjacent soiL It was hoped tbat 
additional data would be obtaine:l during the excavation of these ananaly 
test pits. 

A detailed presentation of the architecture and stratigraphy for all 
these . excavations is presented in Chapter 4. Information obtaine:l fran 
them is incorp:>rated in Cllapter 5 on site occupation. 
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Sanples 

Archeamagnetic ~les 

Archeanagnetic dating samples were taken by 'Ihanas C. Windes, a mem
ber of the Chaco Project staff. After he inspected burns, he decided 
whether or not they would yield dates. Unfortunately, only three burns 
were deemed suitable, two fran Roan 7 and one fran Roan 8. All samples 
were sent to Or. Robert DuBois of the Farth Sciences Cbservatory (ESC) at 
the University of Oklahana. 

Pollen and Flotation ~les 

For purposes of sampling the floor surfaces in Roan 7 for botanical 
analysis, a pollen and flotation sampling schE'!lre was devised by Mollie s. 
Toll and Anne Cully of the Castetter Laboratory for Ethnobotanica1 Studies 
at lJIIoI. Figure 1.11 shows the grid pattern that was imposed on the guad
rants. Only lettered grids were sampled. Where features interfered with 
the collection of surface contact sarrples, only feature fill was sanpled. 

'!he pollen and flotation samples were collected in pinch fashion 
(pinches taken fran various parts of the area sampled until sufficient 
amoWlts were obtained) fran the floor surfaces and features where there 
was no evidence of postoccupational disturbance. '!hey were also collected 
in the same manner fran each layer in the fill in the roans. Pollen 
sanples were approximately one cup in volune whereas flotation samples 
were equal to one liter or rrore. Where the fill in features did not equal 
one liter, canbined pollen and flotation samples were taken fran the 
available fill. 

During excavation in I:xrt:h Roan 7 and Roan 8, layers of vegetal mate
rial were encountered. 'lhese were C<JTIX)Sed of burned corn kernels ard 
parts of corn plants, as well as pieces of fiber an:j insect parts. Be
cause water screening of the rrore fragile contents could destroy them, 
bulk samples of intact matrix approxbnately 10 by 6 by 4 in. in size were 
boxed carefully to preserve the full vertical extent of the sample fran 
Roan 7. 'Ihese were retained for conservation and flotation analysis. 
Another portion of this material in Roan 7 (the northeastern burn) was 
dry-screened through 1/16-in. mesh. 

Soil Sa!rples 

Soil samples of approximately one cup were taken and the colors re
corded using a Munsell Color O1art when it was available. Additional soil 
samples, each one liter in volume, were taken as conservation samples fran 
each fill layer in Roan 7, but none were taken fran Roan 8. 

Artifacts 

Although most artifacts were bagged and the bags nllllbered and taken 
to the laboratory for analysis, netates and other large pieces of grourX) 
stone found on the site surface were gathered into cairns on the site .. 
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'!hey were analyzed in the field by John Schelberg and were left on the 
site after the work ceased. 

Backf i11ing 

Once investigations were tenninated, the site was backfilled, but 
wall top aligrurents were left exposed. Material in Roan 8 inclooes 5CmS! 

Roan 7 fill. Ananaly pits ""re backfilled with clean sand. 

Raoote Sensing Techniques 

The various research goals indicated that a number of different meth
ods could be tested at 29SJ 633. In sane instances, the remote sensiflg' 
techniques were not carried out (resistivity survey), were not successful 
(seismic survey), or have been tested, evaluated, and the results of sim
ilar evaluations published elsewhere (aerial photographic analyses, biped 
photography, and resulting maps). Although these techniques are presented 
in m:Jre detail in ~rx1ix A because they are an integral part of the re
search design, their results are not fully presented in this report; the 
reader is referred to Jacobson (1979) for details that, while interesting, 
do not increase our knowledge or understanding of this site. Jacobson 
also includes reccmreooations about improved nethods, etc. 

Recognizin:} the paucity of material available for tree ring dating 
and the necessity for obtaining dates fram archeomagnetic samples, Robert 
Nickel of the Midwest Archaeological Center was enlisted to obtain proton 
magnetometer transect tests. Bennett and Weymouth, who perfonned the 
test, generated a map of ananalies over which the roarblock outline oI::r 
served fram wall clearing could be carefully superimposed (Figure 1.12). 
This effort made it possible to pinpoint well-burned hearth locations and 
allowed Nickel and Jacobson to explore related questions about magnetic 
ananalies in archeological sites. Two ancmaly locations were selected for 
comprehensive excavation in the adjacent rooms described above. Addition
al small tests were made in areas where ananalies were indicated. to 'verify 
the eff icacy of this technique for locating burned areas. 'Ihe results of 
these tests are described in detail in Chapter 4. 

In addition, seismic transects were made by Phil Bandy un1er inde
pendent contract to NPS. Bandy hoped that refractive seismology would 
assist in locating and defining archeological features and architecture 
before excavation (Bandy 1980). Unfortunately, his report was unavailable 
at the time excavation began. Bandy's findings are also considered in 
lIppen:iix A. 

Before the site was disturbed, the house canplex was photographed 
using a 17-ft-tall camera roount known as a bip::xi; it was designed by 
Julian Whittlesey specifically for photogrammetric mapping of archeologi
cal sites. A series of bipod photographs was taken, allowing 20% overlap 
in each frame so that a IOOsaic could be made showing the site surface. 
The objective of this time-consmting endeavor (124 shots had to be taken 
for full coverage) was to docunent the site's disposition and to locate 
surface artifacts, as well as to record the site's vegetation before the 
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disruption of wall clearing ard excavation. Fran this mosaic , a map or 
series of maps could be lMde of the pre-excavation ~rance. 

In addition, Jacobson used bipod photography to provide a record of 
excavation progress ard to generate floor and feature maps. '!hese maps 
were corrpared with triangulated maps that were generated by Truell aOO. 
Jacobson during excavation. MaWing fran bipod (:t1otographs is clearly 
faster than triangulation, but it requires imnediate photoprocessing to 
ensure that satisfactory photographs are available before feature removal. 
It was encouraging that the biped am hand-triangulated naps corresponded 
very closely. 

Sll11!Iary 

'!he data gathered at 29SJ 633 are valuable because they add to our 
uooerstanding of the early A.D. 11005 period even tho\l:3'h any culture his
tory reconstruction based on the excavation of only one and a half roans, 
plus a few trenches and tests, must be evaluated carefully. 'Ihe data do 
present a base on which to build, ~ver. 

'!he data obtained provide sane new information on the archi t.ecture 
fran tbe late A.D. 1000s-early A.D. 1100s. '!he large roans am wall 
foundations , attributes found in the large greathouses but not in snal..l 
sites, indicate that even rrore diversity in small site architecture ~ 
curred during the A.D. 1100s tl1an was anticipated. Most of the artifacts 
recovered, however , pertain to the late A.D. 1100s~rly A.D. 1200s (Mesa 
Verde Phase) occupation, which indicates a late use of the roans (after a 
hiatus of an unknown length of time). 'l11is Mesa Verdean occupation is not 
~ll understood, as McKenna points out in Olapter 6; and altho\l:3'h these 
data are limited, they do provide sane insight into the last Anasazi use 
of Chaco Canyon. 

In addition, the passage of time between field work and report 
writing (rrore than 10 years in this case) encarp:1Sses many changes in 
methods and technical expertise, especially in the area of remote sensing, 
which are only SLml'\arized here. Consequently, the remaining chapters do 
not address all of the results of all experiments carried out at this 
site. Instead, dlapters are organized to present the information obtained 
in categorical fashion (environment, chronology, architecture and strati
graIilY, occupational history, and various artifact and biological analy
ses). '!he final chapter will s1.mnarize the results of this work. and make 
limited inferences about this site I s place in the prehistory of Chaco 
Canyon ard the Anasazi world. 
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'I!IE NAWRAL ENVlRClI'MENr AND ITS USE 

Chaco Canyon, located close to the center of the San Juan Basin, is 
part of a semiarid environment of cold desert (Simons, Li and Associates 
1982:2, 13). Several investigators have examined various data sets that 
indicate that there has been little change in climate over time, especial
ly during and since the periods when the Anasazi nade their homes in the 
canyon (Betancourt 1984, Rose et al. 1982). 

'!he elements of the San Juan Basin can be described as cool and 
semi-arid with high diurnal and yearly temperature variation, lCM 
humidity, occasionally strong winds, and generally low and variable 
precipitation. Rainfall is seasonal in distribution with a modal 
SlmnertiIre peak in late July, August, and September, and a much lower 
peak in the winter and early spring. Drought periods occur in nearly 
every year in June and November (Gillespie 1985: 14]. 

'lhe reasons for the variability in rainfall patterns and overall climate 
are presented by Gillespie (1985:14-16) who indicates that general atmos
pheric circulation in the center of the San Juan Basin is affected by 
latitude, elevation, and geographical location in relation to circulation 
features and orographic barriers. As a result, early fanners in Chaco 
Canyon often faced more severe problems than did their neighbors who lived 
around the peripheries of the San Juan Basin. 

During the past several decades, records have been kept of tempera
tures, rainfall, and the number of frost-free days, all variables that 
would affect Anasazi adaptations within Chaco Canyon. Smmer precipita
tion averages 220 rrm (8.5 in.) but has varied fran 85-350 rrm. Generally, 
Al)3ust is the wettest month (35 rrm), follCMed by July, september, and 
October. June terrls to be the driest month with an average of 10 nm, but 
crops also are affected by winter and early spring moisture (Gillespie 
1985:17-18). COnsiderable variation in temperatures occurs both daily and 
seasonally. 'nle average temperature of 49.8° F (9.9· C) has reached aver
age highs of 73.2' F (22.9' C) in July and lows of 29' F (1.7' C) in Janu
ary. 'lhe variations around these means, however, are fairly large. Re
quirements for maize agriculture have been noted to be fran 110-130 frost
free days; yet the average mnber in Chaco Canyon since 1968 is 100 
(Gillespie 1985:19). Although there are problems with this estimate be
cause of the way the data were gathered, regional climatic changes, and 
the recorded length of growing season versus the mrnber of frost-free 
days, these parameters do irrlicate the marginality of this area for a 
successful fanning adaptation. 

several climatic reconstructions, particularly one by Rose et al. 
(1982) who used tree-ring data, indicate that an extensive sll1'lOer drought 
occurred between A.D. 1130-1180. The severity of this drought would have 
adversely affected agriculture for the people at 29SJ 633 between two 
occupations that are dated to the late A.D. 1000s-early 11005 and late 
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1100s-early 1200.. Drought would also have affected the localized 
resources available. 

Recent experiments in grC1toliJ'J3' corn in Cllaco canyon provide an indica
tion of sane of the problems faced bY the local inhabitants croll et al. 
1985). Although these archeologists admit they do not have the sane ex
pertise in agriculture as did the prehistoric farmers , the results of 
their work emphasize the difficulties and natural factors that affect suc
cess and failure. '!heir canparison of two dune plots in Marcia's Rincon 
(Plot 7--dune side and Plot B-dune toe) indicate how even minor differ
ences in location affect the grCMth rate of a crop. Although the aroount 
of soil rooisture and its time of occurrence are important, rodent and in
sect pests playa critical role in the success of crop prc:rluction. 'lhus, 
the experiments underscore the narrow parameters for success, especially 
during drier periods. 

Several local food resources were available to the inhabitants of 
site 29SJ 633. Modern vegetati on maps that encanpa.ss Marcia's Rinoon, 
where this site is located, have been prepared. Potter and Kelley (1980) 
emphasized co~~elations of physiog~aphy, soils, vegetational g~owth form, 
and species canposition during thei~ 1973 evaluation of 1 :6000 color 
t~anspa~encies of the canyon . Site 29SJ 633 was inclu:1ed in an area coded 
ADS, which ~ep~esents fou~-wing saltbush , Indian 
riceg~ass (Oryzopsis hymenoides), and 
c~~us). ihEi latte~ two species we~e food sou~ces . 
vegetatlon was conside~ed an indication of ~eoently blown, deep deposits 
of dune sand; such dune saros are ccmnon in the rincon. A mo~e detailed 
vegetation map ~esu1ted f~an the resea~ch conducted at this site in 1978. 
Jacobson used the black-and-white ae~ial photog~aphs taken in 1975 at a 
scale of 1: 3000 to p~epa~e a vegetation map that was then evaluated, 
ground-checked, and corrected bY Mollie S. Toll and Anne CUlly (Jacobson 
1979). Figu~e 2.1 indicates this fine~ distinction among plants p~esent 
in 1978; Table 2.1 lists these by zone. 

Although a m.miJe~ of pollen and flotation sarrples we~e collected f~an 
this site, only the ~esults of analysis of sane of the mac~obotanical co~n 
have been published (M. Tbll 1985). It is expected, howeve~, that a nurn
be~ of othe~ plant ~esou~ces we~e used because they are found in the sam
ples taken f~an othe~ sites in Chaco Canyon (Cully 1985; M. Tbll 1985), 
have been used ethnohistorica1ly (CUlly 1985; M. Toll 1985), and ~~ in 
cop~olites ~ecove~ed f~an Chaco Canyon sites (Clary 1983, 1984, 198?). 
0mWeiS (rioeg~ass) and Srsh~obolus (d~opseed) '-IrIe~e used as foods whe~eas 
Atnp ex (fou~-wing saltbus) and Sa~cobatus (g~easewood) '-IrIe~e catm:>n 
fuels. 

'!he co~n ~ecove~ed fran 29SJ 633 included 34 cobs fran the Gallup/ 
late Mix period (late 1000.-early 1100s) and 40 fran the Mesa Verde 0ccu
pation. Whereas the earlier period had a g~eater proportion of 10-rowed 
cobs (56%), the later period had IOOre 12-rC>oied cobs (63%). Data fran 
several snaIl and large sites within the San Juan Basin indicated that 
there were several changes in cob sizes through time and by location. M. 
Toll (1985:261) indicates that the slightly higher raw numbers and larger 
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Table 2.1. Vegetation in zones delineated in Figure 2.,a 

Scientific Name 

1 • Atriplex canescensb 

2. Tetradyrnia canescens 
Atriplex oonfertifolia 
Burotia lanata 

3. Disturbed, annuals 

4. Atriplex confertifolia 
EriogomJll 
dirysothiilmus 
Artemisia nova 

5. 

Atriplex canesoens 

6. 

7. 

8 . Atriplex canescens 
Eurotia lanata 

9 . tectorum 

10. Evenly dispersed (and thick) 
grasses (including) 

11 • Urd istu rbed annuals 
Descurania pinnata 

12. Artemisia filifolia 
A. dracunculoldes (very gr een) 
Perennials 

four-wlng saltbush 

horse brush 
shadscale 
winterfat 

shadscale 
buckwheat 
rabbitbrush 
sagebrush 

dropseed 
galleta grass 
Indian ricegrass 
saltbush 
four-wing saltbush 

four-wing saltbush 
black gr~ 
dropseed 

black greasewood 
dropseed 
bottlebrush 
ga1leta grass 
Indian rioegrass 
shadscale 

four-wing saltbush 
winterfat 

cheatgrass 
pinnate tansy mustard 
stickleaf 

d ropseed 
galleta grass 
Indian rioegrass 
shadscale 

pinnate tansy mustard 

sarrl sagebrush 
false tarragon 

aoefined by A. Cully and M. Struever in Marcia ' s Rincon, June 12 , 1979. 
bseeds ground and mixed i n com nush (CUlly 1985). 
CloiidSU'I'Il'Ier crop responds to spring or SlmOOr precipitation (Toll 1985). 
drate May-early June c rop responds to winter moisture (Toll 1985). 
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cob sizes recovered fran sane greathouses in Chaco Canyon may reflect im
portation of corn fran better-watered areas of the San Juan Basin during 
the Bonito Phase, but she presents no inferences regarding the differences 
in rCMS and sizes between that period and the Mesa Verde period evidence 
at 29SJ 633 . Although he is cautious in his presentation because of the 
limited available data, McKenna (Olapter 6) surrmarizes these changes and 
other evidence fram the Mesa Verde Phase; he proposes that different types 
of corn were grown in different sites and environments, depending on local 
or temporal differences in precipitation patterns, and that corn recovered 
from Chaco Canyon sites follows a regional pattern. 

In addition to flora, there is evidence for hunting at this site. 
Gillespie (1981, Chapter 10 this vallEe) analyzed the remains recovered, 
JOOst of which are assigned to the Mesa Verde use of the site. Faunal 
remains fran all sites are inclooed in Akins' (1985:'Iables 7.2 and 7.3) 
synthesis of material fran all sites excavated by the Chaco Project. 
(See 'Iable 10.1 for a list of species recovered at 295] 633.) As in other 
sites in Chaco canyon, ~i1agUS (cottontail rabbit) was the basic food 
item, follCYfiled by lepus ifornicus (jackrabbit), Cynanys (prairie dog), 
and Meleagris gallopavo (turkey). 

DJring the Mesa Verde Phase, artiodactyls were scarce, as were carni
vores. With regard to change through time at this site, turkey was more 
prevalent in the Mesa Verde Phase in contrast to canida and artiodactyls, 
which were more abundant during the Late Bonito Phase, a trend doc:umented 
by Akins (1985). The age and size of the faunal remains also pointed to 
procurement of various species during sunmer months, but Gillespie cau
tions that this does not preclude winter oc:cupation of the site. He also 
suggests that faunal resources nay have suffered fran stress during the 
late oc:cupation, a condition not unexpected after a period of 50 years of 
drought hetween A.D. 1130-1180. 

In s\J1t1IBIY, the inhabitants of 29SJ 633 depended on a numher of re
sources (both flora and fauna) that occurred naturally in the area. They 
grew corn in this environment that was marginal for agriculture because of 
its sporadic rainfall and limited amounts of precipitation. Hunting in 
the local area, raising turkeys, and. excursions of sane distance for other 
meat sources are docllnented, but the Mesa Verde Phase inhabitants may have 
been constricted by an already stressed set of faunal resources. Or, the 
data may reflect a wider Anasazi adaptation, as discussed by McKenna in 
Chapter 6. 
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Di\.TING SITE 2951 633 

Evidence for the placement of Site 29SJ 633 in the Chaco canyon 
chronological sequence is derived. fran several dating techniques. It 
relies most heavily, however, on ceramic data, followed b¥ archeamagnetic 
dating techniques, stratigraphic analyses, masonry styles, and burial 
data. Each of these lines of evidence will be discussed briefly: the 
reader should examine other chapters in this volU'l'lE! for carplete details 
and. logical argl.Dlents pertinent to this data base. 

Ceramic Evidence 

Chapter 7 presents the detailed analysis of the ceramic sample from 
the excavations at 29SJ 633. McKenna and Toll also include a SllrrIM.ry of 
other ceramic surveys and samples obtained throughout the years beginning 
in 1947 with Pierson's survey and ending in 1988 with Windes' re-evalua
tion of one trash area. Data fran these surveys indicate that the site 
had been occupied fran the A.D. 900s through 1200s (Table 7.1). lbe trash 
deposits to the southwest of the roomblock contained ceramics dating pre
daninantly fran the A.D. 900s to the mid lOaDs. This midden was associ
ated with the early roooblock located west of the one tested in 1978 
(Figure 1.5). '!be southeastern midden had evidence for mid through late 
A.D. 1000s; but the ceramics were mixed, and the midden undoubtedly was 
used throughout the site occupation. 

Within the roati:>lock am fran the areas beneath Floor 1 in Roan 7 and 
Roan 8, there were few ceramics. The 6 an of fill between Floors 1 and 2 
contained only a few sherds. The bulk of the material on or above Floor 1 
in the two roans is assigned to the early A.D. 12005. There was a consid
erable amount of material aoove the plastered floors and in the plaza 
area. "Gallup and Mesa Verde Black-on-white assa:nblages were associated 
with the lower and upper floors respectively. The association of lawer 
floors, initial foundations, and Gallup complex ceramics with native ridge 
soils iOOicates that 29SJ 633 was at least partially constructed in the 
1100s· (McKenna 1986:95). Marcia Truell, who was responsible for the ex
cavation of this site, believes the upper and lower floors of these rooms 
reflect two separate canponents, possibly by two different families or 
groups of people. Whether or not there is a hiatus at the site between 
ca. A.D. 1150-1175 is difficult to evaluate without knowing more about the 
occupation in the remaining roans 

Archeanagnetic Samples 

Because this site was the last one excavated as part of the Chaco 
Project, expedience in obtaining information was recognized during the 
planning stage. '!he map of proton magnetaneter ananaly locations (Figure 
B.l in AWendix B) (Bennett and Weymouth 1981) was useful in planning 
several excavations and tests that were placed in various areas of the 
site with the hope that suitable material would be uncovered. '!he results 
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of these tests are rep:::lrted in Chapter 4 and A{:pendices A an:] B: unfortu
natel y , only three areas in excavated Roan 7 and. Room 8 were jtXIged 
appropriate for archeana<Jneti c sarrpling by 'Ihanas c . Windes. 

'1his dating method has several problems that are being evaluated an:] 
corrected. Windes (1987:220-234) reviewed the dates obtained fran Puebl o 
Alto, a greathouse in Cllaco Canyon (Figure 1.6) . He noted the following 
correlations and discrepancies (Windes 1987:232): 

ArC~netic Sample 
A.D. 70=1100 
A.D. 1130-1 180 
A.D. 1180-1220 
A. D. 1380-1400 

Ceramic ~le 
A.D. 103 50 
A.D. 1050-11 00 
A.D. 1100-1140 
A.D. 1300s 

Although the dates fell together consistently, they were often separated 
by a 4o-10Q-year difference. Part of the problsn, a revision of the 
archeanagnetic curve, is currently being addressed by several investi ga
tors (Eigtrny et al. 1980; McGuire and Sternberg 1982), including Robert 
D.lBois at the University of Oklahana. where the samples fran 29SJ 633 were 
run (Table 3 . 1) . Whether this problem occurs only at Pueblo Alto or at 
all other Olacoan sites as well has not been determined. Windes (1987: 
231) noted that similar So-75-year discrepancies were found at Bis sa'ani , 
a Chacoan greathouse located along the Escavada wash just northeast of 
Chaco Canyon (Breternitz 1982), but not at Sa.l..Ioon Ruin, another Chacoan 
greathouse located on the San Juan River near Bloanfield, New Mexico, sare 
70 km distant (Figure 1.1). 

1lIble 3.1 . Archeanagnetic dates fran 29SJ 633 

Original Date Revised Date 
Sanq?le _ca Provenience 1979 (A.D. ) 1989 (A.D. ) 

ESC 1649 Roan 8, Floor 1 , not available 1190 + 28 
floor burn 

ESC 1672 Roan 7, Floor 1, 1250 + 28 1170 + 28 
Firepit 1 

1180 - 1190b ESC 1676 Roan 7, Floor 2, 1120 + 26 
Firepit 1 

aFarth Sciences Observatory (ESC) at the University of Oklahana. 
~timated . 

'Ihe initial results of the three archeanagnetic dating sanples at 
29SJ 633 have been published by McKenna (1986 :1lIble 1.23 ). Since that 
time , D.lBois has revised his curve. In addition, the sample fran Roan 8, 
Floor 1, which did not date during prior analysis, is now estimated . 
Truell thinks that the latter date is suspect . 'lI1e two new dates fran 
previously dated samples are approximately 60-80 years earlier (Table 
3. 1). 'Ibis is about the same span of difference Wiooes noted between 
ceramic and ardleanagnetic dates at Pueblo Alto in the post- A.D. - 10S0 
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period. Truell is not canfortable with the A.D. 1170s date for the upper 
floor of Roan 7; architectural attributes suggest an earlier construction 
date (Truell 1986:316). Instead, she places construction of the roans in 
the early to middle A.D. 1100s, with occupation extending for an unknown 
period of time. Reoccupation occurred in the early A.D. 12005. 

Radiocarbon Sample 

~e semple (FS 184) fran the burned concentration in Roan 7, layer 4, 
was collected in the field. It was never sent to a laboratory for 
dating. 

Dendrochronology 

Although DlIOerous pieces of charcoal toIere collected fran the fill, 
trash, floors, am subfloor material fran Rooms 7 and 8, none of these was 
sent to the laboratory of Tree-Ring Dating at the University of Arizona 
because they were too small or 1ncanplete. 

Architecture and stratigraphy 

Samples of masonry exposed at 295.1 633 were too small and inconsis
tent to determdne stylistic attributes. Chapter 4 contains detailed maps 
of these walls, aod photographs of wall segments (with superimposed scale 
grids) exist in the Chaco Project fi\otographic collection. In l:wJth roans 
it was evident that stones from nearby small house sites had been incor
porated into the walls. Sane dark, indurated sandstone and a large nunber 
of reused groWld stone artifacts fran the wall fall attest to this prac
tice. 'lbese are canbined with the light-colored friable sandstone (the 
majority of the stones incorporated in the Roan 7 walls) i this material is 
readily available at the base of the talus slopes in Marcia's Rincon. 

A nlxnber of the greathouse architectural characteristics (core-and
veneer masonry, multiple stories, and Bonito-style kivas) that make their 
appearance in small sites do so in the early A.D. 1100s (Truell 1986:316). 
'!he presence of wall foWldations beneath the walls in Roan 7 and ~ 8 at 
29SJ 633, however, is the only example of this type of construction that 
has been docl.lnented in small sites. '1t1ese features have been described at 
large sites in O1aco Canyon by Akins am Gillespie (1979), Iekson (person
al ccmnunication), aod Windes (1987:144). Although adobe footings have 
been recorded at numerous small sites-29SJ 629 aod 29SJ 1360 in the 
middle 900s-middle 1000s aod at Be 53, Be 362, Lizard House (Be 193), aod 
Be 54 in the late 1000s-middle 1100s-in general, these run only beneath a 
single wall where reinforcement was needed, or they are wall stubs fran an 
existing earlier house fOW'ld beneath the later walls. 'Ihe sanple at 
29SJ 633 suggests that wall foundations were laid for the entire pueblo 
before any upper wall construction began (Chapter 4). Although these may 
exist beneath other A.D. 1100s ' stall sites, there are no records of them. 
Their presence at 29SJ 633 probably places the construction of this site 
saretirne in the early A.D. 11005, or later, when other large site. 
attributes began to appear in small sites (Truell 1986:316). 
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Burials 

'!be single adult burial recovered fran this site (Burial 3, Floor 1, 
Roan 7) is rore like other adult burials fran the Mesa Verde period in 
Olaco Canyon in its lack of goods and its aligrment (see Chapter 11; Akins 
1986:105-107). Although this sanple is ..... ll, it does fit with other data 
obtained fran this site to place 29SJ 633 into its proper time frame. 'IIle 
ceramics associated with all four burials also indicate their placement in 
the Mesa Verde Phase (Chapter 11). 

S!!IIIIi!fY 

'!be ceramic evidence indicates there was no break in the ceramic pat
terning at this site. 'Ire earliest use was the roart>lock and midden on 
the western end of the ridge. Because of the limited excavation in the 
eastern roanblock, however, it is not possible to detennine whether there 
was continuollS occupation through the A.D. 1200s. Initially, Truell 
(1986:283) placed the first construction of Roams 7 and 8 in the late A.D. 
1000s-middle 1100s, with a reoccupation in the early A.D. 1200s. Although 
the archeanagnetic dating curve has been recalibrated sinoe the earliest 
reports on material fran this site a(:peared (McKenna 1986; Toll et ale 
1980; Truell 1986), the change in the curve does not greatly alter the use 
of the roans or the placement of the site within a general time frarre. 

TWo distinct components were evident [from the excavations1: a 
10'lJiec floor suggested a mid-l100s construction and an upper floor as
sociated with a later Mesa Verde phase reoccupation ..• the distinct
ness of the two ocx:upational carp>nents is suggested by two [now 
threeJ archaeanagnetic sanples dating approximately 70 [now 50-70J 
years apart, and by the dichotany of floor associated ceramics which 
strongly suggests both a hiatus and a reoccupation [McKenna 1986:89-
95J. 

Because there were few sherds beneath the floors in the two roans am 
because the 6-an fill layer was thin and lower floors were nuch disturbed, 
the duration of tLme between the two components is not clear. At best, 
Truell places the initial construction and occupation of this roanblock 
acotmd the late A.D. 1000s-early A.D. 11005, with use extending fot' an un
determined period of tllre. 'IIle break between this and the later ~nent 
is clear, even thOtJ;Jh its dut'ation is not. Reoccupation in the early A.D. 
1200s is suggested. Only additional t'eseat'ch at this site will determine 
its precise occupation span. 
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4 

DETAILED STRATIGRAPHIC AND ARCHITECTURAL DESOUPrIONS 

'!he details included in this chapter form the basis fran which the 
interpretation in Cllapter 5 was drawn. Because that chapter focuses on 
site use, these additional data. allCM the reader to evaluate the interpre
tation and to use basic site information for other analytical purposes. 
'l1le material is organized into three major categories: roans, test 
trenches, and ananaly tests. For each major feature, the stratigraphic 
details are presented by layer, beg inning f ran the top d<Y.m; contents of 
architectural features associated with particular layers or on floors are 
discussed with. their associated floor. Details about walls, foundations, 
and wall features are presented toward the end of each major section. 
Refer to Figure 4.1 for location of the areas discussed. 

Roans 

Roan 7 

Roan 7 is located adjacent to a plaza area in the central portion of 
the late Pueblo II-Pueblo III hoose. Its large size (4.22 m for the north 
and south walls, 2.74 m and 3.00 rn for the east and west walls, respec
tively, and an estimated floor area of 12.11 ro2 ) is m:Jre cooparable to 
living roans recorded for Chacoan greathouses than it is for small sites 
in Chaco Canyon (Lekson 1984:40; Truell 1986:Table 2.37). Doorways .... re 
noted in all four walls of the roan but not all were in use at the same 
time (Figure 4.2). An C!?E!Il doorway in the north wall links this roan to a 
storage roan (Roan 8), while another open doorway in the east wall pr~ 
vides entrat'K:e into an unexcavated roan whose function has not been deter
mined. Excavation through 11 natural strata and 2 floors indicates that 
size and, possibly, function did not change thro~h time even though t\«) 

discrete habitation periods are postulated. 

Excavation Strategy 

Roam 7 was divided into quarters before excavation (Figure 4.3). The 
northeastern roan quadrant was excavated in arb! teary 15-an levels to ex
pose the natural stratigraphy above the first floor. '!he fill of the 
other three quadrants was removed in natural layers lDltil the sane depth 
was reached. All material was screened throlJ3'h 1/ 4-in. mesh. Measure
ments of layers or levels, artifacts, am features were "taken fran several 
datun points, which are also indicated in Figure 4.2. 'lhe configuration 
of the 11 natural str:ata and 2 occupational surfaces is 'Shown in the per
pendicular cross sections drawn along the excavation quadrant limits 
(Figures 4.4 and 4.5). 

Fill 

la~ (~l). ire uppermost fill layer was a thin stratlJll of 
brown, topso11. ~ original configuration of the upper portion of 
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this unit was disturbed when soil remJved during wall clearing was piled 
in the center of the room. After this loose debris was cleared, 8-16 an 
of this layer remained and were systematically removed during the excava
tion. '1he base of the topsoil (Layer 1) was mixed with wall fall and 
refuse. 

Layer 2 (wall fall, trash, and sane natural deposits). A hard, 
white-gray layer began a&>Ut 15 an below the groUridSiirface. In this 
second layer, at the base of the topsoil, quantities of sandstone building 
blocks and chinking material were intennixed with gray-bra.m, melted adobe 
mortar and sand that contained little awarent organic material. '!he 
rocks in Layer 2 were concentrated adjacent to the east and west walls: 
the north wall had collapsed northward into Roan 8, and the south wall 
southward onto the plaza surface. 'Ibis wall fall, hc:Mever, was also mixed 
with very dense artifactual material that averaged 200 sherds, 20 pieces 
of chipped stone, and 50 pieces of bone per cubic meter. (A total of 799 
sherds, 96 pieces of chipped stone, and about 200 bones was collected in 
the 35-arrthick layer.) Sane laminated sand lenses were noted in the 
upper portion of this layer; they represent episodic acclnulations during 
the period of wall collapse. !be largest of these sand lenses was 26 em 
thick and was found along the .... st wall. It is designated Layer 2A 
(Figure 4.4). 

Iaf7E 3 (dense trash and sate construction debris). A moist, bra.m, 
sandy s01l with considerable amounts of Cl'iarcoaI, adObe, and dense concen
trations of artifacts made up layer 3, which stretched across the entire 
roan. As in layer 2, there was little variability in artifact density per 
cubic meter of soil; artifacts averaged 214 sherds, 43 pieces of chipped 
stone, and 103 bones per cubic meter. Mixed among the trash was serre con
struction debris, particularly adobe chunks. Very little naturally depos
i ted material was mixed in this layer, which was 8-32 an thick. The adobe 
chunks at the botton of this layer had evidenoe of burning fran the 
vegetal materials that lay beneath them. 

layer 4 (burned vegetal concentrations). 'lhree concentrations of 
burned vegetal material, consisting primarily of corn kernels and portions 
of corn plants, were found beneath the trash deposits in layer 3. Figure 
4.6 indicates the location of these concentrations with respect to the 
roan walls. '!be tops of these concentrations ranged fran 25-40 an above 
the first floor, and the concentrations were fran 14-18 an thick. Pro
files of the oortheastern and southeastern deposits are also shown in 
Figure 4.6 . No cross section of the one in the sout:hwestern quadrant was 
drawn a 'lhree blocks of rratrix were retained intact for later sorting, but 
the remainder of the rraterial was screened throl¥Jh 1/ 16-in. mesh. 

In roost cases, this rraterial was thorol¥Jhly burned and in extrenely 
fragile condition. Instances were noted where high heat had fused sate 

kernels together to form clllDps. Fire-reddened areas on the south wall 
adjacent to the southeastern concentration of this material, plus burned 
soil beneath all three concentrations, indicate that this material had 
either burned in place or was burning when it was thrown into the roan. 
'llle localized nature of these deposits rray favor the former suggestion. 
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scattered adobe chunks that overlaid tile corn were also burned: thus, the 
material probably was still burning wren at least a portion of the over
lyiD3' material was deposited. 'Ibe only ash found in conjunction with this 
material was found in the southeastern and northeastern concentrations 
where very thin layers were found between the overlying adobe am the 
corn. In the southeastern concentration, the ash lay directly beneath a 
canpletely decarp:>SEd charred beam, which was too disintegrated to collect 
as a dendrochronology sanple: nor was the burned adobe sui table for 
archeal\agnetic dating (Windes, personal camunication, 1978). A radio
carbon sample taken fran the northeastern burned concentration has not 
been processed. 

I)J.riD3' excavation, materials fran these concentrations were tenta
tively identified as corn kernels, cobs and stalks, corn silk, twine, 
pieces of burned gourd rind, burned insects, and other charred seeds. 
Sane of these samples were analyzed by M. Toll (1985:247-277); others 
remain intact for futUre analysis. 

layer 5 (intentio~ deposited sand). layer 5 consisted of a tan, 
sandy soil, Whidi contai very little cultural material and no evidence 
of lensing, laminae, or structure that indicates natural deposition. '!he 
14-16~ck layer was discontinuous: it was thickest on the eastern 
side of the roan but pinched out in the western half about 22 an west of 
the north-south profile line (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Near the south wall, 
the contact between layers 3 and 5 could not be traced because of wall 
fall. Similarly, Iayer 5 runs up against a rock concentration along the 
north wall; this concentration extended fran the upper floor of the roan 
to the top of layer 5. '!he sandy fill of layer 5 appears to have been 
intentionally placed in the room. 

'1he adobe and trash layer that overlaid 
the in the southwestern portion of 
the roan where it was 26-36 an thick. In the nortbern and eastern sec
tion, it tapered off to 14 or 15 an in thickness (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). 
Because layer 6 contained concentrations of adobe that were denser than 
those found in the overlying layer 3 trash, it was grayer in color. 'Ibis 
color distinction was quite clear where the two layers met in the western 
half of the roan. In the eastern half of the roan, h<Mever, part of layer 
5 was accidentally mixed with the IJR?er portion of layer 6 so that arti
fact densities could not be calculated accurately. 'Ibe western section of 
layer 6 averaged 80 sherds, 7 pieces of d'llpped stone, and 197 oones per 
cubic meter. Although the ceramics and, in particular, the chipped stone 
counts were much lower in this layer than they had been in Layer 3, the 
bone counts were sanewhat higher. Most of the bone in layer 6 was recov
ered in the southeastern quadrant of level 8, a 5-7 em level directly 
overlying the Floor 1 surface, which was excavated separately in order to 
segregate floor contact materials. '1here was little evidence of burning 
in any of this material. 
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Floor 1 and Associated Features 

Rock Concentrations on Floor 1. Two large rock concentrations were 
found on or just above the tJR>er floor surface. Both probably resulted 
fran wall fall _iately after the removal of the roof. 

'!his concentration was found. in the 
TTFig'I;"~ 4.7). It directly overlaid a small 

child's burial (Burial 4) in a pit in Floor 1 (see the discussion of 
possible associations in Olapter 5). It extended northward along the west 
wall as far as the southern end of a walled storage area (Storage Bin 1). 
'!he base of Rock Concentration 1 extended 3-5 an above the surface of 
Floor 1 and rested on a small amount of adobe and trash fran Layer 6. '!be 
top of this concentration corresponded closely to the top of Layer 6 
(bebieen 24 and 33 an above Floor 1). 1he rocks in this pile lay in a 
haphazard fashion with quantities of melted adobe clay among them, and 
they resembled wall fall. A m.ni:ler of ground stone artifacts, roost of 
which were partial or damaged speci..rrens, formed part of this concentra
tion. '!he total artifacts in Rock Concentration 1 include 3 manos, 2 
metate fragments, 7 abraders, 5 pieces of ·other ground stone,· 45 sherds, 
2 pieces of chipped stone, and 5 pieces of eggshell. Part of a copper 
bell was found on top of this concentration along the south wall {Figure 
4.7} : it constitutes one of a very few copper specimens found in small 
house sites. 

Rock Concentration 2. Lc:x:ated adjacent to the midsection of the 
north wall ( Figure 4.7), this rock concentration also contained rocks that 
were cemented tOCJether with adobe. Sane rocks fran this concentration 
rested directly on Floor 1, but most of the basal layer rested several 
centimeters above the floor. '!he top of the concentration was 25-30 an 
above the floor, which is roughly the same distance as Rock Concentration 
1, but it extended up into fill layer 5, which was present only in this 
section of the roan. Rock Concentration 2 contained mJre artifacts than 
did Rock Concentration 1: Figure 4.7 indicates those recovered fran the 
upper level. Ground stone pieces (either partial or damaged specimens) 
included 1 mana, 3 metate fragrrents, 8 abraders, 1 pot lid, 1 polishing 
stone, 1 anvil, and 1 piece of "other ground stone· (Akins 1980:Table 
8.12). In and around Rock Concentration 2 were 11 sherds, 1 corrugated 
jar fragment, pieces of chipped stone, 302 bones, 1 corncob, and 3 pieces 
of eggshell. 

Floor 1 ~tional Evidence. 'lbe upper surface in this roan (an 
estimated 12. ~ was located 80-92 an below Site latll!l A. Although 
these depths overlap those of the ICMer floor, which was located beb«:en 
84 and 92 an below the datlE, there is a layer of intervening fill between 
them in most areas (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Floor 1 slopes fran its shal
lowest depth below the dat... along the west wall toward the east where it 
reached a maximlln depth in the center of the roan just east of where the 
ICMer floor had been removed prehistorically (Figure 4.4). It then rises 
again toward the east wall . About a 10-an difference was noted fran west 
to east. Little slope was noted fran north to south (Figure 4.5). 
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'!be surface of Floor 1 was in {XX>r condition; it was broken up, par
ticularly in the southeastern quarter of the roan where mudt animal dis
turbance was noted. Most of the surface consisted of llrnpy gray clay with 
thin layers of yellCM-tan sand in and arolmi these llUpS. 'Where the plas
ter was well preserved , it was up to 1 an thick, and no replastering was 
apparent. '!be best preserved plaster was around Firepit 1; it extended 
west around Posthole 1 (Figure 4.8). 

Because there was considerable postoccupational animal disturbance in 
the fill down to Floor 1, it was difficult to determine the floor-associ
ated artifacts versus dense trash material that directly overlaid the bro
ken floor surface. '!be only definite floor associations were two burials 
with their grave goods and the floor features (see discussions belC7tti' 
regarding Burial 3 , Pit 6, and Olapter 12). 

Floor 1 Features. Figure 4.8 provides locational data for the fea
tures associated with Floor 1. Table 5.4 in Cllapter 5 lists their dimen
sions and characteristics. Inclwed are several burns, two postholes, a 
possible storage cist, two pits of lUlknown function, and a burial pit. 
TWo animal burrC7tti's were originally assigned feature mnbers but do not 
appear to have been used prehistorically. In general, these features are 
centrally clustered. Contrary to what was expected before excavation, 
pits of this supposed living roan were few in mnber. In addition, no 
well-burned, pennanent- appearing firepit was found. One sad-appearing, 
slightly dished, burned area was deSignated as a firepit. A large storage 
bin is described with the Floor 2 features. 

Firfiit 1. '!bis feature actually is a circular burn and not a 
firepit. A 3 bY 30 an slightly concave depression (3-4 an deep) in the 
floor had been scooped out and plastered before use. It did not have 
evidence of repeated cooking or heating, but an archeanagnetic date of 
A.D. 1170 + 28 years (ESO 1672) was obtained. '!he fill rerroved fran the 
feature was not screened. 

Floor Burn 1. In the west-central area of the floor was a small 
area (48 by 40 an) Where burned material consisting of charred bones, 
twigs, sane blackened rocks, and red adobe rested on the floor. All fill 
was screened through 1/ 16-in. mesh. Because of its placement, it nay have 
resulted fran a postoccupational event. Again, there was no indication of 
repeated use, and there was no burn on the floor beneath it. 

Floor Burn 2. '!his is a small concentration (33 by 30 an) of 
burned woOd that was found south-southeast of Posthole 2. It nay repre
sent a single log fire that occurred on this floor. 

Pit 1. 'Ibis large (67 by 59 an), irregularly shaped feature 
(Figure 4.9) located in the southwestern quadrant of the roem may have 
been used for storage. '!he dirt walls and base were gray and had evidence 
of a few calcilDl cartx:mate deposits. '!he indentation on the south wall is 
part of the original construction. Although the pit belled out at the 
bottan (26-28 an depth) , animal disturbance has destroyed portions of the 
walls; this disturbance extended down tllrough Pit 1 into Firepit 1 of 
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Floor 2 fran which quantities of burned rra.terial were introduced into the 
clean, sandy fill of the storage pit. 

Pit 2. 'lhis unlined, roughly dU;, 12 by 10 an oval pit that is 
25 an deep (Figure 4.9) may have been a post support, but it lacked shims, 
a basal slab, or shale packing-features carmon to postholes in other ex
cavated roans. It contained a single layer of clean, tan sand, which was 
screened through 1/16-in. mesh. 

Pit 3. A circular pit of unknown function (Figure 4.9) was lo
cated in the approximate center of the roan. It was 24 by 21 an in size 
and 17 an deep. l\nilral disturbance had obliterated the base of this 
feature . '!he walls were not plastered, and the ones that remained had 
evidence of calcit:m carbonate deposits. 'IWo layers of fill had been 
disturbed. layer 1 was made up of 9.5 an of fine, tan, unburned sand; 
although it contained many burned twigs, these probably represent animal 
disturbance. layer 2, 7.5 an of moist, fine-grained, yellow, saroy soil, 
has charcoal only in areas where animal. burrCMS were present. All fill 
was screened through 1/16-in. mesh. 

Pit 4. 'Ibis was an animal burrow, not used prehistorically. 

Pit 5. 'l1lis was another animal burrOIN', not used prehistor-
ically. 

Pit 6. 'lhis oval pit (Figure 4.10), l ocated next to the west 
wall (Figure 4.8), was constructed as a burial pit for an infant (Burial 
4, Olapter 12). Measuring 36 by 55 an at the surface , it belled out as 
much as 5-7 an near the base (28 an deep), which cut through the lower 
floor but did not extend below the west wall foundations. iIle unlined 
walls were difficult to outline. 'lhey had been cut into soft, gold-tan 
sand. '!he irregular floor beneath the body was a clayey, brCM'l sand am 
was irregular, just like the pit walls. '!he pit was probably dug at the 
eOO. of the oa:upation of this roan. Although the pit was covered with a 
series of small sandstone slabs less than 20 an long that were set in 
plaster to seal the pit, an animal burrOIN' containing unburned amaranth 
seeds was found overlying the skeleton, but the seeds were not associated. 
with the burial. '!he pit fill was predaninantly clean sand scattered with 
sparse charooal, a few- nonhunan bones, and sherds. A thin layer of lensed 
sand was found about halfway down; it may represent wash that came down 
between the rocks that plugged the pit. lbe burial was placed in the pit 
in a partially extended position with its legs bent up against the south 
wall. 'It1e only offering was one large, corru;ated sherd, which was placed 
so that it partially covered the skull. See Olapter 12 for details re- · 
garding this burial. However, on Floor 1, next to the west wall just 
south of Bin 1 and ·inmediately north of Pit 6, was a portion of a Crt:mbled 
Bouse Black:-on-white bowl that mayor may not have been an associated. 
grave offering. All fill was screened through 1/8-in. mesh. 

Posthole 1. Posthole 1 was nearly circular (19 an east to west 
and 18 an north to south) and 37-38 an deep (Figure 4.11). lbere were 2-3 
an of clay ooping on the south and west sides, and the interior of the pit 
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was plastered. 'lhe hole retained part of an unburned wooden post 
fragrrent, whidl was foWld 26-27 an below the rim; however, it crllllbled to 
pieces during removal. 'lhis post was 7 an in diameter and was surrowx1ed 
by basal slabs. Clean sand containing no artifacts ca1pleted the fill of 
this posthole. No pollen or flotation sanples were oollected, and no 
artifacts were recovered. 

_thole 2. Around _thole 2, Floor 1 coped upward slightly on 
the west side, ana the floor was burned slightly along the west side of 
this pit but not in its interior. A roughly circular hole 24 by 16 and 26 
an deep, with the base circunference snaller than the rim (Figure 4.11), 
was considered a posthole because of its size and the presence of shims at 
a depth of 19-20 = below the floor . A thin coat of plaster was mostly 
washed off the sides. 'lbe shims were offset west of center, with one 
basal slab on the south and two lateral shims on the east and west that 
ran back into the pit walls. No post or post iJrpression remained. A 
single layer of tan, san1y soil with scattered, sparse, charcoal flecks 
throughout filled the rest of the posthole, but there was no evidence of 
burning. All material was screened through 1/16-in. nesh. On the east 
side of this feature, an unoodified concretion had been set into the floor 
surface (Figure 4.8). 

Rodent Holes. In addition to Pits 3, 4, and 5, which were at
tributed to anliMl &irrowing, two rodent holes (RH 1 and RH 2, Figure 4.8) 
were identified. 'Ibis considerable amount of disturbance trade it diffi
cult to determine whether artifacts were originally part of the floor 
rraterial or associated with the dense trash deposits of fill just above 
Floor 1. Rodent Hole 1, 31 an in diameter, was not canpletely excavated. 
It contained trash mixed with burned san1 and d'JarC'Oal.. 

Floor 1 Artifacts. As noted above, there was considerable animal 
disturballce in this roan. Pottery overlying the first floor included a 
mix of types : Mesa Verde Black-on-whi te, McElmo Black-on-whi te, Chaco
McElmo Black-oIHlhite, and wares with trachybasalt tanpers (Crmi:>led House 
Black-on-white and Nava Black-on-white) that are equivalent to the first 
two. Iftle decorated wares were present in sufficient n\nbers to indicate 
that site occupation continued into the A.D. 1200s (Toll et al. 1980:100, 
114) although the percentages of St. Johns Polychrare in the floor fill of 
this roan might indicate persistent site use into the later period 
(Carlson 1970:311, McKenna and Toll, Chapter 7). St. Johns Polychrare is 
not well dated in Otaco Canyon, and site survey iooicates a very limited 
distribution of this ceramic type (Windes, personal oammunication, 1979). 

Burial 3. located on the surface of Floor 1 in the northeastern cor
ner of the roan (Figure 4.8) was an adult male who was lying face down 
with his head turned slightly to the east and his knees pulled up. A 
large, ground sandstone slab covered his crushed skull, and several offer
ings were associated with the body (see Chapter 12). It was felt that 
animals had disturbed this partially exposed burial because his oones were 
sanewhat scattered and a few were missing. 
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Fill Between Floor 1 and Floor 2 

La1er 7 (intentional fill, sand, and clay). Bebleen the first and 
secorldloors of Roan 7 was a 2-7-an, thin lifer of very corrpact, light 
tan, sandy soil, which contained scattered snall dlunks of partially 
melted adobe. No laminae were noted, and very little cultural material, 
apart fran sparsely scattered charcoal flecks, was fouoo. This layer and. 
Floor 2 (lower floor) were awarently removed in the eastern half of the 
roan when the overlying surface (Floor 1) was constructed. 

Floor 2 and Asscx:iated Features 

Floor 2. 'nlis surface located fran 84-92 an below C8.tlE. A was 12.11 
m2. It was constructed early in the use of this area and was only par
tially carplete; the eastern half had been removed prehistorically (Figure 
4.12). In the western half of the roan where portions of the floor re
main, the floor surface is a thick gray clay with evidence of two plaster
ings. Although there is little or no fill between these coats, the upper 
layer broke cleanly away fran the l~r one during excavation. 'lbe cern
bined thickness of these two surfaces was between 0.75 and 1.0 an. Al
though the upper surface of Floor 2 is a smooth, nicely polished surface, 
it is not flat, and in certain areas it dips below the lcwer plaster 
level. Unlike Floor 1, which was very discontinuous, only one section of 
the upper plaster was in poor coooition. ntis area was near the center of 
the roan. Extensive rodent disturbance was noted in pits and along the 
floor surface. The presence of a hearth/firepit is indicative of its use 
as a living roan during the initial oc::cupation . 'lWo storage areas were 
also present. 

Floor 2 Features. Because of the removal of part of this floor dur
ing later rE!flll'i1eiing of this roan, there is limited information on floor 
features. Included are half of a firepit, a large storage bin, and a 
small storage cist. One additional feature, Pit 1, had evidence of exten
sive animal disturbance and is of uncertain prehistoric origin. Table 5.3 
in Chapter 5 lists these features and their characteristics. 

Firepit 1. ntis substantial hearth, which WlfortWlately was 
partially removed prehistorically (Figure 4.12), indicates that this roan 
may have functioned originally as a living roan. '!he firepit was 52 an 
across arxl · 21 an deep in its remaining extent. Four layers of f i ll were 
discerned. Layer 1 consisted of 2-11 an of light gray ash and scattered 
charcoal. Layer 2 was 4-18 en of fine, purple sand with scattered char
coal; there was evidence of animal disturbance at its base. Layer 3 c0n

sisted of light tan sand with scattered ash and charcoal; again, animal 
disturbance was noted. Layer 4 was light gray ash. '!he hearth was plas
ter-lined and roo at the base. One archeanagnetic sauple provide::J a date 
of A.D. 1120 + 26 (FSO 1676). 1his feature had been truncated when Pit 1 
of Floor 1 was dug, and no plan or profile of the .feature was drawn. 

Pit 1. 1he function of this irregularly shaped, unplugged 75 by 
24-28-= pit that was 12 an deep has not been defined (Figure 4.13). It 
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may have been the result of animal burrowing. '!he fill consisted of 
clean, tan-gold sand with scattered pieces of sandstone near ita base. 
TWo animal burrows were evident in this fill. 

Pit 2. 'Ibis is a small-vollZre storage cist with an estimated 
5,300 cc capacity. A ground, circular, sandstone cover had collapsed into 
the fill. '!bis lid was covered with gray plaster, which indicated that it 
had once been cenented into the Floor 2 surface; sorre red pigment also 
adhered to ita surface. 

'!bis pit was 22 an in diameter and 15 an deep and had patches of clay 
on its sides and bottan, but the plaster was not continuous. 'l11.ree layers 
of fill were identified. Layer 1 consisted of about 5 an of llJltlY, brown
gray clayey sand . Layers 2 (3 an) and 3 (7 an) were distinguished because 
a sandstone slab separated the fairly clean, tan~old sand that was char
acteristic of both of then. Animal disturbance was minimal and was 
recorded only in Layer 1. All fill was screened through V8-in. mesh. 

Stoffl:e Bin 1. '11le nortJ"r..1estern corner of the roan was walled 
off at the t 'the first plastering on Floor 2 occurred. 'lhere is no 
doubt that the bin wall was constructed in conjWlCtion with. Floor 1. '!he 
block of clean sand that underlaid the bin wall and went below Floor 2 was 
left purposely in the northwestern corner of the roan. It also underlaid 
the entire west wall. 

A triangular enclosure was created by a flat-laid masonry wall that 
abutted the midsection of the west wall and the western end of the north 
wall. 'Ibis enclosure measured 1.04 m on the north, 1.35 m on the west, 
and 1.76 m on the bin wall (Figure 4.12). It extended 45-68 em above the 
floor when excavated; its original height is not known. '!he mnall am:>unt 
of rock found on the floor adjacent to this feature t,rK,Iuld have constituted 
only another two courses, or about 15 an, for a total wall height of 83 
an. Althol19h roore height may have been added to the original structure 
during its continued use throughout the roan occupation, no breaks in 
masonry were ~ent. '!his wall had no foundation and was seated on 
clean sand. 'lhe soft, friable, light tan sandstone masonry extended 2-5 
an below Floor 1 and contained nl.l'rerous spalls. A single coat of bin wall 
plaster, 0.2 em thick, covered both sides of the roan-facing bin wall. 
"!he adjacent north wall had almost 2 an of plaster that passed behind the 
bin wall, ..nich indicated that the roan walls were not replastered after 
the bin construction during the first use of the roan. Although JOOst of 
the remaining bin plaster was left intact, remodeling was not noted even 
in the area where the bin wall curves to meet the west wall. 'lbe curving 
portion of the bin wall was the only segment with no plaster remaining on 
either face (Figure 4. 14) . '!here was no indication of a doorway connect
ing the bin with the roan, and no ao:ess to adjacent roans was apparent in 
the roan walls that were part of this storage bin. 

Figure 4.15 is a profile of the east-west section of bin fill. Only 
layer 1 reSE!'li:>led. the .fi11 in the rest of the roan. At a maxiIrun of 13 an 
thick, it contained tan, laminated, sandy soil with gray clay lenses; it 
extended 17 an bel"" the top of the bin wall and was continuous with the 
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Figure 4.14. Roan 7 , Floor 2, Storage Bin 1, detail of curving wall 
(Chaco Project Neg . 19105) 
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trash-rich Layers 2 and 3 in the rest of the room. Most of Layer 2 and 
the overlying Layer 1 in the rest of the room had been removed before the 
top of this feature was found. 

Layer 2 in Storage Bin 1 consisted of 6-19 an of sandy soil that was 
slightly darker in color than layer 1. It contained dense concentrations 
of adobe chunks in a lensed sand, alluvial matrix. ~s layer sloped \l(>" 

ward at the west wall, ani the alluvial portion appears to have acclII1U
lated from this upslope direction. 

Layer 3 consisted of only 3-5 an of red-brown, cmpact sand and 
adobe. 'llle sand was not burned but it had a high iron content. ~s 
layer was continuous across the bin. 

Layer 4 was 11-23 an of loosely cooq>acted, sandy soil that contained 
scattered adobe chunks. It differed from Layer 2 in that it had smal.l.er 
quantities of adobe, it also lacked alluvial lensing. A bone awl and a 
piece of turquoise were fOWld next to the wall. 

Iayer 5 was separated fran layer 4 by a thin, discontinuous lens (12-
16 an) of gray clay. Although Layers 4 and 5 were similar in appearance, 
layer 5, a soft, sandy soil with very little charcoal, contained a dense 
concentration of bones that incllXled a mrnber of turkey bones, none of 
which represented an articulated skeleton. OJantities of eggshell were 
also recovered, but dung, which might indicate that these birds were 
actually kept in this enclosure, was not found. 

Floor 1 is synonymous with layer 6; it was 0.5 an thick, irregular, 
and discontinuous. Although dirt peeled off the surface, this possibly is 
only a contact between layers 4 am 5. '!here was a ooncentration of brown 
spots, often typical of a floor, but a few turkey bones protruded through 
the surface. It is 73-75 an below Site Oatmt A. 

layer 7 separated the first and second bin floors. It was 7-12 an 
thick and consisted of small rocks in a tan-gold, unlaminated sand matrix. 
Rocks were more n1.Derous at the top of the layer in the southern portion 
of the bin fill. Numerous discolorations attributed to an~ disturbance 
were noted in this layer. Sare late, carbon-painted, ceramics were recov
ered fran this floor. 

Floor 2 was a surface carpns1ng sandstone slabs set in thick, gray 
clay (Figure 4.12). 'llle plastered portion was a single coat thick. Flag
stones included pieces of ground stone similar to those in the south wall 
of the roan; they are a soft, sandstone anvil tllat probably was groUlXl 
after it was set in the floor, an indurated sandstone abrader, a mano with 
evidence of only light use, and a netate fragment that had been reused for 
crushing and cix:lpping before it was set in the floor surface. '!he pre
sence of the flagstone flooring indicates that Floor 2 was used for food 
storage and limited food processing. Similar surfaces have been used both 
historically and prehistorically as work surfaces; they also prevent 
animal burrowing into stored food areas. 
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Floor 2, although plastered only once, appears to have accaopanied 
the use of Floor 2 in Roan 7. No late, carbon-painted sherds were fotmd. 

One shallow heatill<J pit, Construction Heating Pit 1, was foWld below 
Storage Bin 1 (see below). 

Floor 2 Artifacts. Despite the ..... 11 vol ..... of fill between the 
first ana second roan floors and the presence of animal disturbance in 
this floor, no late carbons or st. Johns IXllychrane sherds were found in 
association with Floor 2 or its floor features. No exotic materials arxl 
no worked pieces of stone were found in the small collection of chipped 
stone. One small turquoise bead and two shell beads were recovered in the 
fill. 

l\ctual Floor 2 contact materials included one Gallup Black-on-white 
sherd and a piece of a slab cover. In addition, Pit 2 contained a grourd, 
circular slab with floor plaster and red pigrrent adhering to one of its 
surfaces (see above). 

Construction Levels 

layer 8 (construction debris and alluvial material). In the eastern 
half of Roan 7 where Floor 1 was mIssing, a nol1hCiiiOCjeneous mixture of 
brown to gray adobe and sand with scattered charcoal and sandstone spalls 
was foWld (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). It contained sane laminated sands and 
8f{)ears to be a mixture of alluvial material and construction debris. 
several pockets of material of the same consistency, perhaps erroneously 
designated layer 8, were foWld beneath Floor 2 in the western half of the 
roan as well. 'nle irregular nature of this layer obscured horizontal 
stratigraphic distinctions that would indicate what had been deposited 
with the upper and IC1\lier floors. Most pockets, however, appeared to be 
associated with the lower floor construction. 

Construction Features. Near the base of layer 8 and the roan wall 
foundation were two fireplts that were associated with the initial con
struction of Roan 7. "!his location may indicate that they provided heat 
during construction of the foundations and/or walls. A burned feature 
that was foum directly below Floor 2 also may have been associated with 
construction . None were slab-lined or finished with plaster, and no 
associated surfaces were noted. 

COnstruction Firepit 1 (heating pit). Figures 4.4 and 4.5 in
dicate the location of thIs possIbly oval area that was scooped out of the 
sandy soil in the western half of Roan 7. About 5 em of the pit's south 
edge was truncated when the plan view was drawn (Figure 4.16), its profile 
can be seen in Figure 4.5. "!he remainill<J area is about 68 bY 48 em and 
about 10-15 em deep. It contained over 25,000 cc of ash and burned sand, 
such a large quantity, not usually found in small site firepits, indicates 
that it represents IOOre than a single, snall, haOO-warming fire. It was 
deeper than Construction Firepit 2 and extended dcMl as far as the base of 
the east wall foundations (which are lower than those of the west wall). 
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Beneath this pit, Iayer 8 was cooposed of clean sand introoed by 
several animal burrows (Figure 4.4). 

Construction Firepit 2. I.ocated in the southeastern portion of 
the roan (FIgure 4.16), this fIrepit was an irregular feature, 26-30 an in 
diameter and about 3-6 an deep, that had been S<:OCp!d out of the sandy 
soil. A discontinuous expanse of gray clay, located north and west of 
this feature, probably represents an irregular pile of adobe melt rather 
than an associated surface. Only a small aoount of charcoal-flecked trash 
remained, which was insufficient for collection. 

Construction Heating Pit 1. Beneath Floor 2 and beneath the 
northeastern corner of storage Bin 1 was a burned area originallY thought 
to have been associated with the overlying feature (Figure 4.16). It was 
8-10 an belOlJl the floor, am it ran beneath the storage bin and the north 
roan wall up to the north wall foundation (this wall was offset fran its 
fourdation). '!he pit was rOl..¥]hly circular, 20 by 20 an, about 5 an deep, 
and filled almost entirely with a sandstone slab that had been plastered 
into place with gray clay (Figure 4.17) that resembled the clay used on 
Floor 2 and the wall foundations. '!he remaining pit fill consisted of 
about 2 tablespoonsful of brown sand with ash and charcoal and a few 
pieces of scorched wood. 'lhe adjacent north wall footing was not fire
reddened, and the heating pit probably was not used extensively. 

It>ne of these features was scmpled for archeanagnetic dating. De
spite its large size, Construction Firepit 1 had virtually no areas of 
burned clay, whereas Construction Firepit 2 was too small to provide a 
sufficient collection of cubes. 

Ia~£ 9. In the eastern portion of Roan 7 was a layer of clean sand 
mixed wlth a !IlIal.1 amount of charcoal and a few sherds (Figure 4.4). 
'lbere was no evidence of animal disturbance. 'lb.is layer sloped downhill 
toward the east. '!he sherds did not indicate an earlier occupation of the 
rLdge in this area. 

Test areas in the northeastern corner of Roan 7 
lensed sand as Layer 9 but without cultural ma

terial. 'lhese were the deepest natural layers exposed; they extended 83 
an below Floor 2, but bedrock was not reached (Figure 4.4). Mditional 
testing below cultural strata made along the middle section of the south 
wall and in the southwestern corner of the roan revealed only nea.ndering, 
animal burrows. In contrast, Test Trench 2, which uncovered the north 
wall of Roan 8 (see helow), reached bedrock at 60 crn below ground surface. 
'lhls trench was downslope, but the depth of the sand layers in Roan 7 was 
lower and may indicate an aeolian pocket on this ridge where the house was 
located. Its extent and the true meaning of the differences in bedrock 
depth are not known. 

Walls 

that 
All four walls of Roam 7 had gray clay foundations 
an deep (Table 4. 1 ) • Because they followed the 
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natural ridge tq>ography I the shalicwest footings were located on the 
upslope side of the roan beneath the west wall and the west end of the 
north wall (Figures 4. 18 and 4. 19) • '!he deepest foundation was located 
beneath the midsection of the north wall where the ridge runs downslq>e to 
the north beneath Roan 8. 

Table 4.1. Roan 7, wall foundations and wall heights 

wall Foundation (an) wall Height (m) 

South 14-16 0.81-1.13 
East 14-24 0.94-1.18 
North 6-26 0.86-0.96 
West 9-10 1.02-1.07 

'!he wall fourrlations were not set in trenches but were laid directly 
on the ridge saM. 'ltie footings were set as a unit, much like those in 
sane large town sites (Lekson 1984:15). '!he overlying walls, built at a 
slightly later date even though no fill overlaid the footings beneath the 
structural walls, were offset fran 6-10 au in sane cases (Figures 4.20 a.OO 
4.21). 

Although the source of gray clay used in the construction of wall 
foundations is not known, it is similar to that found at other large and 
3Mll sites in 01ac0 Canyon (Akins and Gillespie 1979; Windes 1987:144; 
Iekson, personal carmunication, 1979). A clay mixing pit at nearby Site 
29SJ 628 (dating to A.D. 700s or 800s) contained material that Charles T. 
Johnson (University of lEw Mexico Geology Department, 1979) thought was 
derived fran the deca1lx>sing Menefee shale that erodes beneath the Cliff 
House saMstone formation that carposes the canyon walls in this rincon. 

wall Mason~. Because the wall saaples were too snal.l and inconsis
tent (Figures 4:8 and 4.19; Table 4.1), no design-style analysis was un
dertaken. Most of the stone incorporated into the walls of Roan 7 was a 
light-colored, friable sandstone that is available at the base of the 
talus slq;les around the rincon. Sene dark, indurated sandstone similar to 
that used in the larger towns was also present in the Roan 7 Walls; sane 
of these may have been reused ground stone. Although ground stone was 
noted in surprising quantities in the wall fall, the only similar stones 
found in the standing walls were near the wall tope and along the south 
wall where the plaster was largely missing. In the excavations at nearby 
Site 29SJ 627, few metates and little wall fall were recovered (Truell 
1986:149, 1987:168). It is possible that inhabitants of 29SJ 627 moved 
uphill and used materials collected fran their earlier hane to build 
29SJ 633. 

'1he expediency ClJ.:Pirent in the wall constructions at 29&1 633 re
sulted in an irregular product. No clear lines of contrasting masonry 
were discerned that would indicate that the ground stone was incorporated 
as a rE!t'lCdeling episode or was only associated with the later occupation. 
Although sane remodeling was noted, the masonry was not of a consistent 
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Figure 4.20. Roan 7, clay fouroation under north wall (Olaco Project Neg. 
19108) 

Figure 4.21. Roan 7, clay foundation under south wall (Chaco Project Neg. 
19106) 
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style across any surface in which additions were clearly evident. Chink
ing was used predaninantly in areas that were remodeled or around plugged 
or added wall features. '!be chinJdng material was either soft sandstone 
or (Xltsherds, with the former being IOOre cannon than the latter. 

_ wall junctions of Roan 7 are shown in Figure 4.3. Although the 
foundations were laid out as a unit, the upper walls give no hint that an 
orderly pattern was followed during their construction. 

South Wall. '1l1.is wall was seated on 14-26 an of gray clay foundation 
and was 0.81-1.13 m high. 'lhe wall base in the western corner was al:x>ut 
23 on higher than it was in the eastern end to conform to the ridge con
figuration (Figure 4.1Ba). 

'1l1.e wall masonry was varied and ranged fran small spalls (2-5 an 
long) to large slabs (25-35 an long). ibis range is greater than that 
present in the west wall. Little grinding and no pecking were found in 
the south wall stones except on the surface of reused ground stones, which 
inclooed a mnber of rretates and a few mana fragments. 

An unusual round concretion, 13 on in diameter, was set into the 
masonry about 7 an fran the south roan corner. Its concave side faced the 
roan's interior (Figure 4.22), and it was filled with gray clay. A slight 
aroount of grinding was noted only around the opening of the concavity. 
Several small sandstone slabs and 17 corrll!Jated. sherds that were not re
moved surrounded it. It seans unlikely that the sherds would have matched 
those found in the plugging material of Doorway 3, which were probably of 
later construction. 

~ section of wall plaster east of Doorway 2 was burned where it was 
in contact with the burned vegetal material described in Layer 4 (roan 
fill) • 

'1l1.e south wall has three plugged doors, which were originally framed 
by small, carefully shaped spalls and later filled with reused ground 
stone, snall sherd and spall chunks, and blocks of varying sizes. '!his 
gives the wall the appearance of structural chaos. Door jamb construction 
also varied and added to the pattern confusion. '!be two larger doors were 
located to the east and west of the center of the wall (Figure 4.18a). A 
third, less evident break: was located in the center of the wall. '!he 
bases of these features apparently extended all the way to the bottan of 
the walls and were at a height equal to the top of the wall foundation. 
None of the tops of the doors in this roan could be identified. '1l1.is wall 
had the largest mnber of doors for any single wall in this roan. 

t:borway 1. Located at the western end of the south wall, this 
doorway exterideclfran the bottan of the wall (the foundation t~) to the 
ranaining course of masonry at 1.13 m. 'ltle width was 64 an, and there is 
lateral l:x:Iwing in the upper (Xlrtion of the doorway. A mana was set into 
the door jamb so that its grinding surface faced the roam interior (Figure 
4.23) • 
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Fignre 4.22. Rcx:m. 7, concretion set into south wall (01aco Project Neg. 
19089) 

Figure 4.23. Roan 7 , Cborway 1, plugged doorway at the western eoo of the 
south wall (Chaco Project Neg. 19085) 
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Included in the plugging material were 3 manos, 3 metate fragro!nts, 
and a large flat slab (54-56 an long by 4 an thick) that at first 
resembled a lintel; however, the doorjamb extended above it to the top of 
the remaining course of masonry. 

Cborway 2. I.ocated along the eastern end of the south wall, 
this doorway also extended upw'ard fran the base of the walls (foundation 
top) to above the remaining wall masonry (Figure 4.24). The doorway was 
54-55 an wide. It was plugged with m:x3.erate-sized building stones over
laid by very closely spaced, corrugated jar sherds set in gray clay . 'nle 
area of sherds was rOll9hly 60 an and extended fran the western edge of the 
door opening (Figure 4.25). A rounded coping of the same gray clay cover
ed the eastern edge of the original jamb construction, whim was still 
visible despite the later plug. A large slab had collapsed in the fill of 
the door opening, but as in Doorway 1, the jamb extended above this level 
(Figure 4.18a). 

Cborway 3. located in the center of the south wall, this break 
was indistinct and its dimensions are unknown (Figure 4.26). It was plug
ged fran inside the room, but the plaza-facing side, found during excava
tion of Test Trench 1, was filled with dirt, which could indicate that 
only a thin veneer fran the roan's interior CCITIpClsed the fill (See Test 
Trench 1 below). 

East Wall. '!be east wall had only 0.94-1.18 an of masonry remaining. 
It was seated on 14-24 em of gray foundation clay (Figure 4. t8b). '!be 
masonry consisted of large saOOstone blocks, and this wall may have been 
built in a nanner similar to the \oIest wall. At the base of the northern 
section of the wall, there were large areas that retained a coat of stiff, 
gray plaster that contained mmerous sandstone spalls. Both the north
eastern and southeastern corners had clay copings that extended a short 
distance above the lower floor (Figure 4.18b). '1be auy wall feature 'oIIIaS 

Doorway 4. 

Doorway 4. 'ltlis feature was located at the southern end of the 
east wall ana contained loosely consolidated fill with sane flat slabs 
near the bottan (Figure 4.27). If intentionally plugged, it represents a 
sloppy job. '1t1e base of the door was located 3t-35 an above the top of 
the clay fourrlation or Floor 2 surface. '!be opening was about 43 an wide. 
It was about 9 an wider than the long axis of the sill. '!be door jarrb was 
lined with small sandstone slabs. A flat , ground slab, 34 an by 2-4 an 
thick, fonned the sill. 

North Wall. '!he north wall was between 0 .86 and 0.96 m high and was 
offset slightly to the north of its 6-26-att-thick foundations. Founda
tions ranged from 9 an along the western end to between 22-32 an on the 
eastern end, which preslrnBbly conforms to its ridge location and rock for
mation in that area. '!be western end of the wall also formed one wall of 
Storage Bin 1. '!he shall""" foundation in the area of Storage Bin 1 was 9 
an deep. 'nle north wall was 28 an thick on the west side of Doorway 5 and 
34 an thick on the east side. Masonry consisted of a mixture of blocks of 
various sizes (Figure 4.28). Although it was plastered, it did not con-
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Figure 4.24. Roan 7, Cborway 2, plugged doorway at the eastern eoo of the 
south wall (Chaco Project Neg . 19082) 

Figure 4. 25. Roam 7, close view of chinking in plugged Doorway 2 at the 
eastern end of the south wall (Chaco Project Neg . 19087) 
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Figure 4e26e Roan 7, Doorway 3, middle door in the south wall (Chaco 
Project Neg. 19077) 

Figure 4.27. Room 7, Doorway 4, in east wall (Chaco Project Neg. 19079) 
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tain the nlInerous spalls present in the south wall. '!he eastern and 
western ends of this wall were better preserved than was the central 
portion, which had collapsed around Doorway 5. 

r:oorway 5. located slightly east of center in the rorth wall, 
this unplugged doorway (Figure 4.28) provided access to Roan 8, the stor
age room. It was lined up roughly with !):)orway 3 in the south wall. '!he 
base of the doorway was 52 en below the top of the wall (0.86-0.96 en 
high). '!he sill slab was 37 en long by 2-4 en thick. '!he east janb, 
\oihich was made of sandstone chinks set between blocks, may have slightly 
narrowed the original opening. _ west janb edge contained all large 
blocks . 'lll.ickness of the rorth wall was 28 an on the west side of the 
door and 34 an on the east side. nus feature was rot excavated, even 
thongh both Roan 7 and Roan 8 were. 

West Wall. Seated on 9-10 an of gray foundation clay, the rrasonry in 
the west wall sbood fran 1.02-1.07 m high and was boilt almost entirely of 
large slabs of soft, friable, light tan sandstone that averaged 31 by 18-
26 by 5-6 en in size (Figures 4.19b and 4.29). '!he upper portion of this 
wall was leaning pronouncedly inward. 'l11e wall rocks were deccrrposing in 
place and, as a result, appeared IOOre widely spaced than they actually 
were originally. '!he only variation fran the larger soft slab construc
tion in this wall was found around a plugged doorway located at the south
ern end (Doorway 6), which also contained a later-built wall niche or 
vent. Although no plaster was found on this wall, SCIre plaster was found 
on the walls of Storage Bin 1, which was constructed of similar masonry. 
'lll.us, it is possible the west wall may have been plastered in a similar 
manner. 

Doorway 6. located on the southern end of the west wall, this 
feature measured about 20-25 an. nus doorway had been phXJged with 
small, loosely packed, sandstone spalls set in brown, clayey sand and was 
subsequently reduced to a smaller wall feature (Niche 1 or Vent 1), which 
was offset slightly to the south of the earlier opening (Figures 4.19b and 
4.30). 'lbese features were not excavated because the roan on the west 
side of the wall was not dug and the wall was leaning inward. The base of 
!):)orway 1 was about 45 an above the surface of Floor 1 and had been par
tially obliterated on the south side of the jarrb when Wall Niche 1 was 
built. A large slab and an additional small rock form the base of this 
Roan 7 feature. '1l1e top of the door extended above the remaining upper 
masonry courses. 

Wall Niche 1 or Vent 1. Located in the plngged Doorway 6 in the 
west wall, this feature measured 22-24 an wide and 44 an high. 'ltlese di
mensions are too small to be considered a doorway, but it was not possible 
to determine whether this was a wall niche or an interior (or window) 
vent. Both of these features are very unusual in the excavated sample of 
snal.l house aboveground roans. As far as can be determined, a vent 
occurred in only one other case, Roan 40 at Be 51, and it was recorded by 
Ray Rixey during Gordon Vivian's 1949 stabilization of the site (Vivian 
Archives 228). 
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Figure 4.28. Roan 7, Doorway 5, unplugged doorway in the north wall 
(Chaco Project Neg. 19075) 

Figure 4.29. Rcxxn 7, large slab construction in the west wall (Chaco 
Project Neg. 19090) 
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Figure 4.30. Roan 7, Cborway 6, Wall Niche 1, or Vent 1 in the west wall 
(Claco Project Neg . 19071) 
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Sumlary for Roan 7 

'lbe possibility exists that the same cultural group did not occupy 
the bwu floor sudaces in Roan 7. Evidence fran the types of pottery 
present, the different types of features on the ~ floors, an:l the 
presence of burials associated with Floor 1 enchance this interpretation. 
CUring the Bonito Phase, burials were rare, but they were not an Wlknown 
occurrence in the earlier small houses. 

Although the large storage bin in the northwestern corner of the rcx:rn 
was built with the first occupation of Roan 7, it was not torn dCMl'l when 
Floor 2 was constructed. Although it may have had two floors also, the 
upper one is tentative, am the ceramics in the UR,)eC fill of this feature 
are somewhat earlier than those in the rest of the roam. 

The upper floor in Roam 7 had little evidence of use as a living or 
working area. The lack of later ceramics in the storage bin remains unex
plained, however. 

Roan B 

Roam 8, located directly north of Roan 7 (Figure 4.1), was rectangu
lar in shape and was rreasured to be 4.5 m east-west by 1.85 and 1.65 m 
north-south. Floor area was estinated to be 7.4 m2; thus, size alone 
suggests it fWlctioned as a storage roan. Doorway 6 connected with Roan 
7, and another door in the east wall (Doorway 7) connected to Roan 10 
(unexcavated). 

Excavation Strategy 

Only the eastern half of Roan 8 was excavated. During wall clearing, 
a large art'OWlt of soil was removed fran the northern portion of the roan 
during the search for an intact wall. (After excavation it was apparent 
that this wall had collapsed outward; only two courses remained in place 
on the footing.) 

Roan 8 was excavated in 15-an levels until burned material was found; 
this material was 10-15 an above noor 1. At that point, an east"""'ft1est 
trench sectioned the rE!Tlainder of the fill, whim was then removed as two 
distinct quadrants. 'lhese quadrants were maintained for the remainder of 
the excavations down to sterile soil, or awroximately 50 an below Floor 1 
in the northeastern quadrant. In the southeastern quadrant, an additional 
test extended to 0.95-1.00 m below noor 1. Here cultural material, main
ly transported through animal burrowing, extended to 0.70 m bel""", Floor 1. 
'!be base of the deposits that can be associated with prehistoric construc
tion, however, extended only to 28-30 an bel""'" Floor 1, or just below the 
roan foundation. 

Figure 4.31 is a plan view of the excavated eastern half of the roan; 
Figure 4.32 indicates the natural stratigratilY encountered alol'¥J the west
ern edge of the excavated area. '!his profile is used to describe the nine 
arbitrary levels and eight natural layers, the two floors, and other sur-
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faces. 
burned 

Fill 

lin additional profile (Figure 4.33) gives 
layers that '#!Iere encountered above Floor 1. 

greater detail for the 

la~r 1 (topsoil). ihe ower soil layer, which supported surface 
vegetatlon, was rE!IOOved during wall clearing and does not appear in Figure 
4.32. 

2 ihe owermost 
layer 1-3 and a ,.na11 
~r part of level 4. It consists of 20-43 an of canpact, fine-grained, 
yellowish-brown, alluvial and aeolian sand and wall fall, which was can
posed primarily of sandstone building blocks, adobe l1.l1lps, and adobe ",,It. 
Wall rubble was particularly dense next to the south wall, which had col
lapsed northward. Near the bottan of layer 2, the nLlr'li::ler of saOOstone 
blocks decreased but the mnber and kinds of artifacts and the soil can
paction increased. With greater soil consolidation, the adobe and 
moisture content also increased. 

Because levels and layers did not correspond precisely, artifact den
sities '#!Iere estimated to be 130 sheeds, 26 pieces of chipped stone, and 42 
pieces of bone per cubic neter of soil. 

layers 3 and 4 (burned material). layer 3 corresponds to Level 4 and 
consisted of 9-11 an of fIre-reddened, fine-grained sand. Figure 4.32 il
lustrates the lack of clear contact between layers 2 and 3 in the north. 
Ccmbined with layer 4, layer 3 represents the western extent (as seen in 
the profile) of an intensely burned layer, which consisted largely of or
ganic material. Figure 4.33 provides an east-west profile of this burn, 
which was a naxinun of 19 an thick in its nost intensively burned area 
30 an west of the east wall. 'Ihe color of the burned area ranged fran 
orange to black to red depending on the contents of the fill. '!Wo lenses 
of soft, unburned, tan sani were present in the eastern portion of this 
fill layer. A thin (2-4 an) layer (layer 4) of orange, burned sand lay 
beneath this in the approximate center of the profile (Figure 4.32); de
spite this differentiation, the entire burned area appeared to be a single 
depositional episode. A series of fire-reddened, sandstone blocks that 
foCDW:!d a crescent contained the majority of the well-burned material in 
the eastern half of the roan; these rocks were intentionally located so as 
to restrict the extent of the burning material. Although these unmapped 
rocks confined this material only along the northwestern and western sides 
of the burn, the burn did not touch the wall and reddened only the rocks 
corresponding to the upper portion of the fill ·layer along the east wall 
(Figure 4.34). 'lhe burned material was located directly above two burial 
pits associated with Floor t . 

layer 5 (unburned floor fill). Canbined with layer 6, also a layer 
of unburned floor fill, thIs layer correlates with level 5. In sane 
places it underlaid the burned fill layers, which tooched Floor 1 only in 
the southeastern portion of the roan. layer 5, which was concentrated 
along the north wall, pinched out toward the roan interior. It was a 
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maxinnJn of 10 an thick and consisted of loosely carpacted sand, which 
covered the floor for a distance of about 7-17 an south of the north wall 
in the nor1:hwestern portion of the excavation. No laminae were observed 
in layer 5, but it is not certain whether this material represented a 
natural accutlulation. Layer 5 overlapped areas of Layer 6 in the 
southwestern part of the excavation. 

Iayer 6 (unburned floor fill). Iayer 6 covered the floor to the west 
and south of the &lrned o:mcentration and ranged fran 2-9 an thick; it 
consisted of adobe ... It and clods. It is likely that the adobe was wall 
roortar or rOOfing material discarded in the roan after the roof was 
rem::>ved. 

Floor 1 and Associated Features 

" Floor 1. '!he upper floor was a continuous, gray, clay-plastered sur
face that was 2 an thick, and it was the nicest floor surface uncovered 
in either of the two excavated roars. Despite its continoous nature, the 
surface was not snooth. At the walls, the floor coped up 2-5 an; this was 
particularly evident in the corners. '!he coping and the surface naterial 
appear to have been laid dawn as a un! t. 

'ltlere were seven floor features associated with Floor 1; one, Pit 5, 
is a canbination of Pits 6, 7, and 8 (Figure 4.35). In an area north of 
the eastern extension of Pit 3 (Burial 1) was a burn, and burned floor 
fill was still in contact with the floor surface. An archeanagnetic 
sant;>le was taken. Initially it did not date, but on re-examination in 
1989, a date of A.D. 1190 + 28 years (ESO 1649) was obtained (see C1apter 
3). -

Floor Features. Figure 4.35 provides a plan view of the location of 
eight pits; pits 1, 2, and 4 are probably the result of rodent activity. 

Pit 1 (animal burrow'l). '!his 13-atHli"..,ter pit was 16 an deep 
and filled with very loosely carpacted, fine, sandy soil, which contained 
yellow-brC7""ll charcoal flecks and gray ash at the base. Its circular 
shape, unfinished walls, and slightly rounded base may represent an animal 
burrow (Figure 4.36). 

Pit 2 (animal burrow). Another!Mlall pit, 20 an in diameter and 
11 an deep, may represent an animal burrcw (Figure 4.36). As in Pit 1, 
dlarcoal and ash were associated with yellow-brOlm, aaooy soil but, in 
this instance, they were at the top. 

Pit 3 (Bur ial 1). 'lhis subrectangular pit treasured 77 en east
west and 67 an nort!i=south and was 43 an deep (Figure 4.36). A top layer 
(5 an thick) was canposed of burned sand that contained charcoal and 
snall, burned twigs. '!his burned material was part of the burned floor 
fill, which extended 2 an below the sandstone slabs found in the pit. At 
the base of this layer, which formed a plug, the burned material may have 
sifted dowi1 through the pockets around these slabs. 
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layer 2 had brio cXlrp:>nents. '!he upper 2 an was a burned sandy soil; 
the remaining 28 an was a loosely o::rtpacted, yellow-brown, sandy soil that 
contained sane charcoal. 

Beneath a corrugated sherd and overlying the skull of the burial was 
layer 3, a yellowish-brown sandy soil tilat contained charcoal, sane snall 
sherds, and burned bone. '!be body of a 12+-toonth infant was placed in the 
pit in a semiflexed position. It rested -on its left side with the face 
down and averted to the east, the knees bent, and the feet in the air to 
about 4 an below the top of this layer. '!be fill in sane of the areas 
near the bones was ruch darker (brown/red/tan), especially in the pelvic 
region where there was evidence of burning on sane of the bones. A pocket 
of ash overlaid the abdcmen, the lower ribs, the upper legs, aoo burned 
patterns of the bones. '!his burned material had 00 stratigral,ilic contact 
with the borned floor fill in the upper layer of this pitl the body was 
separated fran it by the intentional fill described above. It 8eEI!1S I.lll

likely that mice were dragging around. hot coals, and because a similar ash 
pocket was found. in association with Burial 2, it appears that this was an 
intentional pert of the burial practice. 

Details pertaining to the body and its accanpanying grave goods are 
presented in Olapter 11. 'l1le sherds (a large Pueblo II rim sherd, a 
Crunbled House Black-on-white ladle, a San Juan redware, an unidentified 
whiteware, am two pieces of unidentified corrugated ware) suggest a Mesa 
Verde Phase deposition. 

A portion of the floor east of Pit 3 had also been removed, p:>Ssibly 
in conjunction with the construction of this burial pit. The archeo
magnetic sanple was taken in this area. '!be pit was subsequently covered 
with clean sand but never plastered aver. 

Pit 4 (animal burrow). ihis pit was 30 by 22 an and ran at an 
angle below the floor for 26 an (Figure 4.36). Its upper rim was reddened 
fran burned floor fill. Adobe cl<X1s over very soft, sandy soil containin; 
charcoal flecks canposed its fill. Like Pits 1 and 2, it is probably the 
result of animal disturbance. 

Pit 5. ihis pit was 90 by 100 an and was a canposite of Pits 6, 
7, and 8, Which are described separately below (Figure 4.36). Pit 6 was a 
burial pit (Burial 2). Pit 7 may have been made during the construction 
of Pit 6. Pit 8, altbough possibly associated with the· construction of 
Pit 6, seems too far fran Pit 6 to be a useful part of it. 

Pit 6 (Burial 2). Like Pit 3, this was a subrectangular burial 
pit that measured 54 bY 30 em across and 48 em deep. Several stones lined 
the south side of the pit; one was an indurated sarrlstone mano that had 
been reused as an anvil and was partially burned 'before being incorporated 
into the pit wall. '!be area east of this pit had been dug out prehistori
cally in a manner similar to tilat noted for Pit 3 (Burial 1), pres\I\lably 
to assist in the oonstruction of the burial pit. In this case where the 
grave was slightly larger than the pit q>ening, such additional excavation 
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would have been necessary to accamodate the placement of the brio basal 
slabs (Layer 4 bel"",) (see also Pit 7). 

Layer 1 was 13 an of heavily burned, reddish-brown sand and charcoal. 
At the base of this material were two sandstone slabs and a few small 
rocks. One of these rocks projected slightly above the Floor 1 surface 
into the burned floor fill. 

layer 2 was only 1 an thick. Dark, yellowish-brCMl, sandy soil cov
ered 0.5 an of ash, which was on top of a grave slab that is considered 
the base of this layer. '!be grave slab was originally a slab netate set 
with its grinding surface down. It rreasured 41 by 32 an and was slightly 
wider than the pit opening; thus, it ran beneath the floor plaster 00 the 
south side of the pit interior. 

layer 3, which held the remains of Burial 2, consisted of 26 an of 
soft, yellow-brown, saOOy soil that contained large charcoal flecks. '!be 
soil was browner at a point beginning about 4 an above the body. '!he 
child (24 months + 8) had been placed in the pit in a semiflexed position, 
with knees bent, with the torso ventral side dOW'll and rolled slightly to 
the right. Both arms and legs were bent; the head was to the west. A 
pocket of ash was fourxl over the knees and pelvis, an:l burned com was 
recovered near the head and over the shoulders and ribs. sane bones were 
burned. Again, the burned material is not part of the floor fill and must 
have been placed with the body at the tirre of burial. Details pertaining 
to the body and aCCClTpIDying grave goods are presented in Olapter 12. '!he 
Mesa Verde and McElrno ceramics suggest a date around late A.D. 1100s-early 
1200s for this burial. 

layer 4 was 8 an deep. '1he skeleton rested on two basal saOOstone 
slabs that lined the pit bottom. There were 2 am of soft, yellow-brOW'll, 
sandy soil beneath these slabs and the sterile sand with residual gravels 
that represented the bottan of the pit. 

Pit 7. Located to the east of Pit 6, Pit 7 was not covered with 
plaster. It was irregularly shaped and was rreasured at 53 by 47 an across 
and 15 an deep. layer 1, which was floor fill, consisted of burned sand 
and charcoal. Beneath this, Layer 2 consisted of adobe clods and adobe 
beam inpressions. As noted above, it was probably excavated prehistori
cally during the preparations for Burial 2. 

Pit 8. 'nlis subrectangular pit was 66 by 22 an across and 38 an 
deep; its sides INere not well defined. '1he thin upper layer, layer 1, 
consisted of burned sand am dlarcoal, or floor fill. Layer 2 was a 
yellow-brown san:ly soil, sane of which was very carpa.ct while sane was 
very loosely catpacted. Sterile soil and adobe clods were found in the 
eastern balf of the pit. 

Pit 8 was fornally very similar to the two other burial pits in this 
roan (Pit 3 and Pit 6); it was even covered by a stone slab as if it we:re 
intended to hold another 3lIall body. An interment, however, was never 
placed in it. 
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Fill between Floor 1 and Floor 2 

Wlere both Floors 1 aoo 2 were present, the fill between them oon
siated of a very thin, sandy layer in which no structure was aR,)arent. 
Figure 4.32 shC1lllS a ooncentration of charcoal and ash along the profile 
line in the southern portion of the roan. ()lly two sherds, one early 
Pueblo II neck corrugated and one unidentified whiteware, were rec:x>vered 
fran the floor filL These and the ceramics and other materials, sum as 
chipped stone am bone found on the second floor surface, are suspect in 
terms of chronological association because of animal disturbances. (See 
the discussion of rodent holes in Floor . 2 below.) 

Floor 2 and Associated Features 

Floor 2. '!be second floor was located 17-19 an above the base of the 
masonry in the south wall (7S-S0 an below Datlln B). Much of this floor, 
which lay only 1-3 an below Floor 1 (78-82 an below L'etl>ll B), was missing 
as a result of m.merous animal burrows that exteOOed downward fran the tp
per floor. Floor 2 was also broken up by the prehistoric excavation of 
the three large pits that were associated wi tit floor 1. In the southwest
ern portion of the excavated half of this roan where the only intact. re
nains of Floor 2 'A'ere located, the floor was a crmbly, irregular, clay 
surface. Although animal. burrowing may have been partially responsible 
for this condition, evidence fran other excavated small houses in Olaco 
Canyon indicates that the -back row· or -storage· roans had less carefully 
finished surfaces, possibly because they received less foot traffic. 

Floor 2 may have had two episodes of plastering; this was ~rent in 
the northwestern portion of the excavation. '!be initial plastering, 
however, may represent ponding of construction material before the rcx:rn 
was roofed. 

Floor Features. No floor features were associated with Floor 2 and 
no plan view was drawn. Three animal burrows were present. One, in the 
southwestern portion of the excavation, contained a large quantity of ash 
that exteD:1ed below the floor surface. 'lhe origin of this ash is not 
clear; there may have been a burned feature in the unexcavated half of the 
roan. '1he secom animal burrow was located near the middle of the east 
wall, and the third was in the northwestern section. One sherd of narrCM 
neckbanded pottery was recovered fran these burrows. 

layers below Floor 2 

layer 7. Layer 7 was a natural layer concentrated in the eastern 
portion of Level 6. It consisted of adobe clods an:} melt. It also 
changed as it was traced westward toward the profile (Figure 4.32) where a 
yellowish-tan, sandY soil was far less ",nsolidated than was the adobe in 
the eastern half. '!his sand was 8-10 en thick, am its base "'rresponded 
to that of the adobe in the eastern half of the excavation. Both of these 
segrrents 'illlere removed as part of level 6. 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Bu~rn~;.f~~There was a break in """'i • was present, but the 
break may represent an unprepared surface or leveling associated with c0n

struction similar to those described by Windes (1987: 155) for Pueblo Alto. 
A similar surface in Roan 7 had several heating pits associated with it; 
this surface in Roan 8 had a semicircular burned area at the base of layer 
7 (Pigure 4.32). Although the burn was at approximately the same depth as 
the construction firepits in Roan 7, it was very much snaller and not 
!dent!f iable as a feature. '!be burned area was 9 an across. '!here \lrilere 
no sigl19 of a basket or other fonn of container, and the surrourKllng soil 
was burned red, which irxlicates that whatever was there burned in place. 

~. 'lWo additional arbitrary levels, level 7 and level 8, 'Were 
rernoveat.Oreach a depth of 1.26 m below DltlUl B, which oorresponds with 
64 = below Ploor 1 and 2 an below the bottan of the south wall founda
tions (Pigure 4.32). A poorly defined, gravel lens separated portions of 
layers 7 and 8. layer 8 consisted of fine, sandy soil thst contained 
mnerOUB animal burrows and cultural material that was carried in as a 
result of those disturbances. one test in the southwestern quadrant of 
this excavation extended an additional 65 an in depth to ensure that 
sterile soil had been reached. 

Wolls 

Only the east wall and half of the north and south walls were un
covered. No stratigraphic interruptions were found between the wall bases 
and the overlying masonry. Measurements of wall foundations and heights 
are presented in Table 4.2. 'lbe east wall of Roan 8 abutted the north 
wall in the northeastern corner, and the south wall abutted the east wall 
in the southeastern oorner. 

Table 4.2. Roan 8, wall foundations and wall heights 

Woll 

SOuth 
East 
North 

Woll Foundations. 
footings similar to the 

Foundation (=) Wall !!eight (m) 

30 0.94-1.04 
14 1.06 

14-21 0.60 

Exposed portions of all three walls had gray clay 
ones described for Roan 7. 

Although the north wall of Roan 8, for the ""st part, had collapsed, 
the foundation was still visible. '1bere was a snall break at the junction 
of the north arXI east walls. 'lhis square hole was 13 an across and filled 
with soft, brown sand. It may represent an area where a rock: had been 
knocked loose. '!be remaining portion in the northeastern oomer of the 
roan oonsisted of 14 an of large pieces of sandstone set in stiff, gray 
clay very similar to thst of the east wall. '!his foundation deepened to 
the west to a maxiIrnEl of 21 em near the north-south profile line. 
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'lbe east wall footing consisted of large pieces of sandstone mixed 
with stiff, gray clay; it was only 14 an thick vertically. Several 
sherds, including two plain gray, one Sanostee Red-on-orange, and one un
identifiable whiteware, were observed at its base. Sanostee Red-on-orange 
is a trachybasalt-tent>ered redware that dated to the ninth century or 
earlier (Wirrles 1977:346). Its presence here may correlate with use of 
other areas of the ridge not directly associated with this roanblock but 
part of the earlier occupation at 29SJ 633. 

'!he foundation for the south wall, which separated Roan 7 fran Roan 
8, was offset fran the overlying masonry. '!be foundation projected 6 an 
into Roan 7 and was recessed about 15 an beneath the wall in Roan 8. only 
15 an of the 30-an nasonry wall rested on this footing. In Roan 8, the 
foundation was 30 an deep. No wall trench was located on either side of 
this wall, but presumably the entire linear excavation was filled with 
gray clay. 

Wall Masonry. 'Ibe building stones were primarily soft, poorly c0n

solidated sandstone with sane Wurated samstone present. Without tear
ing the walls _rt, it is difficult to determine how nuch of the indurat
ed sandstone was reused ground stone. 

'1he south wall fell northward into Roan 8, as did the north wall, 
which was found in a small test located to the north of Roan 8. No at
tenpt was made to quantify the remains of either of these walls. 

wall, pr"vi.deC 

Roan 8 had two unplugged doorways, one (Doorway 6) 
Roan 7, and the other (Doorway 7), located in the east 

passage to Roan 10. 

Doorway 6. This doorway was described in the section on Roan 7, 
but there are several observations with regard to Roan 8 that $ould be 
noted. 'lbe sill of the door was 16-17 an above Floor 1, or 18-19 an above 
Floor 2 (62 an below Datum B). ltlereas there was sane evidence of re
lOOdeling on the Roan 7 side (chinking along the edges), there was no evi
dence of reroodeling on the Roan 8 side. '!he wall was 34 an wide on the 
eastern edge of the door cpening. 

Doorwal 7. located in the northern portion of the east wall, 
Doorway 7 was 3 an above Floor 1 (36 an below Datum B). The northern 
jamb edge had originally been fomed by the north wall, which fell """'y 
during excavation. '!he 9o--aa opening is estimated, based on the presence 
of the door sill, but the thickness of the east wall at the south side of 
the doorway is not known. No uwer door jaab sections remained intact, ' 
and the original height of the door could not be determined. Although . 
this doorway was not plugged, there was a bulge in the wall beneath it. 

Sumnary for Roan 8 

As in Roan 7, there is evidence for two floors in Roan 8, and only 
the upper floor had two burials. 'lbe lack of features, other than the 
burial pits, suggests that it functioned as a storage roan., 
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Because of the doorways in the eastern wall of this roan and Roan 7, 
it is probable that they were part of a suite of roams that included Roams 
9 and 10 that are located in the central part of the roanblock. 

'lest Trenches 

'!hree test trenches at 29SJ 633 provide additional information re
garding the use of this site. Figure 1.8 indicates their locations. 

Test Trench 1 

Test Trench 1 extended north-south fran the base of the site alope on 
the south side of the ridge to the plaza-facing side . of Roan 7. '!his 
16.50-m-long and 6o-70-cm-wide trench varied in depth fran 10-82 an. '!he 
variation in depth. is the result of hand excavation, which was initiated 
once it was determined to be inp>ssible to use the backhoe without de
stroying much of the site. '!hus, the initial objective of exposing a 
cooplete section of this PUeblo III area down to sterile soil was not 
achieved. 

Overall, Test Trench 1 consisted of a thin layer of loosely coopacted 
topsoil, an alluvial/ aeolian layer of variable thickness, and a layer of 
wall fall materials that had eroded downslope (Figure 4.37). A dense c0n
centration of wall fall, possibly associated with Kiva 1 located to the 
south of Roan 7, was noted 2.50 m south of the roanblock. '!his wall fall 
continued to be quite dense up to 7 m south of the Roan 7 wall. It is 
possible that there was a rectangular wall enclosing Kiva 1 in this 
vicinity and that the rocks represent the collapsed portion of it. 

Between 9.5-12.5 m south of Roan 7, an extremely dense series of 
caliche lenses were noted. Also at 9.5 m south of Roan 7 were residual 
gravels, 119ni te, and shale, which were part of the ridge rock 82 an below 
the s1 te surface. 'Ihese are the base of the trench at this point, but 
they were only 18 an belC1trrl the surface at the southernnost extent of the 
trench. 

'!he northern section of Test Trench 1 terminated at the plaza-facing 
side of the south wall of Roan 7. '!he eastern edge of Doorway 3, located 
in the center of the south wall, was discovered in the western edge of 
this trench but only the upper 38 an were exposed. In this small uncov
ered portion, it was obvious that the doorway was not plugged; brCMIl1sh
tan sand filled the opening. During the excavation of Roan 7, however, a 
sandstone block veneer (?) plugged the door. '!his veneer made it virtual
ly indistinguishable from the rest of the interior south wall (Figure 
4.26) • If small chinks had been used to block up the exterior of this 
door, none remained. 

Artifacts from the fill of Test Trench 1 included 494 sherds, 213 
pieces of chipped stone, 14 fragments of bone,S abraders,S manos, and 16 
rreta:te fragments. Although no particularly dense trash concentrations 
were noted, sherd and chipped stone frequencies increased near the south
ern end of the test trench where the wall fall thinned out. Little 
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charcoal, bone, or other cuI tural material was mixed with the sherds or 
chipped stone fran this area, possibly resulting, in part, fran poor pre
servation in an exposed location. A swale at the base of the slope ap
peared to contain refuse fran the trash mound that lies to the southeast; 
the refuse may have washed into the swale or rolled down when it was dmp
ed on the mound, which is not visibly included in Test Trench 1. As a 
whole, the ceramics in this test trench irXlicated considerable mixing of 
the two periuds of oocupation inferred for the roarolock (McKenna am 
Toll, <llapter 7). 

Test Trench 2 

Test Trench 2 was irregular in plan (Figure 4.38) because the main 
portion, which is 3.40 m long bY 0.60 m wide in a north-south direction, 
had two shallow side spurs that ran off to the west. ExteOOing north fran 
the exterior wall of Roan 8, this trench was to be excavated to sterile 
soil. It would have been linked to Test Trench 1 bY the intermediate 
Roans 7 and 8 and would have provided a continuous nortb-south profile of 
the site. Time restrictions thwarted this atteopt:, hcM!ver. 1M base of 
Test Trench 2 extended only to the top of the north wall foundations am 
not to sterile soil. 

'1lle north wall of Roan 8 had collapsed northward into the area inter
sected bY Test Trench 2. Dense wall fall, consisting of jlUlbled building 
blocks and mortar, extended about 1.90 m north of the roanblock wall; but 
building blocks were found in the entire length of the downslope trench. 

At a distance of 70 an north of Roan 8 am beneath the layer of wall 
fall, residual gravels were discovered 60 an below the site surface. At 
the northern extent of the trench, these gravels were 25 an below the 
surface. Because excavations did not continue below the wall fourmtions 
of Roan 8, the depth of these gravels at the southern end of this trench 
is not known. Within Roan 8, only a poorly defined, gravel lens separated 
layers 7 and 8, which were subfloor layers that had been disturbed by 
rodent activity. Deeper trenching in one area of the roan did not reveal 
the gravels described in Test Trench 2. 

Very little cultural material was recovered fran the fill of Test 
Trench 2. Artifacts included 26 aherds, 5 pieces of chipped stone, am 5 
bones. 'nlese limited n1.mlbers are not unusual; in the excavated sanple of 
i!mlll house sites in Olaco canyon, only rarely do trash deposits occur on 
the north sides of the roanblock. 

Test Trench 3 

'!his east-west trench was located 5.90-6.30 m south of Roan 7 and 
intersected with the western edge of Test Trench 1 (Figures 1.8 am 4.39). 
It was 3.83 m long and 0.50 m wide. It was excavated in 25~ incranents. 
No deep tests were conducted. '1lle purpose was to ascertain whether the 
depression southwest of Roam 7 represented a pitstructure. 
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6 .36 m From Site Datum 
r-------~- B.40m From Sf Corner of Room 7 

ROOM 8 

Residual Grovel 
"'----+- 2!Scm Below Surface 

0--_~_ Residual Gravel 
60cm Below Surface 

3 .75m From Site Datum 
5.45m From SE Corner of Room 7 

a 50 100c m 
c' _____ ~, _____ ~, 

Figure 4.38. Test Trendl 2, plan view 
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As indicated in Figure 4.39, evidence for the Kiva 2 wall was found. 
At the eastern end of Test Trench 3 and about 50 an west of its intersec
tion with 'lest Trend1. 1, the first flat-lying stones were located 33-34 art 
belCM the grouro surface. '!he curving interior face was cleared to about 
21 an belCM the top of the wall; this clearing exposed three courses of 
masonry. At 2-2.5 m farther west (or 3 m west of the intersection of Test 
Trenches 1 and 3) the top of the western portion of the pitstructure wall 
was uncovered at a depth of 21-22 an below grouOO. surface. Excavations 
along the interior of this wall were carried 15-16 em deep and exposed two 
courses of masonry. 'l1lese small portions of excavated wall indicate that 
this test trench cut across the pitstructure/Kiva 2 south of its center. 

Scattered cultural material and wall fall were recovered fran both 
excavation levels. A total of 89 sherds, 11 pieces of chi~ stone, 3 
bones, 1 metate fragment, 1 mano, and 2 abraders was recovered. 

Ananaly Tests 

Based on the results of the proton magnetareter test (Appendix B), 
ten test pits were placed in the 29SJ 633 rocrnblock. '!he locations of 
these tests are indicated on Figure 4. 1 . All excavations were 50-an 
squares, and they were dug in 15-an levels. Data pertaining to these 
tests are included in Table 4.3. 

Ananaly Test 1 

located in the northern em of the unfinished east rOClllblock, this 
test pit was near the interior north wall and west of center. The five 
levels revealed two natural layers of fill (Figure 4.40). Datum 1 on the 
northeastern corner of Roan 10 was used for all ueasurements. '!he surface 
was 30 an below the test datlI1\. 

layer 1 

levels 1, 2, and the top of level 3 consisted of wall fall and 
alluvial/aeolian sand. Sandstone and adobe mortar a~ared thrOl:ghout 
this 38-44-an layer. '!he ufPer material was drier and sandier; moisture 
and charcoal increased with depth. 

layer 2 

An additional 16-19 an of fill that consisted of the lower part of 
level 3 and all of level 4 was alluvial/aeolian, fine--grained, unburned 
sand, which contained quantities of burned com kernels, cobs, and ama
ranth seeds overlying the burned floor (levelS). 

Floor 1 

At 90-96 an below the test datlI1\ that was located in the northeastern 
corner of Roan 10, Floor 1 was exposed. It was dark red and well burned 
along the southeastern side. Excavation was stopped when the floor was 
reached. 
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Test _r 
1 

2 

Dirrensions 
(an) 

50 by 50 

50-70 by 50 

Table 4.3. Ananaly test fill descriptions 

Depth 
(an) 

60 

64-67 

Fill Characteristics 

layer 1 (Levels 1, 2, aOO ~Of 3): 
38-44 an thiCk or 74"78 an low 
test datllll; wall fall and alluvial/ 
aeolian sand; ~r part drier and 
sandier, rroisture and charcoal in
creased with depth; saOOstone and 
adobe ITOrtar throughout. 

Layer 2 (bottan of Level 3, Level 4); 
16-19 an thiCk, alluvlavaeoHan fine
grained unburned sand with quantities 
of burned corn kernels, cobs, and 
...... ranth seeds overlying burned floor 
(Level 5). 

Floor 1; 90-96 an below test datllll' 
well burned along southeast side of 
test. 

La~r 1 (Levels 1 and 2); 15-20 an 
(5-5 an below test datum), wall fall 
with a lot of rubble and mortar 
mixed with sane laminated, tan sand. 

Layer 2 (Levels 3, 4, 5): 37 em 
(35-72 an below test datum), 
alluvial/aeolian, fine, yellow sand 
with adobe chunks. 

Floor 1; 72-73 an below test datllll' 
un&lrned, excellent plastered 
surface. 

Ccmnents 

Test datum = northeast 
corner of Roan 10. 

Test datum : northwest 
corner of Roan 11; north 
wall masonry juts out 
10 an about 34 an above 
Floor 1. 



Table 4.3 (continued) 

Test Dimensions Depth 
lbnber (an) (an) Fill Characteristics Cannents 

3 50 by 50 65 La~r 1 (levels 1 and 2): 30-33 Test datma = northwest 
(test ex- an 25=51 an below test datum); corner of Roan 11. 
paneled, slightly coopacted sand and sand-
see text) stone (wall fall): sane animal 

disturbance in test center; burn 
at base of layer on top of clay lens 
(51-55 em below test dat ... ); clay 
lens is melted mortar 5 em thick 
along soutbern part of test. 

laXbe 2 (level 3): 7-18 an (55-73 
an low test dat ... ); very loosely 
catpaCted sand (animal disturbance): 

'" 1 piece of burned sandstone in 
'" profile. 

lena of semi-
northern side 
an thick, 

La~r 4 (level 4): 15-18 an thick 
(7 91 an below test dat ... ); fine-
grained, tan, laminated, sandy soil; 
no cultural material; caliche c0n-
centration sloped down to east; 
residual gravel increased in this 
layer to solid at 85 an. 

4 50 by 50 15 layer 1 (level 1): 10-25 an below Test dat\ID. = corner of 
test dat\lll; frne::grained sand; no test; test abandoned; 
charcoal or other cultural material. not profiled. 
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Table 4.3 (continued) 

Test Dimensions 
_r (an) 

5 50 by 50 

6 50 by 50 

7 50 by 50 

Depth 
(an) 

45 

30 

62 

Fill Characteristics 

La~r 1 (Levels 1, 2c]a3): 32-35 an 
(r2 an below test t .... l1 fine-
grained, sandy soil; sane rul:ble 
ani clay mortar; sene animal distur-
bance in \4lPE!r part of layer. 

Layer 1 (upper level 1): 16-23 aD 

Layer 2 (rest of levell, level 2): 
DlllXliiiiII 16 aD ( to 46 em below test 
datlD); very carpact, fine sam; 
yellower near base where calid!e 
began to awear. 

La~r 1 (levels 1, 2, part of 3): 
27:7 em thiCk (2-35 OiibeIow test 
datum), soft, loosely <XJIPOCI:.ed, fine 
sand wi til charcoal flecks an'! 
rubble, rubble decreased wi til 
depth, animal burrowing. 

La~r 2 (most of level 3): 28-41 em 
beOw test datllll; more loosely 
CXIIplcted than layer 1; extensive 
animal burrowings. 

Layer 3 (level 4): 40-63 aD below 
test datlD; OCJI{l8.ct, sarwly soil with 
laminations: mre dlarooal flecks; 
adobe lmp near base of test. 

Q:mrents 

'lest datlD = corner of 
test; no burn found. 

Test datum = corner of 
test; no burn foun::1. 

Test datum in curved pit 
side; no burn fourd. 



Table 4.3 (concluded) 

Test Dimensions Depth 
Nmlber (an) (an) Fill Characteristics ccmnents 

8 50 by 50 73 f!trr 1 (Levels 1. 2, rrt of 3): Test dattml ~ east wall 
faIl wIth a lot 0 mortar J of Roan 13; dattml is 10 

very "'--" at lsyer base. an above top of test; 
hearth not "'"'Pled for 

la~r 2 (2!rt of Level 3): 26-36 an a1'ClleaMgnetic dating; 
be ow test dattml; lDiXad sand and no floor exposed. just 
mortar; clay overlyiDg hearth (plug?). hearth. 

!!earth: 3~3 an below test datum; 
Sl&lined. heavily burned; fill is 
ash and marooal (northwest quarter 
only removed); base is burned sand; 
basal adobe very wrned. 

f '" ... 
9 50 by 50 60 la~ 1 (Levels 1, 2, ke 4~: 28-80 Test dattml = pit comer 

an low test aabmt; f rained, (?); no wm found. 
yell ...... tan. sandy soil. many small. 
sandstone spalls; spalls decreased 
with depth and sand became more 
ca!plct; frue burned rocks at top 
of this lsyer. 

10 50 by 50 32 layer 1 (Levell): 7-22 an below Test datmt = test pit 
cmpacted. comer (?); no burn 

sandy soil with small rocks and found. 
spslls. 

layer 2 (Levels 2. psrt of 3): 22-45 
an Delow test datum; siIDiLii to 
layer 1 but IIIlCh more ca!plct and 
f ...... r spalls; sane caliche. 



Layer I 

~" ~ 
Layer 2 

----"","Sherd 
Floor I ~...l __ .::.=:::::::..--_.-/ 
(burned\ ' 

0 ... '~' ~.~.~,,~I? em 

Rocks 

Adobe 

w 

Floor I (burned) 

Figure 4.40. Anom!lly Test 1, south face 
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Ananaly Test 2 

'lhis test was placed in the northwestern corner of Roan 11. 
the five excavated levels carprised two natural layers above 
(Figure 4.41). tatlml 2 in the nort1'Nestern corner of Roan 11 was 
all measurements. Surface depth was 5-8 an below the test datlln. 

layer 1 

Again, 
Floor 1 
used for 

levels 1 aOO 2 consisted of wall fall dlaracterized by much rubble, 
mortar, aM laminated tan sam. Six snall, burned pieces of sandstone 
were found 15-30 an below the surface. 

layer 2 

levels 3, 4, and 5 were 37 an of alluvial/aeolian, fine sand contain
ing adobe chunks. 

Floor 1 

At 72-73 an below the test datll11, an unburned, excellently plastered 
floor was discovered. '!be floor coped up to the plastered walls. 

!i)rth Wall 

About 34 an above Floor 1, the north wall juts out about lOan. 'Ibis 
wall was burned all the way fran Floor 1 to the 51 te surface; but because 
the floor showed no evidence of burning, it must be assumed that the 
source of the fire was either beneath the first floor or occurred before 
the plastering of Floor 1. 

Ananaly Test 3 

Along the southern wall in Roan 3, an original 50 by 50 an test 
square was eventually expanded an additional 50 by 50 an. Four levels 
were canbined into four natural layers (Figure 4.42). Datum 2 in the 
oorthwestern corner of Roan 11 was used for all rreasurements; the surface 
depth was 25 an below the test datll11. 

layer 1 

Levels 1 and 2 (30-33 on or 25-51 an below the test datum in the 
northwestern comer of Roan 11) consisted mainly of wall fall and evidence 
of animal disturbance in the center of the test. Slightly cc:mpacted sand 
and sandstone indicated the presence of wall fall. A 5-= clay lens 
consisting of rrelted mrtar ~ared in the southern area of this test. 
'Dlere was a burn at the top of this clay lens (51-55 an below the test 
dabn). Figure 4.42 irXlicates that layer 1 coincides with the presence of 
wall masonry. '1he roan was snall, possibly a storage roan, and the floor 
may have been located at this level. 
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layer 2 

ibis corresporrled closely to level 3 and consisted of 7-18 an of very 
loosely ca:rpacted saIXl. Sate animal disturbance was ooted, ani one piece 
of burned sandstone is recorded in the profi le (Figure 4.42). 

layer 3 

n.e northern part of level 3 was a lens of semicoopact sand that was 
a !lBXinun of 14 an thick. It was very similar to layer 1. 

layer 4 

Corresponding overall to level 4, this layer was 15-18 an thick (73-
91 an below the test datlJll). It consisted of fine-grained, tan, lami
nated, sandy soil. A caliche concentration sloped downward toward the 
east. Residual gravels increased in this layer until they were solid at a 
depth of 85 an. No cultural naterial ""s found. Gray clay wall founda
tions for the south wall of Roan 3 are seen in Figure 4.42. '!hey corres
pond to layer 2 and the upper half of layer 4. 

Ananaly Test 4 

IDeated in the northwestern part of Roan 1, Ananaly Test 4 was aban
doned after only 10-25 an below the test datlJll (located in the corner of 
this test at the far western end of the central wa.ll) had been excavated; 
no dlarcoa.l or cultural I18terial was noted. No profile was drawn. The 
surface was 10 an below the test datlll\. 

Ananaly Test 5 

IDeated in the west plaza and abutting the south wall of Roan 1 , 
Ananaly Test 5 consisted of one layer (three levels, 32-35 an) of fine
grained, saOOy soil, sooe rubble, and clay roortar, with animal disturbance 
evident in the upper part of the layer. '1he test dat\JII was located in the 
corner of this pit. No burn was discovered. Figure 4.43 is a profile of 
the south face of the pit. 

Ananaly Test 6 

Located in the nort:tr..lestern quadrant of Roan 4, this test revealed 
boo layers of natural fill (Figure 4.44). n.e test dat\JII was in the fill 
to the east of this test. It could not be placed in the wall because the 
wall was lower than the fill. 

layer 1 

ibis 16-23-an-thick layer (part of level 1) sloped off toward the 
north and contained fine, sandY soil with scattered charcoal flecks and 
adobe nelt. No rul::ble was unoovered. Laminae were evident in the sand. 
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Layer 2 

'!he remainder of Level 1 and all of Level 2 mow:!e up Layer 2. It was 
a maximun of 16 an deep. Basically, it was a very coopact, fine sand, 
whim was yeliower near the bose where caliche began to appear. 

l\nanaly Test 7 

"lhis test pit was located in the south plaza just south of a curved 
wall that was south of the west wall of Roan 13. Excavated to a depth of 
62 an, it consisted of four levels that were assigned to three strati
grapu.c layers (Figure 4.45). 'lhe test datlll\ was located in the south 
wall of the curved wall in the west wing of the roans. 'lhe surface was 2 
an below the test datum. 

Layer 1 

Levels 1 and 2 and part of level 3 ranged fran 27-37 an (2-39 an 
below the test datlll\) of soft, loosely coopacted, fine sand containing 
dlarcoal flecks and rubble. 'Ihe amount of rubble decreased as the pit 
went deeper. '!here was sane evidence of animal burrCMing. 

Layer 2 

Most of level 3 (28-41 an below the test datmt) was a IOOre loosely 
carpacted layer with extensive animal burrOJling. A snall, round, C'a1Oell
tration of charooal, 8 an in diameter, was found at a depth of 36 an; it 
continued to 43 an below the surface. 

Layer 3 

Level 4 (4!Hi3 an below the test datlll\) consisted of a carpact, sandy 
soil that was laninated. O1arcoal flecks were present, and an _ llll\P 
was discovered near the base of the test. Excavation was stopped at the 
plaza surface. 

Ananaly Test 8 

Located along the east wall of Roan 13, this test uncovered a slab
lined hearth before excavation ceased. 1hree arbitrary levels above the 
hearth were assigned to two stratigraphic layers (Figure 4.46). 'lhe test 
datmt was in the east wall 10 an above the top of the test. 

Layer 1 

Levels 1 and 2 and part of Level 3 consisted of wall fall that in
clu:led mud> mortar. It was very carpact at the bose of Layer 1 carpared 
with Layer 1A where it was more loosely carpacted (Figure 4.46). 
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Layer 2 

Part of !evel 3 (26-36 an below the test dat\JII) consisted of mixed 
sand and mortar and sane clay that overlaid the hearth. 

A layer of adobe overlaid the firepit, but ita association with the 
feature or surrounding fill was imposaible to determine because of the 
limited size of the pit. 

Hearth 

Between 35 and 63 em below the test dat\Jl\, a slab-lined, heavily 
burned hearth was discovered. Only the northwestern part of the hearth 
was removed. It contained ash and dlarcoal. '1lle base consisted of burned 
sand, and the sandstone slabs and the basal adobe (possibly around the 
slabs) were very burned. '1lle hearth was not """Pled for archeanagnetic 
dating. No floor was exposed during this excavation. 

l\ncmaly Test 9 

IDeated in the ..,st plaza, l\ncmaly Test 9 extended to a depth of 60 
CII. All four levels ..,re similar and were assigned to Layer 1 (Figure 
4.47). '1lle test dat\JII was located in the pit corner(?) where the datun 
for Test 5 was located. '1lle surface was 29 an below this dat\JII. 

Layer 1 

. 'lhls layer (29-89 an below the test datlO1l) consisted of fine-grained, 
yellow--tan, sandy soil and mnerous sandstone spalls. '1lle spalls de
creased with depth whereas the sand became more CCIIP'ct. Four burned 
rocks were uncovered at the top of this layer, but no burn was found. 

l\ncmaly Test 10 

nus pit was located to the southeast of the mapped roans in the main 
roanblock. A total of 32 an was excavated. 'Ibis was divided into three 
levels and layers (Figure 4.48). '1lle test datun was in fill just north of 
the test pit corner I the surface was 7 an below the test datun. 

Layer 1 

!evel 1 (7-22 an below the test datun) consisted of very loosely oem
pacted, sandY soil that contained anall. rocks and spalls. 

layer 2 

!evel 2 and part of revel 3 (22-45 an below the test dat\JII) were 
similar to layer I, but ..,re much more COI{lOct and oontained f~r spalls. 
sane caliche was noted. 
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layer 3 

Only a srall amount of level 3 (33-39 an below the test datll1l) was 
excavated. It was similar to the above layers but was very hard, contain
eel caliche, an1 was considered to be sterile soil. 

l\nanal.y Test Slmnary 

Although one of the purposes of excavating the ten pits (that is, to 
locate burns that would provide sanples for archecmagnetic dating) was not 
achieved, the tests did provide sane information about various roans or 
areas of 29&1 633. 

Of the 10 ananalies tested, at least 6 (Ananaly Tests 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 
and 9) and possibly 7 (Ananaly Test 6) had burned rocks, burned walls, or 
burned sam, charcoal, and ash. [The seventh (Ananaly Test 6) did not 
have any burned material in the fill, but there were fire-reddened rocks 
near the tested area.] 'lbese may accoWlt for the ananaly shown on the 
map. Only one test, Ananaly Test 8, revealed a formal hearth. This fire
pit was slab-lined and filled with dlarcoal and ash. The slabs and clay 
were heavily burned, but, unfortunately, there was not enough burned clay 
to tske an archeanagnetic sanple. The only other burn that had any poten
tial was found in Ananaly Test 1, but not enough of the burned floor was 
exposed to excise the minimml. nlEber of cubes for a valid archeanagnetic 
sanple. 

A floor was reached in the east rooot>lock (Ananaly Test 1); another 
floor was discovered in Room 11 (Ananaly Test 2); the surface of the plaza 
was reached (Ananaly Test 7); but no floor was ooted to be associated with 
the hearth in Room 13 (Ananaly Test 8). In these four tests, the fill 
above these surfaces was similar to that found in the two excavated roans 
(Room 7 and Room 8); it consisted mainly of wall fall (rocks and adobe 
melt), alluvial/aeolian sand, am in one instance (Ananaly Test 1, east 
roarblock), burned. vegetal material. '11115 suggests a similar deposition 
pa..ttern for the roarblock, with no later reuse of the site once the Mesa 
Verdean occupation had eooed. 
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5 

OCCUPATIONAL HISTORY OF 29SJ 633 

'Dlis dlapter smmarizes the occupational history, as it is currently 
inferred, of this site on the basis of the limited amount of data gathered 
during the surveys and excavation. Because so little of the site was ex
cavated, however, what is presented herein will need to be carefully 
evaluated and refined by future research. 

Although four time carponents were discerned on the ridge am. assign
ed the designation 29SJ 633, only two will be the major focus of discus
sion. 1.be earliest (Pueblo I-Pueblo II) and the latest (Navajo) site use 
were not included in the excavations. 'lbe carp:lnent dating to the A.D. 
900s was recorded in 1947 when Pierson described the early roarblock that 
is located along the ridge on the western edge of 29SJ 633. ']hese roans, 
plus the trash deposit and cist located to the south of the ridge, have 
been dated based on Pierson's survey, a survey in 1972 by the Chaco Pro
ject, and the sherd transect analyses at this site (McKenna and Toll, 
Chapter 7 of this volLr!'le). 'lhe available evidence s1.XJgests a three-four 
r<XIII rectangular house with a depression to the south (an associated 
pitstructure). 

Before the 1978 excavation, it was anticipated that additional evi
dence for an A.D. 900s occupation would be found beneath the roems in the 
main roatblock. This, ~ver, proved wrong. 'ltle A.D. 900s use of this 
site, therefore, was probably limited to one or two families who lived 
along the western part of this ridge. 

Excavation of the main roanblock, located on the eastern p3.rt of this 
ridge, provided evidence of two major oocupations. Details of the archi
tecture and stratigraphy that provide the data base for much of the fol
lCMing discussion are presented in Olapter 4. Although animal burrowing 
did cause sane mixing of cultural material, this ca'Il'lication has been 
considered in the presentation. 

'lWo cooponents were evident in both of the excavated roans. The in
itial use of the main roooi:llock has been lW1ped into the late A.D. 1000s
early A.D. 1100s oamponent and includes the construction and oocupation of 
at least the core or central portion of the roanblock. '!he next corrtX>
nent, the late A.D. 1100s-early A.D. 1200s, embodied at least some struc
tural modification of the house, including floor resurfacing in the two 
roans examined. 'ltle latter inclooed the dense trash deposition found in 
Roans 7 am 8 and. was associated with a change in burial custans over 
those noted in earlier sites located elsewhere in this area. In oonsider
iD;J these distinctions, it must t:e recognized that 1..1D3oubtedly these o::m
ponents, as defined, inclooe IlUlCh lOCIre oonplexity than was intelligible 
fran the restricted site explorations and that the hiatus suggested be
tween these periods of site occupancy is oonjecture. 
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Late A.D. 1000s-Early A.D. 1100s 

In the late A.D. 1000s...,arly 1100s, the main roarblock at 29SJ 633 
was constructed. An archeanagnetic sarti>le fran Firepit " Roan 7, Floor 
2, yielded a date of A.D. 1120 + 26 yrs. Although the m>ri:lers of sherds 
recovered and. analyzed fran the- 10'lJler floors of the excavated roan and 
one-half were few, there is no reason to asSlDle this date is not within 
the use period of the roanblock; surface natedals in the associated trash 
nx>und indicate that portions of the roanblock may have been constructed in 
the middle to late 1 OOOs. 'Ibis dating remains tentative, OOwever, because 
much of the cultural material was removed fran the roans during later site 
use. 

'!be main roanblock: that is inferred to have been constructed during 
this time period has 12-15 roans, 2-3 kivas, and associated trash to the 
south. (Figure 1.5). '!he two excavated roans (7 and 8) are probably part 
of a central roanblock consisting of Roans 7, 8, 9, and 10. '!his infer
ence is based on the numbers and locations of doorways, both plugged and. 
unplugged, that connected several of these roans (Table 5.1). Doors con
nected Roan 7, the proposed living roan, to the plaza, to the storage roan 
directly to the north (Roan 8), and to unexcavated Roan 9 to the east, as 
well as to another unexcavated roan on the west. Roan 8 also had a door
way between it and its eastern neighbor, Roan 10. 

'lbe earliest use of Roans 7 and 8 is evident below the floors. Sev
eral burns that are probably related to construction \!/ere found. Beneath 
Floor 1 of Roan 7, three heating pits associated with the construction of 
substantial wall foundations were recorded (Table 5 . 2). 'lbere was no 
accanpanying surface on which these heating pits were located. 'nle levels 
of two of the three (Construction Firepit 1 and Construction Firepit 2), 
sterile sam, are associated with the roan fourrlations. 'Ibeir location 
near the base of construction debris may indicate that they provided heat 
during the construction of the foundation or roan walls. WWes (1987: 
155) notes the presence of similar heating pits at Pueblo Alto: these pits 
may have been associated with the Stage I construction at that Olaco 
Canyon greathouse. In Roan 8 at 295.1 633, a burn below Floor 2 was simi
lar to the third burn (Construction Heating Pit 1) recorded for Roan 7. 
(See Chapter 4 for IOOre details.) 

Altho~h only two roans were examined, it is suggested that the foun
dations for the original rOCUlblock were constructed as a unit before the 
construction of any overlying walls (Tables 4.1 arrl 4.2). 'Ihe substantial 
clay wall foundations were slightly offset fran the walls in several 
places, which is indicative of their layout before upper wall construc
tion. '!he level of preplanning inferred if the fOUl"rlations were put in 
place as a unit indicates preplanning that has not been noted in earlier 
small sites excavated during the Olaco Project. Construction of founda
tions beneath the entire roamblock would have required considerable 
amounts of water. '!he foundations may have been laid out during seasons 
of greater available moisture such as early spring or late fall (L:!kson 
1984:13). If this were the case, the need for temporary reating facili
ties seems apparent (Chapter 4). 
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Table 5.1. Plugged and unplugged dooEWay& in Roan 7 and Roan 8 

DooEWay No. Location Condition Height l\bove Floor Width (an) 

Roan 7: 

1 South wall. , Plugged Base of >oul 64 
to plaza western em 

2 South >oul, Plugged Base of wall. 54-55 
to plaza eastern end 

3 South >oul, Plugged 
to plaza center 

4 East >oul, Possibly 31-35 an abow clay 43 
to Roan 9 southern end plugged foundaticn or 

Floor 2 surface 

5 North wall, Unplugged 52 an 
To Roan 8 slightly east 

of center 

6 West wall, Plugged Base of door 45 an 20-25 
to Roan 5 southern end above Floor 1 

RoaD 8: 

5 
to Roan 7 

7 East wall 39 an above 90 
to Roan 10 Floor 1 
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Table 5.2. Roan 7, features belOff Floors 1 and 2 

Dimensions -fMture ~ Function (ao' (ao' Shape Lined? Plastered? 'ill c.-nts 

Construction HeatiBl pit ca. 65 by 46 10-15 Oval? No Yes > 25,000 oc of ash Area triaS ~18d 
Pirepit 1 an:] burned sand. out of samy soil . 

Construction Heating pit 26-30 (dian.) l-6 Irregular No Yes Charcoal-flecke:l Area was IICOCI£lOO - !'1repit 2 trash. out of sardy soLl. -'" """truction Heat ing pit 20 by 20 <, Circular No ? _slab, 
Heating Pit plaster, brown 

sand with ash, 
charcoal, am 
ecorched wood. 



'!he masonry in the two excavated roans was heterogeneous. Sate dark, 
indurated material that is frequently described for walls in Chaco Canyon 
greathouses does occur in the walls of Roan 7. Sane of this material may 
be reused grouOO stone artifacts brought in fran other small sites in the 
rincon. With few exceptions (Truell 1980:v-48), concentrations of ground 
stone were infrequent in snall site wall construction in this rincon and 
elsewhere in Olaco Canyon. During excavation of 29SJ 627 (located 200 m 
away), few metates and very little wall fall were discovered (Truell 1986: 
149; 1987:168). At 29SJ 633, however, 70 ""'tate fragments were found dur
ing the clearing of roan wall tops; and, in one case, a metate fragment 
and its carpanion mano (set lengthwise into the trough) were found oement
ed together. '!he apparent paucity of ""'tates at 29SJ 627 may, in fact, be 
explained by this discovery at 29SJ 633. One possibility is thst the 
inhabitants of 29SJ 627 moved up the hill in the late A.D. 1000s and built 
this roarblock at 2951 633, while using their former heme as a source for 
sare of the buildiog material. Other buildiog material consisted of soft, 
friable sandstone, which is abl.1D:3ant in this rincon. 'lbe irregularities 
in wall masonry (see Cbapter 4) suggest expedient construction. 

Tables 5.1, 4.1, and 4 .. 2 sumarize data on wall foundations, wall 
heights, and the doorways found in these two roans. '!he presence of three 
plogged doorways (Doorways 1, 2, and 3) in the south wall of Roan 7 sog
gests easy and. open access to the plaza during the use of Roan 7. 

'!he floors of Roans 7 and 8 were not constructed at the same level. 
In Roan 8, Floor 2 was located 5-16 an aoove Floor 2 of Roan 7. (It was 
also 1-7 an above the later surface, Floor 1, of Roan 7.) '!his discrepan
cy in floor level is the opposite of what was expected. Most frequently, 
northern (storage) roams in small sites in Chaco Canyon have floors that 
are located slightly deeper than the southern (li viog) roans. ibat the 
two lower surfaces in Rooms 7 and 8 were still associated with one another 
is not in question because the footings or wall foundations of Roan 8 are 
tied to those of Roan 7. 

'!he presence of a substantial hearth (Firepit 1, unfortunately par
tially removed prehistorically), a large, walled-off storage pit (Pit 2), 
and a heating pit (Beating Pit 1) associated with Floor 2 of Roan 7 indi
cates that this roan probably originally functioned as the living roan 
(Table 5.3). 

In Roan 7, despite the small volure of fill between floors and the 
presence of extensive animal disturbance, no late carbon-painted sherds or 
st. Johns Polychrcme sherds were found associated with the Floor 2 sur
face. No exotic materials and no worked pieces were found in the collec
tion of chipped stone. One small turquoise bead and two shell beads were 
recovered fran the floor fill. '!he actual floor contact materials in
cluded one sherd of Gallup Black-o~ite and one piece of a slab cover. 

Floor 2 of Roan 8 had. no floor features, again as predicted for an 
E!1pty storage roan. Only one early Pueblo III, neck.-corrugated sherd was 
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Table 5 .3. Roan 7, Floor 2, features 

Dimensions Dopth 
fMtur-e M:une PUnctioo (00' ( 00' Shope Lined, Plastered? Fill """"'"ts 
Firepit 1 Hearth 52 by ? 21 , No Yeo Layer 1: 2- 11 an Partially removed 

of light gray ash prehistoricall y. 
w scattered Pit was plaster 
charcoal . li~. and the base 

Layer 2: 4-18 an of the pit was red. 
of purple, fine Revised a rcheanaq-
sand with scat- netic date of A.D. 
tered charcoal: 11 20 + 26 ~ra wag 

animal disturbance obtained. 
at base of Layer 2. 

Layer 3 : liqht tan. 
fine saId wi th 
scattered ash and 
charcoal; animal. 
disturbance was 
00",", . 

Layer 4 : Light gray - ash. -... Heating Pit lleating pit 20 (ditlm . ) <S , No No , Upper edges COtISisted 
of hard clay. 

Pi t 1 unJ<oown , 75 by 24-28 12 I r regular No No Clean , tan~old Two animal burrows 
possible sand with scattered intrude fill. 
anUnal burrow pieces of sand-

stone near basc. 

Pit 2 Stor aqe ciBt. 22 (diam . ) 15 Ci rcular No Yes Layer 1: ca . Scm Lid still had plaster 
of l umpy, brown- lIdhering to it, which 
g ray, clayey sand. indicates it was once 

Layer 2 : ca . ) an sealed into Ploor 2; 
of fa irly clean, patches of clay also --- on bottom and sides 
with scme sparse of pit; animal 
evidence of char- dist urbance noted in 

""" . Layer 1 . 
layer 3: 7= 

maxtmum of fai rly 
clean, qolCl-t:an 
sand with sparse 
char coal but 
separated f rOOl 
layer 2 by a sard-
stone slab. 



~ 

~ 

'" 

'Illble 5.3 (conclOOed) 

feature N!Ime l'UnctiM 

Storage Bin Sto, ... 

Dirrensions 
(=l -" (=l ....... 

104 (north) by 45-68 Tri.angular 
13S (west) by At end of 
176 eJ:cava-

tion; 83 
estimated 

Lined? 

Wolls 

Plutered? 

y~ 

Fill 

layer 1: tan, ~ 
inated sanr!ly soU 
with gray, clay 
l~. 

Layer 2: 6-19 en 
of slightly darker, 
sandy soil with 
dense concentra
tions of adobe 

""""'" in an 4lluvial, lensed 
san:I matrix. 

Layer 3; 3-5 an 
of red-brown, un-

burnel, """""'" sam and adobe. 
Layer 4: 11-23 an 
of very lCXl8ely 
carpacted, satdy 
soil containing 
scattered adobe 
"'",n',. 

Layer S: 12- 16 em 

Camonts 

Wall to fonn triangle 
had no fouOOation: 
it was seated on 
clean sand and built 
at time lGolec plas
tering of f'loor 2 
was done: no re
modeling' was noted. 

of loosely ~cted. 
sandy soU with 
dense ClOr'IOI!ntration 
of bone and IICII'e 
eggshell. 

Floor 1: 0.5 an, 
ircl!9ular, di~ 
tinl.lOU8 materi&1.. 

Layer 7: 7-12 en 
of anall cocks in 
a tan-gold, unl.am
ina.ted sand fll!l.trix 

Floor 2: sandstone 
sl.a.be and gray clay . 



recovered fran the floor (or fill), but the extensive an.ima.l. disturbance 
makes the true association suspect. 

In slml'oarY, the late A.D. 1000s-early 1100s stnx:ture provided archi
tectural evidence that was indicative of the catplexity of small site 
architecture during this tine period. Both Rocms 7 and 8 were unusually 
large for small house sites in Chaco Canyon (Truell 1986:Table 2.37). 
Roan 7 had an estimated floor area of 12. 11 m2. For Roan 8 a floor area 
of 7.4 rrtJ. was estimated. '!he foundations of gray clay, walls offset 
fran their foundations, which would indicate prelaid foundations, and the 
use of ground stone in wall masonry also were not dlaracteristic of snail 
sites. '!he large roan size and prelaid wall foundations uncovered in the 
test excavation are indicative of the architectural continuLm noted 
between large and small sites in Chaco Canyon in the early A.D. 1100s. 

Late A.D. 1100s-Early A.D. 1200s 

It was only during the excavations in Roans 7 and 8 that the extent 
of the refuse fran the late A.D. 1100s-early 1200s occupation was found. 
Although these data were not anticipated before excavation, the evidence 
is important. ibe later trash that filled these roans suggests use of the 
site by people whose ceramic style was similar to the llMesa Verdeans .. " 
McKenna (Chapter 6) discusses the interrelationships of these two archeo
logically defined groups and suggests a probable continuity of people in 
Olaco Canyon through time.. '!he few centimeters between Floors 1 and 2 of 
Roans 7 and 8, and in sane places their overlap, indicate that not IJIlch 
fill had accurulated between the two occupations. Using the archeanagnet
ic dates as a guideline, there was probably a maximLm SO-70-year hiatus
a possible one- to two-generation gap between their use. The gap could 
have been much shorter; this makes it iItpossible to determine whether or 
not the later inhabitants had any relationship to the earlier ones .. 
Whether or not they did, their use of the roans and their cultural rana.ins 
indicate several differences between the two groupe. 

Because it is not clear how much of the fill below Floor 1 of these 
roans was deposited or disturbed when the re:oodeling took place, ccmpa.ri
sons are restricted. Roan 8 may have retained its functions, rut the use 
of Roan 7, the living roan, is not identicaL 

The possibility that the same group did not occupy the two floors in 
Roan 7 is suggested by the pottery present, by the different types of fea
tures on the two floors, and by the presence of burials on the upper floor 
surface. '1he latter is a rare but not unknown occurrence in earlier snall 
sites. 

In Roan 7 roost of the Floor 1 features were clustered in the central 
part of the roan (Figure 4.8 and Table 5.4). No .... ll-hoilt, permanent
appeariD] firepit was foWld. cne sad-~ring, slightly dished burn 
area, designated Firepit 1, is roore accurately described as a floor burn. 
It was a anall, slightly concave depression that had been scooped out and 
plastered. It did, however, provide an arcbeanagnetic date of 1170 + 28 
(ESO 1672). One additional burned area was present in the .... stern part of 
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Table 5040 Roan 7, Floor 1, features 
Dimensions "'pth 

Feature Nane l!Unct.lon (=1 (=1 Shape Lined' Plastered? Fill """"" .. 
Firepit 1 Bur" 34 by 30 • Circular No No One layer of burned Revised archeanag-

sandy soil with netic date of A.D • 
• anall 8I!IOUnt of 1170 + 28 years 
ash. (BSO T672). 

Floor Burn 1 Bum 48 by 40 <Nal. No No 'lhin concentration Sill9l.e bum on floor 
of burned material surface , possibly a 
inclu:led dlarred poetoccupaUonal 
bone and twigs ••• ,,>to 

with small blackened 
nx::ks and red adobe 
d\wl1ts; no ash, 
roly reddened floor 
""""'th. 

- Floor Bum 2 Bum 33 by 30 , No No SMll concentration Single log fire. - (SSE of Post- of burned wood. ..... hole 2) 

Pit 1 Storage 67 by 59 26-28 IrrE!9u1ar No No Q'le layer of cxm- Indentation on south 
pact, tan, fi..n&- side is part of 
grained sand; original construe-
animal. disturb- tion. 
ance introduced 
ltIlIterial frem the 
firepit on Floor 
2 whidl i s located 
teneath Pit 1. 

-Pit 2 Posthole? 12 by 10 25 o..J. No No One layer of clean . Pit lacked shims, 

"" """". basal slab. an::1 
shale packing, all 
features usually 
associated with 
PJStholes. 

Pit) """"""" 24 by 21 " Circular No No Layer 1: 9.5 an 'lWo layers, Ix>th with 
possible of fine, tan, tv}- evidence of NlilMl. 

eo"'" burned sand disturbanOH only 
burrow? that contained part of the CAliche-

many burned twigs. covered original. 



Table 5 .4 (concluded ) 

Dirrensions Ilopth 
Feature Name Function 1=' lao' ""'eo Lined? Plastered? Pill Cameots 

Layer 2; 7. 5 au Walls rea'IIlin: the 
of moist . f~ burned twigs in 
grained , yellow, layer 1 probably 
saOOy soil with represent animal. 
charcoal only in disturbance. 
areas where animal 
burrows were present . 

Pit 4 AniJMl burrow 

Pits An.J.mal. burrow 

Pit 6 Blria.l pit 55 by 36 28 Oval No No sandstone slabs 9Jrial ., an infant 12 
in plaster-sealed + 4 months old cover-
pit; fill was 00 by san:l.stOft! slabs 
o::np:lBE!(J of clean set in plaster; lW 
sand scattered with been penetrated by 
sparse charcoal, animals whose burrow - a few nonhlZMn contained unburned - bones, arx! aherds; amaranth seeds: one " a thin layer of cor rugated stem 
lensed ..", """"" found with burial. 
halfway down may 
a'Ily represent 
wash fran between 
the rocks above. 

Posthole 1 Postho' e 19 by 18 37-38 Clrcula.r No 'os Clean ..... '!here WAS clay C'q)ing 
on south am west 
sides, plus inter ior 
of pit was plastered; 
unburned post sur-
"'"""'" by Wal 
slabs fell to pieces 
when removed. 

Posthole 2 Posthole 22 by 16 26 Circular ""' 'os COe Layer of tan, nun coat of plaster 
.lab sandy soil con- had I!I)8tly wa.ehed 
at base taioed sparse , off the pit walls; 

charcoal flecks shima itd.icate that 
throughout. the post bad been 

offset to the west 
of center. 



this floor (Figure 4.8); it appears as a snall area of burned material 
resting on the floor and it may represent a IX'Stoccupational event. 
Neither of these two features a.ccannodated repeated. cooking or heating 
such as is indicated by the position and characteristics of Firepit 1 
fotmd. on Floor 2. '!he absence of such a feature on Floor 1 indicates that 
the later use of this roan was not typical of a 11 ving roan; or if it were 
used as a living roan, it was only for a short time. If -living roan
activities had been planned for this area, a firepit probably would have 
been constructed, even though a short occupancy would have left evidence 
of only slight burning. 

Other floor features include two postholes, which were probably the 
best preserved features in Floor 1 except for the burial pit (Pit 6, 
Burial 4). '!be postholes may have provided additional roof support, or 
they may have been part of a piece of furniture such as a rack. NO evi
dence of their use as loan rests was apparent, and their central location 
in the roan does not SlJfP)rt an arglltlent for their use as a loan support 
(Figure 4.8). 

Also present in Floor 1 of Roan 7 '#Iere a possible storage cist (Pit 
I), two pits of unknown function (Pits 2 and 3), and one burial pit (Pit 
6) • ~ animal burrows (Pits 4 and 5) ""re originally assigned feature 
mMlbers, but they do not appear to have had prehistoric use. 

Althollg'h the large storage bin found in the northwestern corner of 
Roan 7 was originally built during the earlier construction of this roan 
and was not torn down duriD;l construction of Floor 1, it is not certain 
that it was used. during the later occupation of this roan. '1hi.s storage 
bin may have had two interior floor surfaces, with the upper one being 
sanewhat tentatively assigned; but the oercudcs found in the q;lper fill of 
this feature are sanewhat earlier in time than those found in the rest of 
upper Roan 7. 

~ only unplugged doors in Roan 7 included the north door into Roan 
8 (Doorway 6) and possibly the east door into unexcavated Roan 9 (Doorway 
5). Although nothing is known about Roan 9, possibly it ... s part of this 
roan suite and was abandoned. simultaneously. 

In Roan 8, the only floor features were the two burial pits (Table 
5.5). Both Roans 7 and 8 contained burials associated with the upper 
floors; they were probably placed. in these roans at about the same time. 
All three dlildren were interred in pits, but the adult male was placed 00 

the floor and only lightly covered. All have evidence of animal disturb
ance to sane extent. (See Cl1apters 4 ond 12 for details.) In Roan 8, a 
portion of the floor east of Pit 3 was also removed during the oonstruc
tion of the burial chamber. No such removal of the floor surface was 
noted for Pit 6 in Roan 7 (Burial 4). '!be latter, however-, had no basal 
slabs and clearly was not as carefully constructed as the two in Roan 8. 
Despite the high concentration of artifacts in the floor fill directly 
above Floor 1 of Roan 7 and the subsequent animal disturbanoe, roost pri
mary burial associations were evident. A quantity of unburned anarantb 
seeds associated. with 9Jrial 4 and adjacent to the west wall, however, may 
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Table 5.5. Roan 8, Floor 1, features 

Dimensions --... """ ..... PUnction , "'" ''''' ...... Lined? Plastered? Pill .",.". .. 
Pit' AniJml. burrow 1) (diam.) 16 Circular No No Loosely COIIIpICted . 

fine, san:Jy soil 
with )'ellow-bcown 
charcoal. flecks and 
gray ash at bue. 

Pit 2 Animal burrow 20 (diaa.) 11 Ci.-eula< No No O>arcoal am .... 
at top of yellow-
brown, sandy soU. 

pit 3 Burial pit n by 67 43 Subcectangular ? ? layer 1; 5 an of Bleial. 11 12 + • 
burned sand with II'IOflth infant. 
"""coal am - burned twigs • .... 

0 layer 21 """".-2 em of burned, 
sandy soil; 
l.cJWer-28 all of 
l.oo&ely ~. ,.,uo.-o-. 
sardy soU with 
..., d>ucoal. 

layer 3: )'ellow~ 
brown, sandy soil 
that ~tained 
d'Iarooal, &herds, 
burned bone, ~ 
l\l.rial 1. 

Pit' Animal burrow 30 by 22 26 -- No No Soft. aandy !!IOil 
circ:ul.ar oontainiD> """coal 

flecks . 

Pit 5 100 by 90 Carpoaite of pits 
6, 7, aDd B. 



Table 5.5 (conclOOed) 

Dimensions """" Feature Name """"ion (~) (=) Shal!!! Lined? Plastered? Fill """""'to 
Pit 6 arrial pit 54 by 30 " SUbrectangular Ye. '" Layer 1: 13 CD of Burial. 2: 24 + .. 

heavily burned. month infant;-two 
reddUh-brown .a.d",,,,,, slabs 
sand and cbarClClral. bet:ween Layers 1 and 

Layer 2: 1 = of 21 grave slab at 
yellowiah-bl'own, bottc& of Layer 2. 
sandy 80il owr 
ash. and both on 
top of gc_ve slab. 

Layer 31 26 (!II of 
soft, yellow-brown, 
.eardy soil that 
OJI'ltained l.a~ 
chaf"COal flecks I - soil broomer around 

'" body: pockets of ash - associated with body. 
layer 41 8 CD i ncluded 
basal ~ s!abe: 
and 2 all of soft, 
yallow-braln, sandy 
",,11. 

Pit 7 ? 53 by 47 15 Irregular '" '" Layer t: floor Probably ucavate:1 
fill c:cnslstinq during preparations 
of burned sand for Burial 2. 

""" d>Mcoal. 
Layer 2: adobe 
clods and adobe 
beaD ~retJ81ons. 

Pit. Possible 6fi by 22 )8 ~rectangul.Ar '" '" Layer 1: n~, lb burial in possible 
W'Ul8e::I burial fiU ocnsiat.l.ngo grave. 
pit of burned aand 

"'" d>Mcoal. 
Layer 2; -bnM .. sandy lOil, 

few adobe clods. 



represent postinterment disturbance. 
adult male were interred in these two 
10l>1er used. 

Once the three children and the 
roans, the rocms were probably no 

Inmediately after the roof of Roan 7 was removed, the room began to 
fill. 'lbree rock concentrations just above Floor 1 in Roan 7 probably 
resulted fran wall collapse after the removal of the roof (Chapter 4). 
Rock Concentration 1 directly overlaid Burial 4 in Pit 6 of the ower 
floor. Perhaps after the roof was removed, part of the wall above this 
intennent was pushed in puqx>sely. Yet, no rock was fouOO above Burial 3 
(the adult male), which also was associated with this floor surface. 

In Roan 7 layer 4 consisted of burned vegetal material that did not 
directly overlay the floor surface but nay have been related to the two 
burials. On the other hand, this naterial may have burned accidentally 
(Cbapter 4). A considerable amount of awarently still usable food was 
found in the lenses; this contrasts with the overlyiDg refuse. A similar, 
but nuch less extensive, burned layer was found in Roan 8; it rested on 
the upper floor surface directly above the two intennents in that roan. 

Ananaly Test 1 (Roan 10) yielded perhaps an even more dense concen
tration of burned corn kernels am amaranth seeds in the northeastern 
corner of the roan. Excavation ceased when this concentration, which was 
l ying on the floor, was reached, and nothing is knc1-m about its contextual 
association (Cbapter 4). 

other areas of 29SJ 633 must have remained in use. 'lbere are addi
tional fill layers, layers 2 and 3 in both Roan 7 and Roan 8, which in
dicate either (1) that the other site areas continued to be used and the 
inhabitants dooped their refuse in these roans or (2) that refuse materi
als that were discards at 29SJ 633 were produced by inhabitants living at 
other sites in the area. '!be latter is less likely, however. 

ibe artifact density in these ower layers was unusual. Gillespie 
(Chapter 10) notes the large m>nber of bones recovered fran the ~r fill 
of Roan 7: •... far greater than in roost excavated Pueblo sites in Claco 
or elsewhere in the Southwest.· 'Dlere was a lack of artiodactyl and 
danestic dog remains . ibe inplications of the abundance and predaninance 
of cottontail rabbits and turkeys that Gillespie describes in this col
lection are discussed in the consideration of the length and type of 
occupation at this site. 

In addition, despite mixing with earlier material, the A.D. 1200s 
ceramics recovered in the upper deposits of Roan 7 represent an unusual 
sanple. Iate ceramic types, such as Mesa Verde Black-on-white, have been 
noted in excavated snaIl sites in Cllaco canyon; but, in general, docuren
tation is poor. '!he type definitions are oot clear nor are the associated 
assemblage ca!t>OSitions. Toll et al. (1980: 1 06) note a slightly greater 
diversity in temper types represented in the later ceramics; this is nain
ly a result of the addition of San Juan andesite/diorite examples that 
were not present in earlier Olaco Canyon ceramics assentllages. 
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Cameron (Olapter 8) notes that most of the chipped stone collected at 
this site also came fran the refuse layers above the first floor of Roan 
7. 'lbe frequencies were not considerably higher when carpared to sane 
other trash deposits in other small sites excavated by the Cllaco Project 
staff. She notes higher percentages of local chalcedonies aM local, 
chalcedonic petrified wood than was recovered at Pueblo Alto but lCMer 
percentages than those recovered fran earlier small houses. In addition, 
there are higher percentages of Washington Pass chert, the most frequent 
lithic inport (Catreron 1982:17), and obsidian than at other earlier snall 
sites, but thes percentages are lower than the percentages recovered at 
Pueblo l\lto (Cameron 1980: 1-2). 

cata fran the ananaly tests iniicate that other areas of this site 
probably were used in a manner similar to that of Roans 7 and 8 during 
this last occupation by the Anasazi. Table 5.6 stmnarizes and catplres 
the upper layers excavated in the roans and tests. Not all cocms contain
ed a burned vegetal concentration, but the one found in Roan 10 (Ananaly 
Test 1) may be another clue to its function as part of the same ouite in 
this part of the roarolock. 

Discussion 

Trash Mound and Teoporal Placement of the Roanblock 

(be trash round located on the 29SJ 633 ridge io southwest of the 
roanblock teoted in 1978 (Figure 1.5). ibis midden is belieVed to have 
been associated with an A.D. 9005 roanblock located, for the roost part, 
west of the roanblock described in this report. A small portion of the 
900s house may extend beneath the weot end of the 11000 one. 

A second extensive midden is located southeast of and associated with 
the A.D. 1100. roarolock. McKenna and Toll (Olapter 7) think this latter 
trash mound was IOOst heavily used in the middle to late A.D. 10000. ibis 
is particularly interesting because architecturally it appear. as if the 
portion of the oi te excavated should date sanewhat later than that-to the 
middle A.D. 1100s. ibe revised archeanagnetic date fran the l"",r floor 
of Roan 7 is in the early A.D. 1100s. However, there are scme definite 
questions with respect to the reliability of the latter date. McKenna and. 
'full believe that this midden shows mixing and was in use for the entire 
length of site use. ibio point is probably quibbling. Based on this re
stricted test, it is impossible to tell the length of site occupation. 
However, Truell would be greatly surprised if the excavated portion dated 
to the middle 1 OOOs. 

On the basis of limited excavations, it is possible to infer sate 
change in snall oite use that began during the late A.D. 1000s-early 
11000. Residents at 29SJ 633 followed many of the patterns (house layout, 
arraI¥3'ement and use of space within suites) as did their ancestors. Yet, 
the larger roans and wall foundations indicate an early A.D. 1100s trend 
of adapting sane large site characteristics to small site construction. 
Although the cartOOn origin and organization of large and snall site stru
ctures have been recognized, structural distinctions other than size were 
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-'" .. 

layer 1 

Iayer2 

layer) 

Iayer 4 

layer 5 

layer 6 

Table 5.6. Catparison of layers 0I00Il9 all tested roans 

RoaD 7 RoQ1I 8 

Topeoll 

Wall fall , trash, and acme natural 
_its 

Dense trash and sane construction debris 

Burned vegetal concentration 

Intentionally deposited sand 

Adobe and trash 

layer 1 

Layer 2 

layer 3 
Layer 4 

layerS 

layer 6 

TopsoU 

Alluvial/aeolian sand and wall fall 

Burned organic material with scme rocks 
Burned organic material with 8aae rocks 

IQasely c:arpacted sand 

Mobe melt 

Rock CQ1OeI1trationa 

Ploor 1 

layer 7 

Ploor 2 

Layer 8 

Layer 9 

Layers 10 '" 11 

) floor burns 
, storltge pit 
1 post suwort? 
2 post supports 
1 burial pit (No.4) 
1 blrial. pit (lb . 5) 

Intentional fill, sand, and clay 

1 firepit 
1 storaqe cist 
1 storage bin 

CoruItroctioo. debris and alluvial neterial 
2 heating pits 
1 firepit 

sard with little cultural material. 

Sterile 

Ploor 1 

P'loor2 

layer 7 

layerS 

Burn? 

2 burial pits (No . 1 and No.2) 
~ burial pit? (No.8) 

'lhin sand layer where found 

,Iw;lobe clods and melt 
..", 
l)1prepared surface and semicircular burn area 

Gravel lens, ~ soil 

Sterile soil 



-.., 
'" 

noble 5 . 6 (concluded) 

La,.., 

La~r 2 

Floo, 

Layer 1 

Layer 2 

Layer 3 

layer 4 

Layer 1 

Layer 2 

Layer 3 

Roan lQ-Ananaly Test 1 

Wall fall ard alluvial/aeolian san5 

Alluvial/aeolian, fine--qrained , UlIburned 
sand contained quMtity of burned com 
kernels, cobs , amaranth seeds 

"'med 

Roan 3-1\naMly Test 3 

Wall fall 
Possible floor at bottom 

Loosely ~ sand 

SEmicoopact sand 

Pine-grained , tan, UImlnated, sandy .aoil 
Caliche 
Residual gravel 
sterile 

~ide Room 13-1.nomaly Test 7 

Loosely C<XJ1)EICted fine sand with 
cnarcoa.l. flecks , rubble 

More loosely catpaCted layer- with charcoal 

Carpact. sandy soil with charcoal 

Layer 1 

Layer 2 

Ploor 1 

Layer 1 

layer 2 

Layer 1 

Layer 2 

Adobe layer 
Hearth 

Roan l1-Aoomaly 'l'1!st 2 

Wall fall 
6 burned sandstone pieces 

Alluvial/aeoUan sam with adobe cflunks 

()Jburned except. plaster 

Roan 4-Ananaly Teat 6 

Fine, sandy aoil 
Scattered charcoal flecks and adobe melt 
No rubble 

~ f ine 9Md 

IMide Roan 13- Ananaly Test 8 

Wall fall with mortar 

Mixed san3 and mortar. cay 



maintained until the early 1100s Wen more snall sites incorporated sane 
large-structure building tecimiques. 'Ibis accaupanied an increased inter
site structural diversity in small site organization. 

The data fran the last Anasazi occupation in the late A.D. 11000-
early 12005 provide l1l1Ch needed information about continued change in the 
area. 'Ibe greater reliance on turkey, switches in areas fran which im
ported ceramics and lithics came, the burials, and the difference in use 
of Roan 7 suggest that these changes ""re profound and affected the entire 
lifestyle of the Anasazi. ltlether the last occupation was part of a CDn
tinuum or represents a hiatus and reoocupation of this site requires more 
research, but the ceramic data (Chapter 7) and McKenna1 s discussion of the 
Mesa Verdean phase (Chapter 6) should provoke further discussion and 
additional research on the tq>ic. 
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6 

CHACO CANYON'S MESA VElIDE PHASE 

Peter J. McKerma 

II •• it became clear that this ware was not a Mesa Verde signa
ture at all. It was the product of late stylistic changes in 
which the entire central San Juan drainage had shared. ... It 
also became very clear that Anasazi farmers in general were n0-
mads, at least in terms of decades and centuries." [revis 1964: 
300-301] 

Early in the research on the San Juan Basin, Eh1na Lou Davis (1964) 
figured out that pots did not necessarily equal people, a point lost on 
many of her contenporaries, inclooing those involved with Cllacoan studies. 
One premise concerning the Mesa Verde Phase in Chaco Canyon is that it is 
part of a regional [henanenon no less tban the preceding Bonito Phase and 
does not represent a "northern" intrusion that abruptly a~ars in the 
central basin. Anasazi occupation manifesting Mesa Verde-like pottery, or 
sinply Mesa Verde Black-on-white and its local variants, is abundant in 
the central San Juan Basin and around the basin's periphery (Figure 1. 1) 
(Davis 1964: Franklin 1980: Morris 1928) . Areas peripheral to the basin 
evidencing Mesa Verde or Mesa Verde-like ceramics include the Mesa Verde 
"'heartlan::l" of southwestern Colorado, southeastern utah, the Olinle drain
age of northeastern Arizona, the San Juan drainages of northwestern New 
Mexico, and, as distinct site-unit intrusions, in lo::alities to the south 
and east of the San Juan Basin itself (Breternitz et al. 1974: Collins 
1975: Davis 1964: Franklin 1980; Lekson 1986, 1987: Morris 1928; Pippin 
1987). Therefore, the range, relative distribution, and variation in the 
type argue for continuous develcpnent and use of regionally distinctive 
bichrame paint horizon styles. 

'!he Mesa Verde Phase in Chaco Canyon, however, has been a controver
sial and inconsistently recognized period of occupation. '111e turmoil 
surrounding the period, which can te generally assigned to the thirteenth 
century, stens fran the lack of period-specific research in Olaco Canyon, 
poor definition leading to problems of rE!COCJnition, and, in no snall part, 
the name -Mesa Verde- applied to Iilenanena. in Olaco canyon. As in rrost 
phase definitions, ceramics played a large role in defining not only the 
event but the cultural and historical lnplications for the phase. 'Ihis 
chapter reviews the Mesa Verde Phase as manifested specifically in Cllaco 
Canyon and presents data fran other sites in the San Juan Basin, so that 
the interpretation of 29SJ 633 may be w-w3erstood in the context of a cen
tral basin uplarXls adaptation within the regional develqlD:mt. 'ltIis re
evaluation, on a regional scale, of material and structural diversity that 
has been attributed to the Mesa Verde Phase attenpts to clarify the avail
able evidence fran the central basin uplands arXl its rreaning in the 
Olacoan sequence. 
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Fran the beginning of Chacoan studies, students have rec<XJnized a 
late developnent in the Chaco Canyon sequence that had Mesa Verde-like 
qualities (Dutton 1938, Kluckhohn and Reiter 1939, Roberts 1927). Vivian 
and Mathews (1965) first slmDarized Mesa Verde period concepts in <llaco 
Canyon. '!bey mentioned a ·Montezuna PhaseW but generally regarded the 
post-Bonito Phase occupation in Chaco Canyon as the result of imnigration 
fran the northern San Juan, i.e., an earlier wMcElmo Phase,· augmented by 
new arrivals fran Mesa Verde and/ or the northern San Juan (Bannister 1965: 
201, Vivian and Mathews, 1965:113). Chaco Canyon's Mesa Verde F\1ase was 
first formally mentioned by Judge in the late 1970s (1977:5). Toll et al. 
(1980:99) alluded to, without naming, a Mesa Verde pedod that followed 
the Bonito Phase and was substantively different enough fran <llacoan de
velopnents to nerit separate status. other subsequent publications of the 
(baco Project have indicated a similar placement with sane minor dating 
and sequencing disagreements, all of which offered no specifics as to the 
phase's origin, content, or meaning in Olaco Canyon. Temporal placement 
of the Mesa Verde Phase can be smmarized as follows. 

Author 

Vivian and Mathews 

Lister and Lister 
Bayes 1981 

Judge 1977 
Toll et al . 1980 
Judge et al. 1981 
Windes 1987 

Preceding Phase (A.D.) 

1965 Bonito F\1ase/McElmo 
F\1ase 

1981 Bonito F\1ase 
Early PIlI 1150-1175 

late Bonito to 1175 
late Bonito to 1220 
late Bonito to 1220 
McElmo 1150-1200 

Mesa Verde Phase Dates 

McElmo F\1ase through 
A.D. 1200s 
McElmo F\1ase 
late P-III post A.D. 
1200 
A.D. 1175-1275 
post A.D. 1220 
A.D. 1220-1275 
A.D. 1200-1300 

WMesa Verdeanw occupations and carponents were recognizoo almost exclu
sively by the presence of the diagnostic pottery, Mesa Verde Black-on
white (Hayes 1981) . More recently Truell (1986) recognized the presence 
of Mesa Verde pottery in nany structures but could not associate construc
tion events with these ceramics except for those at the Gallo Cliff Dwell
ing, which had late archeanagnetic dates. The Gallo Cliff Dwelling's 
ceramic assemblage is prUnarily a late Cibola Whiteware and McElmo Black
on~ite mix sbnilar to that found in the final occupation of Pueblo Alto, 
a fact that belies the Gallo site's status as a Mesa Verde period building 
(Abel 1974, Windes 1984:111-114). 

Vivian and Mathews (1965) and CMinn Vivian (1960:78-9, 1974a) set the 
tone for much of the recent interpretative work on a Mesa Verde Rlase in 
Chaco Canyon. 'lbeir written work describes an uneven reconnaissance sur
vey on Olacra Mesa (R. G. Vivian 1974a) and salvage excavations and other 
limited testing in Olaco Canyon (G. Vivian 1950). Vivian's interpreta
tions of post-Bonito occupation were based on in'pressionistic data [as 
acknowledged (R. G. Vivian 1974a, 1990) 1, but the caution normally extend
ed to this level of information has not been practiced in recent years. A 
mrnber of irrportant changes have taken place in our understanding of 
dating arxi material culture sequences since Gordon Vivian last wrote about 
Chaco's late occupation. 
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Because they had no absol ute dates to work with, Vivian and Mathews' 
( 1965) reconstruction was largely predicated on the belief that two pot
tery types, Houck and Querino Polydlrare, were later variants of st. JOOns 
Polychrane . n>e work of carlson (1970) subsequently denonstrated that 
these types preceded St. Johns Polychrane. Houck and Querino now are 
knCMl to be earlier and have been subslltled under Wingate Polychrare , the 
earliest polychrane in the ~ite Mountain Pedware series, and date to the 
late A.D. 11005 . With this information alone, Vivian am Mathews' mcxiel 
of the post-Bonito occupation can be considerably restructured and ~ 
pressed. Sites with Wingate Polychrome that previously were dated at A.D. 
1250- 1275 can now be considered to have been occupied fram about A. D. 1175 
to A.D . 1210, whereas sites with relatively IOOre St. Johns Polychrome can 
be asst>red to have been occupied perhaps into the mid A.D. 12005. Such a 
perspective puts the Mesa Verde period wi thin a continuml of land use in 
Chaco canyon through the late Bonito Phase (to A.D. 1150) and the Mcl!l.mo 
Phase (A.D. 1150-1200) and diminishes (if not negates) the theory of a 
mid- 1200s "cultural infusion" fran a rush of "Mesa Verde" migrants. '!be 
butte-top ("fortified") sites of Olacra Mesa may well have been occupied 
late in the A.D. 12005, but as absolute dates are lacking, this, too , 
ranalns a tenet of sequence faith . Glaze paint Heshotuthla-like ceramics, 
a ceramic marker for the late A. D. 1200s, have been fouOO on Chacra Mesa , 
but this pottery's occurrence has not been shCMl to be consistent with any 
one class of site, notably butte-top occupations, or area of the central 
basin . 

Archeanagnetic dati ng has only recently provided what few abeol ute 
dates there are fran this period in the central San Juan Basin . Tree-ring 
dates are not available because major OJnstruction events requiring spans 
of new, datable wood apparenUy were not undertaken. Pinyon dates well 
fran the Olaco Canyon area but juniper (J. does not (J . Dean 
personal coomunication 1986), and jWliper found as con-
struction timbers of suspected Mesa Verde vintage. dates fran 
tile basin floor and central uplands are as follows . 

Site Provenience Date (A.D. ) Lab No.a 

29SJ 633 Roan 7, upper floor 1170 + 28b ESO 1672 
Roan 7, la;..1er floor 1120 + 26 ESO 1676 
Roan 8, lJR)er floor 1190 + 28 ESO 1649 

0.1 100 Rocrnblock 4, rm vent 1300 + 28 ESO 1465 
Mesa Pueblo Kiva 10, firepit 1200 + 31 ESO 1503 
Mesa Pueblo Kiva 10, firepit ca. 1200 + 31 ESO 1504 
Guadalupe Ruin Roam 31W, feature 8 1275 + 55c ESO 1148 
Gladalupe Ruin Roam 31W, feature ? 1170 + 21 ESO 1149 
Gallo Cliff Dwelling Kiva, fireplt 2 1330 + 25 ESO 1446 
Gallo Cliff Dwelling Kiva, firepit 3 ca. 1200 + 56 ESO 1475 

a Earth Sciences Laboratory, Uliversity of Oklahana. £:ates with errors 
less than + 30 are based on the 1989 revised curve. 

b Was A.D. 1'250 + 28. 
c See Pippin (l987:Table 48) for terminal tree-ring dates 1264r to 

1279+vv. 
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'lbis is neither a strong array of dates nor one without controversy and 
simply ilXlicates that occupation took place during the thirteenth century. 
'!he most recent date, that fran Gallo Cliff [),jelling, is certainly at odds 
with the associated ceramics, which are a late A.D. 1100s assenblage in 
which McElloo Black-on-white is the predaninant painted type (13%, Abel 
1974). At this point, the discrepancy between the archeology aIXl the 
archeanagnetic dating carmot be explained, but a conservative interpreta
tion of the evidence favors the earlier ceramic date for Gallo Cliff 
DreIling. '!be dates fran 29SJ 633 suggest that deposition of Mesa Verde 
material occurred early in the thirteenth century, not the mid A.D. 12005 
as previously thought (McKenna 1986:94; Toll et al. 1980). Because dating 
curves are still being developed, these readings are not gospel, and corr 
siderable concern exists regarding a nCM-dated sanple that was previously 
judged unacceptable (ESC 1649). An occupational continul>1l in the central 
basin through the A.D. 1200s simply cannot be supported or rejected with 
these dates. Rapid replacement of ceramic t.E!rporal markers are indicated, 
however, as the 29SJ 633 dates suggest a quick transition fran Wingate 
Polychrane to St. Johns Polychrane in the early A.D. 1200s in Olaoo 
canyon; Wingate Polychrane is present in the 29SJ 633 surface collections 
but not in the rocrn refuse. Confident dating of the Mesa Verde Phase does 
not exteJXl past the mid A.D. 1200s in cIlaco Canyon. 

'1here is a problem with recognition of Mesa Verde Phase occupation in 
Olaco Canyon for physical and methodolO9'ical reasons. A few sites in the 
bottanlalXls of Olaco Canyon, such as Be 180, Be 176, Be 236, aIXl Head
quarters Site B (Bradley 1971; Vivian aIXl Mathews 1965:81) are notable in 
having strong Mesa Verde Black-on-white deposits. Recent surveys of sites 
located in talus or at cliff margins, however, often reveals the presence 
of a ceramic assemblage fran the Mesa Verde period. 'lhis increased visi
bility during a period when cliff-oriented structures were most cannon 
(but not the predaninant site type) leads to the "horseback impression" 
(Bayes 1981:33) that Mesa Verde Phase sites in Chaco Canyon reflect Mesa 
Verde, Colorado, roots by favorirr:J cliff-edge locations. Whereas this may 
lead to a lack of vigilance in locating bottanlalXl deposits, late CQlPO
nent visibility itself is extremely lCM. Repeated use of favorable local
ities, which often results in abundant earlier tx'ttery, is the main reason 
for this lowered visibility (WilXles 1982, 1987:404-405). Even though Mesa 
Verde Black-on-white aIXl st. Johns Polychrane are the main decorated types 
after A.D. 1200, they remain minor contributors to deposits with deep 
typological time. '!he locality of disposal, another factor in visibility, 
seems to have changed during the Mesa Verde Phase. '!he earlier Olaco 
Canyon pattern of placing trash in extramural middens gave way shortly 
after A.D. 1100 to distx'sal within roams and kivas so that surface disper
sal of late carbon-painted wares was reduced. 

We do not knCM if middens are partially the result of episodic roan 
cleanir¥3' rather than the extramural dllTp areas routinely used by earlier 
Olaco canyon Anasazi. Midden formation, as a process, is not known to 
have occurred in strictly terrporal or culturally distinct manners. 'lhat 
is, the final deposition of trash as aocumulations of refuse in open areas 
early in the Olaoo sequence could also represent episodic disposal of 
building fill during renovations. During the last occupation, Mesa Verde 
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material in buildings never was removed to middens. A within-roan dis
posal pattern constrains postoccupational dispersal of refuse, limits its 
surface expression, am reduces taphonanic and attritional effects rele
vant to many classes of material. Consequently, Mesa Verde deposits would 
be expected to be underrepresented in unstratified surface sarrples, espe
cially in bottanl.aOO. localities where additional factors of rapid alluvia
tion and considerable cultural time depth came into play (see Windes 1987: 
404-405). Early surveys did not stratify site components, which made it 
difficult to recognize and anticipate the significant presence of late (or 
any) occupational-based deposits. For example, 29SJ 633's representation 
as a PII-III site (ca. A.D. 850-1150) in Olaco Canyon's site inventory is 
true, but it does not anticipate the late body of material actually recov
ered (Bayes 1981; Pierson 1949). Because of considerable alluviation, 
high trash density in areas between structures, and historic conservation
al blading of Olaco Canyon I s bottanland, recognition of nonstructural de
posits has been a problematical and largely unatteoq>ted task in Olaco 
canyon proper. '!his has the most inpact on late occupation sites as this 
was the period of highest site-type diversity in the central basin 
(Sebastian and Altschul 1986). 

Arg\l1Wents on the be9innings and sequencing aside, the Mesa Verde 
Rlase occupation is a consistent part of the archeological record in the 
central basin (Hayes 1981; Marshall et al. 1979; Powers et al. 1983). Its 
consistent -background- presence am variability belie the e{ilemeral, 
transient status or the minor presence often assigned to the period. 
Hayes (1981 :20, 32-34) recognized 195 structural sites in Olaco Canyon 
alone that were occupied in the Mesa Verde period-largely because of the 
presence of "McElmo Style" masonry (see lekson 1984:17-18) and Mesa Verde 
Black-on-white. ihese pueblos tend to have !J-shaped ground plans with 
substantial rubble outlines featuring an enclosed plaza kiva and/ or 
blocked-in kiva, which is a building module canron to small stnx:t.ures in 
Olaco Canyon after A.D. 1050 (Truell 1986). Reoccupation of earlier small 
sites and sections of greathouses without substantial renovation was the 
carmon form of settlenent despite the trend for increased use of talus and 
cliff-edge locations (Bayes 1981). 'lbe Vivians' reconnaissance of Olacra 
Mesa (R. G. Vivian 1974a) also noted U-shaped buildings or -crescent 
sites," a greathouse (CM 100), aId ~ler butte-top develq:rnents, sane of 
which were sites with numerous roams (Vivian and Mathews 1965:113). 'lbe 
continued use of Otaco's earlier public architecture through the Mesa 
Verde period i s evident at Pueblo Bonito, Pueblo Pintado, and Una Vida 
(Judd 1954:79, 232; Kidder 1924; Windes 1982; Windham 1976). Consequent
ly, similar public architecture on Olacra Mesa can be seen as part of this 
larger regional pattern of late occupation (Jacobson and Roney 1985; 
lester et al. 1978: 10; Sebastian and Altschul 1986:45). 

Although structural sites are most commonly recognized in early sur
veys, recent work has indicated a narked increase in the diversity of site. 
types in the Mesa Verde Phase, which is considered the most significant 
evidence suggesting -fundamental changes in resource utilization" 
(Sebastian and Altschul 1986:89). A steady decline in structural sites 
fran 70-80% fran the pithouse perioos to 19% in the Mesa Verde Phase was 
evident in data fran surveys of areas added to Chaco Culture National 
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Historical Park (NHP) (Sebastian and Altschul 1986:199). '!he variety of 
s1 te types does not seem to have declined, hcMever, and there are many, if 
not more, construction designs and site location choices than in the prior 
period. Included in this structural variety are expedient constructions 
featuring small talus-boulder shelters and granaries (Sebastian and 
Altschul 1986), open adobe roans (Wiseman 1982:29-30), masonry pueblitos 
on butte tops (Marshall and Sofaer 1988; Sebastian and Altschul 1986), 
jacal buildings and augmentations to masonry roans (Roney 1991; personal 
camn.tnication 1990; Fritz 1973), snall boulder-backed pueblos (G. Vivian 
1950; Lister and Lister 1981 :252-253), and the devel""",nt of new road 
segments on Cbacra Mesa (Jacobson and Roney 1985). Finally, to reiterate, 
the reuse of buildings with little or no modification apparently is exten
sive and includes fixed and semifixed feature modifications and additions 
at such sites as 29SJ 633, Be 236 (Bradley 1971), Casa Sanbreada (Be 52, 
Mulloy 1941), teyit Kin (Dutton 1938), and Be 51 (Kluckhohn and Reiter 
1939). Buildin:J reuse without significant alteration of design suggests 
that the structural design and allocated space met many of the require
rrents of their Mesa Verde Phase occupants. 

New units of construction, however, are evident in Chaco Canyon. 
Pmlng those excavated are the Headquarters Site B (Lister and Lister 1981: 
252-253; Vivian and Mathews 1965), Unit III at teyit Kin (Dutton 1938: 
93-94), and probably the northwestern unit around Kiva 6 at Be 51 (Klock
hohn and Reiter 1939; Truell 1986:470), although the ceramic associations 
and archeological reporting at Be 51 (as well as other early excavated 
sites) are so profoundly inadequate as to confound the issue. 'ftle Listers 
(1981:113-114) point out that the Mesa Verde occupation is evident in the 
final stages of occupation at Be 51 but do not specify in which units. 
'lbese early excavations provide the basis for the CCDI'OOn perspective on 
Olaco Canyon's Mesa Verde architectural design featuring small, single
story, accretionally built roans with blocked-in keyhole style, pilastered 
kivas. '!he main features within roans are small firepits adjacent to 
walls, paired slab metates in bins, and subfloor burials (Bradley 1971; 
Dutton 1938:93-94; Bayes 1981:32). This is a strong constellation of fea
tures in the early Mesa Verde Phase, sare of which (such as the kiva 
style) actually begin in the A.D. 1100s (Truell 1986). At best these 
-traits- are a limited inventory that would be considerably expanded and 
reordered given the structural variability indicated above. 

Post-Bonito Phase oc::cupations are perceived to be ooncentrated on tb;! 
Chaco and Olacra Mesa uplands east of the park. Recently, reconnaisance 
surveys east of Cllaco CUlture N8P fran Shabik'eshchee Village to at least 
Pueblo Pintado and the Pintado Gap region of Cbacra Mesa (Windes 1990) 
have shCMn a consistent and continous pattern of earlier (Red Mesa period, 
A.D. 900s) houses overlaid by a Mesa Verde Phase occupation. Pueblo 
Pintado itself was probably established during the Early Bonito Phase 
(A.D. 920-1020) but was used through the Mesa Verde perind (Marshall et 
al. 1979:82-85; Windes 1982). Occupation of Cbacra Mesa east of Pintado 
Gap is generally considered inconsequential prior to the late Bonito Phase 
[after A.D. 1100 (Klein and Wait 1983; l'Ilibbs 1974; Vivian 1974a; Vivian 
and Mathews 1965) J. Canron to all reconnaissances and a few spatially 
limited inventory surveys of Otacra Mesa is the finding that the McElmo-
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Mesa Verde period occupations span the uplands fran the central canyon to 
the eastern basin m:rrgins--around las Ventanas and the Rio Puerco drain
age--but earlier Anasazi horizons are either not present or are overshad
owed by post A.D. 1100 occupations (e.g., Roney 1991). ibese demographics 
are variously explained by population movement out of Chaco Canyon and/or 
fran Mesa Ve~e during periods of "abandonment" or population restructur
ing, ca. A.D. 1130-1150 and 12005 (Klein and wait 1983; R. G. Vivian 
1974a, 1984; Vivian and Mathews 1965). 

Aside frem the fact of regional abandorunent after AeDe 1275, this re
duction in Mesa Verde Phase cx::cupation may be more a~ent than real. It 
is appropriate to recall the difficulties noted in recognizing Mesa 
Verdean cx::cupation in the Chaco Canyon bottanlands where it was most can
lOOn. In a recent study Windes (1987:404-405) found Mesa Verde Phase 
evidence .IOOre carmon than previously thought though reducej fran that of 
the A.De 1100-1150 period, and site distribution is more even than during 
the Bonito Phase. On Olacra Mesa, if we plot Jacobson and Roney's (1985) 
limited inventory of previously identified sites (n = 40), several things 
are revealed: (1) relatively carplex ·small· sites of the late Bonito 
Phase [with a ·late mix· of carbon and mineral painted types (see Franklin 
1982, Wiooes 1984)] mark the incursion onto Chacra Mesa: (2) McEl..mJ Phase 
sites (with predaninantly McEl.mJ Black-on-white) are the IOOSt comnon and 
widely dispersed; aOO (3) Mesa Verde Phase sites are fewer and teoo to 
cluster in IOOre distinct carmunities. If we turn fran site and roan 
counts, however, and catpare kiva counts on a site level as a more conser
vative rreasure of population (Lekson 1988:288-290), there is no real dif
ference in the number of kivas tdentified during the McElmo Phase (n = 25) 
versus the Mesa Verde Phase (n = 23 plus one great kiva) in this small 
Olacra Mesa sanple. '!be Mesa. Ve~e carmunities-one centered around ()l 

100, another partially identified group to the north (Donaldson 1983, 
Jacobson and Roney 1985), and others at Pueblo Pintado and possibly Raton 
Springs (Marshall et al. 1979; wait 1983:181-184)--appear to be highly 
integrated settlements featuring a variety of buildings, kivas, and inter
connecting roads . Mmittedly, the ceramic and structural data are crude, 
generally no better than lists of presence, absence, and relative abun
dance, but, though ambiguous, they are the same informational base used to 
infer a marked decline in Mesa Verde Phase populationse All surveys in 
the area have found that Mesa Verde Phase sites decreased absolutely fran 
earlier periods of purportedly higher oocupation (Bayes 1981: sebastian 
and Altschul 1986; Wiooes 1987:397-405), but this "decline" may well be 
the result of fewer houses due to the short period of occupation rather 
than a decreased use of the central basin. 

Evidence of stylistic and functionally sensitive change in ceramics 
of the period has been growing. Subregional var~eties of Mesa Verde 
Black-on-white, the "index type" for the period, have never been fully 
developed or accepted but are sufficiently distinctive in subareas of the 
region to acknowledge that local production spheres ""re both viable and 
enduring. As Breternitz and others (1974:viii) point out , Mesa Verde 
Black-on-whi te can be perceived as the last (and to many, the finest) pot
tery in a broad regional continuum of ceramic development. Breternitz et 
al. (1974:46) also indicate that the type is not invariable, but specifics 
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on varieties generally do not exist. For example, the western variety of 
Mesa Verde, in southeastern utah, uses more mineral paint (Breternitz et 
al. 1974:46; Brew 1946: in part, Madsen 1973). Illustrated examples of 
Mesa Verde Black-on~hite from southeastern utah suggest stylistic differ
ences that include band designs that are most often separated from the rim 
by a single, wide, framing line rather than a wide framer and multiple, 
thin, parallel lines (Brew 1946:286, Forsyth 1977:146-153, Madsen 1973: 
Figures 42m, 43; Sargent 1981). Simplification or subtle differences of 
design coopared with classic Mesa Verde Black-on-whi te (as illustrated in 
Morris 1939: Rohn 1971) have often been cited as one aspect of variation, 
and frequently the distinction involves the lack of exterior designs on 
bowls, subtle differences with the band design framers, a lower incidence 
of "allover" style design, and a greater variety of motifs (e.g., Davis 
1964, Lekson 1986, 1987, Stubbs and Stallings 1953:Plate 10, Toll et al. 
1980:113). Yet, varieties remain sufficiently similar in style and finish 
to be recognized as "Mesa Verde- or at least to reinforce that argllJ'le11t. 
other differences also have been noted, but these typically involve 
technological responses to locally available materials. '!he absence of 
slip on vessels has been noted in western Mesa Verde ceramics (Breternitz 
et al. 1974:46), but such surface treatment seems more likely to occur 
with the use of buff-firing clays, for example, along the La Plata Valley 
(Morris 1939:213, Shepard 1939:277). Differences in tertper and paste are 
surely local (Wheat in Breternitz et al. 1974:viii; Knight and Ganolak 
1987), but the daninance of sherd tenper in areas of sandstone sources 
appears to consistently correlate with the fact that sand and sandstone 
are unsatisfactory as tertper (Rohn 1971, Schaefer 1986:420, Shepard 1939: 
276; Toll et al. 1980) because sherd particles are not a major inclusion 
in vessels using igneous sources (Franklin 1980:267, 1983:293; Shepard 
1939:276; Windes 1977). Given that local subtraditions exist and existed 
long enough to become archeologically recognizable, O1aco Canyon' s Mesa 
Verde Black-on-white might be a variation or an amalgam of researchers' 
descriptions of all Mesa Verde varieties for which various scenarios arXl 
interpretations have been posited (Toll et al. 1980:107). 

Within these contexts, the recognition and variety of vessel fonns in 
use-assenblages are important for an understanding of the late occupation 
in Chaco Canyon. Regional surveys and same excavations that have studied 
assemblage conposition for this time period su:;gest that an increase in 
painted bowls and differential amounts of grayware according to site size 
are key parts of the assemblage make-up (Franklin 1980, Mills 1986, 
1991). 

other noteworthy aspects of Chaco canyon I s Mesa Verde Phase incllX1e a 
change in subsistence strategies as indicated by the intramural placement 
of burials (Akins 1986:105-107), faunal remains, ethnobotanical remains, 
ancj related milling equipnent. Subsistence changes include a faunal as
semblage enq;:ilasizing small martmals and turkey at the relative expense of 
artiodactyls (Akins 1982b, 1985: Gillespie in this report); similar find
ings appear in other Chaco Basin sites not incllXJed in Akins' swmary 
figures (Bradley 1971 :Appendix A, Fhibbs 1974:5). Small _ls, particu
larly cottontails and jackrabbits, seem to be the most consistent canp:>
nent of central basin assenblages, though the record for the northern 
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peri!'hery is less clear. Snail nannals and turkeys tend to predaninate 
and sOOW' the classic reversal fran artiodactyla usually attributed to the 
Mesa Verde period, althoI,):Jh at Salmon artiodactyla are exmsidered the roost 
important neat source (Barris 1980). At Aztec Ruins, the species found as 
faWlal remains in Mesa Verde der;x:>sits vary throughout the cooplex (prob
ably at saJ.m:>n Ruin, too) with artiodactyl remains occasionally occurring 
as the roost abWldant faunal remains in a deposit, which suggests a mnber 
of possiblities including seasonality or cultural selection (Bertram 1988; 
Nordby 1979). Increased and seasonal or task-sensitive association of 
domestic and field-related fauna with many deposits (for example, rabbits, 
rodents, and turkeys) is evident in the central basin during the twelfth
century Iate Bonito Phase (Bertram and Draper 1982). 1he faunal patterns · 
in the Bis sa' ani Ccmnunity make a good case for prey strategies that 
focus on garre availability but are integrated with scheduling and expected 
residence units in an essentially agricultural econany and society in the 
central basin (Bertram and Draper 1982). Chaco canyon's Mesa Verde
period faunal assemblage confonns to the Sis sa' ani roodel and shCMS 
continuity with patterns expected for field-related prey in less ccrtplex 
subsistence econanies than have been attributed to previous periods in 
Olaco Canyon. '!he continuity of the faunal data durilXJ this time period. 
indicates that Olaco Canyon's occupation is part of, rather than distinct 
fran, the pattern(s} of regional variation; patterns of large-bod.ied 
animals previously associated with central basin greathouses are now 
evident at public ccrtplexes in the northern San Juan drainages. 

1he change in regional-scale subsistence patterns suggested by faunal 
remains seens to be reflected in corn as well. Corn fran Olaco Canyon's 
Mesa Verde Phase appears to be distinct fran the general trend in Anasazi 
corn developnent into the thirteenth century, most notably in the northern 
San Juan drainages. Corn at Salm:::In Ruin changed fran a flint or pop type 
to a flour corn during the Mesa Verde occupation (Doebley and Bohrer 1980) 
while contenporary corn in Chaco Canyon continued to be of the 
like, or pcp or flint type (M. Toll 1985,260-263). Chaco Car.yoi' 
consistently tend to be small, 10-12 rOloled ears of the pcp or flint type, 
with a brief increase in the ap(:earance of the larger-kerneled, higher
rowed cobs in select sites and. deposits during the late Bonito Phase, 
which led M. Toll (1985:261-263) to suggest their inportation fran green 
belts such as the San Juan Valley and Chuska slopes. 1he limited occur
rence and distinct appearance of this larger corn represent a distinct 
departure in the trend for Cllaco I s corn and. represent a new corn popula
tion in Cllaco Canyon (M. Toll, personal coomunication, 1990). Flint corn 
or popcorn seems to have advantages over flour corn for the central basin 
because it is more drought resistant (via tiller success?), has wider 
t.enperature tolerances, and perhaps flCMers earlier for advantageous use 
of critical spring moisture and faster maturation (Galinat 1985; Minnis 
1985:332). In addition, flint or popcorns better resist disease, pests, 
and storage stress (Olristenson 1972:37-38). Experiments with growilXJ 
Hopi flour corn (H. Toll et al. 1985) show that such corn can be success
fully grown in Chaco Canyon given intensive husbandry, opportunistic 
planting during years of high spring (1\pril-May) lOOisture, and knowledge
able use of dune-related enviroments that best retain and make available 
water for plant use . It takes no great leap of faith to extend these 
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results for even better cropping success to hardier corn varieties, such 
as a flint corn, in dispersed favorable locations along O1aco Canyon I s 
south side or on Chacra Mesa where higher precipitation and frequent but 
scattered dune/ sage localities offer even m:>re opportunities for 
planting. 

Direct am indirect evidence suggest that a variety of popcorn or 
flint corn was gr<*J'l during the Mesa Verde Phase in Olaco Canyon. By no 
means is the possible dichotany of a dry highland pop or fHot corn belt 
am a riverine, flour corn belt cleanly separated, although planting: am 
crO(;ping success may have foll~ this pattern. Both varieties were used 
at Salm:m, with one late deposit having almost carpletely a pop or flint 
cora (Roan 9OW, Doebley aod Bohrer 1980:216; 1984:34). 10 Chaco Caoyoo, 
snall. quantities of (X>Ssible flour-type corn were found in association 
with McElm::> arrl Mesa Verde ceramics give evidence for mixed use (Bradley 
1971; McKeooa 1984:309; Bc288, T. Wiodes, persooal cannuoicatioo 1989). 

'!he use of bie-housed slab metates duriog the Mesa Verde _ also 
suggests that flour-type corn was processed in the canyon; Shelley (1980a : 
106-113) aod Doebley aod Bohrer (1980:210-216; 1984) make a good case that 
flour corn processing is associate3 with slab metates whereas flint corn 
processing is m:>st feasible on trough metates. '!he use of slab metates 
during the Qlaco Canyon Mesa Verde Phase suggests either that flour corn 
was processed in Olaco Canyon or that the process of lime-soaking was ~ 
mon for nonflour varieties (Galinat 1979:10). Flour corn may have been 
raised as a short~le consmlption crop (inmature green ears) or brought 
into Chaco Canyon as a shelled, preferred food by seasonal occupants. 
Flint corn, on the other hand, may have been largely stored or processed 
in ways (for excmple, soaked or boiled) that made slab metate grist work 
easier or not even required. Suggesting the possible structuring of maize 
varieties (intentional or not) in an Anasazi system is not unique (Winter 
1973; 1983:430) aod seems hardly cootroversial giveo the attributed scope 
aod (00 occasioo) cooplexity of the Chaco system. '!he data are few, h",,"" 
ever, and the question of maize varieties, their relative ecological 
strengths, success, and distributions needs to be more rigorously studied 
for the Sao Juao Basio [for a start see Wioter (1983) 1. 

A regional view of the Mesa Verde period in the central basin up
lands, which includes Chaco Canyon proper, suggests that the prehistoric 
inhabitants of the area may have altered their subsistence strategies 
sanewhat but that the populatioo was oat oecessarily dimioished; it maie
tained econanic success and social stability on a regional level. Habita
tion of Chaco Canyon, even if periodic in intensity and roostly in the peak 
precipitatioo aod cropping years betweeo A.D. 1230 aod 1250 (using the 
POOl iodex of Rose et al. 1982), would have provided plaoting aod settle
meat alternatives to the deosely populated river valleys of the oarth (for 
exarrple, the San Juan River and its tributaries). It would also have 
provided fallow time for heavily worked fields 00 the basic' s periphery 
aod alternative plaoting opportuoities for fields located at the foot of 
surrounding rrountains that were made Wlusable by a too wet or late spring 
thaw. As a result, long-established land use patterns were maintained. 
With the ascendency of the northern San Juan camumities as regional 
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centers during the Mesa Verde Phase, occupation of Olaco Canyon was Wl

questionably reduced and fundamentally altered. ire arrang""",nt of 
earlier camtunity structure seems to have been maintained but not on the 
earlier scale as implied by the abandorunent of the earlier Chaco-systan 
public buildings, such as Pueblo Alto. 'lhe expanded and roore even distri
bution of Mesa Verde Phase carmunities suggests an areally intensified, 
uniform fit for man-land relationships that are associated with fanning 
practices other than diversion systems (Vivian 1974a,b, 1990). ire infor
mation available is insufficient to detennine if this represents residen
tial reorganization of Chaco Canyon inhabitants or increased use of the 
Olaco Basin by additional groups. Sane caOOinstion of the two is probable 
(see Vivian 1984), but the intentional reshaping of the demographic Land
scape seems as likely to have been a response to intensified developnents 
on the basin's periphery and to successful croppin:J requirements as to 
have been any ex post facto -bOOding- resulting fran hypothetical local 
headwater cutting in Claco Canyon (see Klein and Wait 1983). Whatever the 
case, significant readjustments including changes in subsistence stra
tegies, overall camtunity structure, and related architecture and artifact 
patterns, seem to have taken place in the central basin. With a shift in 
the econanic and subsistence focus fran and in Chaco Canyon, it seans 
likely that changes occurred in the structure of artifact assemblages. 
'!be demonstration of changes in the nature of assemblages and tool classes 
is a necessary prerequisite to the discussion of c:hange in cultural 
adaptation and ultimately to the related but separate issue of systan 
abandonment. 
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7 

CEru\MICS FRCM 29SJ 633, 'IlIE ELJlIIENrn IlOOR SITE 

Peter J. McKenna and H. Wolcott Toll 

'!he ceramics fran 29SJ 633 were the focus of a ca:rp:lcative study 
examining late ceramic patterns in Cbaco Canyon (Toll et al. 1980) . We 
still hold as valid the views expressed in the -late Ceramic Patterns . . . • 
article, but we recognize that the 1980 paper, because of its scope, does 
not represent a ceramic study for 29SJ 633 comparable with those developed 
for other sites. Although we stand by our earlier findings, they repre
sent but a part (albeit a large part) of the ceramic interpretation of the 
Eleventh Hour Site. '!be 1980 stooy contained many of the methods and much 
of the interpretation for the Mesa Verde period in Chaco fran a ceramic 
viewpoint and should be considered a carpanion reference to the present 
r~rt. In the published study we atterrpted to place the ceramics of 
29SJ 633 on a continulI11 of regionally based ceramic attributes and to 
derive statements about the condition of the Olaco Anasazi exchange system 
at the end of Olaco Canyon's occupation. In carparative analyses of tem
per, clay color, typological assigrme:nt, and limited surface attributes, 
carbon-painted ceranics fran 29SJ 633 were determined to be more diverse 
than equivalent ceramics fran other sites in the canyon (Pueblo Alto, 
29SJ 627) aod the Aztec Ruins. Ceramics fran 29SJ 633 were fourrl to be 
interrrediate to both the Aztec arXI Chaco canparative sarrples, so that 
temporal variation could not be held accountable for all the differences. 
Ceramics at the site ~rently represent a fusion of Cllacoan arXI San Juan 
traditions, which implied broader areal ceramic contributions than would 
the dominance of anyone source or ceramic t radition in the 29SJ 633 as
semblage. '!he increased amount of San Juan igneous tenpers, in conjWlC
tion with other cultural evidence, suggested that the San Juan River area 
had gained ascendancy in the exchange system. later, carpa.risons with 
Pueblo Alto and the ceramic data fran other snal.l sites suggested, despite 
the rise in San Juan igneous tenpers, that the overall level of importa
tion had declined during the final occupation (Toll and McKenna 1987, Toll 
1985: 129-140). 

'Ibis chapter has two main objectives, the presentation of basic 
ceramic data for the Eleventh Hour Site and the interpretation of those 
data. '!be interpretation large ly falls within traditional danains of in
quiry: site dlronology and ceramic sources an:l their bearing on the state 
of the local and regional economy of the time. Tenporal and functional 
i.rrt>lications of intrasite ceramic distributions are also of interest when 
ceramics fran this site are canpared with other assemblages. 'll'le approach 
follows that used in other Chaco Project ceramic reports wherein discrete 
attributes such as design, paint type, tenper, and grain size within 
traditional type groups are examined in order to describe those type or 
technical groups and to delineate attribute clusters that may have meaning 
in the definition of source. Demonstration of source-related diversity 
has both ecological aOO social inplications, the mutual consideration and 
interpretation of which lie at the heart of Chaco Project research (Judge 
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1979) • 
results 
Methods 

Because the excavation collection is limited, and many of the 
of a carq;:a.rative provenience study are presented in Models am 
in (Fry 1980), we have not found it 

develop arx1 test refined, sub
type-level, ceramic attribute groups as has been done in the examination 
of large, ceramic collections at other sites. 

At this point, it is appropriate to pause am reflect on the nature 
of the ceramic collection, the SEmple thereof, and to what eros analysis 
was undertaken. Fran 29SJ 633 we have about 4, 000 pottery items including 
sherds and whole pots collected during the excavation of one and one-hal£ 
rCXl1lS, a test trench crossing a kiva and sane intramural workspace in the 
plaza, and a smattering of ananaly test pits across the roarblock that 
were excavated to investigate the subsurface character of positive magne
taneter readings (Figure 7.1). A lengthy I multicanponent occupation is 
certainly evident; it contributed to Sate ceramic mixing, but the deposits 
of interest have been established as primarily Mesa Verde Phase refuse 
fran the early to mid 12005 with an average ceramic date estimated to be 
between A.D. 1200 and 1220. We focused on Mesa Verde PI1ase refuse prima
rily because of its absence in other excavations of the Chaco Project am 
because there was not enough time to cover other (earlier) pottery that 
met the nonna! project standards for analytical inclusion. We have used 
about 7% of this oollection, based on a vessel-oriented selection of rims 
and distinctive body sherds, to develop and explore the pattern(s) of 
ceramic distribution and change in a provenience-oriented study. Readers 
may form their c:wn opinions aoout the strength aOO general application of 
a stlXly of this sarrple, which was extremely limited in size and scope, to 
questions regarding Otaco canyon or the Olaco system. canpositional and 
assemblage level distributions have been descriptively (and quantitative
ly) presented in the follOW'ing text and tables; this SlXrl1\B.ry re-errP'laSizes 
and interprets the main ceramic information with regard to site function, 
dE!'l'109raphy, cultural history, and interaction nxx1els insofar as the data 
permit. 

An overview of the Mesa Verde Phase (Chapter 6) provides a background 
for the discussion of thirteenth-century developments and the continuum in 
ceramic styles found within the broader region. The present chapter pro
ceeds as follOW's. 'Ihe full ceramic collection aOO its sarrple is discuss
ed, typological time for the various deposits and site proveniences is 
established, and sample assemblage variation is examined. '!he most 
abundant ceramic types are analytically described; this description is 
followed by a technical and functional discussion and testing of oovarying 
technological attributes with regard to vessel form, temper, and soot 
deposits on culinary ware for the entire sample. The limited refirirr:i 
tests are smrnarized to include the evidence of wares other than carbon
painted. Description and discussion of whole arrl restorable vessels and 
the implications of their projected size ranges catpletes the analysis 
section. Finally, the main points ooncerning the sample and adaptive 
interactions suggested by the analysis are smmarized, and a synthetic 
view concerning the level of import during the Mesa Verde period at 29SJ 
633 is presented. 
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The Sanple 

Many sherds have passed through archeological hands at the Eleventh 
Hour Site over the years (Table 7.1). 'lbese various ceramic tabulations 
are the result of the intensive and extensive surface sampling as ..-ell as 
the remote sensing test excavations (Figure 7.1). Survey tabulations and 
midden samplings attest to the long (if not continuous) occupation at 
29SJ 633. '!hough these typological -analyses" represent large collec
tions, they are not inclooed in the data base of the present analysis of 
ceramic material f ran the excavations . 

'the various surface collections, tabulated in the rough-sort fannat 
on Table 7.1, were identified using a mrctber of schemes reflected in the 
Appendix C inventories where traditional southwestern ceramic nomenclature 
is featured. Ceramic collections and in-field tabulations were made 
largely to place the site within a traditional ceramic chronology (for 
example , Breternitz 1966). Early survey collections by Pierson and Bayes 
'Nere sirrple, unstratified, grab sanples fran across the site, which em
fila,9ized datable decorated wares; these were re-examined, in part (McKenna 
1981) . Beginning in the mid 1970s , limited controlled inventories were 
undertaken to produce reliably canparable, assanblage-Ievel data; the 
increase in culinary, unidentified decorated OOWlts and the more even fre
quency distributions reflect this change in sanpling nethod. The Olaco 
Project staff collected six 1 by 1 m grids across the site in 1975 in 
conjunction with intensive sarrpling of small houses in Marcia's Rincon 
preparatory to a planned, but subsequently curtailed, excavation program 
for the rincon ccmnunity (Judge 1975). Controlled transect inventories 
across discrete major features were undertaken by the Remote Sensing 
Division in 1978 in an atterrpt to refine the data for different periods of 
deposition am. relative amounts of discard. Despite consistent traces of 
Mesa Verde ware in these sant>les, its significance in the occupation(s) of 
29SJ 633 was usually discounted. Windes' 1988 (Windes 1990) sanpling of 
the trash deposit southwest of the Pueblo II and Pueblo III house lOOunds 
canpleted the controlled sarcq:>ling of individual features and deoonstrated 
that this midden best represents the earliest occupation (ca. A.D. 900 to 
mid 1000s) at the site. 'Ibis early carponent is evident in all other 
samples but is overlain by IrK)re abundant trash fran the eleventh through 
early thirteenth centuries. 

'1l1e ceramic differences evident in the various surficial deposits 
present a ccmnon occupational pattern in Chaco Canyon where choice site 
l ocations '4rlere consistently used or reused throll3'h the centuries, which 
produced mixed assemblages that may be interpreted as continuous occupa
tions of incredible length. Nevertheless, Wiooes (1982) has shown that, 
by sampling discrete areas, not only can distinct episodes of deposition 
be identified but the "tails" of ceramic distributions becane Jll)re rrea,n
ingful, depending on the type of deposit. At 29SJ 633, surface sampling 
has revealed three major episodes of occupation: an A.D. 900s ocx:upation 
represented by the southwestern midden; a large southeastern midden IrK)st 
heavily uSed during the mid to late A.D. 1000s but with evidence of ceram
ics that span the site occupation(s), and a rooot>lock (that IlIlSt have seen 
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Table 7 . 1 . ceramic sample sources, 2951 633 

Plain Gray , '.0 3 3.0 " 11 . 2 38 12 . 6 m 15.3 n. 34.7 ". '" " m ••• ." 12.0 
Lino Gray , L O 3 0.' , , 0. 0 5 O. , 
Lino FUgitiY@ , 0 . 0 5 , , 0.' • O. , .,.. """"""'"' , LO , 0.' • '.3 " 0.' " ,. , • • , 

" 0.3 " 0.' 
lbrrow Neckbanded , ,. , " '.0 , '.3 " 3. ' " , .. " " " " ,., '" , .. 
Neck CorrlJijated , ,., , 0.3 5 '.5 5 3 , • 0.' " 0.3 
PH Corrugate:! '.0 , ,. , 0. 3 " 0.' 3 0 . ' , 

" " 0 . 5 " 0.5 
Pit-III Corrugated , .0 , LO , 0.' , o. , 3 3 O. , • O. , 
PIlI Corro.>;lated , '.0 3 O. , , • , 

" 0 . 3 " 0 . ' 
Indented CornJ)Bted • '.0 " 13.1 '" 41.3 10534 . 9 1,049 43.] " '.0 404 1,616 ". 2 , 219 52.8 3.62 1 45 .1 
Brownwares , 0. 0 5 5 " 0.' " o. , 

rom. """""" 
., '"' ...", = '" "" m~r.m n:T m= ~~ m 'T;'m n3 T;'9"9'1 b"!;'T 

IMIII-PI H/w 0.3 " 0.' , 0.' 3 5 3 " 0 . 3 " 0 . 3 
Ill. Red Mesa 1l/V , '.0 , 0.' " 0 . ' • , 5 O. , " 0.' 
Red Mesa 1l/V • ••• , ,. , " 5. ' " 5.0 " 

,., 
" 12. 5 " " • .. , .0 200 '-' 

Eseavada 1l/V , ' .0 3 3.0 , 0.3 " 0.5 • • , 
" 0.' " 0.3 

PUerco B/w • ' . 0 , ' . 0 5 , . 0 , 0.' " 0 . 5 , 
" 

, 
" 0.' " 0.5 

Gall~ 1l/V " 19.8 • .. , " 3.' , '-' .. 3.5 5 , .5 " " " '" , .. m 3. , 

"""" "'" 3 3. 0 , 0 . ' , 0 . 3 5 0 . ' , 0. 3 , 3 , 
" 0.' " 0.3 - Exotic !I/w 3 3.0 , 0.' , 0.3 • 0 . 3 , 

" 
, 

" 0 . ' " 0. 5 ... PII-lIl M/w " 2].8 • .. , " 12 . 2 38 12 . 6 m 13.1 " '.3 m m .. '" ••• ." 11 . 1 
W 

""-" "'" ..,.. 
"" ..,. "'" m= "'TT '2T.'! ---m- ~ ...,. .,..,. ~ ~ m ----rnr IT.I ~ """'T6.B" 

1fo1IlI- PI C/W 0.' 0.3 • 0.' , , 0.0 • O. , 
Oluskan ~ design , , , 0.0 , 0.0 

~"" 
, O. , , , 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 

Oluskan C/W • '-' , 0.3 3 0.' , , , • 0.' " 0.3 
"l\JMyan C/W '.0 , 0.3 3 O. , , , , 0.0 , 0 . ' 
OIa.ClCI-f4cELro B/w '-' • 0.' , , • O. , • 0. ' 
McElmo .B/w " 10.9 • ' .3 " 0.' " " 5 " '-' m , . 5 
PII- Ill c,r.. • .. , " ••• , '.0 • 0.3 " 

., , 
" '.0 '" ,., 

Mi!sa Verne EI/w , ' .0 3 3.0 , 0.3 , 0 . 3 " " " '" 3. , ". , .. 
Total C/W .". 1TI .,. IT.T ..". '-" ,.,.~~ ~ -, -.:v -a-m 1if -nil' "'"'T.t" ... -= 

~iteware " 10 . 9 , . 0 " 12 . 2 .. 14.5 '" 10.6 " 18. 1 OS, m " ." 10.7 ." 11.0 

'IOI'AL HHrIni'IRB " 80.2 " 51.5 ,OJ 40.5 '" 4].9 ." 34.6 H. 43 . 1 ". '" '" 1, 391 ]] . 1 2 , 844 ]5.4 

Decorated roo " ••• " 15 . 2 , 
L' " '.0 " '-' 0.3 " " • " ,. , '" ,. , ""-- , ' . 0 , 0.3 , 0.' , • 3 " 0 . 3 " 0.' 

=- """"" .". 1TI '" "" --. -r:! I! --:r.l" --,s- """'l.l ., "-' 7.1--'" TI" --niT "T.l --m -= 
Polished SnDgoo 0.3 5 0.' , • " 0.3 " 0.' 

""'" roT'" TI!T ~ ..,.~ ..".~ m 1'lJU:tf r.m l'Iiif:'If m~ T;O'ltI" r.m 'S2U" r.mr lUQ.D" ...,. 
, of total , .3 ,., ,., 3.' 30.2 ' . 3 5] .1 100 . 0 



oonsider~e alteration) that was the focus of trash associated with the 
final occupation of 29SJ 633 durin9 the early to possibly mid A.D. 1200s. 

'1he excavated roans (7 and 8) (Figure 7 . 1) were filled with rich Mesa 
Verde Phase trash (as described elsewhere in this report) including faunal 
deposits, carbonized vegetal remains, lithic debris, and ceramic material 
that includes several whole or largely restorable vessels. Aside from the 
Mesa Verde Whi teware, other associated fill sherds included a mix of 
earlier ceramics such as Red Mesa, Burnham, am Kana'a Black:-on-white as 
well as ceramic materials roore cx:mnonly associated with late assBnblages 
in Olaoo canyon soch as Reserve, Mancos, Socorro, and Gallup Black-on
white and St. Johns and Win9ate Polychrares (Figure 7.2). Roan 7. the 
larger southern roan (Figure 7.1), contained loose, mixed trash with 
several restorable and broken but large heMl fragnents that probably 
served as utensils or trays before discard (Figure 7.3). In Roan 8, whole 
vessels inclooing ladles, small I:x:wls, and a large "covering" sherd of 
indented corrugated WE!re associated with infant burials in floor pits 
(Figure 7.4). ihese roan deposits contributed roost heavily to our Mesa 
Verde assemblage because tests i.mrediately outside the roans provided 
significantly lower nlDbers of McBl.m:> and Mesa Verde Black:-on-white and 
1tti.te Mountain Polychrares (see Excavations 1978 coltn1llS on Table 7.1). 

'lYPOlogical time, that is, the roore or less serial trends of ordinal 
types and their default time spans, and relative contributions of selected 
decorated ceramics in the different deposits are shown on Figure 7.5. 
Figure 7.5 sh(1.o1S that the percentage of Mesa Verde Black-on-whi te was 
greatest in the plaza trenches iIrmediately south of Roans 7 and 8. '!his 
area, where trenches cut into the IJR>er fill of a kiva, apparently con
tained the latest deposits at the site even though lTDre late sherds were 
actually collected fran the roans. This temporal separation between roan 
deposits and "plaza" fill appeared to be minimal with considerable se
quence overlap. Ceramics fran the test trench were also conpositiona1ly 
distinct (Table 7.2), as they sl1cMed relatively more trachyte and less 
sandstone temper than did sherds in rcx:rn deposits. '1l1is decline in 
Oluskan material is also a characteristic of other central basin Mesa 
Verde period occupations (Mills 1986, Toll 1985: 129-140). a fact often 
overshadowed by the abundance of ceramics fran earlier deposits. 

'1he excavated sample, then, represents the universe for the present 
analysis-n = 4,260 sherds (Table 7.3). Table 7.3 includes four aspects 
for structuring the sarrple: the bulk oollection fran which the sarrple was 
drawn, the analytical sarrple itself, the sarrple portion analyzed for t.e!tr 
per and on which interpretations involving paste are based, and the pro
portion of rims that represents proxy "vessels" in the detailed sarrple. 
Southwestern ceramic typology (Colton and Hargrave 1937) provides the 
foundation for the taxonomic structure separating the various wares and a 
second-order breakdown within whiteware by paint type. Within these 
groups, those items represented by a rim or those distinctive eno~h to be 
detennined nonredundant were subjected to attribute recording of selected 
surface and paste characteristics and measurement. Fifty-four specimens 
(17% of the detailed analysis) were sherds without rims, with the majority 
of this group (82%) selected from whiteware, and 28 sherds fran Cibola 
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Figure 7.2. Associate:] ceramics of the late McE1loo and Mesa Verde Phase, 
29SJ 633: a-h fran Roan 7, remainder fran Roan 8. Upper 
plate is a view of the primary field: (a) P-III Indented 
Corn,l:Jated: (b) Reserve Black-on-white; (c) McElmo 
Black-on-white; (d, e, g, n-p) Mancos Black-on-white: (f, 
t-v) Gallup Black-on-white: (h) Red Mesa Black-on....mite: (w) 
Iate Red Mesa/early Gallup Black-on-white: (x) Burnham 
Black-on-white: (y) Kana'a Black.-on-white: (z, a') st. Johns 
Polychrcrre: (b') Wingate Polychrane: and (c') Puerco 
Black-on-red 

Io.oIer plate is a view of the secorrlary field: (c') Oblique 
parallels on Mc~ Black-on-white: (d) Exterior corrugations 
on Mancos Black-on-white: (n) Painted design on Mancos 
Black.-on-white: (z-a l ) White-on-red slip design: and (b l

) 

Red-on-white slipped design. Note vasa possible cylinder 
jar 
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Figure 7.3. Partial and complete vessels fran 29SJ 633: (a) Mesa Verde Black-on-white bowl; (b) Crumbled 
House Black-on-white mug: (e) P-II-III neck corrugated jar: (d) ~teware bowl reused as 
scoop~ (e) Mesa Verde Black-on-white bowl: (f) Puerco Black:~n-white duck pot: and (9) White 
ware bowl. Duckpot recovered fran ananaly test: all other vessels fran Roan 7 and Roan 8. 



Figure 7.4. Vessels associated with Burials in Roan 7 aOO Roan 8: (a) 
with Roan 7, Burial 1, a large, iooented corrugated jar 
"cover" and Mesa Verde whiteware ladle; (b) with Roan 7, 
Burial 2, Mesa Verde Black-on-whitel:x7,.ll and ladle; and (c) 
with Roan 8, Burial 3, Mesa Verde whiteware ladle 
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Figure 7.5. Ceramic dates and provenience C<l1JlOSition, 29SJ 633 
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Table 7.2. 29&1 633 1:eI1per types tabulated by general provenience 

Frequen~ of Tenp>r Types 
sand- dialCiedonlc Magnetitic San unideiitifiEd Total TOtal 

Provenience stone SSa SS Juan Trachyte Igneous N % 

Roan 4 1 1 

Roan 7 128 3 1 24 31 13 200 
rCM % 64.0 1.5 0.5 12.0 15.5 6.5 100 

~ Roan 8 37 4 1 3 10 1 56 
'" rCM % 66 . 1 7.1 1.8 5.3 17.9 1.8 100 0 

Test Trench 1 24 1 7 16 5 53 
rCM % 45.3 1.9 13.2 30.2 9.4 100 -
TOTAL 190 7 3 34 57 19 310 
% 61.3 2.2 1 .0 11.0 18.4 6.1 100 

ass = sandstone-tarpered sheed. 



Table 7.3. ceramic sanple oarparison, 2951 633 

AoughSOrt _Sort _SOrt _11", -..u .. -, ..... ' ... ... 
""" " • " • " • " • 

Plain Gray m ••• • 2-' • 2.' , 2. ' 
Lim Gray I 0.0 I O.l I O.l I 0.' 
LinD l"IJ:)itive 7 0.2 I O.l I O. l I 0.' .""- 10 O.l I O. l I O. l I 0. ' 
Mlr""" NeckbarDId " 2.2 • 2.5 • 2. ' • l.l 
Nedt Corrugated • 0.2 l 0.' l 1.0 J 1.2 
'II Corrugated " 0.5 10 J.I 10 J.2 10 '.1 
PII-III COrrugated J 0.1 • 2. ' • 2.' • J.7 
PIlI Corf\JC}llted " O. J 7 2.2 7 2.J 7 2. ' 
Indented Corrl.l9&ted 2,219 52.8 " 12 .3 " 12.6 26 10.6 
.~~ 10 0.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 

row. ""'''''''''' = = ...,- = ---g = " "" 
EMIlI-PI M/w (all) " O.J 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
E. Reel Meal. B/W 5 0. 1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Red Hesa IVw .. 1.0 16 5.0 10 •• 5 15 ,. I 
Ellc4vada I!/w 10 0.2 5 I.' 5 I. ' • I.' ..... = .... 17 0.' J 0.' J 1.0 I 0.' 
Goll", .... 102 2. ' 10 ••• Il '.2 • J .7 
"*" .... 10 0.2 J 0.' l 1.0 2 0.' 
""'lc ""'" " 0.' " 5.7 " 5.' 10 '.1 
PII- III M/w J" ••• 50 15.7 " 15.8 to 16.3 

",w. !\Iv -...,. ,...,. .,..,. IT.! .,..,. n:J ""IT = 
EMIlI-PI C/v (alUb 2 0.0 2 0. ' 2 0.' 2 0.' 
01uekan fit design 2 0.0 0 0. 0 0 0.0 0 0 .0 """'" .... I 0.0 I O.l I O.J I 0 •• 

""""'" """ • 0.2 2 0.' 2 0 •• I 0.' _,... c;vJ 2 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
"-"<Eloo .... • 0.1 2 0.' 2 0. ' 2 0.' 
PIt-Ill ~ 168 '. 0 02 13.2 01 13.2 " 14.6 
Meaa Verde W 1)2 J .I J2 10.1 JI 10.0 20 ".4 
""'" C/W ". --..-:< ""IT ><3 -.,,- """ ~ >n 

It!.i1:ewara ' 51 10.7 2J 7.2 " 7. ' " 7. l 

'l'OTAL 'ffITI!H\RB 1391 n.l 2IJ 67.0 2<17 66 .4 160 68.7 

Plain red 0 0.0 I O.J I O.l 0 0.0 
Decorated red eo 2. 1 " l.' " J.' " • . S 
r,lydlranea I) O.l • I. J • I .J 2 0 •• 

row. """"" -m --.:l .,.,. T.! .,. '-' ""l! T.! 

PI::oliahed SftuSqar:'I " O.J O. J O. J 0. ' 

GIWI> ""'" r.m TOo.O< m = m = m = 
, of total 7.6\ 7.n 5.S. 

, of detailed analr-u 97.n 77.4\ 

lI£lIotie M!w. Retlenoe &,Iw n • 4 , 
beMUI C/w. Kana'. B/W n ,. 2. 

Socorro IVw n ,. 4, Man::loe I!/w n · 11. 

cttouskan C/V. 'roIIdl_ IVw 1\ ,. 3. Mlva &,Iw n • I, QwsItan C/W n ,. 5. 
druaayan C/v: 'I\leayan C/W n • I, B.l...ack. ""'" B/W n • 1. 
epII-UI CAt . KdQ.mr) B/W n • 76, It!thefill I!,Iw n· 7, san Juan C/v n· 85. 
ftIesa Verde &All MeN Verde &,Iw n • 124, Crullbled Bou8e B/W n • t. 
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Whiteware, specificallYe '!he criterion of distinctiveness coupled with 
selection of rims tends to favor whiteware so that ware representation be
tween the bulk sherd counts ard the detailed analysis sample is reversede 
We (Toll and McKenna 1987:38-39) have offered explanations as to why this 
trend soollld be expected in this sampling strategy-and those reasonings 
are still viable-but at 29SJ 633 indented corrugated sherds wollld seem to 
be underrepresented in the detailed analysis. Similar sarrpling strate
gies, however, have produced similar samples in proportion to bulk counts 
(McGarry 1968:21-24). '!hus, discussions here concern an assemblage of 
vessels rather than a collection of sherds in which the n\J1\ber of times 
any given vessel is represented is subject to a large OlllliJer of uncon
trolled variables. 

Ceranic types representiRJ at least 2.5% of the rou:Jh sort are Indi
vidually described, but the entire sample contributes to various composi
tional groups used in the analytical cat'(larisons. Table 7.3 canbines 
samples specified as "McElJoo Black-on......tlite" (see Table 7.1 and l\ppendix 
C) into the wrough sort- analytical category, PII-III carbon-on-white, 
with the underst:a.OOing that this category is largely San Juan Whiteware, 
other wares having been at least partially taxonanically segregated. 
Nonetheless, this category does contain same unidentifiable sherds as well 
as sane McElIoo Black-on-white sherds that ~re too snail, eroded, or mini
mally painted for confident type assignment. Where specifically identi
fied and where possible, wMcElIoo Black-on-white- is occasionally used in 
this report, but the PII-III carbon category is the main level of discus
sion. Although three types were abundant enough to describe, including 
indented corrugated (n = 55), PII-III caroon-on......mite (n = 168), and Mesa 
Verde Black-on......mite (n • 132), it must be noted that the Cibdla White
... res (admitting Mancos Black-on......mi te) are twice as abundant as the 
carlxID-painted group. Cibola Whiteware seems to merit sane further at
tention, and the amount present undoubtedly has implications on several 
levels; but as the current concern is the examination of the latest ce
ramics, our focus on the carbon-pa!nted types and indented corrugated 
sherds is appropriate. Analysis, catq)aCable discussion, and interpreta
tion of contemporary Cibolan and carbon-painted types can be found in the 
Pueblo Alto report (Toll and McKenna 1987), although the latest ceramics 
at Pueblo Alto tenporally precede those at 29SJ 633. 

A brief word is in order on the statistics eq;>loyed here. Our usage 
follows that in earlier reports, which offer fuller explanation (McKenna 
and Tbll in McKenna 1984, Toll 1985, 1987, Toll and McKenna 1987). Most 
information is given in the tables as frequency data with si..nple percent
ages ard chi-square tests as appropriate. '!be distribution of expected 
values generated fran the chi-square test is used for discussing the 
structure of the attributes in question. 'lhe Coefficient of Contingency 
(e) is a relative measure of the strength of association in which higher 
values represent stronger association. The neasure approaches 1.0 at its 
maximum, but that maximlE depends on the degrees of freedan (df) so that 
it is strictly canparable only between tables of similar size. 'ltte 
Shannon-Weaver Diversity Irrlex (8') is likewise used as a caupa.rative 
measure that looks at sanple category (s), diversity (high H'), and the 
relative contribution of items to the diversity score itself (J) (see Tbll 
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1985; 1987). Because confidence in this index relies very much on fre
quency, which is acknowledged to he 1"" in the present sample, the index 
is used in a very relative, ordinal manner for structuring discussion and 
not as a demonstration of ceranic truth. other parametr ic and nonpara
metric procedures used herein [StlX1ent 1 s t, means, standard deviation 
(s.d.), coefficient of variation (CV) J are basic statistics (lhanas 1976) 
and are presented in tables as part of a quantitative description for the 
primary types and selected attributes under consideration. 

'!he ceramic sample at the Eleventh Hour Site showed strong similarity 
in ten'per type to other ceramic sauples fran Chaco Canyon. Vessels were 
primarily tertpered with sandstone or quartz sand with the proportion of 
(nonlocal) igneous teu'pers greatest in the carbon-painted ceramics. '!he 
distribution of these tertpers was, however, more even than that recorded 
for earlier site deposits (Table 7.4). Trachyte temper fran the Chuska 
slopes west of Chaco Canyon was well represented in the culinary ware, 
whereas igneous tenper fran the San Juan River Valley and its northern 
tributaries was well represented. in the carbon-painted group where it 
slightly surpassed the Chuskan material. Cibola White.iare rE!llilined over
whelmingly tenp!red with sandstone (Table 7.5). Vessel forms were sepa
rated strongly by type of ware; grayware was carposed alloost exclusively 
of jars whereas bowls predaninated in the decorated wares (Tables 7.6 and 
7.7). Cibola White.iare sh~ a greater variety of closed forms than did 
other painted wares. 29SJ 633 differed fran other sites in the Olacoan 
sample in having the highest relative frequency of culinary ware, which 
undoubtedly has functional inplications for the assemblage. 

Mesa Verde Phase ceramics 

'lhe rrain ceramic types recovered f ran the excavation of Roans 7 and 8 
at the Eleventh Hour Site are indented corrl,XJated, PII-III carbon-on-white 
("McElIoo-), am Mesa Verde Black-on""""frlhi.te. These types, or related wares, 
are well described elsewhere and need not he fully treated here (see 
Breternitz et al. 1974; Cattanach 1980; Morris 1939; Rohn 1971; Windes 
1977). Our interest is in recognizing the variability aroong these types 
fram their classic descriptions and how that variation bears on the inter
pretation of 2951 633. 

Indented COrrll3ated 

For analytical purposes indented corrugated and PII-III and PIII in
dented corrugated were treated as a unit (Table 7 a8) as these categories 
most likely represent subdivisions of late utility ware. One sarrple 
analysis, including scattergrams and histograms, indicates that this is a 
haoogeneous group of sherds that deserves treat:nent as a unita '!he dis
tinction between the types is in the acuteness of the rim flare (increas
ing through typological tl1re), which is subjectively judged during the 
rOl,XJh sort. Afparently, such distinctions '#Iere oot made with consistency 
in the present sample although moderate to extreme rim flares are a char
acteristic of this -late- group of culinary vessels. Cibolan, Oluskan, 
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Table 7.4. Intersite cooparative diversity indices of teDp!r, Claco Canyon 

'l'e!Ip!r Olalc. Iron Magn. &1 Unk.b 
Time/ Site n 5 H' J Sandstone" ss SS SS Tradlyte ign. ign. 

BUll 
29&1 1659 Pithouse Y 111 4 0.785 0.567 82 12 16 1 
29&1 628 726 7 0.813 0.418 555 3 72 11 1 77 7 

PI 
29&1 724 659 7 0.679 0.349 552 8 16 9 44 29 1 

PI-II 
29&1 629 1,653 7 0.904 0.465 1,251 140 15 20 150 56 21 

- 29&1 1360 1,660 7 1.179 0.605 1,039 258 9 15 183 103 53 
uo ... 

PII-III 
29&1 627 7,185 7 0.808 0.415 5,504 360 22 59 1,019 188 33 
Pueblo Alto 3,837 6 0.985 0.550 2,348 134 2 1,153 97 83 

PIlI 
29&1 633 310 6 1.156 0.645 190 7 3 57 34 19 

aIncltDes SS + trachyte and "TUsayan." 
blncludes "SOCOrro· igneous. 



Table 7.5. 29SJ 633 temper types tablulated by rough sort types 

Roogh50rt ........ OIal.cedonic Mal;IneUtic "'" th1denUf led 

"'" ""~ 58 SS J~ Trachyte Igneous ""'" 
Plain gray , 8 
Lino G["aY 1 1 
IJ.no F\lgi ti II'e Re(I 1 1 
Wide tecktlaJned 1 1 
NacrOIoI Neckb!m3ed 5 , 8 
Neck COrrugated 3 3 
PI! Corrugated 3 , 10 
PIJ-III COrrugated • • 8 
PlIt Corrugated , 1 7 
Indented COrr ugated 19 -'- ...!.L -'- 2!. 

"""""" =""' .. 5 3 27 , 86 
GIlA,..... • 57.0 5.8 3.5 J l.4 ' . 3 

Red ~sa e;,. 11 14 
Escalleda fV\I 5 5 
Puecco B/w 3 3 
Gallup B/W , • 13 
<>.co 8/w 1 1 1 3 
Exotic H/w 7 , 1 7 18 
Pll- III M/W 42 , 1 • 2!. 
MI~I1'E 'l'O'l'ALS 78 , , 3 11 , 105 
MlNERAL-<lN-WKlTE Ii; 74. 3 1.' 1.' '.8 10.5 8 . ' 

Polished 8MIII-PI CjW , , 
"' ..... 8/w 1 1 
Chuskan PIt-III ~ , , 
Olaco-McElroo B/w , , 
PH-III e/w 22 8 , , ., 
Mesa Verde B/w __ 7_ 13 • - '- 21 

~'" """'" 33 1 21 16 8 " ~rTE' 41.8 1. 3 26.6 20.2 10 . 1 

~teware 18 , 3 23 

WIIlTEWAR£ 'rol'AlS 129 , 3 26 30 17 207 

"""""""" . 62 . 3 1.0 1.. 12.6 14.5 8.' 

Plain red 1 1 
Decorated red 7 • 11 
Polydlranes --'- • 
""""" """'-' 11 5 16 -. 68.8 31. 2 

Polished anudged 1 

""'" roc"" 190 7 3 34 57 " 310 

• 61.3 ,., 1. 0 11.0 18.4 '.1 100 .0 

ass .. 10 itEms sar.il .. tone and igneous for 3.2\ of gnmd total. 
SJ .. 15 itmB igneous and sandstone for 4.8' of grana total. 
Trach ... 26 itens trachyte Mil san:istone fOf 8.3\ of grand total. 
O\i -aquare test: less red and smudgedl types reqroupe:l. into grayware, MIw, C/W, ~le .. 3 J; 3, 
n .. 270, 1(2 .. 45.389, df .. 4, p .. 0.000, C .. 0.379, cells <S .. 0: )B are grayware in trachyte. 
M/w in 1I&1dstone, and C/W in San Juan igneowl. 
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Table 7. 6. 2951 633 , vessel forms by rough sort types 

Pitd-.,"I .... J;fflqJl 
Aouqh Sort !l:e!: -, ..." """- ... '" --~ '" ou. Ill> ..... ,t · "'"- .,.., 
n..ln 9,ay • • 
""" "" 

, 
tJ..no PIlgitiYe Red , , 
Wide NecIcbaIded , , 
Nar ...... ~ • • MedI: Corrugated , , 
PH Corrugated " " PH-Ill Oornl'}ated , • PIli Corrugated , , 
In5ent;ec! Corrugated .l!.. -1! 

""""" -- , .. " , at Wet ,., 98.9 

... -..... " ,. " -- ..... 
, , , 

... = ..... , , , 
="" ..... • • " """" ..... , , 
""'"'. "'" " • ,. " PII-Ill !Vw .l!.. -'- -'- -'- -'- -'- ~ 

IIINl1:lW.-<lH*lIT!!: 'IOi'AlS 70 , , , , , 
" 

, , 
'"~ , of .. te 64.2 ,. , , .. ,., 0.' , .. 19 .1 ,. , 0.' 

IlUIl - PI ('/II , , 
"""" ..... , , 
"'- "" , , - ..... , , 
PH- Ill C/v " 

, , 
" _ \Ie""" 8,I'w --'!...- -'- -"- .E. 

CMIICIII-OI-*IlT! TO'D\LS " • , , , 
" .of_ 8S.9 .. , ,., , .. ,., 

11'11_ ... " 
, , 

" 
"'''"'"''' """"' '"~ " 

, • , , 
" 

, , , 
'" , of ware 13.2 ••• 0.' ,., 0 .• LI 12.2 0.' , .. 0.' 

Plain red , , 
o.oor.~ red " " "",....- - '- -- -- -- -' ...... """'" " " , of ware 100.0 

Poliahed hJ5geII --'- -' 
...... """" no " 

, , , 
'" 

, , , 
'" ~ 

• 54.7 , .. 0.' , .. ,., .., )5.2 0.' ,., 0.' lDO.1ll 
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Table 7.7 . COmparative dive rsity indices of selected types, 29SJ 633 

Design Paste Vessel 
Desi~ Distribution Tet.,.,r Texture Color Forms 

Type n s B / J s H'7J n s H'7J s H'7J s H'7J n s H'7J 

PII-III C/ w 56 23 2.787 3 0. 715 42 9 1.547 6 1 .412 7 1.477 
0.889 0. 651 0. 704 0. 788 0.759 

- Mesa Verde B/ w 61 18 2.498 3 0.986 32 9 2. 041 7 1.815 6 1.114 74 5 0.474a 

'" 0. 864 0.898 0. 929 0.933 0.621 0.294 .... 
COrrugateds 56 7 1.446 na 54 9 1. 353 6 1.649 7 1. 538 46 1 na 

0. 743 0.616 0.920 0.791 

Cibola Whi teware 108 9 1. 183 
0 .538 

acanbi nes Mesa Verde Black-on-white and PIt- III carbon-on-white . 



Table 7.8. CUlinary description highlighting PIlI corr<>;Jated" 

Type Design Diversity: A' = 1.446 : J c 0.743; s = 7 

2. Sooting : 3. Hardles 

PIlI Corr. Group Corr. Group 
n n % n % 

Sooted 4 25 45.5 Tabular lug 100.0 
Ulsooted 3 30 54. 5 
Total 7 """3! lTIo.O 

4. Fonns and Metrics (am) 

Jars n % n 
range 

(am) -x s.d. 

55 100.0% 
all culinar.: 
orifice da. 30 95-350 206.8 61.665 29.8 
rim fillet 34 6- 39 20.1 8.510 42.4 
rim flare 11 12- 44' 28.S- 9.466 32.6 

unidentified 
orifice dIa. 15 130-290 207.0 48.617 23.5 
rim fillet 20 7- 39 19.8 8.581 43.3 

PH-III 
orifice dla. 7 95-350 225.0 84.902 37.7 
rim fillet 8 7- 37 20.9 9.311 44.6 
rim flare 5 12- 36· 25.2+ 7.833 31.1 

PIlI 
-orIfice dia . 7 130-330 195.0 68.860 35.3 

rim fillet 6 6- 30 19.8 8.681 43.8 
rim flare 6 19- 44- 31.7· 8.863 28.0 

aprIl corrugated figures are shown separately but are E!Dbedd.ed in group 
and group total figures. Corrugated group figures include PIlI corrugated 
en ... 7), PIl-III corrugated (n = 8). and indented corruaated en • 40) . 
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Table 7.8 (concluiled) 

B. PASl'E 

1. 'I'enper Carg?osi tion: 

'l'eI!pe' 

Unidfferentiated sandstone 
All chalcedonic sandstone 
Trachyte 
Trachyte with sandstone 
San .Juan igneous without hornbleooe 
San Juan igneous without hornblende + sandstone 
Unidentified. igneous 
Sandstone with unidentified igneous 
Sandstone + trachyte + San Juan igneous 
Total 

PHI 
n 

5 

1 

1 

I 

Corr. 
n 

28 
1 

16 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
~ 

Temper Diversity H' :: 1.353 ; J = 0.616; s = 9 

2. Texture A.ttributes : 

PIlI nG'~ PIH nGrOl~ She.d 
Grain Size n Density n 'l'eI!pe' 

Fine 0 0 0.0 1-2% 0 0 0.0 None 
Mediln 2 17 31.5 5% 0 8 14.8 <half 
eoa.se 5 27 50 . 0 10% 6 26 48.1 >half 
Very Coarse 0 10 18.5 20% 1 19 35.2 all 

30% 0 1 1.9 
>40% 0 0 0.0 

Totals 7 54 100.0 -, ~= 
Undifferentiated Sandstone 

Group 
% 

51 .8 
1.9 

29.6 
5.5 
1.9 
3. 7 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 

"TUU:T 

PIlI nG'~ n 

2 26 47.3 
0 4 7.3 
4 16 29.1 
1 9 16.4 

7 55 100.0 

PIlI nGro~ PIlI nGro~ Grain Size n 

Fine 0 0 0.0 
Medi ... 2 8 28 .6 
eoa.se 3 16 57 .1 
Very coarse 0 4 14.3 

Totals 5 28 100.0 

3. Clay Attributes: 

PHI 
Clay-teope. Types n 

No ~ ass~ned 2 
Bla with ite sherd 
Gray wI black & white sherd 1 
Gray with white sherd 2 
Chuska gray hOOtOg'eneous 
Tan to rCMl clay 2 
Black clay 
Totals I 

Texture IOOex n 

Very fine (0-2) 0 0.0 
Fine (2.1 -4 ) 2 15 27.8 
Fine-medi ... (4.1-7) 3 14 25.9 
Medi ... (7.1-10) 2 3.7 
M-Coa.se (10.1- 13) 6 11 • 1 
eoa.se (13.1-16) 2 7 13.0 
Very eoa.se (16 .1+ ) 10 18. 5 

I ~ 11JU;U 

PIlI Group nGro, Vitrification n n , 

18 32.7 
4 7.3 
1 1.8 
3 5.5 
7 12. 7 

20 36.4 
2 3.6 

-s5' 100 .0 

None 
Present 
Ma.ked 

1 4 
5 42 
1 9 

7.3 
76.4 
16.4 

7 55 100.0 

Paste Diversity H' :: 1.538; J = 0.791; s:: 7 
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and. Mesa Verdean indented corrugated wares would be expected in this late 
culinary group. The najor, if not exclusive, method of surface treatment 
was fine, iOOented corrug:ations (Table 7 .8A); unidentified indented styles 
were snall specimens or rim fillets lacking sufficient corrug:ations to be 
confidently placed in a specific style. A late style of plain gray with a 
single, wide-rim fillet was also present in snaIl amounts (see also Abel 
1974:Ceramics 10). The vessels were uniformly s~le jars that were al
most evenly divided bebleen those with soot that is direct evidence of use 
as a cooking pot and those that were unsooted. Analysis of measurements 
based on the type sort suggests that the PII-III group consisted. of ves
sels with slightly larger orifices (and probably volume) and a less flared 
rim than the P-III corrugated (Table 7.8A). However, t tests of all nea
sured attributes between the types showed no significant differences. 

Just over half of the indented corrugated sheeds have sandstone tem
per, another 35% have trachyte t.euper, and. the remaining 11 % are tempered 
with other igoeous and mixed igneous material (Table 7 .8B). TEmper grain 
size is solidly -coarse" or larger (67%) with sandstone tempers contribut
ing IOOre (71%) to the coarser-te!l{lered vessel group. '!he addition of 
considerable shecd te!tt>er to the paste mix (53% in sane sherds) greatly 
alters the paste texture index so that two paste groupe are evident, with 
the majority (54%) in the finer paste texture range and another group 
(32%) in the coarse range (Table 7.8B). '!hese groups reflect the presence 
or absence of sherds in the paste body and largely represent a distinct 
technological departure in the preparation of culinary ware paste carpared 
with the preceding period during which notable use of shecd-te!tt>ering was 
rare and coarse-tempered grayware was the rule (Toll and McKenna 1987). 
Most pastes were tan to brown, with a notable group not assignable to a 
defined color group. Most of the vessels (76%) showed sane high firing of 
the paste, but well-vitrified examples were uncarmon. 

Pueblo II-III carbon-on-white and Mesa Verde Black-on-white 

ille analytical category Pueblo II-III carbon-on-white is the equiva
lent of earlier uses of the type "McElmo Black:-on-white" in Olaco (Vivian 
and Mathews 1965; Voll 1964), and as a rough sort classification, it is 
expected to be roore variable than it would be for any single type, such as 
Nava or Mesa Verde Black-on-white (Tables 7.9 and 7.10). Although the 
inventory of painted designs on the PII-III carbon-on-white and Mesa Verde 
Black-on-white sarrples is not mutually exclusive (Tables 7.9A, 7. lOA), 
design distribution and E!lTphasis differ greatly. Not only is PII-III 
carbon-on-white represented by nine roore rootifs than is Mesa Verde Black
on-white, but the five most carmon rotifs are not CXJttlarable. PII-III 
carbon-on-whi te enphasizes parallel lines, checkerboards, aM wide 505i
style designs, all geared to cover the decorative surface in a continuous, 
nonbanded design (Figure 7.6f through m). In contrast, Mesa Verde Black
on-white errphasizes banded framers, solid band design, and. rootifs associ
ated with the classic Mesa Verde style of parallel-line-framed, banded 
decoration (see Cattanach 1980:184-185). All of the Mesa Verde Black-on
white at 29&1 633 is done in banded style with parallel frarrers (Figure 
7.6a through c) and no evidence of Tularosa style, which is a possibly 
later A.D. 1200s development. 
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Table 7.9. Pueblo II-III carbon-on-white description 

A. SURFACE TREA'lMENl' 

1. Decoration: 

~signs 

Parallel lines 
Banded framers 
Peooant parallel lines 
Irregular wide lines 
Solid corner triangles 
Scrolls 
Dots, framed and Wlframed 
Framing dots 
Dotted lines 
Oleckerboard 
Eyed solids 
Sawteeth 
Barbs 
Wide Sosi style 
Narrow Sosi style 
Solid band design 
General solids 
Hachure B-1 
Counterchange 
flatched pendants 
Solid ticked triangles 
Ext. bowl motif 
others, hachure 

Totals 
Number with 1, 2, 3 designs 
% with 1, 2, 3 designs 

8 
2 

1 
4 

1 
1 
6 
1 
2 
7 
1 
1 
2 

1 
1 

41 
29 

70.7 

Motif ~r 
2 3 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

2 
2 
1 

12 
9 

22.0 

1 

1 

3 
3 

7 . 3 

N 

9 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
2 
9 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 

56 
41 

Type Design Diversity H' = 2.787; J = 0.889; 5 = 23 

Design Distribution Diversity H' = 0.715; J = 0 . 651; 9 : 3 

2. Paint: 

Carbon n % Rim Decoration n 

42 100.0% Unpainted 12 
Solid line 4 
Dotted 15 
Eroded , solid line 2 
USe-ground 1 
Unknown 8 

Totals 42 
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% 

16.1 
3.6 
1.8 
1 .8 
1.8 
5.3 
1.8 
1.8 
1.8 
7.1 
1.8 
1.8 
1.8 

10.7 
1.8 
3.6 

16.1 
1.8 
1.8 
3 .6 
3 . 6 
5.3 
3 . 6 

100 .2 

100 .0 

% 

28.6 
9.5 

35.7 
4.8 
2.4 

19.0 

100.0 



Table 7 . 9 (continued) 

3. Polish: 

tmknown 
One side 
moderate 
total 

Both sides 
'lI>tal 
Differential 
Totals 

4. Slip: 

l\bsent 
Interior 
Exterior 
SlilH'lop 

both sides 
unknown 
'lI>tals 

5. Forms and Metrics: 

Form n % 

Bowl 37 88 . 1 
Ladle 2 4.8 
Jar 2 4 . 8 
Olla 1 2 . 4 
Total 4! tOO .l 

cpm 
n , 

3 7.7 

1 2.6 
4 10 . 3 

29 74 . 3 
2 5 . 1 
~ 92.9 

Open 
n , 

3 7.7 
3 7.7 

29 74 . 3 
4 10.3 

39 92.9% 

n 

29 
2 
1 
1 

Closed 
n , 

3 100 . 0 

Closed 
n , 

1 33.3 

2 66. 7 

3 7.1% 

Total 
N % 

3 7 . 1 

1 2 . 4 
7 16.7 

29 69.0 
2 4.8 

4! 100.0 

Total 
N % 

4 9.5 
3 7.1 
2 4 . 8 

29 69.0 
4 9.5 

42 100.0 

Orifice Diarceter (urn) 
raBJe " s .d. c:v 

70-325 185 . 5 60 . 183 32 . 4 
105- 110 107.5 

70 
90 

Diversity of Fbnms H' a 0.414; J - 0.298; s = 4 

6. Handles: 

n % 

Tr_h 1 100.0' 
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Table 7.9 (concllXled) 

B. PASTE 

t. '.l9rper Carp>sition: 

T€!nper 

Undifferentiated sandstone 
Trachyte with sandstone 

sandstone with. trachyte 
san Juan igneous w/hornblende 

sandstone w/SJ igneous w/hOrnblende 
San Juan igneous w/o hornblende 

sandstone w/SJ igneous w/o hornblende 
Sandstone w/unidentified igneous 

Total 

n 

21 
9 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 
2 

41 

Temper Diversity H' 3 1. 547 ; J c 0 . 704: s = 8 

2. ~xture A.ttributes: 

Sherd 
Grain Size n % Densitl:: n % Te:uper 

Fine 4 9. 8 1- 2% 0 0.0 None 
Mediun 21 51. 2 5% 0 0.0 0-50% 
Coarse 16 39.0 100 15 36.6 50- 95% 
Very coarse 0 0.0 20% 23 56 .1 100% 

30% 3 7. 3 
40%+ 0 0.0 

Totals 41 100 . 0 4T 1~ 

Undif ferenti ated Sandstone 
Grain Size n % Texture index 

Fine 3 14 . 3 Very Fine (0- 2) 

n 

3 
MedilDTl 8 38 .1 Fi ne (2 .1-4) 15 
<»ars. 10 39 . 0 F-Medium (4 . 1- 7) 16 
V. coarse 0 0.0 Medi l.ltl (7.1 - 10) 3 

M-coarse (10.1 -1 3) 2 
Coarse ( 13. 1-16) 0 
Very Coarse (16 . 1+) 2 

Totals 21 100 . 0% 4T 

3. Clal:: Attributes: 

Clal::- ten"t;ler types n % Vitrification 

No type assigned 19 45.2 Absent 
Black clay , white sherd 4 9.5 Present 
Gray clay , black & white shd 2 4.8 Marked 
Gray clay , white sherd 5 11 .9 
Chuska gray, hcmogeneous 1 2.4 
Tan to brown c l ay 5 11.9 
White clay 1 2.4 
Totals 42 llill.Ii 

Paste Diversity H' = 1.477; J = 0 . 759 ; s = 7 
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% 

51.2 
22.0 
2.4 
2.4 
4.9 
9.8 
2.4 
4.9 

100.0 

n % 

6 14.6 
4 9.8 

25 51.0 
6 14.6 

41 100 . 0 

% 

7.3 
36.6 
39.0 
7.3 
4.9 
0.0 
4.9 
1~ 

n % 

2 4.8 
33 78.6 

7 16.7 

42 100. 1 



Table 7.10. Mesa Verde Black-Qn-white description 

A. SORFlICE_ 

1 • Decoration : 

Motif No. 
Designs 2 3 N • 
Parallel lines 3 4 6.6 
Cribbed parallel lines 1 1 1.6 
Banded franers 7 3 1 " 18.0 
Scrolls 2 1 3 4.9 
Framing dots 1 1 1.6 
Dotted lines 2 2 3.3 
Oleckerboard 2 2 3.3 
Barbs 1 1 1.6 
wide Sosi style 1 1 1.6 
Narrow Sosi style 2 2 3.3 
Heavy dotted lines 1 1 1.6 
Heavy curvilinear lines 1 1 2 3.3 
Solid band design 6 6 9.8 
General solids 2 4 6 9.8 
Rachure B-1 1 1 1.6 
Counterchange 1 1 2 3.3 
Interlocked frets 2 2 3.3 
Ext. oowl tOOtif 2 3 8 13 21.3 

Totals 32 20 9 61 99.8 
Nl.Inber with 1, 2, 3 designs 12 " 9 32 
"with 1, 3, 3 designs 37.5 34.4 28. 1 100.0 

Type Design Diversity H' ~ 2.498: J ~ 0.864; s - 18 

Design Distribution Diversity u' K 0.986; J : 0.898: s - 3 

2. Paint, 

carbon n • Rim Decoration n • 
32 100.0% Unpa.inted 1 3. 1 

Dotted 24 75.0 
lJse-9round 1 3. 1 
Unknown 6 18.9 

Totals 32 jOQ.1i 
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Table 7 .10 (continued) 

3. Polish: 

'¥n 
n • 

Unknown 2 6. 5 
cne side 
Total. 

Both sides 
"'tal 29 93 . 5 
"'tals 31 96.9 

4. Slip: 

'¥n 
n , 

Both sides 31 96.9 

5. Ponn and Metrics: 

Form N • n 

_1 28 87.5 19 
ladle 3 9.4 3 
"'5 1 3. 1 1 

Total. n 11!o.Ir 

range 

80- 315 
70- 95 

80 

"'5 
n • 
1 

I 3.1 

"'5 
n • 

1 3.1 

Total. 
N • 

2 6.3 

1 3.1 

29 90.6 
32 100 .0 

Total. 
N • 

32 100.0 

Orifice Diameter (nm) 

" s.d. cv 

195.5 63.723 32.6 
75 .0 7.071 9.4 

Diversity of Forms: B' - 0.4471 J .. 0 . 407; s = 3 

6. HanUes: 

Type n • 
Strap 1 25 . 0 
Tubular 3 75.0 

Total. -. 11!o.Ir 
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Table 7. 10 (concluded) 

8. PASTE 

1. 'l'enper Catp?sitiol'u 

,.."., 

ltldifferentiated sandstone 
Magnet! tic samstone 
"'''''''yte with sandstone 
San Juan igneous w/hornble rde 

with saMstone 
san Juan igneous w/o homble!1&! 

with sardstone 
Iklidentified igneous w/sandstone 
'lOtal 

n 

7 , , , , 
3 

• 3 
6 

-rr 
'1'er!per Diversity H' .2.0411 J - 0. 929; s. 9 

2. Texture Attributes ; 

She,d 
Grain Size n • Densit:t: n • Tenp::r 

Pi~ 6 19.4 1-2' 0 0.0 Hone 
Medi .. 18 58.1 " 0 0.0 0-50l 
",,"50 7 22.6 ,,. 13 41.9 50-95% 
Very coarse 0 0.0 ,,. 17 54.8 ",. 

3" , 3.2 

" .. 0 0.0 
'lOtals 31 tOO.l -rr ~ 

undifferentiated SaOOst.one 
Grain Size n • Texture Index 

Pine , 14. 3 Very Pine (0-2) 
Madi", 6 85.7 Fine (2 .1-4) ""', .. 0 0. 0 HoIedil.D (4. 1-7) 
Very COMBe 0 0.0 MedilD (7.1-10) 

M-coarse (10.1-13) 
Coarse ( 13.1-1 6) 

n 

14 

• 
" , 
31 

n 

• 9 

• 2 
3 
2 
6 very Coarse (16 . 1+) 

'lOtals 7 100. 0 -rr 

3. Clar Attributesl 

Cl.a:c:tenper types n • Vitrification n 

No type assigned 21 67 . 7 l\beent 3 
Gray clay, black ahem , 3.2 Present " Gray clay, black: " white , 3.2 Ma"<ed • GrllY clay, white ahem 2 6.' 
Ol.Uska gray. haoogeneous 3 9.7 
Tan to beam clay 3 9.7 
'lOtals -rr 11!lf:1f. 31 

Paste Diversity H' · 1.1 14; J. 0.621, • • 6 

• 
22.6 
3.' 
6.' 
6.' 
6., 
9.7 

16.1 
9.7 

19 .4 
99.!" 

• 
45.2 
16. 1 
32.3 
6.' 

100.2 

• 
16. t 
29.0 
12.9 
6.' 
9.7 
6.' 

19.4 
11!1!:T 

• 
9.7 

17 .4 
12 . 9 

100 .0 
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Figure 7.6. Mesa Verde phase caroon-on-white bowls. Upper plate is a 
view of the interior field. tower plate is a view of the 
exterior field. (a-e) Mesa Verde Black-on-white, and (f-m) 
McElmo Black-on-white 
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This diffe~ence in deco~ative emphasis is ~eflected in the diversity 
and evenness indices whe~e PII-III carbon-on-white sherds include a more 
diverse motif inventory. The repetition of design alternatives, however, 
is much less than in Mesa Verde Black-on-white where designs are repeated, 
as measu~ed by the more even distribution of motif occurrence for vessels 
with one, two, am three designs and the higher evenness values for Mesa 
Verde Black-on"""White. '!he five most ccmnon motifs on PII-III carbon-on
white represent only 45% of the inventory whereas Mesa Verde's five most 
ccmnon designs account for 61%. The extensive use of exterior bowl motifs 
is also distinct in the Mesa Verde Black-on-white sample. '!he greater 
variety in PII-III carbon-on-white decoration extends to other aspects of 
surface treatment as well. Rim treatments are almost exclusively dotted 
on Mesa Ve~de Black-on-white pottery whereas PII-III carbon-on-white is 
represented by unpainted and solid-line painted rims also. Mesa Verde 
Black-on-white is completely slipped and polished in the "open" forms 
reo:>vered; and although PII-III carbon-on-white shCftllls a strong similar 
mode, there is more variability in the way slip and polish are hardled on 
all vessel forms. Vessel forms are limited in roth types, but the big 
difference is the lack of jars in Mesa Verde Black-on-white. Mesa Verde 
Black-on-white, in this sample, is restricted to bowls am individual 
items of service ware whereas the PII-III carbon-o~ite group contains 
general jars and jars specified as ollas or water vessels. When we 
canpared bowls between the two groups, Mesa Verde bowls were judged to be 
slightly but not significantly larger (20-cn versus 18-an orifice diam
eter) than the PII-III carbon-on-white group (n == 50, t = 0.566, df = 48, 
P ~ ~ = .635 two tails). 

Tenq::er and other aspects of paste canposition are also markedly dif
ferent between PII-III carron-on-white and Mesa Verde Black-on-white 
(Tables 7.9B and 7.10B). Te<!p>r in the PII-III carbon-on....mite group is 
half sandstone whereas tanper in Mesa Verde is only about 26% sandstone, 
so igneous material (trachyte and san Juan) has much higher representa
tion. Although the amount of trachyte temper has decreased in Mesa Verde 
Black-on-white, the distribution of the various t:.em};:ering materials is 
much more even than for previous types; thus, through time, whiteware fran 
nonlocal sources does not decline. Paste preparation likewise ar;parently 
changed and reflects an increased variety of paste types in the higher 
texture index (Table 7.7). Mesa Verde Black-on-white tempers tend to be 
finer grained, but the majority (61%) have little or no sherd tenper in
cluded. Because the relative amount of rock tenper (density on Tables 
7.9B and 7.10B) is very similar between the two types, it is the lack of 
sherd terrper in a number of Mesa Verde vessels that creates a distinct 
group with coarser-texture:1 paste. Mesa Verde Black-on-white and PII-III 
carbon-on-whi te paste textures both tend to occur (58% and 83%, respec
tively) in the finer range of texture, but Mesa Verde Black-on-white is 
also represented by a significant group with coarser pastes (26%). Rela
tively roore (23%) of the PII-III carbon-on-white samples can be assigne:1 
to a specific clay color-temper combination than can Mesa Verde Black-on
white samples, which folla..is fran the analytical type's polyglot nature. 
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The pattern of vitrification is sLmilar between grayware and white
ware with the majority of both wares showing high firing of vessels with
out severe thermal alterations of the paste. 

Technological and Functional Attributes 

Of the attributes thst have been found to segregate pottery along 
functional lines, the presence of painted decoration, type and coarseness 
of tatper, and vessel form stand out as useful (Bratm 1974 cited in Plog 
1980:85; Plog 1980:88). 

In this section the covariation of form and terrper is examined with 
respect to other functional and technological attributes for the entire 
tatper 5a!q)le without regard to type, so thst asseoblage-level trends in
dicating source and functional inferences may be offered. Basic informa
tion on source an:} technology is found in terrper types, grain sizes, and 
density whereas functional differences inherent between culinary (plain 
ware) and decorated (painted) ware should account for a fundamental 
dichotany in the way technological attributes covary. 

Vessel Forms 

The percentage profile of vessel forms at 29SJ 633 is distinct in the 
Cllaco Canyon sequence in thst it shows higher proportions of grayware and 
a reversal of the painted jar:bowl ratios that earlier favored jars (Mills 
1986:36). Grayware jar sherds were relatively mre abundant than in 
earlier deposits, particularly in Roan 7, where culinary jars accounted 
for 70% of the bulk asserrblage. In sites of the Olaco area system, rela
tively high amounts of grayware are associated with greathouses (Mills 
1986, 1991; Toll and McKenna 1987); this fact has been interpreted as 
having socioeconomic, if not functional, correlations (Toll 1985). Mills 
(1991) has noted thst for a content>orary small site along the San Juan 
River, plainware occurred as expected «60%) but painted bowls increased 
markedly relative to painted jars through typological time. A similar 
pattern in painted ware was evident at 29&1 633 where late painted jars 
were notable by their absence. 

Forms fran 29SJ 633 also tend to be canpositionally discrete. Ware
tatper distributions on Tables 7.5 and 7.6 show the predaninanoe of cer
tain tatpers within paint/ware groupe and within specific vessel forms: 
jars in grayware, mixed closed and bowl forms in Cibola ~teware, and the 
near exclusiveness of bowls for carbon-painted and redware pottery. Sig
nificant differences in tatpering material can be found between vessel 
forms at the ware level, but this does not extend to form differences 
within wiliteware (Table 7.11). Sandstone-tempered wiliteware bowls and 
closed forms of all terrpers occur in expected frequencies, so the greatest 
variety of forms are derived from sources mre likely than not to be lo
cal. SCm:!- specific vessel forms can be associated with specific temper 
sources. FUlly 79% of the San Juan igneous terrper occurs in bowls whereas 
almost half (48%) of the trachyte occurs as jars. 'lhese two tatpers are, 
of course, compositionally different but are sLmilar in having an angular 
grain. In addition to type density and size, grain angularity is consid-
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Tabl e 7.11. 29SJ 633 tarper distributions by vessel f orm" 

sancl- Olalcedonic Magnetitic san Unidentified 
Vessel Form stone SS Sandstone Juan Trachyte Igneous Total , 
Bowl 92 1 3 23 21 13 153 49.4 
Ladl e 7 3 1 11 3.6 
Canteen 1 1 2 0. 3 
Duck pot 1 1 0. 3 
Effigy 2 2 0.6 
Mug 1 1 0.3 
Pitcher 3 1 4 1.3 
Seed jar 1 1 0.3 
Tecanate 2 1 1 4 1. 3 
aU a 2 2 0.6 
Gray jar 47 5 3 27 2 84 27.1 
White jar 20 2 3 2 27 8. 7 - Red bowl a " 5 16 5.2 .... 

0 
Unknown 1 1 2 0 .6 -- -
Totals 190 7 3 34 57 19 310 , 61.3 2. 2 1.0 11.0 18.4 6 .1 100 .0 

au-square test : Contributors (E = Expected) : 

emitting unknown forms and redware bcJN"l s, > E are San Juan i gneous bowls and trachyte 
regrouping tenpers into sandstone , san Juan jars; sandstone bowl s and whiteware closed 
igneous and unknown igneous , and trachyte in 
a 3 by 3 tabl e ; n ~ 292: x2 = 19. 829; df = 4; 

forms occur as expected. 

p = 0. 001; C = 0. 252 ; cells < 5 = O. 

alncludes one snooged red. 



ered an fuportant quality for culinary tempers (Rice 1987:74, 229-231, Rye 
1976, Shepard 1956:26-27). The occurrence of (angular) San Juan igneous 
temper pCUnacily in bowls and the occurrence of trachyte in gray jars sug
gest either that there was an areal preference for specific forms or that 
select econanic and social filters 'Nece operative in these types' appear
ance at 2951 633. 11l.e relative abundance of angular sandstone (chalcedon
ie) am trachyte in grayware suggests that specific types of tempering 
material ..-ere not selected on the basis of their ability to impart super
ior thermal or dlemical qualities to vessel walls. Fully 44% of the gray
ware temper is clearly nonlocal, which indicates that a significant pro
portion of bulky, gray jars was being brought to 29&1 633 fran peripheral 
areas of the San Juan Basin. The variety of forms with undifferentiated 
sandstone and trachyte suggests that a special relationship continued to 
exist between inhabitants of Olaco Canyon and the Chuska Mountain slopes. 

Grain size differences in various forms ace also conditioned by ware 
(Table 7.12). Decorated ware, particularly whiteware, is tempered with 
finer material than is culinary ware. '!he addition of sherd temper is 
also IOOre ccrrm::m in whiteware and redware than in grayware, although the 
carplete tempering of vessels with sherd fragments is relatively similar 
among the wares (Table 7.13). Typologically late, grayware ceramics 
(Table 7.8) make up the bulk (87%) of sherd-tarpered items in the grayware 
asserblage, inclooing all of those that are canpletely sherd-t.enpered. 
Within whlteware, mineral-painted l:x:Mls terd to use relatively more sherd 
tenper (67% sberd-dominant tenper) and greater consistency in the amount 
of sherd temper. In contrast, carbon-painted vessels with sherd-predani
nant temper are less ccmoon (53%) and show a less even distribution in the 
relative amount of sherd tempering; that is, vessels either lack sherd 
tenper or crnpletely sherd-tempered vessels occur IOOre often than expected 
(Table 7.13). As sbould be expected, the 32 carbon-peinted vessels with 
sandstone temper account for the majority of the sherd-daninant subg"roup 
(29 of 41 samples), all but two of which are bowls. Redware bowls sbow 
the strongest terdency to be tenpered coopletely with sherd inclusions 
(67%). 'Ibis teooency clearly correlates with the area of production as 
igneous-terrpered redware (San Juan) lacks sherd inclusions whereas speci
mens with sherd inclusions are almost exclusively \mite Mountain Redware. 

The analysis sample identifies 10 vessel forms at 29&1 633 (Table 
7.6), but re-examination of the collection during rim form tabulation 
showed that considerable variability exists in same of the form classes, 
and at least one additional form may be present: a cylinder jar. 'lhe 
possible cylinder jar of Gallup Black-on-white, anitted fran the detailed 
analysis, appears to be a lower body fragment with a thicker vessel wall 
than would normally occur on pitcher necks, with which it might be con
fused (Figures 7.2v and 7. 7j through 1). several other attributes of this 
sherd also fit the pattern for cylirder jars, including the stacked, 
hachured, diamond motif in parallel rows; abundant sherd tenper with a 
sand-trachyte mix; and the estimated diameter of about 9 an, which falls 
very close to the mean for mineral-painted. cylinder jars (Toll 1990:284; 
washburn 1980). This perticular speci.rren came fran the fill of the small 
back roan (Roan 8). 
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Table 7.12. Grain size distribution by vessel form, 29SJ 633 

Bowl 38 
Ladle 1 
canteen 
Duck pot 1 
Effigy 
Mug 
Pitcher 2 
seed jar 1 
Teoanate 2 
Qlla 
Gray jar 1 
White jar 6 
Red oo.lb 4 
Unknown 

Totals 56 , 18.1 

Oli=square tests: 

Ccni>ining c-vc, whiteware jar 
varieties and all open forms, 
anitting unJ<ncr.m forms; n == 308; 
table size = 4 x 3: x2 = 
63.939; df = 6; p = 0.000 
C = 0.415; cells < 5 = 1. 

80 34 152 49.0 
6 3 1 11 3.6 
2 2 0.7 

1 0.3 
1 1 2 0.6 

1 1 0.3 
1 1 4 1.3 

1 0.3 
1 l a 4 1.3 
1 1 2 0.6 

25 44 15 85 27.4 
13 7 26 8.4 
10 3 17 5.5 
2 2 0.6 

142 96 16 310 
45.8 31.0 5.1 100.0 

Contributors (E = Expected): 

> E whiteware oo.ls aoo jars high in 
fine medilD., low in coarse; gray jars 
high in medil>l\"""<:Oarse, low fine. 
[expanded table (df • 6, cells < 5 = 
2)) shows general whiteware jars high 
in medium with special closed high 
fine. Old tting redware (n = 291) 
gives the smne result but no cells 
are < 5. 

~rayware, included with gray jars for testing. 
blncludes one smudged red 00.1. 
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Table 7.13. Vessel fonns and sherd tenper, 29SJ 633 

Form none 

Bowl 33 
Mineral-on white 8 
Carbon-on-whi te 23 

Ladle 1 
Canteen 
Duck pot 
Effigy 
Mug 1 
Pitcher 
Seed jar 
Tecanate 2a 
alla 
Gray jar 48 
White jar 

Mineral-on-whi te 
Carbon-on-whi te 1 

Red bowl 4 
Unknown 
Totals 89 
% 28.7 

Chi-square tests: 

n = 308 (less unknown); table 
size 4 x 3; x2 ~ 54.056: df = 
6; p = 0.000; C c 0.386; cells 
< 5 = 2. 

n = 147 (Mineral-on-white VS. 
carboJ'Hm-whi te open); table 
size = 2 x 4; n ~ 139: x2 = 
11.726; df = 3; P = 0.008; 
C - 0.279; cells < 5 = O. 

"Includes one polished ant>lged. 

Sherd ~c 
<half > l all N % 

27 79 13 152 49.0 
14 42 3 
11 30 8 
1 9 11 3.6 

1 2 0.7 
1 1 0.3 
2 2 0.6 

1 0.3 
4 4 1. 3 
1 1 0.3 

1 1 4 1.3 
1 1 2 0.6 
8 20 9 85 27.4 
5 20 1 26 8.4 
8 23 1 

3 
7 6 17 5.5 
2 2 0.6 

44 148 29 310 99.9 
14.2 47.7 9.4 100.0 

Contributors (E = Expected): 

Cati>ines wall" with > half sherd. 
Expanded table sh"", same pattern but 
has 4 cells < 5 E. > E in > half sherd 
are white and red bowls and white jars, 
and white bowls in < half, and gray 
jars in none. 

Mineral-on-whi te > E in > half, carbon
an-white > E in none. 

8Q}e grayware, incl1.Xled with gray jars for testiQ:1. 
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Variety in vessel forms was recognized fran various curvatures, 
ridges, and. key sections of vessel walls that are indicative of fonn as 
shown on Figure 7.7. Gray jars are represented by elliptical and globular 
bodies an:.j tbe latter are associated with more everted rims; the t.enporal 
trend for increased rbn eversion and globular bodies has been well docu
mented (Breternitz et ale 1974; Morris 1939). However, the presence of a 
sooted, al.Ioost catplete neck corru;Jated jar in the Mesa Verde assemblage 
(Figure 7.3c) Su:Jgests that earlier vessel forms and styles were still in 
production. Seed jars tend to be short-shouldered with a more open ori
fice relative to body size. Pitchers occur in both the round and classic 
angular-shouldered forms. Bowls tend to be symnetrically henis!X>erical 
with only one, large, asymne:trical, Mesa Verde Black-on-Mlite tx:Y.oII (Figure 
7.3c) present. This large bowl shows wall flattening and circumferential 
distortion typical of bowls dried while tilted on their edges; asymmetry 
may facilitate ease of pouring, especially fran lar<Je boorls. One steep
sided deep boorl of Reserve Indented Snudged (not in the analysis) was also 
present. Iadles occur as both trough-ha.rdled and solid or hollC1tli tubu
lar-handled vessels, tbe latter associated with the Mesa Verde Whiteware. 
Cibola l'tliteware jars occur as globular and elongated bodied forms, the 
latter referred to as ollas and usually associated with rnineral-painted 
pottery; no in-wall, cup-like, olla handles 'oIIJere observed at 29SJ 633, but 
these are cannon in earlier assemblages (Figure 7. 7p). canteens were re
cognized by snall orifices of various height and/ or by snali, perforated, 
nubbin-lugs on the vessel shoulder. Duck pots occurred in the handled
pitcher form (Figure 7.3f) or as modified seed jars with stubby ·wings· 
(and probably a small appended head, see Figures 7.2n and 7.70). Effigies 
at 29SJ 633 include a fmIa.l.l, unslipped, lower body of a possible hlIl\al1 
figurine decorated with black subglaze lines and a possible frog effigy, 
probably a pitcher handle (Figure 7. 7v and w). ibe possible hunan effigy 
fragment is a solid, miniature, "pinch" piece not a container such as 
those full-figured forms associated with Pueblo Bonito (Pepper 1906). 

Rim fonn in the decorated wares of the Mesa Verde assemblage shows a 
marked change for the first time in Olaco Canyon's ceramic sequence. Rims 
in earlier assemblages after A.D. 850 are almost all painted with a solid 
line along a directly tapered or slightly rounded lip in the mineral
:Painted ceramics. Carbon-painted types sh~ IrDre variety in rim treat
ments with unpainted rims the Irost = (Toll and McRenna 1987). Rim 
form was not an attribute recorded during the analysis (because of its 
uniformity), but a scan of the collection indicated definite typologically 
associated trends in rim fonn (Table 7.14). A progression in the pattern 
of rim shapes through typological time runs fran tapered to flat rims 
throu;Jh the Red Mesa~lup-McEl..mo-Mesa Verde sequence. A new rbn form, 
beveled rims with a flared lip, occurs in the Mesa Verde assemblage (see 
also Cattanacil 1980:190-191). 'Ibis rim form may be one of many stylistic 
introductions associated with the \+bite Mountain Redware trade carplex 
(see Carlson 1970: 101-105, Franklin 1990, Snow 1982:251), which begins to 
be a widespread regional occurrence in this and subsequent horizons in the 
Rio Grande Valley. 'Ihere may be SCII'e functional value because such rims 
on large bowls are easier to lift and grasp during serving or mixing, am 
flattened rims facilitate cover fastenings for expedient storage (Rice 
1987:241). 
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Figure 7.7. Vessel forms at 29&1 633 
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Table 7.14 . 

Tapered 
Ware 1 

Mliteware 
Red Mesa B/w 6 
Gallup et al. B/ wI> 7 
PII-IlI M/w 4 
McElrno B/w 1 
Mesa Verde B/w l c 
Puerco/Wingate Si c 
St . Johns Polychrane 

Totals 

• 
• 

- - --

19 
18.5 

, , , 

BcMl rim fonns , 29SJ 633a 

Rim Form 
RoWlded Bevelea Flattened 

2 3 4 N • 
4 2 6 5.8 
2 8 7.8 

10 1 18 17.5 
6 1 11 10.7 

10 2 15 28 27 . 2 
2 19 22 21.3 
3 5 8 7.8 

2 2 1.9 

37 6 41 103 
35 . 9 5.8 39.8 100.0 

~, 
ITrrrr n n~ 

McElmo Black-on-white bowl 
Roan 7 

, , 
3. 2 

CrlEbled Bouse Black-on-whi te fl'IU3 
Roan 8 

brnclooes Olaco , Puerco, Escavada, Mancos, Reserve , and Socorro Black-on"""'N'hite. 
CCranbled House Black-on-....hite 1I'U3. 
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Particularly notable is an apparent reduction in the diversity of 
vessel forms through typological time. Cibola ~itewares have the great
est variety of forms whereas those of Mesa Verde Black-on-white are en
tirely lx1,.ils am items of personal service; a strict Mesa Verde assenblage 
consists of bowls, ladles, the occasional mU3', and primarily small corru
gated jars for cooking pots~ If interpretation of ceramic wares is held 
to typological time lines, the Mesa Verde Phase shows a marked reductioo 
in storage jars--notably storage vessels for dry goods that feature re
stricted access (ollas, short-necked jars, seed jars, canteens, Jtiva jars) 
or ·high security"--where seed corn or other shelled grains might be 
stored for extended periods (Blianan 1988:123-143, Braun 1974 cited in 
Plog 1980, Ericson et al. 1972, Rice 1987). nus interpretation would be 
weakened if Cibola ltbiteware had remained in pr<X1uc:tion. If earlier 
trends in central basin pottery proouction continued, certain sources ac
counted for certain forms (Oluska Grayware jars, San Juan carbon-on-white 
bowls, Cibola ~iteware closed forms, Table 7.S), and most interregional 
inplrts ,.,re bowls [redwares, smudged wares, ~yan carhon-orH<hite (see 
~ittlesey 1974) 1, therefore there would be good reason to suspect a 
strict "Mesa Verde asseublage" as an artifact of conventional typology am 
the vagaries of dating sites in Cllaco Canyon. 

'Ihe inpression that pots were acquired as part of assemblages is 
furthered by the consistent but l~level presence of a "southern" sub
assemblage in the late A. D. 11 00s to early A.D. 1200s collections frau 
Chaco canyon. 'nIis southern assemblage, present at 295] 633, is llSually 
ca!pOSed of two-to-three vessels of Socorro Black-on-.ffiite in bowl, pitch
er, and jar forms with a trace of brCM'lware indented corrugated culinary 
jars and anodged interior bowls. Assig!llleIlt of this southern assemblage 
to the rnoverent of Ohite Mountain Redware and its anodged red affiliate 
(Shawlow SnlXlged) is possible, but unlikely, as prodoction centers for 
these wares are traditionally considered to have been hundreds of kilo
meters apart; SOcorro Black:-on-white was abundant on the Lc:1A'er Puerco 
River near Albuquerque and ~ite Mountain Redware was. abundant along the 
central highlands of the Arizona-New Mexico border (carlson 1970, Eiden
bach 1982:9-13, 138-167, Ford et al. 1972). 'nle point is that probably 
none of these "assemblages," whether they had a SOCOrro Black:-on-white or 
Mesa Verde Black:-on-white "core," were exclusively used or disposed of as 
sets (Bedaux and van der Waals 1987, Dsvid 1972, Foster 1960) despite 
their apparent cohesiveness and visibility in mixed asBe!1'blages. 

'nle staggered life expectancy of different forms, calDined with the 
likelihood of periodicity in the acquisition of different wares, suggests 
that a variety of vessel fo,"" was osed at 295] 633 during the Mesa Verde 
period. Certainly the greatest variety of whiteware forms can be attri
buted to "local" Citx>la l'Iliteware, but form variability, particularly rare 
forms, would seem to be enhanced throll9h interregional i.nportation. Ce
ramies fran the Eleventh Bour Site do not ~r to break the continull'n of 
diversity in types, sources, and forms established for <llaco canyon, no 
matter what the assemblage period. 

In smrnary, a fWlCt:ional difference in pastes is evident for certain 
wares and forms, and variety in vessel fonn may have "declined throll9h 
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'tyIxllogical time. If true, the decline has significance for occupational 
duration, seasonality, and function; and it represents a distinct change 
fran earlier form/assemblage patterns in the Olaco Canyon sequence. In
creased seasonality with limited ceramic fwx:tions might be inplied (after 
Plog 1980:96). On another level, different technologies for paste prepa
ration crosscut the decorated wares (sane have more sherd, sane abundant 
rock tertpers), but distinctions are clear between culinary jars and deccr 
rated wares of all fonns in that there is both larger grain size and lack 
of grog (sherd teoq;>er) in the culinary vessels. ibe poor bindiog and 
thennal qualities of sandstone (Rice 1987) probably account for its 
inordinate coincidence with sherd tenper in whiteware and, for the first 
time in any appreciable CIOOunts, in grayware. 

'1'e!rper Patterns 

Although differences can be found in the covariation of tempers with 
surface and paste attributes, the pattern of slippiog and polishing tends 
to be more uniform across production areas as indicated by temper. As 
suggested on typological grounds, paint types associate strongly with spe
cific tenpers: carbon paints with trachyte, San Juan igneous, and mineral 
paint with sandstone (Table 7.15). Decorated ware is a.l.mJst unifonnly 
finished with a slip (>90%) that, in turn, is usually completely polished 
on those surfaces possible to polish (Table 7.16). Significant differ
ences are fouOO 1::leb,1een the surface treatments of sandstone- and igneous
te!rpered lxlwls. San Juan igneous- and. unknor.om-igneous-tempered bowls are 
fully slipped and polished IOOre often than is any other tenper group 
(Table 7.16) whereas sandstone-ta1pered bowls show the least aIOOunt of in
vestment in complete slip (67%) or polish (77%). Al thoogh no significant 
difference was found. in the amount of polish across temper types, the 
pattern of polishiog followed that of slip, that is, trachyte (and San 
Juan igneous) vessels IOOst often were completely polished (>90%). Those 
specimens with igneous and sandstone mixes occur as Rdifferentially pol
ished- (carplete on interior, incat'()lete on exterior), lending further 
support to the probability of greater variety in surface finishes when the 
temper is saOOstone. Tests of slip and polish on samples having a base 
canposition of saOOstone tenper show that although there is no difference 
in slipping practices between those that are sandstone terpered and those 
that are predaninantly sherd terpered, the snaller set of saOOstone--dani
nant ten'{.lered vessels evidences more carplete polishing than does the 
sherd-tenpered group. Closed forms, for which sample size is an acute 
problem, likewise show roore variation in surface treatment in sandstone
t.errpered vessels. Products represented by the largest possible group, 
those pots terrpered with sandstone and. sherd mixes, are the roost variable 
in surface finish whereas pots of primarily rock t.errper are roore consist
ently (completely) finished. 

Just as there are strong differences between Bare technological 
attributes and 'te!rper, so are there strong associations of temper with 
certain technological attributes. unlike in earlier site assemblages, 
there is no significant difference in the distribution of grain size of 
t.errpering material. All t.enper types run between 35-40% coarse or larger, 
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~le 7.15. 29SJ633 tenper types tabulated by paint types 

Sand- <llalcedonic 
~lli"'r Type 

Magnet1t1c san Unidentified 
Paint Type stone SS SS Juan Trachyte Igneous Total % 

No paint 69 5 6 30 2 112 36.1 
Mineral 

red 1 1 2 0.7 
br""" 23 1 1 1 5 31 10.0 
black 50 1 2 2 7 4 66 21.3 
green 1 1 0.3 
glaze 3 3 1.0 

Carboo 33 1 21 17 8 80 25.8 
Mineral/Carbon 10 4 14 4.5 
Unkncom 1 1 0.3 

Totals 190 7 3 34 57 19 310 
% 61.3 2.2 1.0 11.0 18.4 6.1 100.0 

Chi-square test: 
less no paint, unknown and mineral/carbon; 
canbining sardstone varieties and San Juan igneous 
with unknown igneous: table size ::= 2 x 3, n = 183: 
x2 • 26.907; df = 2; P = 0.000; C = 0.350; 

Contributors (E = Expected): 
> E are mineraI in sandstone and carbon in 
trachyte and San Juan igneous. 

cells < 5 = O. 



Table 7.16. 'l'eIIper by attributes of surface treatment, 29SJ633 

". SLIP 

Sur face Treatment 
NOne !.nun.or BiEeno[" SII~ HOW """""" qJen closed cpen c168E!ld open ¥i open c108ed N • 

lOIlTIOWIB I 
Sandstone 8 6 16 19 2 56 15 1 124 56. 1 

+ 51 ~neous 1 1 0.5 
+ tr yte 1 1 2 4 1.8 
+ unla100n ~neous 2 1 3 1.4 

[> half she (6) (6) (13) (17) (2) [(5) (9) (98) [74.2) ) 

San Juan igneous 1 12 1 " 6.3 
+ sardotone 1 2 8 12 5.4 

[ > half shen! (1) (1) (2) [7 .7)) 

Trodlyte 1 6 2 7 3.2 
+ sardotone 1 2 4 1 13 23 10. 4 - [ > half shen! ., (1) (2) (2) (1) (8) (2) (16) [53.3)) 

0 
tl1known igneous 1 1 0 . 5 

+ sardatone 1 4 11 16 7.2 
[> half shen! (1) (9) (10) [58.8) ) 
s"'*'>tal -U • -rz >tr -Z .., 0lTI""" -,w .,. ""2lJ5""" ""9T.1J 

REDiI\RB 
Sandstone 11 11 5.0 

[ > half shen! (11) [ 11 ) 

SanJuan ~ 2 2 5 2.3 
[> half rd (1) (1) 
subtotal -Z- -,- ~ -.r----.z 

Total. 21 23 30 5 123 19 221 • 9.5 10.4 13.6 2.3 55.6 8 . 6 tOO.O' 

Chi-square tests of slipped bowls: l~ss unknown forms (2) and slips , canbinin;r San Juan and w1known 
igneous in a 3 x 3 table; n - 147; X 2 7.348; df = 2; p = 0.025; C = 0.2 18; cells < 5 cO so that 
> E are sandstone in -other- and San Juan and unknown igneous in both ~ith trachyte as expected. 
Test ~ri::L.sandstone and sandstone/ sherd daninant bcwls; n· 86; X . 0 .467; df "" 2; p. 0.792; 
C = 0. 01 ; ce s < 5 = 2, not significant. 



Table 7. 16 (concluded) 

B. POLISH 

WIIITEiiME 
Sandstone 11 3 2 4 2 22 22 37 'B 11 12. 56.1 

+ SJ ..;gneous 1 1 0.5 
+ tr yte 1 3 4 l.B 
+ Wlknown ~neous 1 1 1 3 1. 4 

[> half she (9) (2 ) (2 ) (') ( 2) (12) (20) (1) (31) (7) (7 ) ( 1 ) (9B) (74.2» 

San Juan igneous 1 9 • l' 6.3 
+ sandstone 1 1 2 B 12 5 . ' 

[> half shecd 11) 11 ) (2) 17.7)] 

.Trachyte 1 6 7 3.2 
+ saOOstone 1 1 4 11 3 1 23 10.4 - [ > half &herd (1) (1 ) ( 3) 19) (1) 11 ) ( 16) (53 . 3)) co - U"lknown igneous 1 1 0.5 
+ sandstooe • 2 7 1 1 16 7. 2 

[> half shecd (1) 11) (5) 12) ( 1) (10) (58 . B» 
subtotal --n --, --, ....,. """7 ""7.'l --:r.r -r """lIT or --rr """7 """"2Il5""" """"9T.1J 

RI!IJWARE 
Son:lstooe 10 1 11 5.0 

[ > half &herd 110) (1) ( 11 ) 

San Juan ;r,.neous 3 2 5 2.3 
[> half cd (1) ( 1 ) 
subtotal --:r -r or -.. --r.z 

Totals 16 3 7 65 3 9' 13 20 221 
• 7. 2 1.' 3.2 29 . 4 1. ' 42 . 5 5.9 9.0 , 00.0 

au.-square tests of polished bowls: less unknown and differential polish with 'none' inc::lOOed as < c:a5'lete in a < 
CXlJt)lete and oatplete ~rison. San Juan and WlkncMl igneous carbined for a 3 x 2 table; n . 135; X - 4 . 567; df '" 2; 
~.168; C - 0.160; ce s < 5 - " not ~cant. 

ring sandstone and sandstone/ sherd bowls: n ~ 143; x2 ", 5.464; df ~ ' ; p = 0. 019; C · 0. 336; cell s < 5 • 
0; > E is sandstone in cmplete and sherd daninant in less than cmplete polish. 



so the usual asscx::iation of coarse-grained material with trachyte is not 
evident in this assemblage (Table 7.17), this may be one effect of the 
underrepresentation of culinary wares in which trachyte is the only other 
major terrper (Table 7.5). 'lhe association of sandstone with sherds as a 
tslp!r combination is clear with sherd-daninant tslp!red whi tewares (65%) 
and graywares (35%)(Table 7.18) JrDre oc:mnon than in earlier assemblages 
such as those at Pueblo Alto and 29SJ 627, where sherd-daninant ~rs do 
not exceed 60% and 10% of the respective wares. Distinctions between 
sandstone-tEl1pered pastes and igneous-~red pastes (and between sane 
igneous pastes) are maintained in the remaiooer of the carparisons. Clay 
color is distinguished among the three different groups of tenper (Table 
7.19), and tenper density ~s differences by material as the lCMer den
sity for sandstone-tEl1pered vessels undoubtedly is affected by the high 
coincidence of sherd ~r (Table 7.18). As paste colors differ signifi
cantly by tenper type, so too does clay color differ with temper size and 
the presence of sherd ~r: culinary and decorated ware differences 
liltely account for the distril: ltiOno (Tables 7.20 and 7 . 21) . Firing re
gimes are well developed and uniform with three-quart.ers of all vessels 
"",",ing evidence of high firing (Table 7 .22). Mineral-painted vessel. are 
roore often fired higher--that is, there is evidence of marked alterations 
of the paste---than are graywares or carbon-painted vessels, but no signi
ficant difference is found by ~r type (Table 7.22). 

'!he strongest technological associations with terrper are paint type 
and the relative amounts of sherd and refired clay colors (discussed be
low). lhe patterns of other attributes also support the probability that 
real differences in sources and potters are represented in the 29SJ 633 
asSE!'l'blage. '!hat is, other attributes of techoology are sufficiently dif
ferent between the kinds of tenper that potter or source differences would 
seem to be real rather than a result of mobility by a limited mlnber of 
potters. These strong areal and technological associations IMke assess
ments of change through typological time less clear. 1be custanary 
mineral-caroon I=6int sequencing assm!p'tions becane less secure in mixed 
asserrblages of suspected short deposition. To shOtrl this, Table 7.23 can
pares technological attributes for the 29SJ 633 bichrares; the results are 
mixed. 

lwong the whiteware bichrares, technical differences other than those 
related to fonnation are quite noticeable (Table 7.23). HOtrl these differ
ences relate to tiJre is not particularly clear even though a linear ~ 
quence is often asslmled. Strong similar atertporal IOOdes are evident in 
grain size and density, but the nature of producing whiteware arx1 the 
requirements of vessel fornation pretty IrIlch dictate similarity in these 
attributes. The ware that is consistently argued as being a Basin-wide 
product, Cioola Whiteware (mineral-on-white, Table 7 .23), is a l,XX>r third 
in the representativeness of potential sources as reflected by ~r 
percentages (thanks to WsandstoneW), and its pattern of technological 
attributes contrasts strongly with those of Mesa Verde Black-oIHfflite at 
29SJ 633. Cibolan ~r distribution at 29SJ 633 is very similar to that 
at Pueblo Alto (Toll and McKenna 1987:Table 1.1), which is, perhaps, one 
arglment for an earlier temporal position. The interplay of technological 
continua and rapid change is, hCMever, a.fP3.rent as the PII-III caroon-on-
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Table 7.17. 29SJ 633 tarper distributions by grain size 

sand- Olalcedonic MagnetIt'fC¥~ unidentified 
Grain Size stone Sandstone sandstone 

Fine 32 2 
MediLIII 87 2 1 
coarse 63 4 
Very coarse 8 1 

Totals 190 7 3 , 61.3 2.2 1.0 

Chi-~re test: 
camill categories of all sandstone varieties, san Juan 
and igneous varieties, and trachyte: table size 4 x 3: 
n = 310, x2 = 11.400, df = 6, p = 0.077, C = 0.188, 
cells < 5 = 2. 

Juan Trachyte Igneous 

1 9 12 
21 26 5 
12 16 1 

7 

34 58 18 
11.0 18.4 6.1 

Contributors: 
Not significant. 

Total , 
60 18.1 

142 45.8 
96 31.0 
16 5.2 

310 
100.0 



Table 7.18. Proportion of aherd ~r by geologic ~r. 29SJ 633 

Geol~ic 'l'enper 
San Juan lilikilOWii , of 'of 

Sherd TE!tJ>er SS Ignecus Tradlyte Igneous N n N 

Grayware 
None-< Sherd 30 2 24 1 57 66.3 18.4 
> half aherd 24 1 3 1 29 33.7 9.4 
ware total 54 3 27 2 ar 
, > sherd/ ware 44.4 33.3 11.1 50.0 

Nliteware 
none-< Sherd 27 24 14 7 72 34.8 23.2 
> half sherd 107 2 16 10 135 65.2 43.5 
ware total 134 26 30 17 m-
, > sherd/ware 79.9 8.3 53.3 58.8 

4 4 25.0 1.3 
> half sherd 11 1 12 75.0 3.9 
ware total 11 5 1b 
, > sherd/ware 100.0 20.0 

anudged 
none-< sherd 
> half aherd 1 1 100.0 0.3 
ware total 1 -,-
, > aherd/ware 100.0 

Total. < sherd 57 30 38 8 140 45.2 
> half sherd 143 4 19 11 170 54.8 

GlAND TC7rAL 200 34 57 19 '3lO 100.0' 
cum. , > sherd/ware 71.5 11 .8 33.3 57.9 

and > sherd: 
tat,le size 2 x 4; N = 310; X2 • tradlyte and San Juan igneous in 
58.605; df - 3; P • 0.000; C • < sherd. 
0.399; cells < 5 - O. 

iIliteware < sherd and > sherd: > E values as in full test. 
n - 207; x2 - 52.751; df· 3; 
P - 0.000; C • 0.451; cells < 5 • O. 
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Table 7.19. 29&1 633 density distributions for tenper types 

sana= diiilOE!dOlilc 
~r Types 

Magriiit c San ihldeiitIfitid 
Density stone Sandstone Sandstone 

5-10' 19 
10-20' 85 5 
20-30' 76 2 2 
30-40' 9 
40U 1 1 

Total No. 190 7 3 , 61.3 2.2 1.0 

Chi~e test: 
Catb~ Igneous varieties ~ainst samstone varieties: 
table size 4 x 2; n = 310; X2 = 17.568; df = 3; P -
0.001; C - 0.232; cells < 5 = O. 

Juan Trachyte Igneous Total. , 
1 20 6.5 

8 15 12 125 40.3 
25 35 6 146 47.1 

1 6 1 17 5.5 
2 0.6 

34 57 19 310 
11.0 18.4 6.1 100.0 

Contributors (E = Expected): 
> E is sandstone in lOlMl"Oderate (5-10' 
and 10-20'). and igneollS is high in 
dense (20-30') [expanded table _ating 
igneous fran trachyte (df ::0: 6, cells < 5 .:::0 

4) indicates 00th igneous types 
contribute to the > E value 1 • 
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Table 7.20. 29SJ 633 tenper distributions by clay color 

Sand- Cllalcedonlc 
~r Type 

Magnett c san Unidentified 
Clay COlor stone SaOOstone San1stone Juan Trachyte Igneous Total , 
Ii> type 66 3 2 
Black w/whi te sherd 18 1 
Gray w/black sherd 11 
Gray w/bl. & who sherd 22 
Qluska gray 
Gray. w/whi te sherd 29 
Tan to brown 21 
Black 10 1 
lttite 13 2 1 

Totals 190 7 3 , 61.3 2.2 1.0 

gray. an:! canbining san Juan igneous 
unidentitled igneous: n = 293; table size = 6 x 

3, x2 = 19.747, df = 5, P - 0.001, C = 0.251, cells 
< 5 .. 1. 

23 15 10 119 38.4 
3 22 7.1 

2 1 14 4.5 
1 3 26 8.4 

17 17 5.5 
6 3 38 12.2 

6 12 1 40 12.9 
1 12 3.9 

2 1 3 22 7.1 

34 58 18 310 
11.0 18.7 5.8 100.0 

Contributors IE - ~): 
> E in San Juan IgDeOUSOr 00 type, expanded 
table : I df - 10) indicates San Juan igneous ie 
main source of > 5. 
> E in saOOstone for black pastes with and without 
sherds. 
> E in trachyte for tan-brown pastes, this is 
probably a color phase of Qluska gray that i. 
exclusive to trachyte. 



Table 7.21. Grain size distribution by clay oolor, 29SJ 633 

Clay Color Pine 

No type 25 
Black w/white sherd 5 
Gray w/black sherd 1 
Gray w/blk. and who sherd 4 
Chuska Gray 1 
Gray, w/whi te sherd 10 
Tan to brown 4 
Black 1 
White 5 

Totals 56 
% 18.1 

Chi-~re test: 
CarbiIli1g all gray with sherd 
pastes and coarse with very coarse 
grains: N = 310; table size = 7 x 
3, X2 = 28.569, df - 12, P = 
0.005, C = 0.290, cells < 5 = 5. 

Grain Size 
Medililt coarse v. Coarse N % 

48 42 4 119 38.4 
13 4 0 22 7.1 
8 5 0 14 4.5 

15 6 1 26 8.4 
9 5 2 17 5.5 

24 4 0 38 12.2 
13 15 8 40 12.9 
3 7 1 12 3.9 

10 7 0 22 7.1 

143 95 16 310 
46.1 30.6 5.2 100.0 

Contributors (E = ~): 
> E are gray wIth sherd Ln medium, 
low in coarse ~ tan-brown high in 
coarse, low in medium; black with 
sherd high in fine-medilllt, low in 
coarse. 
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Table 7.22. Temper type and vitrification by ware, 29SJ 633 

Vitrification 

Grayware 
absent 
present 
marked 

'lUl'AL GRAYWARE 

\t1iteware 
absent 
present 
",",ked 

subtDW. 
Minenu paint 
absent 
present 
... ,ked 
s""total 

Carbon Paint 
absent 
present 
"",ked 

subtDW. 

sand- Olal. Magn. 
stone ss ss 

3 
39 
7 

-U-

15 
3 

"1If 

1 

• 1 
5 

57 1 
20 1 1 

"1If 2 2 

Temper Type 
SJ SJ+ Teach. 
ign. SS Trach. +SS 

1 " 1 7 
., 2 2ir 

2 
1 .,., .., 

2 
1 

., 2 -'-

s , 2 
• 2 

12 ,. -. 

• 6 
l1f 

11 
1 

12 

unkfi. ?ign. 
ign. +S5 N 

\oflo! 
n N 

2 
3 3.5 1.0 

67 77.9 21.6 
16 18. 6 5 .2 
.. TOD.n" -rr;; 

o 0.0 0.0 
19 9.2 6.1 
4 1.9 1.3 

2! IT:T""T.T 

2 1.0 0.6 
5 70 33.8 22.1 
3 33 15.9 10.6 

.. ~50,733.9 

1 3 1.4 1.0 
5 64 30.9 20.6 
2 12 5.8 3.9 

.. 7930"25.8 

'lUl'AL WHI'J:'mriARE 129 2 3 14 12 7 23 16 207 100.0 66.8 _..-. 
absent 
present 124 
_ked 

roI'AL........ -n-
2 
3 

5 

o 0.0 0,0 
14 82.4 4.5 

3 17.6 1.0 
1'1 TOD.n"""53 

TOTAL 

• 
190 7 3 20 14 33 24 3 16 310 
61.3 2.3 1.0 6.4 4. 5 10.6 7.1 1. 0 5.2 100.0 

Absent 
Present 
""ked 

Totals 

n • 
8 2.6 

234 75.5 
68 21.9 

m TOD.n" 

VI'l'RIfiCATION SlJMARY 
'Gray 'White' M/W ,c/w ,Red 

37.S 
28.6 
23.5 

0.0 
S.1 
5.' 

25.0 
29.9 
48.5 

37.5 
27 .4 
17.1 

0.0 
6.0 
4.' 

ClItlulative , 

100.0 
100 .0 
100.0 

Chi-square test: tabling present and marked vitrification by ware l ess whiteware1 table 
size 4. x 2; n • 279; X2 - 7.922; df • 3; p. 0.048; C. 0.166; cells < 5 • 1; > B is ~w 
in marked with C!w and gcayware in present. 
Oli.-sqtlace test: tabll"9 pcesent and (Mclted by CCltbined tenpers, table size 4 x 2; n • 
302;~. 4.010; df - 3; p E 0.260; C = 0.115; cells < 5 • 1; not significant. 

alncludes one polished anudged . 
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Table 7.23. catparison of whiteware bic:hrare tedmological attributes, 
29SJ 633 

II&' 
Peroent ~ Attribute 

PII-III C/V Mesa Verde B/V 

'l.'e!tp!r: 
Sandstone 16.5 12.2 12.9 
> sOOrd 60.4 51.2 22.6 

Trachyte 3.3 4.9 9.7 
> sherd 6.6 17 .1 3.2 

SJ and unit. igneous 9.9 4.9 35.5 
> sherd 3.3 7.3 16.1 

[geologic temper 29.7 22.0 58.1 
> sherd temper 70.3 78.0 41.9J 

Grain size: 
Fine 34.1 9.7 19.3 
MedilDl 46.1 51.2 58.1 
Coarse 19.8 39.0 22.6 

Density: 
< 10' 11.0 0. 0 0.0 
1 ()-20' 78.0 92.7 96.8 
> 20' 11.0 7.3 3.2 

Clay color: 
No type 29.7 43.9 67.7 
Black w/ sherd 6.6 9.8 0.0 
Gray w/ sherd 40.7 17 .1 12.9 
Chuska gray 1.1 2.4 9.7 
'lan-brCMl 2.2 12.2 9.7 
White 14.3 2.4 0.0 
Black 5.5 0. 0 0.0 

Texture: 
Fine «4.1) 74.7 43.9 45.2 
Medi\lll (4.1-10) 20.9 46.3 19.4 
Coarse (10.1-16) 3.3 4.9 16.1 
Very coarse (> 16) 1. 1 4.9 19.4 

Frequency 91 41 31 

aLes. Red Mesa Black-on-white. 
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white group is both a technologically intermediate ware and contel'l'Orary 
of Mesa Verde and Cibolan groups. Cibola ~iteware and PII-III carbon-on
white groupe are similar in the use of sherd telTper, clay color, an:l 
texture distribution. Mesa Verde Black.-on-white attributes contrast with 
these wearlierw patterns; yet Mesa Verde's predecessor am contenporary, 
McElmo Black-olHohite, contributes substantially to the PII-III carbon-on
white group attributes. lIgain, where greater similarities might be 
expected between PIr-III carbon-on-white and Mesa Verde Black.-on-white, 
differences are the rule. 

It would appear that marked technological changes occurred periodi
cally along the typological time continul.lll, the last being at the Red 
Mesa/Gallup transition (ca. A.D. 1040) with the !X>enarenal increase in 
Chuskan ware in Chaco Canyon. At this point in the Bonito Phase, techni
cally distinct wares and types are fouro that are unquestionably contempo
raneous. A similar period of change appears to have occurred about A.D. 
1200. Here, too, a period of mixed asserrt>lages is evident in which wares 
are technolcqically distinct, yet standard interpretation holds the cause 
to be largely if not wholly temporal; types that make up PII-III carbon
olHohite provide a stylistic and technical link between Mesa Verde and 
Cibolan types, yet differences between the groups are marked. Althollg'h 
typological time undoubtedly does play a factor in the 29SJ 633 Mesa Verde 
Phase assemblage, it is equally likely that significant nl.lllbers of the 
rnineral-painted ceramics are oontenporary and not redeposited intrusives. 

Grayware Sooting 

Soot deposits on culinary vessels are usually considered a result of 
a vessel's use over a fire, probably for cooking. Soot was identified as 
a vessel characteristic when carbonaceous material was smudged by fingers 
when a sherd was rubbed. Not all blackened sherds are considered sooted, 
therefore, but sane do exist atXl may represent ather uses around the 
hearth that are not considered here. Intuitively, it seems that telt'per 
and paste varieties may have ~lications for a culinary pot's functional 
role if we assmae that different pastes perfom diffently urder stress, 
thennal or otherwise. Although ceramic engineering tests are appropriate 
for identifying superior expectations in culinary ware performance 
(Bronitsky 1986), such tests are not available to us at present, and it is 
still best to ccnpare the ware against physical evidence, such as, scx>t 
that reflects an actual practice. 

Studies at other sites in Marcia's Rincon, 29SJ 629 and 29SJ 627 
(Toll and McKenna 1981, 1986), have sha.m that the occurrence of soot is 
not significantly distributed by temper type but that differences in the 
occurrence of soot can be found between site proveniences. Provenience 
differences depend primarily on the suspected and real nature of post
depositional environments; sherds exposed for sane time shCM less soot. 
'Ihe occurrence of scx>t also has been fourd to increase through typological 
time, but here again the effects of postdepositional weathering probably 
contribute roore to the pattern than not using pots over fires. Sooting 
patterns at 29SJ 633 are similar to these previous fimings in that soot
ing does increase throlJ3'h typological time atXl no Significant difference 
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can be fourd in the ccroccurrence of soot with technological attributes of 
grayware (Table 7.24). On Table 7.24 the far right collllll1 smmarizes the 
data for the indented corrugated sample where sooting is consistent and 
well represented (47%). Sooting is found predaninanUy on Omskan 
(trachyte) culinary ware with which "Chuska gray- and -tan- pastes are 
are associated, on vessels with very coarse t.errper, and on vessels that 
show marked thennal alterations to the paste. More small jars than large 
ones (using orifice diameter as an iOOication of vohme) are sooted, but 
between the type breakdowns, sooting is unevenly apportioned. PII corru
gated has roost of the large, sooted jars whereas the canbined PII-III and 
PIlI group contains more small, sooted jars. As discussed earlier, when 
the figures for unidentified corrugated vessels are added to the late in
dented corrugated group, this pattern does not change. 

Again, these differenc:.."es were not found to be statistically signifi
cant: and, in the light of similar firoings, it would seem that a source 
preference for culinary vessels was not a consideration in the selection 
of a cooking pot. Although the nmlbers are too small to pennit testing, 
and the relationship of potential fuel problems exists, the possible shift 
to smaller cooking vessels in the Mesa Verde period sl.)!Jgests group size 
and possibly structure had been altered or reduced during the final period 
of occupation. 

Refiring Analysis 

A selected sample of ceramics fran 29SJ 633 was refired primarily to 
examine the variability (or lack thereof) in the clay colors of carbon
painted ceramics. Accordingly, roost of the data (55 of 67 sherds) were 
used to address distributional questions in -late Ceramic Patterns in 
<llaco Canyon" (Toll et al. 1980). Briefly, the assunptions and utility 
behind refiring analyses are that (1) clay beds differ throughout the 
region; (2) {X)'ttery is produced near favored _sources; and (3) by oxidizing 
a sherd (to 950·C), the relative iron content of the clay will be revealed 
so that source differences becane apparent (Shepard 1939, 1956; Toll et 
al. 1980:103-104; Windes 1977). Variability in local clay sources makes 
the correlation of color to source less than ideal, so that other informa
tion, such as tar{:ler and type, is required to determine the possible 
source. As a general rule, low-iron (buff) clays characterize the central 
basin and higher-iron clays (red) are found on the western and northern 
periphery. Coo1plete data for refired sherds are provided in Appendix C 
and are summarized in Table 7.25. 

In addition to the carbon-painted sarrples, a few culinary (n :::! 6), 
whitewa.re (n = 4), and mineral paint (n :::! 2) samples were also refired 
(Table 7.25A). As previously noted (TOll et al. 1980), refired colors are 
fairly evenly distributed for the carbon types, but buff colors are gener
ally absent for the other types where buff-firing clays are nonmally ex
pected (Toll and McKenna 1987). Inspection of the data in l\WE!ndix c 
shows that sandstone-tenpered clay sherds (n = 7) in this noncarbon
painted group are exclusively pink or buff whereas igneous-tempered sherds 
(2 of 5 are San Juan igneous) make up the red group. 'Ihis difference is 
maintained during testing of the entire group were pink-clay, sandstone-
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Table 7.24. Soot deposits ocapared to grayware technological attributes, 2951 633a 

Plain , -- Noel< 
Llno "........ ~n,. PII PII-III PIlI thident. Total 7'e Irdented oor~4ted 8aIlI)1e .---.- • j! - j! - i • j! • i N a is sIn ,. 

-----

'l'eIIper: 
Sand.""" 9 7 3 1 2 J 3 2 7 13 56 15 37 28 .8 14/32 43 . 8 
san Juan ign. +1 1 1 1 3 • 2 • 33.3 2/' 3l . 3 
Trod>,... • 2 2 , 8 8 28 " " !lO.O ~ 53.9 

Totals ~ 3T ~,..,. -.n-
Grain size: 

Fine 1 1 1 0.0 
"'i~ 2 2 2 1 1 2 • 8 25 11 " 44.0 10/20 50.0 
(bme • 5 1 3 3 2 2 2 3 • 12 .. 13 " "'.5 13/32 40.6 
Very coarse 1 1 2 1 3 3 • 15 7 8 46.7 -,¥H 63.4 

Totals BS" 3T ~ 3D ""Tr.f 

-'" Paste color : 
... type • • • 11 '" 7 22 24. 1 6/1 8 33.3 

'" Black w/sherd 1 1 2 • 1 3 25.0 1/3 33 . 3 
Gray w/sherd 2 1 1 7 • 3 57 .1 ./. 66.7 
Ch1ska gray 1 2 1 2 3 2 11 5 • 45.5 5/10 50.0 
Ton 1 1 2 2 • 1 2 5 7 26 13 13 SO.O 13/ 24 54.2 
Block 3 2 1 1 7 2 5 28.' 1/2 50.0 
.... te 2 2 0.0 ~ Totals ~ """'IT 54 J'r.l" -.n-

Vitrifica.tion: 
Absent 1 1 1 1 • 2 2 50.0 2/' 50.0 
Present 8 5 2 5 3 • 3 • 1 9 22 67 24 43 35.8 22/51 43. T 
"",ked 2 3 1 1 1 5 2 15 • 9 40.0 ~ 66 . 7 

Total_ 11f ,. -, .4 ~3 43 ""l! """'1i ~ """'IT 54 J'r.l" 4D" 

, soot by type 0.0 11 . 1 0.0 60 . 0 62 . 5 57.1 38.5 
s:~ 0:10 1:8 0:) 1.5 : 1 1.6: 1 1.3:1 1:1.6 

~ifice diameters: 
Snail « 19 OIl) 5 5 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 2 27 9 18 33.3 8/ 13 61.5 
Larqe (> 22 anI 1 3 1 3 1 1 3 5 19 8 11 42.1 8/18 44 . 4 
1 s.d. dia. 1 2 1 2 2 9 5 • 55 . 5 5/8 62 . S 

Totals ~ """»: 3! --rr:1l" --nn;- --su 

lis • soot, _ ,. no &Oat . 



Table 7.25. Stmnary of refiring tests, 29SJ 633 

White 
Color Grom Buff P nk Y-red Red 

0 1 2 3 

A. Colors bX ~s: 
PII-III M/w 
Exotic M/w 
PIr-III corrugated 1 
Toadlena B/w 
QlUSka B/w 
Olaco-!lcElmo B/w 1 1 
\'hiteware 
McElmo B/w 3 7 
Mesa Verde B/w 2 7 

Totals -r- 16 
% 9.0 23.9 

B. COlors bX temper: 

sandstone (ss) 6 7 
( fine-1nedi ... ) (6) (6 ) 
(coarse+) ( 1 ) 

55 + SJ igneous 
San Juan igneous 1 
San Juan igneous + ss 3 
Unknown igneous 1 
UnknCMl igneous + sa 
Trachyte 
Trachyte + 58 4 

Totals -r- 16 
% 9.0 23.9 

into sandstone: San Juan 
igneous, unknC1fm igneous, and trachyte: 
table size = 3 x 3; X2 • 24.335; df = 4; P = 
0.000, C = 0.516, cells < 5 ~ 1. 
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4 5 6 N 

1 1 1.5 
1 1 1.5 
3 2 6 8.9 

1 1 1 .5 
1 1 1.5 

1 3 4.5 
1 3 4 6.0 

10 4 24 35.8 
8 4 5 26 38.8 

25 11 9 b'f 
37.3 16.4 13.4 100.0 

16 1 30 44.8 
(8 ) (20) 
(8) (1) (10) 
1 1 1.5 
2 2 4 9 13.4 
3 2 8 11 .9 
2 3 4.5 

1 1 2 3.0 
2 3 5 7.5 

1 3 1 9 13.4 
25 11 9 .,. 
37.3 16.4 13.4 100.0 

in pink. 
Trachyte in yellow-
-red, red. 
San Juan igneous and 
tmknown igneous occur as 
expected. 



te!tpered sherds and yellow-red of red clay, trachyte-tempered sherds are 
the main contributors (Table 7.258). Within the samstone-tenpered sherds 
scme source differentiation is inplied by grain size. Half of the the 
fine-grained material is buff whereas 80% of the coarse-grained sherds are 
pink; seven of these coarse--grained itens are McElmo Black-on-white. 

Although the data are certainly not representative of the entire Mesa 
Verde Phase assetblage, the color trend of the few noncarbon-painted ~ 
rarnics is similar to the carbon-painted group. If this is, in fact, the 
pattern for refired colors at 29SJ 633, it is markedly different from the 
pattern for antecedent assemblages of which alm::>st 80% fall in the buff 
groups 1-3 (Tbll and MCKenna 1986. 1987). The more even distributioo of 
clay colors in the 29SJ 633 assemblage suggests either much more represen
tation of nonlocal pottery than foWld previously in Chaco Canyon or that 
there were fundamental changes in the technological preparation and/or 
requirements of ceramics. Although verification of this would require 
substantially more chemical am caapositional tests, such color changes 
could be accounted for by a switch of clay sources to rore expediently 
used, poooed, clay deposits or by the intentional mixing of clays to sa
tisfy birding requirements of carbon-painted vessels (see Shepard 1956: 
34-35). 

~le Vessels and Vessel Size 

Seven whole or largely canplete vessels and ten other substantial 
vessel portions were recovered during the excavations. one miniature 
duck pot was recovered during magnetic ananaly testing (Figure 7 .3f), but 
the remairder came fran Roans 7 and 8 with five vessels or ceramic pieces 
accompanying four burials (Figures 7.3 and 7.4). 

In Roan 7, Burials 3 and 4 were accarpanied by a whiteware ladle 
(Figure 7.4c) and a large Chaco Corrugated jar fragrrent, respectively. In 
Roan 8, two infant burials were accarpanied by a whiteware ladle, a large 
Olaco Corr\ll3'ated cover (Burial 1), and a Mesa Verde Black-on-white ladle 
and bowl (Figure 7 .4b). 'lbese vessels all appear to be older, heavily 
used, or broken pieces. All the ladles had broken handles, and one 
(Figure 7.4c) exhibits extensive abrasion along the rim and erosion of the 
vessel body. Abraded edges are also evident on the large Olaco Corrugated · 
sherd covering Burial 1, which slliggest it was used as a large tray before 
the interment. The whiteware ladle fran Burial 1 and the Mesa Verde 
Black-on-white vessels fran Burial 2 show little evidence of marginal wear 
or erosion, but they have sections broken from the rim, perhaps intentiorr 
ally, as these missing fragments were not recovered fran the burial pits 
and the broken sections are not worn. As can be seen in Figure 7.4, the 
Mesa Verde Black-o~hite vessels are small, and surface finish and design 
are not executed with the classic clarity normally attributed to the type. 
The vessels assigned to the graves are not in prime condition and probably 
represent ceramics at least once removed fran their primary function as 
containers; the condition of one ladle suggest salvage fran exposed refuse 
(Figure 7 .4c). Apparently, prime pottery was not sacrificed for 
intennent. 
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Except for a Crmlbled House Black-on-white mu; fran Roan 8, the re
maining vessels came fran the fill of Roan 7 (Figure 7. 3b) • ibree of the 
four half-beMls shown in Figure 7.3 exhibit shaping an:! abrasion along 
their broken edge, which indicates reforming and secondary use of these 
vessels. Several vessels show multiple, paired, mending holes, which in
dicates that extensive repairs were routinely performed to exterd vessel 
life as a containec1 one whiteware bowl shows three, evenly spaced mend
holes spanning the body before its final reuse as a scoop (Figure 7 .3d). 
Reused bowls, such as those in Figure 7.3, would serve admirably as port
able mealing catcnnents, trays, incidental holders, wedges for vessel 
support in a hearth, or scoops for the c!eanirr:] of hearths or ladling of 
stored grain. 

Vessel size (voltne) can be measured directly fran whole pots or can 
be calculated where sufficient portions remain to determine height an:! 
orifice diameter (Rice 1987:219-224). EnoU;h complete beMls were avail
able fran 29SJ 633 to show that the earlier close relationship between 
orifice diameter and. vessel volme oontinued in the Mesa Verde Phase. ~ 
assme (for this analysis) that jar orifice:voillre relationships for non
eccentric forms also continued as previously shCMn (Toll and McKenna 
1987). Because of the constriction of the orifice an:! belling of the body 
through time, however, height and body diameters are crucial to accurate 
volune measures. Measurements fran these sections of grayware are lacking 
in this analysis, and we must be satisfied with what is available. We 
acknowledge that the data structure may shift, but it should do so equally 
across the range of orifice sizes. Bell-bodied cooking jars with snaller 
IOCluths may well have been advantageous for minimizing fuel requirements 
(Mills 1991), an advantage in Chaco canyon where ecological models imply 
acute deterioration of fuel-wood supplies by the A.D. 12005 (Judge 1979, 
Samuels an:! Betancourt 1982, Toll 1981). A partial counter to the argu
ment that bell-lxxUed jars were used in the Mesa Verde Phase is that our 
latest grayware specimens (most approximating de facto refuse) do not shc:JW' 
marked belling (Figures 7.2 and 7.3); therefor~ orifice:volume ratio c0m
parisons remain valid. Plots of orifice diameter for decorated and culi
nary types suggest that the function of certain ware classes may have 
changed, perhaps becaning more specific throu;h time (Figure 7.8). In the 
decorated wares, McElmo and Mesa Verde Black-on-white are generally 
slightly snaller than are mineral-painted beMls-about 1,000-2,000 cc 
versus 2,000-3,000 cc--although exceptionally large Mesa Verde bowls are 
present (Figure 7.Bb). Redware, however, occurs almost exclusively as the 
largest class, which sl.J3gests this ware, particularly White MoWltain Red
ware (all vessels <2,000 cc are San Juan Redware), was especially imported 
for camnmal purposes. Likewise, Pueblo II corrugated and the unidenti
fied indented corrugated are strongly represented in one size range 
(2,000-2,500 cc) whereas the combined Pueblo II-III and Pueblo III culi
nary wares show a bimodal distribution bracketing the Pueblo II jars 
(Figure 7 .Bc). Keeping in mind the small semple size, we believe it is 
still worth pointing out that typologically later culinary jars are repre
sented in all size ranges, which may indicate first-order discards. Ves
sel size through typological time does decrease, but late culinary jars 
are also represented by a relatively larger group of bigger pots than is 
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the earlier grayware. 
but it canplements the 

'Ibis late group of large culinary jars is small, 
larger servi..n:} bowls of \'hi te Mountain Redware. 

Ceranancy 

Analysis of the latest ceramic types has shown that there are fWlda
mental differences in wares an:J types, though they can be placed on a 
related continulE of technology and/ or style. Between PII-III carbon-on
white and Mesa Verde Black:-on-white, the decorative systems cq;pear to have 
changed with PII-III carbon-on-white displaying a greater variety of m0-
tifs oriented. to a system of all-over and continuous band designs. Mesa 
Verde Black:-on-white, in contrast, has a different set of fOOtifs oriented 
t.CMard paneled band designs within multiparallel line framers; continuity 
between the two types is shown in the use of a similar inventory of geo
metric design in which 56% of the motifs are mutually expressed. Both 
types show similar tOOdes in other aspects of surface treatment, with PII
III carbon-on-white being the fOOre variable. In contrast to its surface 
treatment, Mesa Verde Black:-on-white is more diverse in attributes of 
paste and has the fOOst even representation of t:eltper types fourd in the 
Chaco Canyon sequence. Grayware shows the marked rim eversion, lack of 
harxlles or nubbin lugs, and fine indented corrugations anticipated in 
other analyses of near-contemporary grayware. A major difference through 
typological time, noted by C<:rIi>1'ring assenblages fran 29SJ 627 and Pueblo 
Alto, is the decline in trachyte temper, principally in grayware. 

Trachyte terper is tholJglht to make a fOOre durable vessel that with
stands thermal shock better than do sand-teo{lered vessels (Rye 1976). It 
is noteworthy, hChlever, that the decline in trachyte t.enper was countered 
by the increased use of sherd tenper among potters using a sand or sand
stone tent?ering base, preslmlably because superior technolog'ical perform
ance can be attributed to the use of sherd tenper (Rice 1987:229). If 
this is true, the functions for which Oluskan Grayware were preferred can
not have changed or been abaOOoned in Olaco Canyon because a technological 
subsitute was found. 

Technolog'ically oriented canparative analyses involving the entire 
saapled asseniJlage shCMed that strong covariation existed mlOng teRper am 
other attributes related to source: paint, clay color, t.errper density, 
am the presence of sherd teRper. Vessel form also was associated with 
t:eltper. Various attributes of pr<X1uction suggested the making of pottery 
was similar across the region (sources) in terms of 'teIlper preparation, 
firing and finisl: ing, but very real differences were present at 29SJ 633 
in terms o· source-related contributions. '!be meaning of this diversity 
is the subject of the remaining discussion. 

Reappraisal of the Assenblage 

Problems of confidence with assemblage integrity are an inportant 
aspect for interpretation an:3 are not easily, or cleanly, catalog'ued. 'lbe 
conventional wisdan holds that late (post A.D. 1150) asserrbl.ages in Chaco 
Canyon are daninated by carbon-painted types (Vivian and Mathews 1965, 
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Windes 1984), am this is repeatedly confinned in analyses of Chaco 
Canyon's late refuse deposits. That the majority of the last use-assem
blage at 29SJ 633 were prLmarily carbon-painted types, culinary jars, and 
MUte Mountain Redware is attested to by the nlEber of whole vessels and 
relatively large sherd sizes for which refitte:I or matchable items satis
fy expectations for pottery waste in final deposits (Schiffer 1976:129-
130, 1989: 41-51). Nevertheless, bulk am sanple frequencies inclu1e 
considerable Cibola ceramic material, so the Cibola ware's presence in the 
assenblage needs sane explanation. Assigning these typologically earlier 
materials to their traditional timespan is possible, but it sidesteps the 
iss1JE!" and the implications, of their actual prcduction am use into the 
thirteenth century. 

Archeological evidence indicates that Roans 7 and 8 were cleaned out, 
sanewhat remodeled, and used before conversion into a d\JllPing ground. 
'lherefore, roan contents and contents of fill adjacent to the buildings 
can be considered as an "assemblage· on a stratigraphic leveL Clearly, 
sane tenporal mixing is present given the coincidence of Basketrnaker 
through Mesa Verde pottery in the same deposit. But heM much of the mix 
is really • intrusive, " and how does this affect assemblage composition and 
interpretation? Are the typologically "earlier· Cibola types coopletely 
accountable as incidental inclusions fran site cleanup, discards fran 
sherds select.e:3 for teIrper, or do they represent breakage fran a portion 
of the use-assemblage? If they do, why does it matter? It matters be
cause without the Cibolan contribution, the nature of the Mesa Verde Phase 
use-assenblage is radically altered, which affects our perception of the 
late OC'Cupation of the s i te in the grand as well as the trivial schene. 

Cibola vessels account for more than half of the bichranes and dec0-
rated forms in the analysis sarrple. 'lbeir anission reduces the probabi
lity of lengthy OC'Cupation and/or ceramically diverse functions at the 
site. Red Mesa Black-on-white and earlier Cibola types, as well as sane 
of the later Pueblo II-III material, undoubtedly can be attributed to re
deposition during late occupational activity, and sane as incidental to 
temper collections am recyclable itens. Sherd tenper associates too 'toIell 
with sandstone to be credible for other tllan technological (hence source) 
reasons as it is equally likely to appear in Cibola ~iteware, late gray
ware, and central basin varieties of McEl.m::l Black-on-white (Table 7.23) 
(Franklin and Ford 1982). Windes (1987:404) bas ascribed the presence of 
Ci1:x>la Whiteware in survey collections of Mesa Verde Phase sites to te!tper 
collection. If this is the case, it suggests that broad-based local pro
duction of about one-third of both the gray ard whit.eware may have 
occurred in Chaco Canyon during the A.D. 1200s. 

As an alternative to the presence of Cit)C)lan wares as "grog· in the 
Mesa Verde assE!'t'blages, sane findings in this analysis suggest the con
tinued, simultaneous production of different wares. Catparison of techno
logical and source-related attributes between the late carbon-painted ard 
other types indicates that considerable variability is accounted for by 
source ard not entirely by time. With source-related variability extend
ing to vessel forms, a "nonnal" use asseni:llage is only possible at 
29SJ 633 by admittiD'J that all the wares were at least partially contem
poraneous with the Mesa Verde assanblage. 
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'nle recent reassessment of the archecm3gnetic dates fran 29SJ 633 
sanewhat furthers the arg\mlellt of assemblage variability. Althol>Jh the 
accuracy of these dates is not above suspicion, they do suggest that the 
last burned, floor features are nearer to A.D. 1200 than A.D. 1250 than 
previously thought; the ceramic refuse postdates roan use by ~ unknown 
span. The assemblage itself is ltDre canpatible with an early A.D. 1200s 
date when mineral-painted ceramics might be expected to have continue:} in
to the mid to late A.D. 1100s, given their predaninance in sane localities 
of the central basin (Franklin 1982). Stylistic variability and quality 
of decorative execution may be partly related to vessels produced during 
the early end of Mesa Verde Black-on-white's production span, but much of 
that variability is also related to the heterogeneity of sources represen
ted in the types at 29SJ 633. The following examples sl>Jgest the diffi
culty in separating source fran tenporal variability: (1) the continuan:.'e 
of late Cibola i'bi teware in other Mesa Verde assemblages in the canyon and 
elsewhere (Bradley 1971:40; Franklin 1980, 1982; Schaefer 1986:408; Vivian 
and Mathews 1965,81), (2) the presence of Crlmlbled House Black-on-white, 
the alUskan variety of Mesa Verde Black-on-white, whose production is 
generally thought to have slightly preceded that of "san Juan" Mesa Verde 
(Windes 1977,319-327), (3) the lack of TUlarosa-style "all-over" designs, 
whidl are believed to have occurred in "mature" if not late Mesa Verde 
Black-on-white assemblages (Cattanach 1980,181, cf. Franklin 1990, Rohn 
1971,149), (4) the equal presence of beveled rims in both McElmo and Mesa 
Verde Black-on-white, which is also usually ascribed to "mature" Mesa 
Verde Black-on-white (Cattanach 1980,191, Rohn 1971,148), and (5) stylis
tic variations of Mesa Verde Black-on-white, which are known to have 
occurred throoghout the Anasazi Southwest during the A.D. 1200s (Brew 
1946, Davis 1964, Lekson 1986, Toll et al. 1980). 

Having counted caveats aOO wruI'M3' our hands, we arrive at two possible 
scenarios for which the data are neither sufficiently clear nor sufficient 
to establish a favorite. Consideration of the full assent>lage as more or 
less contenporary would s..:ggest a normal occupation by a group of sane 
size for same duration whereas the alternative, focusing on a very limited 
group of ceramics at the end of the typological time line, would indicate 
that a very small group was most likely at 29SJ 633 for a short time as 
has been sl>Jgested for the Mesa Verde Phase (Vivian and Mathews 1965,112-
113). Mesa Verde Whiteware at 29SJ 633 lacks ollas, a form that declines 
throl>Jh typological time, but ollas have a longer expected use-life than 
do other fonna, so an abserx:e of olias might iIrply a short occupation 
(Bliman 1988,188-208, 223-226). The full assemblage, however, exhibits a 
variety of fonna imicatlng diverse functions: short- ard long-term stor
age; water transport and storage; food preparation for large, coomensal 
parties; and possible oerem:>nial or status vessels. 

If body size to orifice size is not greatly exaggerated, the propor
tionally higher COWlts of grayware for 29&1 633 suggest greater investlnent 
in food prc:x:essing (especially corn) than is evident in earlier site 
deposits (see Blinman 1988,93-94). Medilm-sized grayware jars have been 
sl>Jgested (Blinoan 1988,202-203) as the workhorses in the food processing 
assenblage of interhousehold or extended cxmnensal units. It is, however, 
our typological Pueblo II and (particularly) unidentified indented corru-
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gated sanples that carp::lse this culinary vessel size class at 29SJ 633. 
Typologically late grayware occurs as either small or large vessels 
(Figure 7.8). lIgain, a change is indicated if size classes of grayware 
represent oodes of food processing alOD1 strict typological time lines. 
'1bese patterns are reinforced by the vessel size distributions in service 
ware, as previously noted. 

Perhaps furthering the arg ..... nt of limited occupation (one family?) 
or a limited nlEber of household contributors to this trash deposit is the 
relative density of ceramic trash. When excavated, and as reinforced by 
later discussion, deposits were considered -rich. - 'Ibis may be true in 
terms of vegetal and faunal remains, but the relative quantity of ceramic 
trash shows a rrarked decline fran previous perioos of Pueblo-type occupa
tion in Claco Canyon (Table 7.26). '!he CCD'Ip3.risons in Table 7.26 are 
based on enclosed trash deposits similar in context to those in the roans 
of 29SJ 633 and not on dispersed, open middens (except the Pueblo Alto 
midden) where dispersion through time is likely to negatively affect arti
fact density. In this set of data, only the Basket:maker deposits are less 
dense than the material fran 29&1 633. Basketmaker populations are usual
ly considered to be IOOre roobile with caching and food preparation and 
servin:] less depeooent on ceramics, so that production (and discard) of 
vessels is expected to be at lCMer levels than during the Pueblo periods 
in which ceramic usage was standard (see GlasS(M 1972; Wills and Wirrles 
1989). What is impressive here is the truly remarkable decline in density 
of 29&1 633's Mesa Verde period deposits ca1pOIed to the late carbon-mix 
de{X)sits fran 29SJ 627's Kiva E and Pueblo Alto's Kiva 10 where a surpris
ing number of sherds or pots were still being discarded after the -pheno
menal' portion of the Bonito Phase deposition had ceased [at least at 
Pueblo Alto (Toll and McKenna 1987:207-212) I and ceramic refuse was 
returning to a more nonnal profile. With the understanding that the cal
culation of years of deposition are best-guess conservative estimates 
where scale is arguable, the raw amount of ceramic refuse suggests that 
either groups of 3Ml.l size or very limited occupation (or both) contri
buted to the Eleventh Hour Site trash. 

The sealing of plaza-facing Roan 7, perhaps after the intennent of 
the adult (Burial 3), probably marks the end of dlllPing but possibly not 
of occupation, if the relatively higher mrnbers of Mesa Verde Black-on
white in the plaza trenches are significant. If these last deposits are 
more or less continuous with those in the roans, the marked difference in 
the relative amounts of saOOstone and trachyte t.elrper suggest that ceramic 
sUWly was not particularly stable or systemic during the Mesa Verde 
Phase: the rise in trachyte-tanpered ceramics in the plaza runs counter to 
trends for its reduction throlXJh typological time. A minor backdrop to 
this is the low-level presence of sets of ceramics with multifunction ware 
and form associated with more distant regions, which also suggests direct 
~rtation and use by different groups in a situation akin to a frontier 
or hinterland occupation. Intraregional irrport, by contrast, focuses on 
specific forms fran specific areas. Fluctuations in the ceramic supply 
evident in late Kiva 10 deposits at Pueblo Alto are thought to indicate 
perturbations in the Bonito Phase supply system, and similar fluctuations 
are evident at 29SJ 633. '!he contrast in types and terrpers between the 
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Table 7.26. Catparative oeramie density for selected encl.oeed trash deposits, 
Chaco canyona 

---------

29SJ 1659 Pitho""" Y (IIUII) 
29SJ 299 Pi thouse 0 (IJoIIII) 
29SJ 627 Pitho""" C (PI) 
29SJ 629 Pitho""" 3 (EPII-EBP) 
29SJ 1360 Pithouse A (PII-EBP) 
29SJ 627 Kiva E (ePIII-cBP) 
Pueblo Alto Trash Mound (ePIII-cBP) 
Pueblo Alto Kiva 10 (PIII-UlP) 
29SJ 633 Room 7 (PIII-MV) 
29SJ 633 Room 8 (PIII-MV) 

Estimated deposit rates at 29SJ 633: 

Grayware vessels 
itliteware vessels 

Total 

n 

87 
231 
318 

Fill 
(.,3) 

21.8 
20.8 
43.0 
14.3 
23.0 
22.0 
73.0 
14.0 
16.4 
3.0 

Bulk Years of Sherds 
n Deposit (.,3) C% 

600 10 28 96 
417 10 20 89 

10,602 30 247 62 
3,509 25 245 60 
5,412 20 235 37 

16,426 20 747 54 
17 ,339 60 513-89Jb 53 
8,256 30 5901> 49 
2,501 20 153 70 

528 20 176 53 

Deposition interval 
10 ~!.J21S-122S_ _20_years 12HF1230 

8.7 
23.1 
31.8 

4.4 
11.6 
15.9 

D\ 

4 
11 
38 
40 
63 
46 
47 
51 
30 
47 

8ttey: ESP, CBP, IBP ,. Early, Classic, and late Bonito Phase; MV :::: Mesa Verde Phase; others are 
Pecos Classification abbreviations; Ci, 0% :::: culinary and decorated percentages. 

bsouroe: Windes (1987:Table 8.14) estimates range fran 893 sherds per cubic meter fran F. B. H. 
Roberts' test pits to 513 sherds per cubic meter for trench excavated by Chaco Project. 



plaza and roan deposits suggests sare instability in the ceramic supply, 
but it is equally open to charges of more intensive mixing in the open 
de{Xlsits. 

Ceramic Importation at 29SJ 633 

Ceramics inported to 29SJ 633 represent the Olaco Project's latest 
assenblage fran which to interpret the meaning of ccmro::lity movement to 
the central basin. The inportation question loans large for many in 
studies of Chaco Canyon as a de facto index of complexity because of its 
putative focus as the system renter, a correlation of dubious worth but 
one that persists. Vessels, rather than materials, seem to have been the 
fonn of ceramic carmexHty IOOV6l'lent given the archeological lack of evi
dence for nonlocal t.errpers and stored clays, evidence for manufacture in 
Olaco Canyon, and evidence fran Arnold (1981, 1985) that the movem:!nts of 
the bulk materials in question are beyond the ethnographic limits for 
Olaco Canyon's {Xltters. Progressive ecological deterioration, particular
ly for fuel, likewise makes local ceramic procluction in Chaco Canyon less 
plausible through time (Arnold 1981, 1985; Toll 1981 :92-94); on ecological 
grourrls alone, therefore, nonlocal ceramics were likely to increase. 

Table 7.27 considers three configurations for Lmportation at 29SJ 633 
during the Mesa Verde Phase. Although the sanple is largely fran deposits 
above the first floor, sane reorganization and siIrplification was neces
sary to produce the table. First, all sanples below the first floor a.rrl 
all Red Mesa Black-on-white or types of earlier vintage (n = 46) were 
omitted to restrict the assemblage as well as possible to a post-A.D. 1175 
periocl. Vessels were considered inports if they were t.enpered with any of 
the igneous materials listed or with chalcedonic sandstone or if surface 
attributes showed that they were typolo;ically exotic. Mixed rock tenpers 
were placed under the daninant rock type so that such pastes with sarKl
stone-trachyte mixes were not autanatically considered irrported items but 
required typolo;ical distinction for acinittance. If an item was typolo;i
cally exotic and. tenpered with nonlocal rock, it was tabulated under the 
tellp>r. 

As discussed in other reports, entries in the table were calculated 
to show the following: 

% lIrp:>rt Colurm.s-the percentage of the total nllT1ber of a given ware 
in a particular time group that are identifiable imports. 

Total ln1;>ort Rows-again the percentage of the total ware in a time 
group that fits this definition of imported. 

Ware , of Inp:>rt Row-the nl>llber (n) of inported wares is divided by 
the total of inports. 

Ware % of Total--the total of each ware is divided by the total 
nl>llber (n) of the time period. ibis is useful for ~ring the Ware 
percentage of irrports as a sort of expected value. 
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Table 7.27. Sumnary of ilTported pottery for 29SJ 633, Mesa Verde Phase 

- -, 

Gra~re ~teware -'" 9rarlged O .. ,,,all , , , • , 
n -,. n 

_rt 
n 

_rt 
n 

_rt • laport 

A. MiniDuo i.np:lrt:a 
TrAd'lyte 25 37.S " 15.8 54 20 . 5 
san Juan igneous 3 '.5 26 14 . 2 • 28.6 33 12.5 
ltlidenUfied igneous 2 3.0 16 ' . 7 18 6.8 
Cha.loedonie sandstone 2 3.0 2 1.1 • 1. ' 
Typological 36b 19.7 10 71.4 1 37 17 .8 

Totals -rr """In" m- 59.6 ,. ~ ., lM:1l" -rn- ---.n 
-.u No. " 183 14 26. 
Ware , iltp::Irts 20.5 69.9 9.0 0.6 
Ware , of total 25 .0 69.3 5.3 0.' 

B. Haxinln~r':.: 
coarse gral Sanistone 
as nonloc:al 

Pino 0 20 20 7. 6 
Medi~ 9 57 72 25.0 
Q",,~ 20 27 50 17.8 
Very coarse • 1 5 ~ -.u, TI ~ m 
Total c + Vc 24 72 . 7 " 26.7 40 
Haxinun ilI{XlrtC 56 85.0 125 68 . 3 " 181 68 . 6 

c. Conservative Mesa Verde (MY) Phase carparisons : 

Grayware 
--~ R,d ... ". - • "' .. Ma" 

A.D. "".. 29SJ 633 MY types<'! 28.6 45 .9 '.7 85 47.1 60.5 
P. Alto report/29SJ 6)3 46.2 51. 4 7.' 151 50 . 0 60.0 

A.D. 11 20-1 200 
PUeblo Alto 60.4 40.6 '.7 3.9 820 46.2 61.9 
29SJ 627 39.9 58 . 7 ". 49.3 77.6 
29SJ 633 50 .0 41.9 ., 42.9 69. 4 

ill il!plrt oolU'l'l'lS for Mesa Verde Phase asseotJlage emits Lino varieties , plain gray, neck 
oorrUlJated gray.ere, Red Mesa B/w am IMIII-PI c;W. AD;1 all sherds associated with lOOoler floors . 

b], C/w, 5 H,/w. 
CMaxinua inport is SID of teqler . typological ell:oties , and co.usa-very coarse sandstone l ess 

those coaree--ter!pered itecfB counted as typologically exotic; here, whiteware coarse 56 exotic 
ituns . 12, grayware • 0 [e.g., Total C + Vc • whiteware 28 - 12 • 16 + 109 (!4inis1u!l iop)rt) • 
1 2~ (MaxirnUll iltport) J. 

doses PilI Corn;gated n· 7, Mesa Verde B/w n • 31, PIl- IlI C!w n • 41, Olaco McElmo n. 2, 
St. Johns Polychrome n· 4; figures for 29&1 633 fral'1 Pueblo Alto report on Tabl e 1.49, Toll 
and Mcl".enna 1987 , and lIdnit an additiOnal 29 grayware , 29 whiteware, and 8 redware items to 
the calculation. 
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'lbe upper two sections of Table 7.27 (A and B) treat the sanple as if 
the majority of the sherds canpose a cont.enporary asserrblag~nsequent
ly, most of the culinary and Cibola \tIrl.teware are inclooed. 'l1lese minlmlln 
inportation figures address the assemblage as a late dep:>sit, largely 
anitting types and sherd associations earlier than A.D. 1175. '!he maximun 
irrportation figures (Table 7.27B) inclooe coarse-grained sandstone as a 
nonlocal carponent on the basis of Warren's (1976, 1977) contention that 
coarse-grained sandstone or sam was not to be fourxl in Olaco Canyon. 
However, because the nearest geologic occurrence of coarse-grained sand
stone, the Ojo Alaroo Formation (D;me and Badxnan 1965), lies within ethn<7 
graphically established catcbnents for securing teuper (Arnold 1980:149, 
1985), and because coarse-grained material is available in bottanland 
().laternary deposits (see Iayer 6 in love 1983a,b), lJq;lortation of coarse
sand--grained vessels is not a given. 'l1le likelihood that much of the 
coarse-grained, sand--terrpered pottery was nonlocal is increased because 
fine-grained sandstone is predaninant in Chaco Canyon and coarse-teITpered 
pastes are related to clays that fire to redder colors (an uncoornon can
bination in Olaco Canyon). Furthermore, coarse-grained sandstone as tem
per has been shown to occur independently by pottery type through time, 
which suggests that such grain size source-related distinctions do contri
bute to assemblage diversity (TOll and McKenna 1987 : 200). The lower sec
tion (Table 7.27C) takes a more conservative approach by including only 
carlxm-painted ceramics, PIlI corrugated, and St. Johns Polychrare (n = 
85) with reference to Mesa Verde Phase ceramics. 'lbe final lines in Table 
7.27C include comparative figures fram the earlier time period and a cam
pranise assenblage fran 29&1 633 (n = 151) as presented in the Pueblo Alto 
report (TOll and McKenna 1987:193-203). The ccubination of these sections 
serves to hedge against assessnents of irrported ceramics by strictly 
either typological time or (mixed) deposit. 

Altogether, these figures suggest that irrporting pottery to Chaco 
canyon was still a thriving concern in the early A.D. 1200s with the 
aroounts, at worst (Table 7 .27C), only slightly less than during the late 
Bonito Phase (ca. A.D. 1100-1150). Other cooparisons show that lJq;lorta
tion figures at 29SJ 633 and other sites or at earlier deposits are very 
similar; and although variable by site, they increase through time and 
culiminate in the highest overall levels for the ass€!l1blage at the 
Eleventh Bour Site (see Toll and McKenna 1987:Table 1.49). Ccmparison 
with previous inportation trends also shC7tolS that the relative frequency of 
decorated ceramics increased significantly, especially if it is ass\Ded 
that carbon-painted sherds signify lJq;lortation. It has been previously 
noted in reports on Olaco canyon's ceramics that movement of inported 
culinary and decorated pottery .....,.. to have been independent given the 
disparity in relative frequency. 'Ibis situation seems to have continued 
in the Mesa Verde Phase, but traditional carbon-painted/ nonlocal source 
correlates allowed, for the first time, the favoring of decorated bnports 
during this period. 

It is unlikely that all carbon-painted vessels were produced outside 
Chaco Canyon and the central san Juan Basin: Chaco-McElmo Black-o~te 
(Windes 1984) and Cibola carbon (Franklin and Ford 1982) are two hate
grown exanples that sll9gest that later pottery (e.g., Mesa Verde Black-on-
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white) was not entirely impor.:.ed. Fully 51% (n = 21) of McElmo Black-on
white and 26% (n = 8) of Mesa Verde Black-on-white sherds are sandstone or 
sherd-sandstone tempered at 29&1 633, and about half the sandstone in 
McElmo and all the Mesa Verde is medit.m- or finer-grained material which 
indicates that a central basin source (if not Olaco Canyon per se) is roore 
likely (Toll et al. 1980). Deducting this finer sandstone cat{lOnent fran 
the carbon paint typolC>g'ical contribution to -taports- reduces whiteware 
import levels to about 49%, whereas disallowiD:J all saOOstone tenpers 
lowers ~rted whiteware to 44%. These figures are more in keeping with 
those fran the late Bonito Phase but still maintain the increased enpha$is 
on decorated imports during the final occupa.tion of Cllaco canyon. 

Although Clluskan culinary ware is still the main obviously inported 
grayware in mixed assemblage counts, it occurs about 16% less frequently 
than during the late Bonito Phase (54% versus 38%). It canposes only 23% 
(3 of 13) of late indented corru;ated wares and was noted only in the 
PII-III corrugated sample, so its decline late in Chaco Canyon's occupa
tion, as noted by others, appears to have been real (Mills 1986; Vivian 
and Mathews 1965:81). 'lhe sandstone-grain-size ass!.Dption that nonlocal 
material is coarse considerably increases the nOO'lber for projected amount 
of grayware inports, but that increase is also relatively lower than for 
preceding periods (85% here versus >90%). 'Illis fact reflects the associa
tions of greater amounts of finer-grained material with central basin 
formations. Again, much of the coarse-grained material is likely to be 
nonlocal, and its relatively lower occurrence in grayware is another 
indicator of the greater evenness of ceramic source contributions in the 
29SJ 633 assemblage. 

Enter the Fat lady 

Having climbed beyond the limits of wisdan, we have proceeded at 
several points to venture further out than the sarrpling limb should 
reasonably sllR?Ort. At the least, we have shown that considerable amounts 
of pottery were still being IOOVed into Olaco Canyon although it is not 
clear if this was the result of the nature of Chaco canyon or the nature 
of pottery as a coomodity per se (see Renfrew 1977 on the convergence of 
econanic alternatives). '!he carplementary nature of decorated and utility 
wares in series that make up the late assemblage suggests that ceramics 
were not acquired as random additions but were selected for specific func
tions. The level of imports, the continuity in sources with past assem
blages, and the technological carpensations urdertaken with the decline in 
Q1Uskan Grayware all suggest a regional system adjusting to changing con
ditions but enduring. ~r view regarding Sate fusion of Chacoan and San 
Juan traditions for this assemblage still holds. The assemblage is suf
ficiently similar to earlier and. contemporary carplexes to suggest that 
hlJllall occupation encanpassed a variety of ceramically related activities 
that continued for an indeterminate time. 
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8 

CHIPPED STONE FROM SITE 29SJ 633 

Catherine M. Cameron 

Durin:) the 1978 excavations at site 29SJ 633, 632 chipped stone arti
facts \>Ieee recovered. '!he chipped stone material was analyzed in 1979, 
and a report on these artifacts was prepared in 1980. What follows is a 
revised version of that report, prepared in 1990. It presents raw data, 
data organized for easy canparison to other sites in Chaco Canyon, and a 
discussion of patterns of chipped stone use at 29SJ 633. Access to can
puter files was not available for the upJated version, anJ this limited 
both the analysis and the verification of some data tables. 

Site 2951 633 was a snaIl habitation site of approximately 15 roans. 
Roan 7 was canpletely excavated; Roan 8 was partially excavated; test ex
cavations were corrlucted in the plaza; and ananaly tests were made in 
other areas of the site. All deposits at the site were screened to rraxi
mize chipped stone recovery. '!hese investigations revealed two te:aporal 
cc:r:rponents: one dating to the mid A.D. 11005 and a later Mesa Verdean 
occupation (mid A.D. 1200s). The bulk of the chipped stone was recovered 
fran a trash deposit in Roan 7 and dated to the later period. Chipped 
stone fran the earlier period was not well represented in either roan. 
Extensive rodent disturbance caused mixing of deposits and destroyed most 
primary context material. Sane chipped stone was recovered fran these 
mixed deposits. 

Site 29SJ 633 is one of the few sites excavated by the Chaco Center 
that was occupied during the mid twelfth and thirteenth centuries. '!he 
mid twelfth century saw the collapse of the Chacoan system, and a -Mesa 
Verde" reoccupation has been suggested for the follc1tling thirteenth cen
tury. Site 2951 633 provided information on chipped stone material use, 
especially access to nonlocal material sources, during the period when the 
Chacoan systen collapsed. Unfortunately, very little chipped stone mate
rial fran 29SJ 633 dates to the early period (A.D. 1120-1220). Because 
site 29SJ 633 was the only site excavated by the Chaco Center that dated 
to the thirteenth century, the data examined here provide a small glimpse 
of chipped stone rraterial use during this largely Wlknown period of Chaco 
canyon prehistory. 

Methods 

Analysis of chipped stone material fran sites in Chaco Canyon empha
sized regional resource exploitation through the identification of sources 
of raw material (see Cameron 1982 for analytic procedures). FUnctional 
variation in the use of chipped stone materials was also examined. · 'lhe 
material type categories used were those developed by Warren (n.d.). In 
this report, Warren's types are cari:>ined into the 11 major groups (5 non
local and 6 local) used in other Chaco canyon chipped stone analyses 
(cameron 1982, 1984, 1987, 1989). More detailed IOOrphological and techno-
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logical analyses were made of all formal tools (Lekson 1979, 1985) and 
cores (Cameron 1982). In this report, Lekson's tool type designations are 
used, but specific core type designations are not used, and wear pattern 
analysis for 29&1 633 chipped stone is not discussed (see carreron 1982). 
'!he source of obsidian recovered fran 29SJ 633 was identified using trace 
elerrent analysis (carreron and Sappington 1984). 

SOurces of local materials used in chipped stone lMI1ufacture at 
29&1 633 are within 10 Jan of the canyon and contain primarily silicified 
woods and pebble cherts (Table 8.1 and Figure 8. 1) • Silicif ied wood is 
found in the Kirtland formation, the Fruitland formation, and the Ojo 
Alamo sandstone. 1he Ojo Alamo and Quaternary gravel terraces produce 
pebble cherts and sane reworked silicified wood. Most of the locally 
available material occurs to the north of the canyon. 

'!he sources of nonlocal materials are IOOre than 50 kIn fran <llaco 
canyon (Table 8.1). Four types of nonlocal materials have been identified 
in the chipped stone collections fran 29&1 633, but sane of these may have 
cane fran more than one source (Figure 8.2). Usable outcrops of Morrison 
formation material have been reported only in the Four Corners area 
(Shelley 1980a:126-127), but the Morrison fornation does outcrop at many 
other locations around the San Juan Basin. Occurrences of yellow-brCMl 
spotted chert have been reported only in the Zuni Mountains, but other 
outcrops may exist. 1he source of washington Pass chert is known to he 
restricted to a small area in the Oluska Mountains. ChJidian recovered at 
29SJ 633 was fran two different sources, both located in New Mexico. 

A lOX stereoscopic microscq>e was used to identify artifact types. 
Artifact type categories included formal tools, retouched flakes, utilized 
flakes, Wlutilized whole flakes, angular debris, cores, and unmodified raw 
material. Definitions of each of these types can he found in careron 
(1982). In much of the discussion that follows, unutilized whole flakes, 
angular debris, and llmlOdified raw ne.terial are carbined as "debitage." 

Il!lta Tables 

':tWo tables present the raw data used in the analysis of the 29&1 633 
chipped stone. Table 8.2 is a data list containing attributes recorded 
for each piece of chipped stone fran site 29&1 633. It is ordered bY pro
venience, bY material type, and tool type. Table 8.3 lists material type 
bY artifact type for each piece of chipped stone. 

Material Selection and Teaporal Variation in Materials 

lDcal materials were the most ccmnon at site 29SJ 633; only 12% of 
the total asserrt>lage was nonlocal ... terial (Table 8.4). 1he IOOSt carmon 
local material was chalcedonic silicified wood, caJtlOSing 35% of the 
assemblage. This material was also very carm:>n at nearby site 29SJ 629 
where it may have been associated with turquoise-working activities 
(Cameron 1989). No such association was noted at 29&1 633. At site 
29SJ 633, miscellaneous materials included in the "other" category repre
sented al.m:>st one-fourth of the assemblage, arrl many of these materials 
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Table 8.1. MaterW type groups 

Material Type 

Morrison Fbnmationa 
Yellow-brown Spotted 0lert4 
Washington Pass Cherta 
zuni Silicified ~ 
Obsidian"-
8igh Surface Olert 
Olerty Silicified Wood 
Splintery Silicified Wood 
Chalcedonic Silicified Wood 
Quartzite 
others 

Totals 

Warren's TYPe NUmbers Included 

1020, 1022, 1040, 2201, 2205 
1072 
1080, 1081 
1160, 1161 
350(}-3640 
105(}-1054 
1112, 1113 
1109, 1110 
114(}-1145 
4000, 4005 
All other material typesb 

aExotic materW types. 
hot:her material types : 1010, lOll, 1042, 1060, 1070, 1111, 1120, 1130, 

1150, 1153, 1210, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1400, 2000, 2010, 2200, 2202, 4525, 
5010. 
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Table 8.2. 

Attribute/ 
Type No. 

202 

203 

204 

205 

20' 

210 

211 

213 

214 

221 

231 

234 

241 

242 

243 

24' 

251 

299 

770 

Material 

Cortex 
Frequency 

Weight 

Attributes recorded for each piece of chipped stone 

Description 

Sterrmed projectile point with a narrOW' distal em for hafting 
without notches. 
Comer-notched projectile point. Bifacially flaked piece 
with a point at the proximal end. Distal end consists of 
haft with notdles emanating fran the base. 
Side-notched projectile point. Same as No. 203 except. 
notches emanate fran the side. 
Triangular point. Bifacially flaked with triangular shape 
and no visible hafting element . 
~ non-hafted blade. Bifacially flaked piece without 
visible hafting elements. 
large non-hafted blade . Large bifacially flaked piece 
without visible hafting elements. 
Side scraper. steep unifacial retouch along the long axis of 
the piece. Retouch may extend over one face. 
small non- hafted blade. Snall bifacially flaked piece 
without vi sible hafting elements. 
Asyrrmetrical bifaci ally flaked piece. Asyrrmetrical distal 
end consists of side notches for hafting. Point or drill. 
Knife. Bifacially flaked piece with bifacial retouch or 
bifacial edge damage along one or llX)ce edges . 
Formal drill. Manufactured projection exhibiting retoucb on 
tip or sides of projection. 
Informal or fortuitous perforator. Natural projection 
exhibiting retouch on tip or sides of projection. 
utilized flake. Any piece that exhibits evidence of edge 
da:melge due to use: step flakes, feathered flakes , nibbling, 
polish, rowding. Distinguished fran fortuitous damage 
related to processing or bag wear by regularity and extent of 
damage. 
Retouched flake. A piece that exhibits intentional retouch 
on one or more edges or faces but cannot fit easily into one 
of the tool categories. Di stinguished fran edge damage by 
large regularly-spaced feathered flakes emanating fran the 
edge. 
~ole flake. A piece exhibiting a platform, bulb of 
percussion, am full distal errl. 
Angular debris. A piece exhibiting no positive or negative 
bulb of percussion but with the remains of flake production 
evidence. '!hese include parts of flake scars , r i pple tTBrks, 
etc. 
Core. A piece exhibitlD;J no bulb of percussion but fran 
which two or It'Ore flakes 2 on or more in lenqt.h have been 
mooved . 
other chiwed stone. Any retouched piece not fitting the 
above two categories. 
Raw material. pieces of siliceous stone material that do not 
exhibit any signs of use or manufacture. 'lhis category i s 
not inclWed in the chapter discussion or tabulations. 
Material types follow the system established by warren 
(1'7'). 
Recorded for pieces exhibitiD;J any cortical material. 
'!be nrnber of pieces of the satre material and artifact 
subtype were recorded by provenience. 
Each piece was weighed to the nearest tenth of a gram usir'g a 
Sartorius 1103 read-out scale. 
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Table 8.3. Chipped stone artifact types by material type at 29SJ 633 
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Table 8.4. Grouped material type by artifact type at 29&1 633 

utilized 
Formal Flakes 

Material Type Tools (241) 

Morrison Fbnmation 2 

YeU.,......brown Spotted Olert 4 

Washington Pass Ol.ert 12 

<.bsidian 1 2 

Bigh Surface Olert 3 11 

Olerty Silici fied Wood 20 

Splintery Silicified Wood 2 

Chalcedonic Si lici fied Wood 1 36 

Q.Jartzite 5 

uther 1 35 

Total 6 129 
% 1.0 20.4 

Nonlocal tool s = 25 
Nonlocal debitage = 49 
Debitage/ tool. = 1.96 

Retouched 
Flakes 

(242) 

1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

4 

1 

16 
2.5 

Debitage Cores 
(243/ 249) (251) 

2 

12 

27 3 

5 

71 5 

30 1 

23 

167 12 

14 

105 4 

456 25 
72 .2 4. 0 

Local tool. = 126 
Nonlocal debitage • 432 
Debitage/ tools = 3.4 

Total % 

5 1.0 

17 2.7 

42 6.6 

10 1.6 

93 14. 9 

55 8.7 

25 4.0 

220 34.8 

19 3.0 

146 23.1 
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were also varieties of silicified wood (Table 8.3). The most cammon non
local material was Washington Pass chert (6.6%). 

'lWo-thirds of the chi(¥!d stone material at 29SJ 633 was fran 
proveniences dating fran A.D. 1220 to A.D. 1320. 'lhe earlier period, 
A.D. 1120-1220, was represented by only 70 pieces of chiwed stone. 
Although sample sizes for these b«:l periods are unequal, materials select
ed for chi(¥!d stone use were remarkably similar between periods (Table 
8.5). A third group of chi(¥!d stone of mixed time period (A.D. 1120-
1320) was also very similar in relative frequency of material types. 

Site 29SJ 633 was virtually the latest of any of the small sites ex
cavated by the Chaco Center (McKenna 1986: 14), so tenporal cooparisons 
with other snall sites are not possible. However, the earliest time 
period at site 29SJ 633 does overlap with the latest time periods at two 
of the excavated town sites: Pueblo Alto and Kin Kletso. 'lbe "late Mix" 
phase at Pueblo Alto dates to A.D. 1100-1150 (Windes 1987), whereas Kin 
Klebo was constructed and occupied during the early to mid 1100s (Vivian 
and Mathews 1965). 

During the late Mix phase at Pueblo Alto, nonlocal materials C<JI{lOS
ed almost 30% of the chi(¥!d stone (Cameron 1987:268). Washington Pass 
chert and obsidian were tite most CQ11I\On types. At Kin Kletso, one-third 
of all chiR1Ed stone tools and another third of all "scrap" (debitage) 
were obsidian (Vivian aOO Mathews 1965:91). Access to nonlocal. material 
sources, especially obsidian, was apparently extensive for town sites 
during the first part of the twelfth century. Local. material at Pueblo 
Alto consisted of almost equal quantities of the three major types of 
silicified wood (totaling 40% of the assemblage) whereas carparable local 
material type categories were difficult to determdne at Kin Kletso. 

Table 8.5 shCMS that material selection during the early period at 
29SJ 633 was very different fran that at twelfth century town sites. At 
29SJ 633, nonlocal materials were only 11% of the early assemblage, and 
more than 30% of the assemblage was chalcedonic silicified wood. Obsidian 
was absent. Splintery silicified wood canposed less than 2% of the assem
blage, whereas it was more than 13% of the Pueblo Alto assemblage. Splin
tery silicified wood has been associated at Pueblo Alto with the use of 
harrmerstones in manufacture of architectural stone and maintenance of 
groun:l stone (Cameron 1987;269). Masonry at 29SJ 633 is soft and irregu
lar and suggests scavenging and expedient use of available material 
(McKenna 1986:95) possibly fran nearby sites. '!be lack of stone shaping 
at 29SJ 633 may explain the leM frequency of flakes or artifacts of 
splintery silicified wood at this site. 

Although access to nonlocal materials during the twelfth century at 
29SJ 633 appears to have been different fran that at the two town sites, 
this is not the case when 29SJ 633 is compared with other village sites of 
earlier periods. At nearby site 29SJ 629, occupied during the tenth and 
eleventh centuries, nonlocal material was never JOC)re than 2% of the assem
blage. At another nearby site, 29SJ 627, also occupied primarily in the 
tenth and eleventh centuries, nonlocal ma.terial was only 8% of the assem-
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Table 8.5. Grouped material by time period at 29SJ 633 

1120-1320 
11 20-1220 1220-1320 (mixed) 

Material Type (A.D. ) (A. D. ) (A.D. ) Total • 
Morrison Formation 4 1 5 0.8 
(percentage) 0. 9 0.7 

Yellow-bcO'Wfl SIX>tted chert 3 10 4 17 2. 7 
(percentage) 4.3 2.3 3.0 

Washington Pass chert 5 31 7 42 6.6 
(percentage) 7. 1 7.2 5.2 

Cbsidian 8 2 10 1.6 
(percentage) 1.9 1.5 

Bigh surface chert 11 61 20 92 14.6 
(percentage) 15.7 14 .3 14 .9 

Cherty silicified wood 5 36 14 55 8.7 
(percentage) 7.1 8.4 10.4 

~linte~ silicified wood 3 12 10 25 4.0 
(percentage) 4.3 2.8 7.5 

Chalcedonic silicified wood 23 149 48 220 34.8 
(percentage) 32 .9 34.8 35.8 

cuartzite 3 13 3 19 3.0 
(percentage) 4.3 3.0 2. 2 

other 17 104 25 146 23. 1 

Total 70 428 134 632 100.0 
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blage in the early eleventh century. ihe snall sanple of chipped stone 
mater ial at site 29SJ 633 suggests that durilY,l both the t>oelfth and thir
teenth centuries the inhabitants of the site had less access to nonlocal 
material than did nearby town sites that were part of the eleventh- and 
twelfth-century Chacoan system. However, access to nonlocal material at 
29SJ 633 may have been similar to that at other village sites. Alterna
tively, it is possible that much of the nonloca.l mterial recovered at 
29SJ 633 durilY,l both time periods was collected by 29SJ 633 residents fran 
trash deposits at nearby sites dating to earlier time periods. 

Sources of (J:)sidian 

Only 10 pieoes of obsidian were recovered fran 29SJ 633 and they can
posed less than 2% of the chipped stone assemblage. Trace element analy
sis irKlicated that the obsidian had been obtained fran the Jemez Ridge 
source in northern New Mexico (eight pieces) and fran the Red Bill source 
(boo pieoes) in west-central New Mexico [Table 8.3 (Cameron and SappilY,lton 
1984)]. Jemez obsidian is the most canoon type of obsidian fouod at sites 
in Cbaco Canyon after A.D. 920, whereas Red Hill obsidian is the most can
men before A.D. 700 (Cameron 1987:267; Cameron and SappilY,lton 1984). Only 
one piece of obsidian recovered at 29SJ 633 was in the form of a finished 
tool: a side-notched projectile point. 

Interestingly, obsidian was found. only in proveniences dating to the 
later period at 29SJ 633 (A.D. 1220-1320) and in mixed proveniences 
(A.D. 1120-1320). No obsidian was recovered fran proveniences datilY,l to 
A.D. 1120-1220 (Table 8.5). ihis period overlaps slightly the occupation 
of Kin Kletso and the Late Mix phase at Pueblo Alto, both of which pro
duced relatively high frequencies of obsidian. Mudl of the obsidian at 
Pueblo Alto (Late Mix phase) was fran Jemez (85%) (Cameron 1987:267) 
whereas the source of the Kin Kletso obsidian is largely undetermined [of 
five pieces sanpled, three were fran Jemez and two were fran the Mineral 
Mountains, Utah (Cameron and SappilY,lton 1984:157)]. 

Artifact Types 

As noted above, five basic artifact categories were recognized in the 
29SJ 633 chipped stone assemblage: formal tools: utilized flakes; re
touched flakes; debitage (inclooing whole flakes, angular debris, am 
WJOOdified raw materials); and cores (Table 8.4). As at other sites in 
Cbaco canyon, tool production at 29SJ 633 was primarily expedient. Formal 
tools were rare (only 1% of the assemblage) and informal tools (utilized 
and retouched flakes) were far more canoon (26%). Cores canposed 4% of 
the assemblage, a slightly higher relative frequency than at other Chaco 
canyon sites .. 

Local aOO nonlocal materials differed in the frequency with which 
they were used for formal and informal tools at 29SJ 633 (Table 8.4). A 
ratio of debitage to tools (includilY,l formal and informal tools) was lower 
for nonlocal naterials (1: 1. 96) indicatilY,l fewer pieoes of debitage per 
tool, and higher for local materials (3.4:1). ihe lower proportion of 
debitage for nonlocal materials may indicate both that formal tools of 
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nonlocal materials were manufactured aMay fran the site and that flakes of 
nonlocal material were pre ferentially selected for use as informal toolsa 

Cores were predaninantly local material, especially chalcedonic si
licified wood, the most catmon material at the site. Three of the cores 
were Washington Pass chert, the only cores of nonlocal material recovered. 
'lhis nonlocal material was ~rentl y reduced at the site. As few formal 
tools were found at 295.1 633, core reduction seems to have aimed at the 
production of flakes for use as informal tools. However, the small 
chi~ stone sample and the types of proveniences excavated may not 
adequately represent the use of formal chi~ stone tools at the site. 
'lhe lack of cores for sane material types could indicate that chipped 
stone reduction processes occurred aMay fran the site, but it is more 
likely that the informal nature of the chipped stone technology seldan 
resulted in recognizable cores. 

Fonnal Tools 

Fonnal tools included all items identified as facially flaked points, 
knives, or drills: all pieces retoudled over more than one-third of the 
face, and all drill facets (Cameron 1982, Iekson 1979, 1985), A total of 
six fonnal tools was identified at 29SJ 633 (Table 8.3). All were pro
jectile points. '1hree \O!Iere comer-notched points, one a fluted point, one 
a side-notched point, and one a small side-notched point. 

'lhe side-notched. point was of Jesrez obsidian whereas the remainder of 
the points were all local material, primarily high surface chert. Only 
the fluted point was of chaloedonic silicified wood, the most oommon local 
material at the site. High surface chert was frequently selected for 
formal tool manufacture at other sites in Chaco Canyon (Cameron 1982). 

Projectile points recovered fran sites in Chaco Canyon show a tem
poral trend fran the use of stemmed projectile points in the early periods 
to corner-notched points to side-notched points in the later periods 
(Cameron 1982; Iekson 1985), a trem typical of the Anasazi area (Cameron 
1982, Bayes and Lancaste r 1975:144-145, Morris 1939:127, Woodbury 1954). 
Although 29SJ 633 is much later in tiIre than JOOst of the snall sites ex
cavated in Cllaco Canyon, corner-notched projectile points are the most 
carmon style a One comer-notched point was recovered fran the early 
period (A.D. 1120-1220) whereas the remainder of the projectile points 
were recovered fran the later period. No projectile points were found in 
mixed deposits. Again, sane of these projectile points may have been 
collected by inhabitants fran nearby, abandoned sites. 

Smmary 

Excavations at 29SJ 633 produced a small sarrple of chipped stone 
material that is interesting primarily because it is the only collection 
representing occupation during the end of the operation of the Chacoan 
system and during the subsequent "Mesa Verdean" period. Local material 
sources, especially for chalcedonic silicified wood, were most cx:mnonly 
selected for chipped stone use at 29SJ 633. '!here does not appear to have 
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been extensive access to nonlocal chipped stone materials for residents of 
29SJ 633 durin:j either occupation, unlike the situation in tc:Mn sites 
during the operation of the Chacoan system. Although Jemez obsidian was 
CClTIOOn at the early t..elfth-<:entury town sites of Kin Kletso and Pueblo 
Alto, no obsidian was attributed to the twelfth-century occupation at 
29SJ 633 . Sane of the nonlocal material present at 29SJ 633 may have been 
collected fran nearby, abandoned sites a 

Clipped stone technology at 29SJ 633 was primarily expedient, as at 
other <llaco Canyon sites a COres were primarily of local materials, al
though three cores of Washington Pass chert indicate reduction of this 
nonlocal material at the sitea Formal tools recovered fran 29SJ 633 con
sisted of six projectile points including three corner-notched points a 

Corner-notched (Xlints are roore comnon in earlier periods in Olaco Canyon, 
and it is possible that sane points were collected bY inhabitants of 
29SJ 633 from earlier sitesa One of the six projectile points was made of 
Jemez Obsidian; the others were of local materials a 
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9 

00lWIENl'S AND MINERAIS FRO! 29SJ 633 

Frances Joan Mathien 

Ornaments am minerals fran site 29SJ 633 were analyzed using a 
standard fonnat in order to answer a set of questions awlied to this 
artifact type for all sites excavated during the Chaco Project (Mathien 
1985). '!he materials recovered fran one and one-half roans, the plaza 
test, and several ananaly tests are dated to the latter part of the 
l\nasazi occupation of Chaco Canyon: late A.D. 1000s-early 11008 (c0n
struction) am late A.D. 1100s-early 1200s (rE!lOOdeling) at this estimated 
12-15-roan site. Because this site was excavated in a manner similar to 
that of 29SJ 627 am 29SJ 629 in Marcia' 8 Rincon am to Pueblo Alto 
(29SJ 389), there should be no major differences that would affect the 
recovery of cultural material fran this site. 'lhe small nt.tnber of arti
facts fran the late A.D. 1000s-early 1100s probably reflects the removal 
of such material at the time of first abandoanent of the r0ar6; or it may 
be due to differences in behavior between the earlier and later inhabit
ants of the site. Table 9.1 lists all of the ornaments am minerals 
recovered by provenience. 

Material Types 

A total of 17 different material types was recorded during this 
analysis; shell was sub:Uvided into five categories. '!hese ace listed in 
Table 9.2 by time period am artifact class. All shells were identified 
as to species by Belen DuShane of the Division of Malacology, Los Angeles 
County Muselln of Natural History, with reference to ~n (1971). Minerals 
were carpared to those in type collections sLWlied by David Love (n<::M 
with the New Mexico Bureau of Mines am Mineral Resources) aoo A. Helene 
warren, both geologists fonnerly associated with the Chaco Project, who 
also assisted the author in the identification of puzzliD3' specimens. 
Source locations for minerals were provided by Love (personal camunica
tion, 1979), warren (personal camnmication, 1979), and by reference to 
Northrop (1959). irese are as foll""",. 

Argillite: Found in gravels at Chaco canyon. 

Azurite: Found in roountains arowxl the San Juan Basin (Zwli, san 
Juan, am Nacimiento roountain rarqes). 

Claystone: Locally available in Olaco Canyon. 

CoA?er: Althou:Jh this mineral is found in New Mexico, no deposits 
are found in the San Juan Basin. 

Gypsite: Foun:! in Chaco Canyon. 

Gypsun: Found locally in Chaco Canyon. 
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Table 9.1 . Ornaments and minerals by provenience , 29SJ 633 

Dating 
Provenience FS No . No . Material No . Type (A.D. ) 

Test 1, E. Rm. BL lev . 5 1023 1 Glycytreds 1 Bead Mixed 
Test 1, E. Rm . B1. lev. 5 1024 1 Unid. shell 1 Unid . Mixed 

Test 1, lev . 2 1043 Malachite 1 -. Mixed 

Test 3 , RIll . 3, ley . 2 1045 1 Glycymeris 1 Bc.fr. 110(}-1200s 
Test 3, Rm. 3, Lev. 3 1047 1 Shark I S tooth 1100-12005 
Test 3, Rm . 3, Lev. 3 1048 1 Lyrmae sp . Unm. 1100-12005 

Test 7, Fill 1065 1 Shale 1 Pend . 1100- 1200. 

Rn. 7, lay. 1, Lev. 1 103 1 Lignite 1 Pend.Eff. l 100-1200s 
Rn. 7, Lay. 2 , Lev. 3 115 2 Selenite 2 Unm. 1100- 12005 
Rn. 7, lay. 2 , Lev. 3 730 4 Selenite 4 - 1100-12005 
Rn. 7, Lay. 2, Lev . 3 149 1 Argillite 1 Pend. 1100-12005 
Rn. 7, Lay. 2, Lev . 4 78 4 Selenite 4 Unm . 1100-12005 
Rn. 7, Lay . 2, Lev. 4 84 7 Gypsite 7 Unm. 1100-1200. 
Rn . 7, Lay. 2 , Lev . 4 85a 8 Gypsite 8 - 1100- 12005 
Rn. 7, Lay. 3, Lev. 5 90 4 Selenite 4 Unm. 11 00-12009 
Rn . 7, lay . 3, Lev. 5 92 1 Selenite 1 Unm. 1100- 12005 
Rn. 7 , Lay. 3 245 1 Selenite 1 Unm. 1100- 12005 
Rn. 7, lay . 3 254 1 Turquoise 1 Mod. 1100- 1200. 
Rn . 7 , Lay. 3 , Lev . 5 609 1 Claystone 1 Bead 1100- 12000 
Rn . 7, Lay . 3, lev. 5 774 2 Selenite 2 Unm. 1100-12005 
Rn. 7, Lay. 3, lev . 5 775 1 Hematite 1 Um. 1100- 12009 
Rn . 7, Lay. 3 , lev. 5 781 1 'I\lcquoise 1 Pend . bl. 1100-1 200. 
Rn. 7, Lay. 4, burn cooc. 185 TUrquoise 1 Mod . 1100-12005 
Rn . 7, Lay. 4 , burn cone. 186 Selenite 1 Pend. 1100-1200s 
Rn. 7, Lay. 5 , burned sand 802 Selenite 1 Unm. 1100- 12005 

Rn. 7, lay . 6, Lev . 7 221 1 Selenite 1 Unm. 1100-1200s 
Rn. 7, Iay. 6, Lev . 7 647 1 Lignite 1 Disk fro 1100-1200s 
Rn. 7, lay . 6, Lev . 7 654 1 Gypsite 1 Unm. 1100- 12006 
Rn. 7, lay. 6, Lev . 8 661 1 Argillite 1 Bead 1100-1200s 
Rn. 7, lay . 6 , Lev . 8 232 1 Barite/quartz 1 Mod. 1100-1200. 

crystal 
Rm. 7, Lay. 6 , Lev . 8 236 1 Sandstone 1 Disk 1100-1200. 
Rn. 7 , Lay. 6, lev. 8 629 1 Selenite 1 Unm . 1100-1 200s 
Rn. 7, Lay. 6 , Lev . 8 842 1 Limonite 1 Mod . 11 00-1200. 
Rn. 7, Lay . 6, lev . 8 830 1 Turquoise 1 Deb. 11 00-12005 

Rn . 7, Rock concent. 749 1 Copper 1 Bell 1100-1200. 
Rn. 7, Rock concent . 754 1 Turquoise 1 Inlay 1100- 1200s 

Rn. 7, Flo 1, burn 1 92 1 15 Lignite 15 Unm. 1100-1 200. 
Rn. 7, Fl. 1, Burial 3 284 1 Gyp.,," 1 Mod . 1100-12009 

a Listed on catalog sheets but not fourrl during analysis . 
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'Il!Ible 9. ' (continued ) 

Dati"" 
Provenience FS No . No . Mater ial No. Type (A.D. ) 

an. 7 , Fl. " E. p:>rtion 118Sa 1 Selenite 1 - 11 00-1200& 
Rn. 7 , Fl. " contact 636 1 Sel enite 1 Pend. 1100-1200. 
an. 7, Fl. 1, rodent hole 909 16 Lignite 16 OrIn. 1100-12009 
an. 7, Bin " lay. 1 675 1 Dnid . shell 1 Unm. 11 00-12009 
an. 7 , Bin " lay. 3 682 1 Turquoise 1 Deb. 11 00-12009 
Rn. 7 , Bin 1, f ill to E1. . 1 705 1 Turquoise 1 Deb. 1100-12009 

an. 7 , cleanup, mixed 1149 Malachite trn. 1100-12009 

an. 7 , fill Fl . 2, Lay. 7 813 1 Oli vella dama 1 Bead 1000-11 005 
an. 7 , fill Fl . 2, Lay. 7 825 1 Turquoise 1 Bead 1000- 11 009 
an. 7 , fill Fl . 2 965 2 Argillite 2 OrIn . 1000-1100s 

an. 7 , Bin 1, Fl . 2 , lay. 7 998 1 Olivella dam:l 1 Bead 100O- 110O. .... 7, Fl . 2, Ficepit 1 980a 1 Pi~nt 1 - 1000-11008 

an. 7, Lay. 8, bel. Fl. 2 887 1 Azurite 1 OrIn. 1000-11 009 
Rn. 7 , lay . 8, bel. Fl . 2 893 1 Turquoise 1 Deb. 1000-1100s 
an. 7, Lay. 9, bel. Flo 2 11 7O 1 Turquoise 1 Pend . 1000-11 009 

.... 8, Iev. 2 352 1 Hematite 1 Paintst. 11 00-12008 
an. 8, Iev. 3 361 2 Selenite 2 Ibn. 11 00-1200. 
an. 8, !ay. 1 , lev . 4 370 1 Turquoise 1 Mod. 1100-1 2009 
an. 8, Lay. 

" 
Lev. 4 574 1 GlYC)'meri s 1 Br . fr. 1100-12005 .... 8, lev . 5 , flo fill 386 6 Gypeite 6 Ibn. , 1 00-12009 

an. 8 , Lev . 5, flo fill 411a 1 Malachite 1 - 1100-12009 

An . 8 , lay . 3, Fl . 1 , 
auial 2 477 1 Turquoise 1 Mod. 1100-1200& 

EW . 8, Pit 2 419 1 Argillite 1 Mod . 11 00-1 2009 
Rm. 8 , Fl . " OP3, "'r. 1 428 3 Gypeite 3 OrIn . 1100- 12009 

an. 8 , lev . 6 540 8 Sel enite 8 OrIn. 1000-11009 
2 Gype ... 2 Unm. 100O- 110O. 

an. 8 , Fl . 2 , contact 524 1 Turquoise 1 OrIn . 1000-11009 
an. 8, Fl. 2 535 1 Haliotus 1 Mod . 1000-11 00. 

an. 8, Iev . 6, bel. Fl. 2 543 1 Haliotus 1 Mod . 1000-1100. 
an. 8, Iev. 7 550 2 Hemati te 2 OrIn. 1000-1100& 
an. 8, lev. 7 551 1 Azurite 1 Unm. 1000-11 00. 
an. 8, Iev. 7 552 6 Limonite 6 OrIn. 1000-11 009 
an. 8, Iev. 7 553 5 Sel enite 5 OrIn . 1000-1100& 

4 Gypeite 4 OrIn . 1000-11 009 
an. 8, Iev . 7 554 1 Limonite 1 Mod . 1000- 1100& 

a List ed on catalog sheets but not foun:3 during analysis. 
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Table 9. 1 (conclOOed ) 

Provenience PS No . No. Material 
<»tirq 

No . = (A. D.) 

.... 8, lev. 8 512 1 Limonite 1 -. 1000-1100s .... 8, lev. 8 561 1 llematite 1 Unm • 1000-11009 .... 8, lev. 8 562 11 Benatite 10 tlm1. 1000-11005 
1 Mod. 1000-1100s 

2 IJ,m:mite 2 tlm1. 1000-1100s .... 8, lev • 8 563 1 Selenite 1 tlm1 . 1000-11009 
6 Gypsite 6 tlm1. 1000-1100s 

Plaza 1, Test Trench 1 332 Turquoise Unm. mixed 

Trash Mound, Surface 1196 1 Unid. shell 1 Pend . mixed 
Trash Mound, Grid 5, Surf. 5. 1 'I\lrquoise 1 Piece mixed 

Site Surface 1184 1 Turquoise 1 Inlay mixed 

Total 182 

a Listed on catalog sheets but not foWld during analysis . 
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Table 9 . 2. Ornaments and minerals by material types, 29&1 633 

Total 1 000s-1 1 OOs 11008-12008 
Material Type No. (A.D. ) (A.D. ) Mixed 

Argillite 5 2 Uraoodified 1 Bead 
1 Modified 
1 Pendant 

Azurite 2 2 Urunodified 

Claystone, green 1 Bead 

Copper Bell 

Crystal 1 Mod. 

Gypsite 35 10 Urmodified 17 UIYnodified 
S" 

Gyps"" 3 2 Urmodified Hcdifie:i 

Hematite 16 13 Unmodified 1 Paintstone 
1 Modified 1 Urmodified 

Lignite 33 31 Unoodified 
1 Pendant/Effigy 
1 Pendant blank (?) 

Limonite 11 9 Urmodified 1 Modified 
1 Modified 

Malachite 3 1 Umrodified 1 Unoodified 
1" 

Pi9flBtlt 1" 

Sandstone 1 Unoodified 

Selenite 40 14 Urrnodified 19 Urm:ldified 
2 PeOOant 
sa 

9Ial.e Pendant 

Slack's tooth 

a Listed on catalog sheets but not fowld during analysis . 
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Table 9.2 (concluded ) 

Total 1000s-1100s 11008-12008 
Material Type No. (A. D. ) (A.D.) Mixed 

_11 
Glycymeris 3 2 Bracelet 1 Bead 

fragments 

FIaliotus 2 2 Modified 

Iplaea sp. 1 llmlodified 

Olivella 2 2 Beads 

Unidentified 3 1 Unidentified 1 Pendant 
1 Unident . 

Turquoise 16 1 Bead 4 Modified 1 umodified 
1 Debris 1 Pendant blank 1 Unident. 
1 Pendant 3 Debris 1 Inlay 
1 Unidentified , Inlay 

Totals 182 63 113 16 
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Hematite: Available in Cliff House fonmation in Chaco canyon. 

Lignite: FoWld in strata in cliffs of Chaco Canyon. 

Limonite: In Cliff House formation in Olaco canyon. 

Malachite: Found in small quantities in the Haystack area, Grants 
District of McKinley CoW1ty. 

Pigrrent: Specimen missing. 

Quartz crystal: Found around Gallup, McKinley County. 'nlis speciman 
was later identified as barite by Warren. Barite is found in both 
McKinley and San Juan coW1ties. 

Sandstone: Abundant in local formations in Chaco Canyon. 

Selenite: Abundant in Chaco Canyon where especially good crystals 
have been found. 

Shale: Locally available in the Menefee fonnation. Mancos shales 
are found around the peripheries of the San Juan Basin. 

Sharks' teeth: Fossilized local material. 

Shells (taken from Keen, 1971): 

GlmriS gi;tantea (Reeve, 1843)-Pelecypoda (bivalves or clams) 
fo ran ia Magdalena, Baja California Sur to Acapulco and 
in the Gulf of california north to awroximately Mulege, Baja 
California Sur. On the \llest coast of Mexico, only beach valves 
are found north of Mazatlan, Sinaloa. 

Leach, 1817--Gastropoda (snails) found from 
CaOO San weas, Baja California SUr, Mexico. 

Carmon on rocks at lCM tide. Does not occur in the Gulf of 
California. 

Lymnaea sp.-Frestwater gastropod that survives in slow-moving 
water. 

Olivella <lama (Wood, 1828, ex Mawe MS)--Gastropoda found from the 
head of the Gulf of Califor'ilfa, Mexico, to Panama. 

Unidentified. 

'l\lrquoise: AltholJ3'h this mineral is found in six counties in New 
Mexico, no deposits have been located within the San Juan Basin. '!he 
nearest source to Claco Canyon is aver 100 airline miles f!Ma.y. 

'lhe roost cx:rrm:m material at this site was gypsite with 35 pieces or 
19.2%. Only cower, shell, and turquoise would have been imported fran 
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outside the san Juan Basin; these three ma.terials totaled 27 artifacts or 
14.8% of those analyzed in this study. Only seven others (crystal, 
azurite, am malachite) or 3.8% were not locally available within the 
canyon; all of these are found nearby within the san Juan Basin. 

When long-distance inports are broken down by time period, 15.9% (10 
of 63) were inported during the late A.D. 1000s-early 1100s. For the late 
1100s-early 1200s, this figure was 11.5% (13 of 113). Fifteen artifacts 
could not be classified into these time periods. 

Ornament Classes 

~nty-six (14.3%) of the 182 artifacts included in this study were 
placed into nine ornamental classes; Table 9.3 lists these by tilre period 
and material type. 'lbese are as follows. 

Beads: A total of six beads made fran five different material types 
was fOWld. Table 9.4 presents nlDerical and verbal descriptions of incH
vidual artifacts. Because the saaple is limited, it is difficult to make 
carparisons between time periods or among: material types. 

Bell: one c::ower bell fragment (FS 749) was recovered fran above the 
rock concentration in the floor fill of Room 7 (Figure 9.1). Although the 
piece is badly deformed and presently roore of a concave rectangular plate 
than a sphere, it is possible to see what may have been part of the slit. 
'llle fragment is 1.73 by 1.25 by 0.90 an in length, width, and thickness 
and was fouod in the late 1100s-early 1200s fill. 

Bracelet fragrrents: 'lWo fragments of Gl~ris gigantes shell 
bracelets were recovered; both are dated to the 'te A.D. 1100s-early 
12005. 'Ibe first piece (FS 1045) was fmmd during excavation of Test 3, 
Roan 3, Level 2, and represents less than one-quarter of a carplete 
bracelet. It is 3.46 an long and ranges in diameter fran 0.34 to 0.39 an. 
It had been groom around the peripheries, arK! one edge has a beveled 
ag>earance. 

'llle secood piece (FS 574) was fran layer 1, Level 4, Room 8. It, 
too, represents approximately one-quacter of a bracelet and measures 2.86 
an in length with a diameter ranging fran 0.31 to 0.49 an. 

Disks: FS 647 fran Roan 7, layer 6, Level 7, dates to the late A.D. 
1100s-early 1200s occupation and is a possible disk fragment made fran 
lignite. Because it is broken and the remaining contours appear to be 
part of a circular plate, this shape is inferred. 'Ibis piece is 2.43 an 
on the long axis, 0.87 an on the short axis, and 0.34 an thick. It had 
been worked on all exterior surfaces and has three incatq)lete perfora
tions, which may have held inlay at one time (Figure 9.2). lbnerous 
striations are visible. 

FS 236 is a disk-shaped piece of sandstone. 
occurrence, it is described below under "other." 
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Table 9.3. Ornament classes, 29SJ 633 

late 1000s- late 1100s-
Ornament Total early 1100. early 1200s 
Cl.asa No. (A.D. ) (A.D. ) Mixed 

Beads 6 2 Olivella 1 Argillite 1 Glycymeris 
1 'lUrquoise 1 Claystone 

Bell 1 1 Copper 

Bracelet 
fragments 2 2 Glycymeris 

Disk fragment 1 1 Lignite 

Inlay 2 1 TUrquoise 1 TUrquoise 

Paintstone 1 1 Hematite 

Pendants 7 1 TUrquoise 1 Argillite 1 Unid. shell 
1 Lignite 
1 Shale 
2 Selenite 

Pendant blank 1 1 TUrquoise 

other 5 1 Sandstone 1 Unid. shell 
1 Crystal/barite 
1 
1 

Totals 26 4 18 4 
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Table 9.4 . Beads fran 29SJ 633 

Dimensions ~ on} 
Fed od (A. D. ) FS No . Provenience Material length Width '!hick . Ferf. Cannents 

late 10005- 813 RnI. 7 , Fl . 2 fill Olivel la dama 0.84 0 .79 0. 09 0 . 20 Growd 1 end. 
1100. 

825 .... 7, Fl . 2 fill 'l\Jrqooise 0. 23 0. 23 0.06 0 . 05 Ground all sides, 
edges. Biconical 
perforation. 

998 Rm . 7 , Bin 1 Oli vella dama 0.87 0.80 0. 08 0.29 Ground 2 ends. 

late 1100s- 609 !n. 7, trash Claystone , 0.73 0. 73 0 . 28 0.21 Ground all s ides , 

'" 12008 green edges. Biconical w 
0 perforation . 

661 Rm. 7 , lay , 6, Argillite 0. 29 0 . 29 0 . 15 0. 12 Ground all sides, 
Lev. 8 edges. Biconical 

perforation. 

Mixed 1023 Test 1 Gl~_e:rJ~ 0.32 0.32 0. 08 0.09 Ground all sides, 
edges . Drilled 1 
side , carpl ete . 
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Fi9ure 9.1 . Copper bell fragment fran 29SJ 633: FS 749, Roan 7 (Olaco 
Project Neg. 24501) 
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I 
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3 

Figure 9 . 2. Lignite artifacts fran 29SJ 633: FS 647, part of a disk ; FS 
1065, black shale peooant; aOO FS 103, li9nite effigy pendant 
(Chaco Project Neg . 24502) 
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Inlay: 'IWo pieces of turquoise were classified as inlay. FS 754 
fran the rock concentration, structural rubble, in Roan 7 dated to the 
late A.D. 1100s-early 12005 and was definitely ground on two sides and 
three edges. ~e fourth edge awe;u-s to have been broken off, possibly 
after manufacture. lJbere was evidence of polish 00 the IJfP!r surface an3 
beveling on one edge (Figure 9.3). Measurements are 0.46 by 0.36 by 0.12 
an in length, width, and thickness. 

FS 1184 was recovered fran the site surface an3 may date any time 
fran late A.D. 10005 through the 1200s. Considerably SIlaller in size 
(0.32 by 0.21 bY 0.12 an in length, width and thickness), this piece is 
very worn (similar to gizzard stones) on three edges, but the fourth edge 
appears to have been broken off. Polish a~rs on all but the fourth 
edge. 

Paintstone: One unusual piece of hernati te (FS 352) had been classi
fied as a paiotstone. It was sanewhat harder than most of the hematite 
pieces recovered during recent excavations, was cylindrical in shape 
(formed by grinding on both ends an3 around the exterior surface), and was 
highly poliabed (Figure 9.4). It is 2 .51 an long and 0.51 an in 
di8ll'eter. 

PeOOan;;S: Table 9 . 5 presents mmerical and verbal descriptiOns on 
the seven pendants recovered fran this site (Figures 9.2, 9.3, an3 9.5). 
'!hese \!iere made fran five different materials: argillite, lignite, sele
nite, shale, and turquoise. '1\010 were zocxoorphic in shape: FS 149 (argil
lite) and FS 103 (lignite). '!he two selenite pieces, which are irregular 
in shape, represent an unusually high relative proportion of pendants made 
fran this material at one site. H(Mever, because of the limited sarrple 
size, little cc:rrparative analysis of pendants at this site is warranted. 

Pendant blank: FS 781 was classified as a pendant blank even though 
it may be a broken pendant. However, the edges of this turquoise piece, 
although ground, have not been fashioned into the usual, s:oooth, rectang'u
lar or trapezoidal shape noted for Chacoan perrlants. '!hese edges were 
much more angular. '!he fragment treasured 0.59 an on the long axis, 0.50 
on the short axis, and was 0.21 an thick. Color was recorded as 2.5 00 
7/ 6. It was found in Roan 6, layer 3, and dates to the late A.D. 11005-
early 12005. 

other: several pieces were classified as other and deserve a few 
carments. 

FS 1048 is a shell (L.ea ap.) recovered fran ~st 3, Roan 3, level 
3, late A.D. 1100s-early 1~. '!his is a ca1'plete freshwater clam shell 
that measured 0.88 an long and fran 0.46 to 0.57 an in di8ll'eter. 

FS 675 fran Bin 1, Roan 7, was a piece of unidentified shell. D..Iring 
analysis of i:x>ne, several other pieces, probably of the same shell, were 
found as follows (Figure 9.6): 
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Figure 9.3. TUrquoise artifacts fran 29SJ 633: FS 764, inlay; a.oo FS 
1170, pendant (Chaco Project Neg. 24503) 

o 3 

em 

Figure 9.4. Paintstone/ cylinder fran 29SJ 633: FS 352 (Chaco Project 
Neg. 24504) 
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Figure 9.5. Pendants from 29SJ 633: FS 1196, shell; FS 149, argillite; 
FS 186 and FS 636, selenite (Chaco Project Neg. 24506) 

Figure 9.6. Unidentified shell pieces from 29SJ 633: FS 675 (Chaco 
Project Neg. 24500) 
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Table 9.5. Pendants fran 29SJ 633 

late 11005- 1065 Test 7, fill Shale 0.91 0.16 0.12 0.23 Ground all sides, 
early 1200s edges. Drilled bi-

conically. Striations. 

149 Rm. 7, Lay. 2, Argillite 1.35 0.15 0.15 0.23 Zoaoorphic. Ground 
lev. 3 all sides, edges. 

Drilled biconically. 

186 ~. 7, Lay. 4 Selenite 2.74 1.62 0.21 0.27 Irregular . Drilled 
biconically. 

to 636 Rn. 7, Floor 1 Selenite 2.95 2.73 0.28 0.21 Irregular. GroWld 1 w side, notched 1 side. '" Drilled biconically. 

103 Rm. 7, ray. 1, Lignite 2.05 1.10 0.99 0.22 Zoanorphic-duck (?) Ground 
lev. 3 all sides, edges. 

Drilled biconically. 
other perforations. 

late 10005- 1110 Rm. 7, Lay. 9, TUrquoise 1.38 0.98 0.33 0.16 Ground all sides, e:iges. 
early 1100s above Floor 2 Polished 2 sides. 

Beveled 4 edges . 
Drilled biconically. 

Mixed 1196 Trash Mound, Unid. shell 3.41 0.85 0.39 0.20 Irregular shape. Nicely 
surface ground and polished, 

possibly reused 
bracelet fragment. 



FS 102 layer 1, NI'I quarter one piece 
FS 57 layer 2, level 2, SW quarter two pieces 
FS 107 layer 2, level 2, Hoi quarter two pieces 
FS 68 layer 2, level 3, &W quarter two pieces 
FS 603 layer 2, level 4, ~ quarter one piece 

Several of these pieces could be put t03ether, aoo it is suggested that 
all are part of a large snail. 'Dlese were dated to the late A.D. 1100s
early 1200s. 

FS 1024, another unidentifed shell fran Test 2 in the Fast roanblock, 
levelS, is fran mixed materials. It is a small snail. 

FS 232 is a barite cryetal that had been shaped into a disk (Figure 
9.7). It was found in Roan 7, floor fill, and dates to the late A.D. 
1100s-early 1200s. It measures 0.87 to 0.91 en in diameter and is 0.57 en 
thick. 

FS 236 is a natural sandstone disk with considerable amounts of hBna
titie pigment. It was also recovered fran Roan 7, layer 6, and dates to 
the late A.D. 1100s-early 1200s. It is approximately 3.51 an in diameter 
and 1.00 en thick. 

Other Minerals 

Table 9.6 presents data on the mUiber of soft minerals found at 
29SJ 633 by period. During the late A.D. 1000s-early 1100s, selenite and 
hematite were the m;)8t cannon minerals. If, however, one asSI.ZneS that the 
most irrportant colors were those obtained when all the minerals listed in 
the table were ground into pigments, then white is the most cammon oolor 
(fran gypsite, gypslml, and selenite). 'Ibis is followed by hematite am 
limonite (red and yellow) and then azurite (blue). 1his is the typical 
pattern found at other sites in Chaco Canyon excavated by the NPS. 

'!be late A.D. 1100s-early 12005 again had more minerals that would 
produce white pigments, but lignite (black) is the roost predaninant 
mineral type. Lignite, hc:'1llrllever, may have served several purposes, e.g., 
it is used for fill in postholes an:) may therefore be disprO{X)rtionately 
represented. 

Minerals fran the entire span are too few to evaluate. 

Unusual or Notable Groupings 

No Wlusual groups of ornaments were found at this site. Because only 
one and one-half roams were excavated, this infonnation does not preclude 
such incidences in other areas of the site. 

Color of TUrquoise Pieces 

Fifteen turquoise artifacts \trrlere color-coded using a Munsell color 
chart containing the blue-<jreen hues, supplemented by a Rock-<:olor 01art. 
The distribution of hues was as follows: 
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Figure 9.7. Discoidal-shaped pieces fran 29SJ 633: FS 236, sandstone; 
and FS 232, crystal/barite (Chaco Project Neg. 24505) 
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Table 9 .6. Soft minerals fram 29SJ 633 

late 10005- late 11 OOs-
Early 1100s Early 12005 

Material Type Color (A.D. ) (A.D. ) Mixed 

Azurite Blue 2 

Gypsite \'l1ite 10 25 

Gypsum White 2 1 

Hematite Red 14 1 

Lignite Black 31 

Limonite YellC7tto1 10 1 

Malachite Green 2 

Selenite itlite 14 24 

Totals 52 85 1 
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Hue No. of Artifacts , 
5G 1 

2.5 BG 5 
5BG 4 

7.5 BG 3 
10 BG 2 

15 

Figure 9.8 graIilically displays these. 
greener end of the blue-green spectrun. 

6.7 
33.3 
26.7 
20.0 
13.3 
99.7 

Hues tend to cluster at the 

Color values recorded ~re 6 I 7, and 9, whereas chrara fell into 4, 
6, and 8. 'Ibis suggests that the colors of the turquoise artifacts \fiIE!re 
IOOre intense and clear; they did not tend tcMard either the black or white 
depths that are sanetimes found . 'Ibis evaluation is consistent with what 
this author has observed for sane of the better quality and/ or harder 
turquoises. 

No one cx:rrbination of hue, value, or dlrana predaninated. '!here were 
two artifacts each in the following categories: 2.5 BG 7/ 6, 2.5 BG 6/ 8, 
and 5 ~ 7/ 6. In Slmtlary, colors of turquoise artifacts at this site were 
generally in the greener end of the spectrun. 'Ibis contrasts with find
ings at Pueblo Alto where the colors clustered at the bluer end but is not 
abnormal in small sites in Chaco Canyon. Pueblo Alto, a town site, may 
represent same different type of social organization. 

Slmnary and Conclusions 

Of the recently investigated sites, 29SJ 633 provides data on the 
latest <llacoan occupation in the canyon. Because only one and one-half 
roans were excavated and nost of the material was redeposited trash, it is 
difficult to discuss procurement, processing, and reuse. 'nlere are suffi
cient mnber of ornaments fran the late A.D. 11008-early 12008 occupation 
to suggest tbat the occupants were participants in a cultural continulln. 
Orrwnents were Jl'ad.e fran argillite, claystone, copper, lignite, selenite, 
shale, GI~riS gigantea shell, am turquoise. only the CO{P!r, 
Gl~ris~ turquoise (plus the Haliotus and Olivella) were inp>rted 
to canyon fran outside the San Juan BasIn. Trueff, the site excava
tor, felt the cower may actually belong to the earlier occupation, or it 
may have been collected fran another site, curated, and then lost. None 
of the exotic shells seen at Pueblo Alto (29SJ 389), 29SJ 627, and 
29SJ 629 that dated to the Bonito Fhase occupation were found at this 
site. Although the sample size is limited, this fact may indicate that 
there was a shift in trade networks and/or objects utilized during the 
late A.D. 1000s-early 1100s. lIccording to data obtained during the analy
sis of materials fran other sites, the Gl;R)£riS, Haliotus, and Olivella 
shells (as well as the turquoise) were part 0 a trade network that exIst
ed during the Basketmaker III-Pueblo I periods. Exotic shells of other 
species were not found until the Farly Bonito Fhase around A.D. 920. !ate 
sites could have reverted to earlier trade patterns during the late Bonito 
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Phase. '!he larger runber of ornanents made fran local materials suggests 
a change in the materials that were available and/ or used during this 
later time period. 
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10 

FAUNAL REMAINS ER(lo! 29&1 633 

William B. Gillespie 

'!he limited excavations at site 29SJ 633 prcx1uced a surprisingly 
large number of animal bones. '!be two excavated roans and miscellaneous 
tests yielded a total of 3,912 individual bones of which some 2,585 or 66 
percent are identifiable to the genus or species level. '1be bulJc: of ~ 
bones (3 ,400, 87 percent) was recovered fran Roan 7, the larger of the two 
excavated nxxtS. 'ltle 358 oones fran Roan 8 make up 9 percent of the: 
total, and the remaining 154 specimens were fcwd in three test trenches 
and eight anomaly tests. 

Perhaps the roost striking attribute of the collection is its size, 
given the small volume of excavated material. The density of the f aunal 
remains is far greater than in most excavated pueblo sites in Chaco 
Canyon or elsewhere in the Southwest. 'lbe total of 3,400 fran a single 
roan exceeds the amount ccmnonly found in entire small habitation sites. 
'!he fundamental reason for this large total is relative abundance of high
density trash, but it should also be noted that recovery techniques were 
roore thorollgh than at previously excavated pueblo sites i n Chaco Canyon 
(or elsewhere). 'lhe abundance of rabbit-sized and smaller faunal fonns 
testifies to the small modal size of bone fragments, a size that would 
alJoost certainly be Wlderrepresented in a collection gained fran less 
careful excavation and without oamplete screening. 

Table 10.1 lists the taxonanic groups identified in the collection. 
A minimun of 28 incU vidual species are represented. IncllXled among the 
mamnals are the two ubiquitous rabbits (~Vilagus and Lepus), at least 
ten species of rodents, three carnivores, the three ccmnon artiodactyl 
species. Birds inclooe turkeys (M. gallopavo) and eight wild taxa. '!'he 
only identified herpetological taxon is the Gopher Snake (Pituophus 
melanoleucus) • 

'Ibis chapter presents most of the basic frequency data in Tables 
10.2-10. 5 and then discusses, in order, (1) the relative abundances of the 
taxa and different methods of neasuring frequency; (2) meat weight esti
mates and different techniques of estimation; (3) the occurrence of each 
of the taxa; and (4) miscellaneous infonnation such as charring, butcher
ing, distributions in features, etc. 

Frequencies 

Table 10.2 presents site totals for each identified taxon (identified 
to species or genus level) and for categories of unidentified remains. 
TWo measures are given: the number of specimens (or elements) and an es
timate of minimum nunDer of individuals (MNI). In tables throUCJhout the 
report, these two values are separated by a slash (Elem./MNI). Tables 
10.3, 10.4, and 10.5 are detailed breakdowns of bone frequencies for most 
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Table 10.1. Vertebrate taxa present at site 29SJ 633 

Scientifi.:: Name 

Laganoqi1a 
Leporidae 

Sylvilagus cf. audubonii 
lepus californicus 

Rodents 
Scluridae 

S1Ial.l sciurid, cf. Spermophilus 
spilosana 
~ gunnisoni 

Geanyldae 
~bottae 

lleteranyldae 

~~~~U~cf¥. flavenscens 

Neotana 

Carnivores 
Canidae 

canis sp. and cf. canis 

Canis cf. late-ans 
Mustelidae 

Taxidea taxus 
Felidae 

Felis (~) rufus 

Artiodactyls 
Cervidae 

O1ocoileus hemionus 
Antilocapridae 

Antil~ra americana 
BoVl 

Ovis canadensis 

Cannon Name 

Desert cottontail 
Black-tailed jackrabbit 

Ground squirrel, cf. spotted grOWld 
squirrel 

Gunnison's prairie dog 

Botta's pocket gopher 

Pocket JOOuse, cf. plains pocket mouse 
Ord's kangaroo rat 
Banner-tailed kangaroo rat 

Western harvest mouse 
White-footed mouse, cf. deer IOOUSe 

cf. northern grass.ho[p!r m:>use 
Woodrat 

Unidentified canid, either dog or 
coyote 

cf. coyote 

Badger 

Bobcat 

Mule deer 

Pronghorn 

Mountain sheep 
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Table 10.1 (concluded) 

SCientific Name 

Anseriformes 
Anatidae 

Anatidae sp. 

Falconifonnes 
l\ccipitridae 
~ 

Galliformes 
Phasianidae 

Callipepla squamata and 
cf. £. squamata 

Ihasianidae sp. 

Meleagridae 
Meleagris 9al1gpaVO 

strigifonnes 
Strigidae 

Bubo virginianus 

Passeriformes 
Alaooidae 

Eremophila alpestris 
Corvidae 

Corvus corax 
Fringilildae 

Piptio chlorura 

SCientific Name 

Squamata 
Colubridae 

Pituophis melanoleucus 

BIRDS 

cannon Name 

Unidentified duck or goose 

Golden eagle 
Unidentified broad ..... inged hawk 

SCaled quail 
Unidentified quail, probably 

scaled quail 

Turkey 

Great horned owl 

Horned lark 

cannon raven 

Green-tailed towhee 

REPTILES 

cannon Name 

Gopher snake 
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Table 10 . 2. Si te totals of vertebrate remains at site 29SJ 633: m.llber of specimens and estimated 
rninimlD nlDbers of i ooividuals (MNI ) 

MNI 
• of , of • of mirl<NI mi_, maxMNI 
Iden. • of Site Iden . Site , of , of , of 

Taxoo Elm. Mamnals All Bone MNI Mamnals ~en. MNI -.us HNI Mamnals HNI MNI 

IN>:MOOPIIS 
Sylvilagus ct . audubonii 1,101 61.9 28.2 37 42.0 0.0) 52 41. 9 60 35 . 7 83 36.1 
~ californicus 351 19.7 9.0 11 12.5 0.03 I. 11.3 25 14 .9 37 16 . 1 

IOlENTS 
cf. ~nnophilus !!E;ilosana 0.1 t 1 • 1 1. 00 0.8 0. 6 1 a •• 
Cyncmys gwmisoni 160 9.0 '.1 11 12.5 0.07 15 12.1 26 15.5 38 16.5 
'lb:rnanys bottae 9 0.5 0.2 2 2.3 0.22 3 2.' 5 3. 0 6 2 . 6 
Perognathus sp. 7 0.' 0 . 2 1 1 • 1 0 . 14 3 2.' • 2.' • 1.7 

'" 
Dipodanys omil 19 1.1 0.5 3 3.' 0.16 5 '.0 9 5. ' 12 5.2 ... O. spect.abilis 6 0 . 3 0.2 1 • 1 0.11 3 2.' 3 1.7 3 1.3 

'" Rei throdonto:nys megalotis 1 0. 1 t 1 1 • 1 1.00 1 0.8 0.6 1 0.' 
Peran;yscua sp . 73 ' . 1 1.9 5 5.7 0.07 7 5.6 12 7. 1 17 7.' 
Onychanys l e uoogaster 2 0.1 0. 1 1 • 1 0.50 2 1.6 2 1.2 2 0.9 
-sp. 36 2.0 0 . 9 7 8.0 0. 19 9 7.3 9 5. ' 15 6.5 

CA'''''VOOES 
canis sp. ald £. ct. latrans • 0.2 0 .1 1.1 0. 25 3 2. ' 3 1.8 3 1.3 
Tax.idea taxus 2 0. 1 0.1 1 1 .1 0.50 0 .8 1 0 .6 0.' 
Felis (!:y.!!!.' rufus 2 0. 1 0.1 1 1. 1 0 . 50 0.8 2 1.2 2 0.9 

'''<rIOOACTYLS 
Cdocoileus hem.ionus 0. 1 t 1 1 • 1 1.00 0.8 0.6 1 0 . ' 
Antilocapra ame ricana • 0.2 0 . 1 2 2.3 0.50 2 1.6 3 1.8 3 1.3 
Ollis canadensis 0. 1 t 1 1 . 1 1.00 0. 8 1 0.6 0.' 

- -'lbtal Identi fied Mamnals 1, 780 100. 1 45.7 88 99.7 (0 . 05) 12. 99 . 8 168 100 . 1 230 99 . 8 

t • t race. 



Table 10.2 (concluded) 

No. of "l"'{imens 
of Abe. min. 

TaXon 81 .... All Bone MNl MNI/Elem. MUO!Nl MldMNI -
BIROO 

Anatidae sp. t 1.00 1 
~ dl.[Ysaetos t 1 1.00 1 
arteo sp. 5 0. 1 2 0.20 2 3 3 
cal.lipepla sqwmata and 

cf. Callipep1a 12 0.3 2 0.17 2 2 2 
Meleagris gal.lopavo 7 •• 19.6 12 0.02 19 28 47 
alba virqinianus 2 0.1 1 0.50 1 1 2 
Etemophila ale:!tds 1 t 1 1.00 1 1 
Pip1lo chlorura and cf. Pipilo 2 0 . 1 1 0.50 2 2 

~~ 1 t 1 1.00 

REPrlLES 

'" PitLXlPhis rrelanoleucus t 1.00 ... .... 
, of Unidentified Species 

WIOfNl'IFIID REMAINS 
Unidentified snake • 0. 1 0.3 
lbidentlfied BIIIIlll redent 3. 0 . ' 2.7 
unidentified emal.l mamnal 1,139 29.2 85.5 
ttlidentlfied medilml mamnaJ. 11 0.3 0.8 
unidentified med .-lg. mammal 34 0.' 2.' 
tbidentified actiodactyl 2 0.1 0.2 
lbidentified bied 3 0.1 0.2 
Unidentified vertebrate 103 2." 7.7 

Total Ulidentified Specimens 1, 332 34 .1 100. 0 

1btal I All Specimens I 2,124 100. 2 111.0 15. 20. m 

t - trace. 







Table 10 . 3 (continued) 

1'100' 
Pi!!...-. Ploor 1 Association 

Floor 1 Contact Bin 1 (all of Floor 1 Rolent Total Ploor 1 Assoc. 
Taxon Laxer 6 I ~burnec1 spot.!!-) Iayer:8 1 and 21 FeaturelJ Burial 3 Disturbances Elem./ mi<HU(l:wOOU 

IWMAlS 

"""""-Sylvilagus cf. au:lubonii 06/ 15 2/1 62/4 3/2 13/2 17/3 97/ 6/ 12 
~ califomicus 112/7 "/2 5/1 2/1 23/2/4 

"""""" c:f . Spermc:pillll$ spilos<:ma 
0/!'K;IIIy!J qI!lniSOni 43/3 1/ 1 11/2 2/1 4/3 2/1 2iJ/4!8 
'lhc!ncI!:IJ! bottae 1/1 1/1/1 

'" Perognathua sp. 1/1 1/1/1 '" 0 Dipowbax! ordii 4/2 2/1 2/1/1 
£. epectabUis 
Rei throdontollly?! 1I!e9!1Qt.is 
Per(!!!y!a1! &p. 14/2 2/1 5/1 7/2/2 
Q!ychanys leucogaster """""",,,. ' / 2 1/1 2/1/2 

carnivores 
~ lIP. and £. cf . latrlU'lll 
TaJr.idelil taxus 
I."elil!l(~)~ 

ArtiOOsctyls 
1/1 1/1/1 

1/ 1 

Total Identified Maama1A "9/32 3/2 93/11 10/ 4 24/' 24n 1S4/ 19/32 



,.., 
'" -

Table 10.3 (continued) 

Floo, 
Fill Floor 1 Association 

Floor 1 contact Bin 1 (all of Floor 1 Rodent Total Floor 1 Assoc. 
,"",00 Layer 6 ("burned spots"' Layers) and 2) _~atu~ ~lal.1 _ pi5_tur~ ___ g.~./m~maxMNI 

BlRC6 
Anatidae gp. 
~ cflrysaet96 
8J.teo &p. 2/1 
call1pep!a ~ta and 

cf. CIlllipepla 
Mele!lgris gallopavo 183/5 
Bubo virginianus 
EreJ!Ol2hila alpestr is 
PipUQ c:hlofl.lra and cf. PlpUo 
Corua corax 

..,."IUS 
Pitoophis melanoleucus 

tmIDmn'IPIED REMADri 

1/,a 

thldentified snake 3 
Unidentified !I'IIal.l rOOent 5 
unidentified arall fI'oIlI'mIal. 184 
lhldentified mediUl'l maamal 
lhldentHied _.- 19 . IMlI'IMl 3 
lhldentified arUodactyl 1 
lbidentified bird 
U'lidentified vertebrate 

'l'otIll. Unidentified Specimens 1% 

Total (All Spedmena) 1,001/39 

1/ 1 

7 

--; 

11/3 

65/ 4 

5 

" 
5 

, .. 
207/15 

3/ 1 

1 
7 

8 

21/5 

'/1 

23/2 

, 

10 

16 

65/11 

4/ 1 

, 

10 

38/8 

2/1/1 

96/ 4/9 

, 
58 

, 
1 

" 
90 

342/24/42 



Table 10.3 (continued) 

Floor 2 Asscx:ia.tion Subfl oor Total. 
Total PlOOf 2 
AsaociatiCfl Total Subfloor 

Ploor2 Elera. /lIIici'\NI/ Layer 9, Elera./mi~/ 
_ 7 Tota1 

,,",00 La:i!r7 Fea,",~ """"'" [ I..aj!!r 8 U!Ye1 10 Laver 10 """'" Slem·t.m1dOO:iIlU.dMNILmaxMNl 

......,., 
lagaoo-

Syl vilagus d . audubonii 23/ 2 4/1 27/2/3 4/ 1 7/ 1 11/1/2 969/ 36/U/60 
~ ruifomicus 2/ 1 2/1/1 '/1 1/1 10/ 1/2 395/9/17/26 

Roden" 
d . Sperm::p!ilus spilosana 1/1/1/1 
Cynanye gWIDisoni 2/2 1/ 1 3/2/3 2/1 3/ 1 5/2/2 131/8/16/27 
'lhomanys ~ 1/1 1/1/1 7/2/4/5 

'" Perognathus sp. 3/1/2/2 
'" '" Oipoda!lya ~ 1/1 1/1 2/1/2 14/ 3/6/9 

£. spcctabilis 4/ 1 4/1/1 4/ 1/1/1 
Reithrcdc:l'1t!;1!1)'8 lI'eg!lotis 
PerOlll'(!CU! sp. 10/3 28/2 38/ 3/ 5 65/S/ 8/ 11 
~ leuc:ogaster 1/1 1/1/ 1 111/1/1 - ... 7/1 7/ 1/ 1 33/7/7/ 12 

carnivores 
canis sp. a.rd.£. ct. latrans 1/1 1/1/1 111/1/1 
Taxi<1ea taxus 2/1/1/1 
Felilll (~) rufus 1/1 1/1 / 1 2/1/2/2 

Artiodactyla 
0dc:c0lleus hemionus 1/1/ 1/1 
Antil..."pra III!Iericana 1/1 1/ 1/ 1 4/2/3/3 
()Yis canadensis 1/1 1/1/1 1/1/1/1 

Total Identified M<ImIal.s 38/9 40/ 8 78/ 12/17 17/5 13/5 7/ 1 31/ 9/ 11 1,564/81/114/165 



'" '" w 

T.oble 10 . 3 (concluded) 

Subfloo, Total> 

Association Total SUbilooc 
Floor 2 Blen./mic»[Nl/ Layt!r 9 . Elem. / miaolm/ Roan 7 Total. 

,.,~ layer 7 ~tures fIIIlXlo\NI layer 8 Level 10 layer 10 maxMNI 2l.em. /midolNI/ midMNI/maxMNI 

BIRDl 
MaUdae SPA 

~duysaetoa 
""'" 'P . 
ca.lllpepla scp1!III!ta and 

cf. CIlllipepl.a 11/1 
Meleag r is gallOP'vo 
9.lbo virginianll9 
Eremgphila aleestris 
Pipilo chlorura and cf. Pipilo 

~~ 

REPI'lWl 
Pi tuophls aeanolet.1CUS 

UNlOENI'IFIED REMA.INS 
Unidentified snake 
ltIidentified sma.l.l rodent 
tnidentified IIMll fI'ISmIAl 
tl'!.identified lIIIldilD. III/IIII!Ial 
ltI1dentif ied med. - 19 . 1IIIIIlIIIal 
Unidentified artiodactyl 
lnidentified bird 
Unidentified vertebrate 

' Total. unidentified Specimens 

Total (All Specimens) 

TO 

" 

" 
78/ 10 

1/ 1 

7 
7 

3 

17 

58/9 

11/1/1 
1/ 1/1 

17 
26 

3 

To 

136/ 14/ 19 

1/1 1/1 

, • 

10 4 Ii 

28/ 6 18/ 6 7/1 

2/ 1/2 

13 

14 

53/ 10/ 13 

o 
1/ 1/ 1/1 
5/2/3/ 3 

12/2/2/2 
684/11/17/ 33 

o 
1/1/1/1 
o 
o 

1/1/1/1 

• 
33 

'" 11 

25 
2 
2 

78 

1,130 

3,398/ 99/ 139/ 206 



Table 10.4. Vertebrate remains fran Roan 8, 29SJ 633 

Fill Floor fill 1'100,," 

Total Fill 
Elem./midMNI/ Level 5 Floor 1 f'loor 2 

"",,on !.evel 1 Level 2 level 3 revel 4 maxllNI Floor fill Association Association 

MNW.I.S 
ragaroq>hs 

Sylvilagus d . audubonii 2/1 3/1 1/1 7/1 13/1/ 4 7/2 12/2 
~ californicu8 1/1 2/1 2/1 5/1/3 1/ 1 1/1 

Rodents 
cf. Spennophilus spilOSaM 

'" 
Cynanys gunni son! 1/1 1/ 1 . / 1 6/2/3 1/ 1 2/1 1/1 

'" 'lbcm::!nys oottae 2/1 2/1/1 .. Perognathus sp. 
Dipodanys ordii 1/ 1 
D. spec!.abilis 1/1 1/1/1 
Feithro::1ontanys rregalotis 
Peranyscus sp. 1/1 1/ 1 2/1/2 2/1 1/ 1 
t:nychomys leucogaster 
Neotana sp. 1/1 1/1 2/1/2 1/1 

carnivores 
canis sp. and £. cr . latrans 
Taxi dea taxus 
Felis (~) rufus 

Artiodactyls 
OOocoileus hemionus 
AntilocaE!ca a-nericana 
OYis canadensis 

Total Identified Manmals 3/1 6/. 5/' 17/6 31/8/16 10/5 17/5 3/3 



Table 10.4 (continued) 

Fill Floor fill Floors 
TOtal Fill 

El.Em./mi~I/ level 5 Floor 1 Floor 2 
Taxa} Level 1 revel 2 Level 3 Level" maxMNI Floor fill Association Association 

BIRDS 
Anatidae sp. 
!s!:!!!! chrysaetos 
Buteo gp. CiIII"jif' _ta and 

d. li~ 
Meleagrls 9 Opavo 5/1 3/1 6/1 14/1/3 49/3 3/1 
BUbo Y1iinIanUS 
B~ at is :rpnt orS cf. Pipilo 1/1 

~ Corus .£:.'2!:!! 1/1 1/1/1 

'" RBPrILPS 
Pltuc{lhis lllelanoleucus 

UNIDBm'IPIl!D IU!WtlIti 
onidentif led sna>te 1 
lhidentified saaU rodent 2 10 12 24 3 30 6 
lhidentified emall rrarmal 
Onidentified medilD IDl!III1'Ill. 
lkIidentified med. -19. mmmal. 6 6 2 
Onidentifled artlodactyl 
I.hldentified bird 1 
lklidentified vertebrate 5 5 3 

Total Unidentified Specimens 0 -, 1'r l'f 36 -, 3! -W 

Total (All Specimens) m ~ Xl!' 11m 82/10/20 "6m 5!71 TIl! 





Subfloor To""'" 
TOtal SU6floor Roaa 8 TOtAl 

Elem.,IaWHn/ Elem./ minlNI/ 
Taxon level 6 Level 7 Level 8 maxMNI -BIROO 

0 
0 
0 

0 
1/1 1/1 211/2 68/3/6/9 
1/1 1/1 2/1/2 2/1/1/2 

0 

'" 
--r-__ . __ __ . Pipilo 1/1 1/1/1 2/1/2/2 

'" .9lli!!~ 1/ 1/1/1 ... 
REPrWlS 

Pi tUOJ?his melanolellCUS 0 

tNlm2fI'IPIED REMAIrt; 
Unidentified snake 0 
Unidentified small rodent 1 
Unidentified !I'tIa.li. IIHrIII&l. 12 31 3 46 ,.., 
lkIidentified mediua m!Ir!IIIal. 0 
U1identified med.-lg. m.!Ir!mll.l. • lbidenti!ied artiodactyl 0 
lhldentified bird 1 
Unidentified vertebrate 5 4 • 15 23 

Total Unidentified Ep!cimens 17 35 ""Tn" 62 m 

Total (All Specimens) Wi "ffl9 ~ 144/1 2/18 354125/40/56 



Table 10.5. Vertebrate remains fran miscellaneous tests and site totals for 29SJ 633 

Plaza 1, "",,",y MaMly "'aWy "",,",y MaWy "",,",y MaWy MaWy 
Test Trench Test Trench ""t 1 """ ""tJ ,.." 6 ""'t7 Test 8 Test 9 'lest 10 

,,",,00 1 "'" 3 2 (unnlmtlered roan) (Roan 11) (RoaD 3) (Roan 41 (Plaza 1) (Roan 14 ) (Plaza) (Trash) 

--= 

"""""-Sylvllagus d . "udubonii 3/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 29/3 3/1 1/1 2/1 
~ californicus 2/1 1/ 1 6/1 

>leota 
cf. 9oennoohilus soilosana 

1/1 12/2 1/1 

1/1 
1/1 

1/1 
1/1 

'" Pe~sp. 

'" 1/1 

'" 
()) leuoogaster 
~ 

Carnivores 
canis sp. and C. cf. latrans 
1iiICfea Uxus - ---

1/1 

Felis (Lynx) rufus 

Total Identified Maomals "'m m 117< l7f ---. m -..n m m m 



Table 10.5 (continued) 

""00 
BII"" 

'P. 

Pipilo 
~~ 

'" """""" '" 
PitlJOPhis rrelanoleucus 

'" UNIOmI'IFIED RaotAINS 
unidentified snake 
ttlidentified snail rodent 
unidentified s:nall m<mnal. 
unidentified medil-m !I1aIIfM.l 
Un identified rred. - 19. llICIIllIal 
Unidentified artiodact.yl 
unidentified bird 
unidentified vertebrate 

Total Unidentified Specimens 

Total (All Spec1roens) 

plaza " 
Test Trench 

1 ond J 

6 

--. 
Tl7i 

Test Trench 
2 

4/2 

1 

~ 

""""'-y 
... " 1 

(unmlllbered roan) 

1/1 

1 
16 

". 

2'76 

"""""y 
"",2 

(Roan 11) 

" 
171" 

""""'-y 
Test 3 

(Roan J) 

1/1 

" 
171" 

""""" y .... t6 
(Roan 4) 

--, 

--,:7f 

AooInaly Ancma1y 
Test 7 Test 8 

(Plaza 1) (Roan 14 ) 

8/1 1/1 

1 
26 J 

"""ff , 
....". ---m 

"""""-y 
Test 9 
(Plaza) 

-, 

---m 

AnaMly 
Teat 10 
(Trash) 

--, 

-m 
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Table 10.5 (concluded) 

Site Totals 

""'= """oto" SiteMNIb MinMlUc HiiJMNId """"", 
BlRllS 

1/ 1/ 1/ 1/ 1 
1/ 1/ 1/ 1/ 1 
5/ 2/ 2/ 3/ 3 

12/ 2/ 2/ 2/ 2 
766/ 12/ 19/ 28/ 47 

2/ 1/ 1/ 1/ 2 
1/ 1/ 1/ 1/ 1 

Pipilo 2/ 1/ 1/ 2/ 2 
1/ 1/ 1/ 1/ 1 

'" 
'!!PrILlS 

'" Pitooph1s melanoleucus 1/ 1/ 1/ 1/ - llUDE'Nl'lF'IED R9tAIMS 
~identified SMke • lhl.dentif led 1IMl1 rodent " Unidentified small lI'I!IIIInal. 1,139 
Unidentified nedilDl IIIi!IIIIIIi!ll 11 
ln1dent1fied 1181.-19 _ --.1 34 
unidentified artiodactyl 2 
tl'Jidentified bird 3 
un1dentlfJ.«J vertebcat,e 103 

Total unidentified Spec.1llens = 
Total (1\11 Specinens) J.9O'7 lTf7 l5i7 ln9,1 m 

~r of specimens. 
I::u,it • site. 
cu,it - roem. 
dtklit • IIIIljor fill divisions. 
ett-.it • layer. 



provenience units at the site. These tables are for Roan 7, Roan 8, and 
other test pits, respectively. 

The nmnber of specimens, or elements, is the ntEber of individual 
bones of each taxonanic group. Skeletons and najor articulated sections 
are counted as single specimens. Elements that could not be identifie:l to 
the genus level are placed in one of eight categories of unidentifie:l 
remains, depending on probable size and order of the animal represented. 
These categories are unidentified snake; unidentified bird; unidentified. 
snall rodent (mouse-rat sized); unidentified small manmal (rabbit-prairie 
dog sized); unidentified nedilml narrrnal (dog sized, probably a carnivore); 
unidentified artiodactyl (deer, pronghorn sheep, or bighorn sheep), un
identified nedi\E""'large manmal (carnivore, artiodactyl, or human); and 
unidentified vertebrate (unknown narmal, bird, or herptile of unspecified 
size). Thus, for specimens that cannot be identified, some information is 
still contained in the categories of unidentified remains. 

In all of these tables, a plurality of MNI estimates is presented
not one or two but four different estimates are given. '!hese differ in 
the methods of grouping proveniences for determining the criteria for 
totaling MNIs. In part, this is an exercise to see the effects of various 
provenience distinction methods on the absolute and relative frequencies 
of MNI values and on meat -weight estimates, a quantification partially 
dependent on MNI frequencies. Archeologists have seldcm explored the 
effects of provenience division on MNI frequencies, and only recently has 
work demonstrated that the effects can be great (e.g., Grayson 1978, 
1979). As a result, there is grCMing evidence that interpretations based 
on relative abundance of MNls should be approached with caution. 

The four techniques given here are as follows. 

(1) Site MNI~e absolute minimlE MNI value given by considering the 
site assemblage as an undifferentiated unit. This is Grayson's 
(1979) minimum distinction method (or rnaximlln agglaneration) and is 
also the same as the "Minimum MNI" used in other Chaco Project 
reports (Akins 1981a-f, 1982a-b; Gillespie 1979, 1981). 

(2) Minimum MNI (minMNI)--considers each roan or pitstructure separately 
but does not segregate proveniences wi thin structures. '!hus, the 
site MNI totals entail the Slln of minimllO numbers from each struc
ture. 'lhis is essentially the approach advocated by Harris (1963). 
Note that "minimLDI MNI" was devised for this site only (as a handy 
label in distinguishing the different techniques) and differs fran 
the definition of minimtE MNI used at other Cllaco canyon sites. 

(3) Mid-MNI (midMNI)--this is defined by separation of major fill cate
gories within each structure (i.e., fill, floor fill, features, sub
floor, and where appropriate, separate associated materials for 
separate floors). 

(4) Maximum MN! (maxMNI)--has as its basis the separation of individual 
layers in stratigraphic depositions. This is the most divisive tech-
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nique used here, although one could consider eadl excavation unit (FS 
nllllber) individually. Grayson (1979) notes that the nllIioer of 
specimens for each taxon is theoretically the maximlE MNI estimate. 

The site MNI method is IOOSt applicable in small sites with small col-
lections where mixing between provenience uni ts is extrerre or where the 
physical basis for defining provenience units is minllnal (as in arbitrary 
levels in poorly stratified deposits). HcMever, where sites are relative
ly lh)re canplex (as in lh)st pueblo sites) and discrete units exist with 
minimal probability of sharing, this uethoo will lead to an underestima
tion. '!he underestimation will not affect all taxa equally as high
frequency taxa will most probably be reduced IOOre. Thus, the relative 
frequencies of taxa will change. 

MinMNI would appear to be most appropriate where quantities of bone 
from rooms are small and deposits are not well stratified. This was the 
approach used with roans at site 29SJ 629 (Gillespie 1981) where frequen
cies were much lower than at site 29SJ 633. The mddMNl method is favored 
for the site 29&1 633 roans where remains are abundant and major fill 
units are evidently discretely separated. My inpression is that maxMNI 
tends to sometimes yield more individuals than are actually represented. 
At site 29&1 633, bones that undoubtedly came fran a single individual and 
elerrents broken into IOOre than one piece were occasionally found. in ad
jacent layers. Nonetheless, this technique is cannonly used in sites that 
have abundant remains and that lack. architectural structure, not only 
where strata are well defined (e.g., DJrrant 1970) but where levels are 
arbitrary (e.g., Glilday et al. 1978). In pueblo sites, examination for 
"matching sherds" should indicate whether a maxMNI estimation would be 
erroneous and, lh)re generally, what MNI esti1Mtion technique would be most 
appropriate • 

Table 10.2 shows the chan:Jes in relative frequencies of taxa for 
different MNI calculation techniques. In general, the percentages are 
reasonably constant with no more than 6 percent difference in any taxa. 
Moreover, the ordinal relationships remain similar although there are a 
few reversals. This accords with Grayson's (1979) findings that ordinal 
relationships are nearly constant whereas frequency values depend in part 
on the method of calculation. The small differences between the different 
nethods suggest that carparison between sites nay not be greatly llarr'(Jered 
by slight differences in MNI calculation, although care RUSt be taken to 
concentrate on general differences rather than low frequency variation. 
Wlen turkeys are inclooed, percentages are sarewhat more variable. 

All of the MNI estimates and the nl.ll'lbers of specimens show that 
cottontails are easily the most abundant taxon with turkeys second in 
frequency. Prairie dogs and jackrabbits are about equal in estimated MNI 
although the number of jackrabbit elenents is more than twice that of 
prairie dogs. nus Barre relationship was noted at site 29&1 629 and seems 
to be a general characteristic of these species. 'Ibis co:"urrence ~ars 
to result fran a canbination of factors inclooing the larger size of 
lepus, the tendency for rabbits to fragment into a greater mnber of 
preQes, and the easy recognizability of rabbit specimens, even with very 
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tiny fragments. ('Ibere may be other factors as well.) Turkeys, when 
abundant, show an even stronger teooency for very low ratios of MNI to 
mnber of elements (siteMNI! Elem. in Table 10.2). As a result, not only 
do relative frequencies of number of specimens and MNI differ greatly for 
sane taxa, but the ordinal ranking may dlange as well. 

'!he next roost aburXiant probable garre animal is Neotana. Other ro
dents are predaninantly noncultural in derivation. ArtiCdactyls are quite 
sparse at the site with only six identified 'specimens and two unidentified 
artiodactyl elements. Nonetheless, deer, pronghorn, and bighorn are all 
present. Carnivores are slightly IOOre abundant with a few specimens of 
badger, bobcat, and coyote present. More detaile:3. discussions of the 
occurrence of all taxa are given below under "''laxonanic Con'p)sition. '" 

Meat weight Estbnates 

L:;man (1979) and Binford (1978) have recently presented convincing 
reasons for not continuing the cxmoon practice of calculating neat weight 
values on the sUnple basis of mdnimum number of individuals represented. 
'lbis stems fran the growing recognition that the MNI rreat weight rrethod 
(identified with ~ite 1953) can lead to vast overestimation of the meat 
weight represented by the remains of larger taxa and narked distortion of 
the relative abundances of different taxa. Site 29SJ 633 is a case in 
point. Sere artiodactyl species account for only 6 of more than 1,700 
identified mammal bones (0 . 3 percent) and only a small percentage of the 
estimated Mm. yet, even taking into account the very young Antilocapra 
individual, the artiodactyl specimens represent as much as 69 percent of 
the estimated meat weight total when White's method is applied (and this 
is while using smaller live weight estimates than those given by Wlite). 
It is this type of situation that favors the application of an alternative 
method of estimation. 

Between the hoc of them, Binford (1978) and L:;man (1979) indicate 
three techniques that might be profitably used to give more accurate am 
reliable estimates of consOOled neat weight. These are (1) "'skeletal 
portion" (L:;man) , (2) "butchering portion" (L:;man) , and (3) individual 
element (Binford). In each case, the rrethod StInS the usable neat weight 
represented by the anatanlcal portion represented. "'Skeletal portion'" or 
"'major anatanica1 segments'" as they are labeled by Binford, refer to the 
division of the body into five parts: the axial skeleton, two front 
linbs, and two hind limbs. Both Binford and Lyman give figures of the 
meat weight present in each portion for various species of artiodactyls. 

It is also reasonable to modify the meat weight calculations for the 
next largest set of animals, the cacnivores, in an effort to re:3.uce over
estimation of their dietary .i.np)rtance. If one atterrpt.s to gain more 
realistic meat weight estimates for artioo.actyls by considerin<J only the 
anatomical portions represented, but calculates carnivore meat weight on 
the basis of individuals represented, the result is a clear overestimation 
of the importance of the latter group. Sigh estimates of rreat value for 
carnivores are particularly suspect in view of indications that several 
carnivores (e.g . , Taxidea taxus, Felis rufus) were often procured for 
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reasons other than food value. Simila['ly, there is only limited evidence 
at most sites that domestic dogs were eaten. 

In o['der to p['oduce what are thought to be mo['e realistic meat weight 
estimates, carnivo['e ['emains can be handled in a manne[' simila[' to that of 
the artiodactyls. Howeve[', detailed cattpa['atlve data on the meat weights 
['epresented by specific skeletal parts are not as ['eadily available as 
they are fo[' the la['ge[' artiodactyls. In lieu of such data, carnivo['es 
are divided only into basic skeletal portions-axial skeleton, front legs, 
['ear legs-and the ['elative meat weight contributions of each are based on 
Binford's (1978) sheep data. Using these values and following Binford 
rather than Lyman fo[' definitions of the rrajor skeletal portions (i.e., 
c['aniln, rnaroible, pelvis, and sacrtm inclooed with axial skeleton), the 
guidelines used fo[' estimating consl.ll'led weight ['epresented by carnivo['e 
remains found at site 29SJ 633 are given on Table 10.6. 

"Butchering portion" is a more appealing categorization involving the 
division of the body into more refined anatanical sections that (preslIlt
ably) have a more integral relationship to the way in which a large animal 
might have been cut up and distributed. Lyman gives meat weight values 
for the butchering portions that were standard for the early twentieth 
century (e.g., "hotel racks," "chucks," and "briskets"). Although these 
are appropriate to his study of historic use of danestic animals, two 
aspects make application of his butchering units to prehistoric remains 
tenuous. First, with its FAlro-American bias, such an integral part of the 
body as the skull is ani tted. second, sane of the butchering portions 
require a saw or minimally an axe/cleaver and thus do not correspond to 
anatanical portions that result fran dismeniJerment by sirrpler tools (e.g., 
chuck) • 

Binford (1978) carries the reduction further by considering only the 
meat weight represented by each iooividual ele!tent. '!his technique is re
quired for Binford's caoplicated manipulations designed to assess vari
ability in the relative abundance of each element and is sui ted to his 
Nunaniut collections where faunal remains are quite abundant. However, in 
situations where large game elements are not so abundant, it appears that 
estimating consumed meat weight by sinply figuring the amount of meat 
attached to each element present could lead to noticeable underestimation 
of the actual meat weight present. 

'lhe approach adopted here cat1bines data presented by Binford with the 
basic methodolO9Y outlined by Lyman. Eight anatomical sections identified 
by Binford as basic butchering units (and a ninth category of "feet") are 
established, and the relative meat weight of each is calculated fran 
Binford's data on sheep elements (Tables 10.7 and 10.8). The relative 
amounts of meat weight for each section are then used to estimate values 
for different average live weights of the different artiodactyl species 
(Table 10.9). 'l11is nethod involves the assll'nPtion that skeletal propor
tions of the species in question (Ovis, Qiocoileus, and AntilafjPra) are 
equivalent or nearly so. Figures grven by Binford for sheep caribou 
s~gest that this assOO'ption is not canpletely awropriate; Le., that 
artiodactyl species do show differences in skeletal proportions and dis-
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Table 10.6. Values used in calculating consurred meat weight of carnivore 
rrejor skeletal [Xlrtionsa 

Estimated live weight 

Estimated available 
meat weight 
(assll1led 50%) 

Axial skeleton 
(cranium, vertebrae, 
ribs, sternlln, pelvis, 
sacrun) 

Front leg (two each) 
(scapula, hllrerus, 
radius-ulna, metacarpals, 
carpals, phalanges) 

Rear leg (two each) 
(femur, tibia, fibula, 
metatarsals, tarsals, 
patella, phalanges) 

Estimated % 
of Available 
Meat Weight 

58.2 

9.6 

11.2 

Cf. Canis, 
Canis latrans 

(kg) 

11.0 

5.5 

3.20 

0.53 

0.62 

~lative amounts are based on Binford's data for sheep (1978). 
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(k<j) 

10.0 

5.0 

2.91 

0.48 

0.58 



Table 10 .7. Meat weights of Binfordts ( 1978) 90-month sheep 

Gross • of Booe Meat • of 
Skeletal Portion Weight Gross Weight Weight Meat 

and Elements (kg) Weight (kg) (kg) Weight 

Head 
Cranillll (with brain) 0.94 0.29 0.65 
Mandible (with tongue) 1. 19 0.17 1. 02 

Total 2.l3 10.6 0 . 46 -n1 ,., 
Cervical vertebrae 

Atlas-axis 0.41 0.09 0.32 
Cervicals 3- 7 1.09 0. 14 0.95 

Total l3ij 7.' 0:;; lJ7 7.5 

Thoracic vertebrae 1.76 8.7 0.29 1.47 8.7 

Iunbar and pelvic area 
UJrrbar vertebrae 0.87 0 . 21 0.66 
Pelvis and saCCI.mI 1.62 0.32 1.30 

Total = 12.4 07l! DO 11.6 

Sternum and ventral portions 
of ribs 1.86 '.2 0.05 1.81 10.7 

Ribs (Rib slabs) 
(dorsal portion) 2.00 ,., 0.37 1.63 '.7 

Front le<l (feet) 
scapula 0.84 0 . 08 0.76 
"me"", 0 . 58 0. 10 0.48 
Radius-ulna 0. 32 0 . 09 0.23 

Total (two each) ,-;'74 8.' o-:Tf ,:IT 8. 7 (17. 4) 

Rear leg (feet) 

"'"'"' 1.47 0. 12 1.35 
Tibia 0.50 0.11 0 . 39 

Total (two each) 137 '.8 0:;; 1-:74 10.2 (20.6) 

Foot 
Metacarpal 0,14 0,05 0.09 
Metatarsal 0 .1 5 0 .06 0.09 

(any rretapodial) 0.09 
Phalange, 0 . 105 0.04 0 . 065 

Total (four each) O':'E"'" ( avg ) '.2 ~(avg) Q.1'55 0.' (3 .6) 

Total, ~ = ~ 

aLive 45 kg (44,905.05 g '" 99 lb) values were used in estimating meat weight for Olaco area 
artiodactyls. 
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Table 10.8 . Meat ..,ight estimate figures for artiodactyls by equating 
Binford's (1 978) "gross we i ght" with the butchered "dressed 
..,ight" used by wildl ife biol ogists 

O:locoileus Antilocapra 
, of Total Meat Weight as hemionus amerIcana 
Meat Weight , of Groos Weight (l§) (l§) 

E'Btimated average 
live weight 75 . 00 45 . 00 

Estimated dressed weight 
(53\ of live weight) 39.15 23 . 85 

!lead 9. 9 8. 3 3.30 1.98 
Cenoical vertebrae 7.4 6.3 2.50 1.50 
'nloracic vertebrae 8.7 7. 3 2.90 1. 74 
lunbar vertebrae and 

pelvis 11.6 9. 7 3.86 2 . 32 
sternln (ventral ribs) 10.7 9.0 3. 57 2 . '4 
Ribs (dorsal parts) 9.7 8. 1 3.21 1.93 
Front l eg (each) 8. 7 7.3 2.90 1.74 
Pear l eg (each) 10 . 3 8 .6 3 . 43 2.06 
Feet (each) 0. 9 0.8 0. 31 0. 18 

Total (99 . 6) 83.1 33.24 19.93 

(44.3% of (44 . 3% of 
live wt.) live wt.) 
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Table 10.9. Estimated consumed meat weight amounts for 29SJ 633 artiodactyls on the basis of anatanical 
portions 

lInatanical Estimated Meat 
Taxon Provenience Element Portion Weight (kg) 

03cx:oileus Roan 7, Bin 1 1 left scapula Front leg 2.90 

l\ntilocapra Roan 7, layer 3 1 right dentary Head 0.22 
1 left molar 

(very young) 
Rocrn 7, layer 6 1 radius fragment Pront leg 1.74 
Roan 7, layer 9 1 lower premolar Head 1.98 

Total 3.94 

O. canadensis Roan 7, Floor 2, 1 right metacarpal Foot 0.31 
Other Pit 1 

Unid. artiodactyl Roan 7, layer 6 1 thoracic vertebra 'lhoracic region 2.90 
1 metapodial fragment Foot 0.31 

Total artiodactyla 10.36 



tributions of usable meat. However, in lieu of cooparable data for the 
three taxa, the proportions determined by Binford (1978: 16) for a mature 
domestic sheep are used here with the recognition that the resultant es
timates are not as precise as they would be with better canparative data. 
[One should also recognize the great amount of intraspecific variability 
in meat weight amounts according to such factors as age, sex, and season 
(see &nith 1975). J still, it is thought that these estimates of constmed 
neat amounts (as opposed to available meat) are far rrore accurate am 
relevant than are the estimates derived fran White's rrethod. 

Tables 10.10 and 10.11 show the average live weight of taxa and the 
est~ted available meat weight values for site 29SJ 633 mammals and tur
keys (for rnidMNI and maxMNI). Table 10. 12 s~s estimates based on each 
of the four MNI calculations for each taxonanic order. '1llese values ahCM 
that turkeys and artiodactyls have the greatest potential meat weight. 
Rabbits are next, then carnivores, with rodents (mainly Cynomys) contrib
uting very little. Individually, using the midMNI values, turkeys rank 
first; jackrabbits, cottontails, and the three artiodactyl species are all 
very close to each other but have considerably lower meat weight values. 

'1llese figures also show that the method of MNI calculation has a much 
more noticeable effect on meat weight estimates than was noted for the 
relative MNI frequencies themselves. '!his results fran (1) the rapid 
increase in MNI estimates for carmon taxa (such as MelereriS) when there 
is more divisive MNI calculation, canbined with (2) stabe MNI values for 
the low-frequency large mammals. Relative frequencies of artiodactyl MNls 
decline with decreased agglaneration (Table 10.2), but the percentages are 
so small that the changes seen insignificant. fIor.o.1ever, when these are 
multiplied by a relatively large meat weight value per individual, the 
decline becanes far more a{!larent. 'lbus, when we use site MNI values, 
artiodactyls constitute m:>re than half of the estimated available meat 
weight amount, but with maxMNI values they IMke up less than 30 percent of 
the total. 

'!his same treoo also pertains to consllned meat weight estimates as 
can be seen in Tables 10.13 and 10.14 and Figure 10.1. 'Ibis occurrence 
would seen to have i.rrpJrtant implications for site-to-site carparisons of 
taxa by aburrlance. As noted above, different rrethods of MNI calculation 
do not have pronounced effects on the figures for relative abundances of 
MNIs. However, this is not the case when either available or conslUed 
neat weight values are derived fran these figures. 'Ibis suggests that 
determining relative frequencies of taxa on the basis of meat weight esti
mates is a more suspect means of corrparing faunal assemblages. Although 
the data here support Grayson I 5 (1979) contention that ordinal ranking 
usiD;J different MNI calculation methods is usually consistent, his 
characteristic does not hold with meat weight est~tes. 

Consumed meat weight estimates (Tables 10.13 and 10.14) show turkeys 
as the biggest food resource at the site, followed closely by rabbits. 
Artiodactyls, carnivores, and large rodents contributed considerably less. 
With regard to individual taxa, the four highest meat weight estimates 
using midMNI values are turkey, jackrabbit, cottontail, and prairie dog, 
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Table 10.10. Estimated average live weights of Olaco canyon area mamnals 
and estimated available neat weights" 

Estimated Live Est. Est. 
Weight Log 1 0 % Usable Meat weight 

Taxon (9) (Ib) (g) Meat (9) 

Perognathus flavus 8 0.02 0.9 
P. flavenscens 10 0. 02 1.0 
Relthrodontanys 

rregalotis 10 0.02 1.0 
Peranyscus crinitus 17 0.04 1.2 
.!. maniculatus, boylii, 

true! 25 0.06 1. 4 --Microtus mexicanus 30 0.07 1. 5 
Chychanys leucogaster 32 0. 07 1. 5 
Microtus longicaoous 50 0.11 1.7 
!!.. E!:nns:tlvanicus 60 0.13 1.8 
Dipodanys ordii 70 0. 15 1.8 0.4 28 
hmlospermol'bilus 

leucurus 100 0.22 2.0 0.4 40 
SE!rmophilus !!EilO5aM 110 0.24 2.0 0.4 44 
:Jl1aocmys bottae 170 0. 4 2. 2 0.4 68 
Dipodanys spectabilis 175 0.4 2. 2 0.4 70 
9nall Neotara (!!. 

ste@ensi, albigul.a, 
mexicana) 175 0.4 2.2 0.4 70 

(Unid . Neotara) 225 0.5 2. 4 0. 4 90 
Large Neotoma (!!. 

cinerea) 275 0.6 2.4 0. 4 110 
Spernophilus vari~atus 800 1.8 2.9 0.4 320 
Cynanys gunnisoni 925 2.0 3.0 0. 4 370 
§Ylvilagus audubonii 955 2. 1 3.0 0. 4 382 
~ californicus 2,750 6.0 3. 4 0. 4 1, 100 
Erethizon dorsatum 6 , 000 13.0 3.8 0.4 2,400 

&raxa arranged by increasing size. Live weight values fran Armstrong 
(1972), Lechietner (1969), Bailey (1931), and White (1953) . 
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Table 10.10 (concllXled) 

Estimated Live Est. Est. 
Weight Log 1 0 , usable Meat weight 

_on (§! (IIi) (g) Meata (kg)a 

Taxidea taxus 10 22 4.0 (0.5) (5.0) 

~~ 10 22 4.0 (0 . 5) (5.0) 
canis familiarus 7 15.5 3.8 (0.5) (3.5) 
canis latrans 11 24 4.0 (0.5 ) (5.5) --
Canis lupus 27 60 4.4 (0.5) (23.5) 
Urocyon cineroargenteus 4.5 10 3.7 (0.5) (2.25) 
Ursus americanus 90 200 5.0 (0.5) (45.0) 

Antilocapra arrericana 45 100 4.7 (0.4) (16 .85) 
oo.ocoileus hemionus 75 165 4.9 (0.4) (28.1 ) 
(Nis canadensis 75 165 4.9 (0.4) (28.1 ) 
Oervus canadensis 300 660 5.5 (0.4) (120.0) 
Bison bison 590 -- 1,300 5.8 

aFor these larger species, calculations of conslD!!d neat weight on the 
basis of anatanical portions is favored, though figures for calculation of 
available bianass are given here. Usin:j anatanical portions for OVis, 
OOocoileus, and. Antilooapra, available meat lIrIeight is estimated tOEe 44 
percent of live weight: 
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Table 10.11. Available meat weights for site 29SJ 633 with the use of 
midMNI and maxMNI es timates _ted Usi!S: midMNI for Site 

Est. Meat 
Mean Live wt . Usable weight weight 

""",,, (l<g' Meat, MirlMNI (!<ll , 's ..,..., (!<ll' 's 
""""",,,," 
~lvi!!9:us 0. 955 40 60 22 . 92 '.0 83 31. ' 1 ' .7 
~ 2. 75 40 25 27.50 10 . 8 37 40.70 12 . 5 

0.1 1 
0. 925 40 26 9.62 3.8 38 14.06 4.8 
0.17 40 5 0 . 34 0. 1 6 0.41 0.1 
0 . 11 
0.07 
0 .175 40 3 0. 21 0. 1 , 0 . 21 0.1 
0.01 
0 .025 
0 . 03 
0.225 40 • 0.81 0.3 15 1.35 0.' 

carnivores 
canis 11 .0 50 , 16 . 50 6.5 , 16 .50 5.1 
Taxidea 10.0 50 1 5.00 2.0 1 5,00 1.5 
Fells (~J 10 .0 50 2 10.00 3.' 2 10 . 00 ' .1 

Artiodactyla 
Qioooileus 75 . 0 37 1 28 . to 11.9 1 28 .1 0 8.6 
Antllocapra 45.0 37 ,b )8.70 15.3 ,b 38.70 11.9 
avis 75.0 37 1 28.10 11. 9 1 28 .1 0 8.6 

""keys 
Meleagris ' .7 50 28 65 .80 25.9 47 110.45 34 .0 

ToWs :2!;l.li~ ,..,.. l~S.~9 "" 
APercentages based on marrrnals pl us turkeys. 
bs.o-kg weight assuned for very YOUDl pronghorn individual . 
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Table 10.12. Percentages of estimated available meat weight (kg) for taxonanic orders with the 
use of different techniques of MN[ estUnation 

SiteMNl MinMNI MidMNI MaxMNI 
Order Weight , Weight , Wei ght , Weight , 
Iaganorphs 26 . 23 17.2 35.26 18.4 50 . 42 19.9 72.41 22 . 3 

Rodents 4.91 3.2 6.70 3.5 10.98 4. 3 16 . 03 4. 9 

Carnivores 15.50 10. 1 26.50 13.9 31.50 12.4 31.50 9. 7 

'" ..., Artiodactyls 78 . 05 51. 0 78.05 40.8 94.90 37.4 94.90 29 . 2 ... 
Galliformes 28.20 18.4 44 . 65 23 . 4 65 . 80 25.9 110.45 34.0 

Totals 152.89 99.9 191.16 100. 0 253 . 60 99 . 9 325. 29 TOo.i 



Table 10 . 13. Estimated amounts an::l relati ve frequencies of consumed meat 
weight for 295.1 633, with the use of different nethods of 
est imating mininun mrnber of i ncli vi duals 

Sit.!4NI ."..., .""'" MaxMNI 
Taxon kij • kij • kij • kg • 
Log"",,,,,,,, 

Sylvilagus 14.13 17.7 19.86 18.5 22 . 92 15 . 5 31. 71 14. 5 

~ 12.10 15 . 2 15. 40 14.4 27.50 18.6 40.70 18 . 6 

Rodents 
4.07 5.1 5. 50 5.1 9.62 6.5 14.06 6. ' 
0.14 0.2 0.20 0.2 0 . 34 0.2 0 . 4 1 0.2 
0 . 07 0. 1 0 . 21 0.2 0.21 0.1 0.21 0.1 
0.63 0. ' O.Bl 0.' 0.81 0.5 1. 35 0.6 

carnivores 
cani, 3.20 '.0 l . 20 3.0 3. 20 2.2 3.20 1.5 
Tiil<Jea 3.45 '. 3 3.45 3.2 3.45 2.3 3.45 1.6 
Felia (~) 3.45 '.3 3.45 3.2 3.45 2. 3 3.45 1.6 

Artiodactyla 
Odcx:oileua 2 . 90 3.6 2.90 2.7 2.90 2.0 2.90 1. 3 
AntIIca:i: 3.94 ••• 3.94 3.7 3 . 94 2.7 3. 94 I.' 
avIs nais 0 . 31 0.' 0.]1 0. 3 0.31 0.2 0,31 0.1 
tiWl. artlcaactyls 3.21 ' .0 l.21 3.0 3. 21 2.2 3.21 1.5 

Tuckeys 
Me1!!!:ilris 9all~vo 28 . 20 35.3 44.65 41.7 65 .80 44 .6 110.45 50 . 4 

Total = w;-g- TO'I:MTOo.o- = w;-g- ~~ 
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Table 10.14. Estimated constJned neat weight at 29SJ 633 by taxonanic order, based 
on different IINI estimates 

SiteMNI HinMNI HidIINI HaxIINI 
Taxon kg , kg , kg , kg , 
Laganorphs 26.23 32.9 35.26 32.9 50.42 34.1 72.41 33.0 

Rodents 4.91 6.2 6.72 6.3 10.98 7.4 16.03 7.3 

'" Carnivores 1 0.10 12.7 10.10 9.4 10.10 6.8 10.10 4.6 ... 
'" Artiodactyle 10.36 13.0 10.36 9.7 10.36 7.0 10.36 4.7 

Gallifomes 28.20 35.3 44.65 41.7 65.80 U.S 110.45 50.4 

Total 79.80 100.1 107.09 100.0 147.66 99.8 219.35 100.0 
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respectively. Fach of the other taxa makes up less than 3 percent of the 
estimated total. 

Taxonomic Composition 

Iagaoorphs 

Sylvilagus of. audubonii (cottontail) 

As at most C1aco Canyon sites, cottontails are the most abundant 
taxon foUlki, both in terms of identified specimens and minimmt number of 
individuals. A total of 110 speciIrens accounts for 26.8 percent of all 
bone and 62.0 percent of the identified manmals (see Tables 10.2 and 
10.3). An absolute m:inimmt of 37 individuals is represented, though using 
the maxinun distinction nethod (maxMNI) there are an estimated 83 minlln\E. 
nlDber of inai viduals. Any way they are counted, oottontails make up 35-
40 percent of the total nlrDber of identified mamnal individuals. Because 
of its small bexly size, SylVilafilUS ranks thi rd behind Meleagris and lepus 
in estimated consmed neat welg t. 

All individuals are thought to be desert cottontails (5. audubonii) 
rather than the more rresic Nuttall's cottontail (5. nuttallif: All intact 
dentaries were measured (tooth rOIl length and dentary height) and, accord
ing to the criteria of Findley et al. (1975), the site 29SJ 633 assenblage 
is characteristic of 5. audubonii. 

Although it is possible that a portion of the 5ylvilaguS collection 
is from postoocupational intrusion, it seems clear that cottontails here 
were a basic food item and that the bulk of the mnber is cultural refuse. 
A relatively large prop::>rtion--15.9 percent-of the cottontail bones are 
charred, and. several specin'ens shOll signs of deliberate fracturing. No 
articulated individuals were recovered, and. articulated sections rarely 
involved more than a foot or limb. 

Individuals at 29SJ 633 appear to be rather small compared to other 
For example, published measurE!rents for 5. . 

Findley et al . 1975; Hoffmeister and lee 
de"ta.ri"s fran other Chaco Canyon sites (Bunter 1978) show that 

maxillary tooth row lengths are characteristically greater than 12.0 mm. 
At 29SJ 633, less than 40 percent exceed this lelXjth with a uean of 11. n 
mn (s.d. "" 0.95; n ::c 33). This is significantly smaller than sanples fran 
nearby 29SJ 628 (y ~ 12.42; s.d. = 0.55; n = 48) and fran Pueblo Alto 
(y ::: 12.45; s.d. ::: 0.61; n "" 48). In both cases, t values in canparison 
with 29SJ 633 are significant at the 0.001 l evel of confidence. 

'Ibe reason for this difference could cane fran three different 
sources: either (1) p,ysically smaller adult forms canposed the popula
tion exploited by people at 29SJ 633 or (2) more individuals in the 
29SJ 633 collection were subadult and. not full-sized or (3) snaller incli
viduals were in part excluded fran the 29SJ 628 and Pueblo Alto sanq>les. 
Unfortunately, the last possibility cannot entirely be dismissed. Hunter 
did purposefully exclude recognizably smaller, inmature specimens fran his 
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sanple. HcMever, even if the snallest individuals fran 295.1 633 are r~ 
moved so that the range of sizes is carparable with Hunter's sanple, the 
29SJ 633 collection is still significantly smaller than either the 
29SJ 628 or Pueblo Alto samples. In conparison to 29SJ 628, t - 2.53, 
signif. at 0.5, and in carparison with Pueblo Alto, t = 3.21, signif. at 
0.01. 

AsSlEin; that there is a "real" tendency for these to be higher fr~ 
quencies of snaller individuals, it renains to be seen whether the first 
or second possibilities above is contributing more to the difference. 
Rabbits are difficult to age since they grco< and mature quickly. Epiphys
eal union gives some clue, but dates of closure for most elements are un
knCOin, and those that have been studied show great variability in fusion. 
For example, proximal h\Jl'leri have been shown to close anywhere fran 8 to 
20 months (Pelton 1969). Closure of distal tibiae epiphyses was monitored 
and shCOied more unfused (10) than fused (8) eX'"'1Ples. As this is an epi
physeal union that should close at a rather young age, this suggests a 
prevalence of young individuals in the sanple. By carparison, all of the 
distal tibiae epiphyses fran nearby 29SJ 629 were fused. 'Ibis does not 
include obviously quite young and small individuals of which there are at 
least four at the site. '!bese data coat>ined with the fact that dentary 
sizes range up to sizes as large as at the other sites suggest that the 
main reason 29SJ 633 cottontails are smaller is that there are a greater 
number of immature individuals. 

lepus californicua (black-tailed jackrabbit) 

Jackrabbit remains are abundant at 29SJ 633 with 351 elements ranking 
second only to Sylvilpus among manmals and MNI values about the same as 
Cynanys. In terms 0 estimated conslDed neat weight, ~ ranks first 
CGOng manmals. Remains are thoroughly disarticulated aJii:llf percent are 
charred. Specimens are distributed fairly evenly through the excavated 
areas, although there appears to be a slight trend in frequencies in the 
strata of 00th roans. In each case, ~ is more abundant (vis-a-vis 
¥tlVi~UB and other ccmnon taxa) in t:lie1Tll and subfloor deposits than 
t isn association with floors (see Tables 10.15 and 10.16 and Figures 

10.2-10.5) • 

Rodents 

Nine genera and a minimlDl of ten species of rodents are present in 
the 29SJ 633 collection. '!be most abundant taxon, also the largest and 
the ooe roost often used for food, is the prairie dog, ~ gunnison!. 
Medit.In-sized rodents such as woodrats (Neotana sp.), gro~irrels (cl. 
~UB)' gophers ('Ib~ bottae), ana possibly large kangaroo rats 
Dl spectabilis) may ve seen used for food on occasion but also 

cOUillonculturaI Intrusives. Smaller rodents, most probably noncul
tural, are daninated here by white-footed mice (Peranyscus sp.) though 
several other taxa are present in low frequencies. Caupared to nearby 
29SJ 629, only the two largest taxa, Cyn~ and Neotana., are as carm:>n or 
more carmon at 29SJ 633. 'lhis is thOUCjtto be in part a result of the 
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Table 10 . 15. Relative frequencies of the four most carrron taxa at 29SJ 633 for primary proveni~nces . 

§X:lvilaqus 

~ 

Cynaeys 

Mel~ 

""'"'-

§X:lvila9us 

!!'2!! 
Cynaeys 

Meleagds 

"'tal 

Number of identified spec~ns (elements) 

ttlole site 

1,103 

351 

16. 

766 

= 

13 

5 

6 

46.3 

14.7 

6.7 

32.2 

~ 

34.2 

13 . 2 

15.8 

14 36.8 

~ -rna 

398 38 . 3 

176 17.1 

6. 5.8 

402 38.7 

~ ~ 

7 12.1 

1.7 

1.7 

49 84.5 

~ -rna 

436 

112 

43 

183 

",. 

12 

3 

56.3 

14.5 

5.6 

23.6 

-rna 

63.1 

5. 3 

15.8 

3 15 . 8 

-w -rna 

97 41.1 

23 9.7 

2. 8.5 

96 40.7 

= -rna 

51 75 . 0 

1. 14.7 

5 7.4 

2 2 . 9 

-w -rna 

27 

2 

3 

3! 

83 

17 

15 

81.8 

6.1 

9.1 

3 •• 

-rna 

45.4 

9. 3 

'.2 
68 37 . 2 

= TI!lJ 

11 

1. 

5 

2 

-n-

39.3 969 45.9 

35.7 325 15.4 

17 . 9 131 6.2 

7.1 684 32.5 

-rna = -rna 



Table 10.16. Relative frequencies of the four most cammon taxa at 29SJ 633 for pr~ proveniences. 
Minlmmt nlmilers of individuals (maxMNI) 

Whole site 
Rel. 

MNI 

Sylvilagus 83 40.5 28 41.8 15 50.0 12 36.4 3 37.5 2 25.0 60 41.1 

lee 37 18.0 12 17.9 7 23.3 4 12.1 1 12.5 2 25.0 26 17.8 

Cynanys 38 18.5 11 16.4 3 10.0 8 24.2 3 37.5 2 25.0 27 18.5 

Meleagris 47 22.9 16 23.9 5 16.7 9 27.3 1 12.5 2 25.0 33 22.6 

Total 205 99.9 67 100.0 30 100.0 33 100.0 8 100.0 8 100.0 116 100.0 

'" ., -
Roan 8 

Fill Floor Fill Fl. 1 & 2 Subfloor Roan Total 
Taxon MNI % MNI % MNI % MNI % MNI % 

Sylvilagus 4 30.8 2 28.6 2 28.6 4 40.0 12 33.3 

lee 3 23.1 1 14.3 1 14.3 3 30.0 8 22.2 

Cynanys 3 23.1 1 14.3 3 42.9 1 10.0 7 19.4 

Meleagris 3 23.1 3 42.9 1 14.3 2 20.0 9 25 .0 

Total 13 100.1 7 100.1 7 100.1 10 100.0 ~ "§9.9 
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greater occurrence of noncultural intrusives at 29SJ 629 and the resulting 
lower relative numbers of small game animals. 

cf., ~~lUS spilosana. (small ground squirrel, ct. spotted ground 
sqw.rre 

At least one element--a tibia--is clearly of a small ground squirrel 
and compares best with s. spilosama (if not this species, it is probably 
an Antelope Ground Squirrel-A. leucurus). Other elements may be present 
but could not be identified aDd are listed as unidentified small manrnals. 
Although anall squirrels such as s. Oiilosana could have been procured for 
food, their scarcity in the archeo oglcat remains suggests otherwise. 
Ground. squirrels are presently carmon on rocky ridges such as the one on 
which 29SJ 633 is located. The single referred specimen is frem Roan 7, 
layers 5-6 mixed. 

£ynamys gunnisoni (Gunnison's prairie dog) 

Prairie dogs rank with jackrabbits as the second rrost abundant mam
malian taxon at 29SJ 633 (in terms of minim1.Jn nmber of iooivlduals). 
Between 11 (site MNI) and 38 (maxMNI) individuals are represented by 160 
specimens. 'Ibis abundance, the lack of articulation, and the relatively 
high percentage of charring (over 8 percent) show that this was an inpor
tant small game taxon with few if any specimens fran postoccupational in
trusion. Ranains were found. throl:l3'hout the tested parts of the site with 
an even distribution shc10Iiing little iooication of localized abundances. 
There is a slight tendency for MN[ totals to be relatively high (vis-a-vis 
alvilagus and Lepus) in Roan 8 samples, but this may be largely a func
t on or small Banq?le size. 

'Ihanc:rnys bottae (Botta's pocket gopher) 

Only nine elements fran a minimlln of two iOOividuals were found at 
29SJ 633. Seven of the specimens are from a variety of fill and subfloor 
layers in Roan 7 whereas two are fran Roan B, layer 4. Distribution s1.XJ
gests that these may be cultural debris but not necessarily. Gophers were 
more ccmnon in 29SJ 629. 'Ibis difference may reflect an edaphic differ
ence resulting fran 295.1 629 being sited in side-slope alluvi1.Jn whereas 
29SJ 633 is on a rocky ridge; the fonner would a~ to favor posto<:cupa
tional use bY gophers. 

Perognathus sp. arrl P. cf. flavescens 

Only seven elements of pocket mice ~re found at the site, and they 
represented fran one (siteMNI) to four (maxMNI) individuals. Remains ~re 
spread throughout the site (e.g., Roan 7, ~r fill, Burial 3, Roan 8, 
fill, Anaraly Test 1) which suggests that a plurality of individuals is 
represented. A single partial skull was identif ied as P. cf. 
the larger of the two pocket mice species now present- in 
Pocket mice are far more plentiful in the 29SJ 629 collection, but, as in 
the case of several other sna1l taxa, this may be a result of a micro
environment more favorable to postoocupatianal burrowers at 29SJ 629. 
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DipoQamfs ordi! (Ord's kangaroo rat) 

other than Per~ sp., these kangaroo rats are the roost abundant 
small rodent taxon lJie collection. At least 3 and probably several 
IOOre individuals are represented by 19 elements. Most of the specimens 
are hind limb elements (16 of the 19). AlthO\X]h no articulated sections 
'#Iere noted, most remains are thought to be noncu1tural in derivation. Re
nains were spread throughout the excavated areas with no strong indica
tions of unusual aburoances or absences. 

D. spectabi1is (banner-tailed kangaroo rat) 

Six elements fran probably three individuals of this large kangaroo 
rat were foum. Four elenents fran Roan 7, Floor 2, Other Pit (OP) 1 are 
an articulated section of a hind limb (a calcanelE, an astragalus, and two 
rretatarsals). other hind limb elements were found in Roan 8, level 4, and 
Ananaly Test 7. Although the sample is small, the ablJIldance of this spe
cies relative to the smaller and IOOre carmon D. ordii is sarewha.t greater 
than at 29SJ 629 and than at Chaco canyon today. 

Reithrodontanys megalotis (western harvest mouse) 

A single definite identification of this small rrouse is a dentary 
fran Ananaly Test 1, level 3 . Other than at Atlatl Cave, I know of no 
other recorded OC'CUrrences of harvest mice fran Claco Canyon archeological 
sites. 'Ibis species is present in Chaco Canyon today but apparently only 
rarely makes its way into archeological remains. Other postcranial r~ 
mains may be included in the cf. Peranyscus sarrple (Peranyscus is the 
most similar genus). It is interestIng to note the two most unusual 0c
currences at 29SJ 633-the single duck and this harvest rrouse---were found 
in Ananaly Test 1. 

Pert:'Erri: maniculatus and cf. Peranyscus sp. (deer "",use and cf. white-
loo roouse) 

'!he most abundant small rodent taxa is the genus Peranyscus of which 
73 elements and an estimated 12 individusls (minimally 5) were recovered. 
All identifiable cranial and dental material is referable to p. manicu
latus, the most ccmoon rouse in Chaco canyon today and a cxmoon intrusive 
In archeological sites. Isolated postcranial specimens were classed as 
cf. in recognition of the possibility of the presence of other 

Most of these specimens are almost certainly Peranyscus, 
and IOOre specifically, P. maniculatus. Peranyscus remains were scattered 
throughout the excavated areas bUt were most abUIldant in the Floor 2 as
sociation of Roan 7. M.ost specimens are undoubtedly postoccupational 
intrusions, tholl9h the possibility exists that Bare were procured for 
food. 

Qnychanys leucogaster (northern grasshopper mouse) 

'!his large rouse is represented by at least two specimens and one or 
two individuals. Although present in Olaco Canyon tcx1ay, this species has 
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not been foun:3 in arcileological sites very often (a few are kncwn fran 
nearby 29SJ 629). lhe two occurrences at 29SJ 633 were in the Floor 2 
association of Roan 7 and in Ananaly Test 1 (again). 'Ihese were JOOst 
likely postoocupational intrusions. 

Neotoma sp. (unidentified woodrat) 

A total of 36 specimens of Neotana sp., representing a minimLm of 
7 and an estimated 9 individuals ltnidMNI), were present. Species identi
fications were not attempted because of the scarcity of cranial material 
(only one fragmentary dentary and one maxilla). Remains are most likely 
of N. cinerea (Bushy-tailed Woodrat) and/or N. stephensi (Stephen's Wood
ratT, the two species presently found in Claro Canyon. 

Woodrats in archeolClg'ical sites can be either cultural or intrusive, 
and it is often difficult to determine which. iWo-thirds of the 29SJ 633 
sample is fran the fill and floor fill of the trash-filled Roan 7, which 
suggests that the specimens are food debris. '!hese remains are disarticu
lated, and two specimens, both fran Iayer 4, are charred. Seven of the 
rE!IMining specimens are fran the lowest subfloor deposits of Roan 7, level 
10, and are almost certainly fran a single individual. lhese are the only 
bones fran the level, and it is roost probable that they are noncultural in 
origin. 

carnivores 

Remains of carnivores were not abundant, although they were sanewhat 
lOOre carmon than the larger artiodactyl gane animals. 'Ibis is a reversal 
fran the situation at nearly all Anasazi sites and serves to emphasize the 
scarcity of artiOOactyls at 29SJ 633. Eight identified bones represent 
three genera--canis, ~, and Taxidea. An absolute min..imml of three 
individuals (one for eacn genus) is represented, though other MNI esti
mates suggest as many as six individuals (see Table 10.2). Eleven bones, 
identified only as "unidentified rnedirnl. marrmal," are thought to be fran 
carnivores. Other small fragments may be included in the category of 
"unidentified medium-large mammals." 

Identified carnivore specimens were not distributed randomly through
out the site; rather, bobcat and badger bones ~red to be concentrated 
in the late upper fill (especially Roan 7) whereas probable Canis frag
ments were found only in the early deposits (sOOfloor fill material). 
None of the canis speciIrens is distinctive enough to definitely distin
guish dogs (C. familiaris) and coyotes (C. latrans), thollgh all are fran 
one or the other. Still, there is no defInite evidence that C. familiaris 
is present. 

Canis sp. 

Four bones were recovered and identified, with varying degrees of 
certainty, as one of the small canids, either coyote or danestic dog. one 
e1enent, a portion of a rib, was identified as "cf. Canis,· indicating 
that it is a carnivore and probably a SlIall canid but not definitely. 
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'!his was recovered fran Test Trench 1 in the plaza area at 6-10 m along 
the trench (FS 313). Another bone was clearly fran either a dog or 
coyote, but no specific identification could be made. 'Ibis is an isolated 
tooth, the left upper third incisor, and was fouoo. in the subfloor fill of 
Roan 7, layer 8, northeast quarter (FS 852). 'l11e two remainiDg specimens 
are a nearly ccrrplete cervical vertebrae and a snaIl portion of another 
foum in the subfloor fill of Roan 8, Level 7 (FS 555). '1hese two bones 
were tentatively identified as coyote (C. latrans). 

It is interesting to note the I8ucity of darestic dog remains in con
trast to Bare of the earlier nearby sites (especially 29SJ 629). Although 
their presence cannot be discounted at 29SJ 633, they a~ar to be lDlcan
mon at best . 'Ibis canpares well with other late sites, such as Pueblo 
Alto, and appears to lend support to the possibility that darestic dogs 
were nearly extirpated by the late occupation of Olaco Canyon. Note, too, 
that the canis bones occur in the earliest excavated deposits at the site; 
oone can be positively identified as cxxning fran the late deposits even 
though the bulk of all bones are fran the later dep::>sits. 

Taxidea taxus (badger) 

At least one, and probably no more than one, badger was found at 
29SJ 633 . Elements inclooe an uOOisturbed, well-preserved, articulated 
hind foot and the coronoid proc:ess portion of a right dentary. Both parts 
were fouoo. in Roan 7, layer 2, level 4, in the southwest quarter. Al
though the foot included 23 individual bones (tarsals, metatarsals, and 
phalanges), it is listed as a single specimen in the tables because it was 
clearly articulated. Although the coronoid process fragment shews no cut 
marks, i t ~ars to have been rem:>ved fran the rest of the dentary by a 
fresh snap fracture such as would be pruduced by physically removing the 
lower jaw while the cranial musculature was still intact. 

It is possible that these remains indicate a postoccupational intru
sion or food residues. On the other hand, it may be more likely that the 
intact foot represents a prepared pelt with. the foot left attached to the 
pelt during skinning. 'Ibis is not an entirely satisfactory explanation as 
one might then expect four feet instead of one. Perhaps, for reasons we 
do not knCM, only an isolated foot was kept and later discarded. A simi
lar, single, isolated, badger foot was found at nearby 29SJ 628 (Akins 
1981f) • 

Association of the dentary p:>rtion with a pelt is more difficult to 
imagine. H~ver, it is possible if one accepts (1) that the fragment was 
left attached to the cranitm after removal of the mandible and (2) that 
the cranium was left with the skin, as suggested by Judd (1954:65) for a 
situation at Pueblo Bonito. '!he question then becooes, "Where is the 
craniun?" 

Felis (Lynx) Rufus (bobcat) 

'1llree elements were definitely identified as bobcat, though one is 
not tabulated because it bad been modif ied into an artifact (a needle). 
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'!be remaining boio, though not artifacts, also show signs of cultural modi
fication. One element is a cranial fragment, specifically a piece of the 
left frontal, which was found in Roan 7, layer 3, !.evel 5, northeast quar
ter (FS 248). 'lhls is the only bone fran the site that shows definite cut 
narks, boio transverse cuts on the top of the craniml just behirxl the post
orbital process. These marks are preslEably a result of skinning. Also 
fran layer 3, Level 5, is a sharp-pointed needle made fran a left fibula. 
'!his artifact was found in two pieces, one in the northwest quarter (FS 
606), the other in the southwest quarter (FS 772), although the break 
looks suspiciously fresh. The third element is the proximal half of a 
right fourth rretatarsal fran the fill of a firepit in layer 8, northwest 
quarter of the Roan 7 sOOfloor fill (FS 1144). ~ bone is gray fran a 
thorough burning. 

All three oones ace larger than COO1parati ve material, which suggests 
one or more large inc11 viduals. other ~ may be represented by a few 
vertebral a.oo rib fragnents, but these could not be positively identi
fied. 

Artiodactyls 

large gane animals are remarkably sparse in the 29SJ 633 faunal 
assemblage. Or>ly 6 of the rore than 3,900 bones could be identified as 
one of the 3 cannon artiodactyl species--Q1ocoileus hemionus (mule deer), 
Antllocapra americana (pronghorn), am OvIs canadensis (bIghorn sheep). 
Of these six identified, four are - ana there is one each of the 
other two species. Moreover, were listed as "un-
identified artiooactyl.· other oones may be in the "unidentified 
medimt-Iarge marrmal" category, but they ace no JOOre than a harrlful of 
tiny, unidentifiable scraps. All six of the identified specimens as well 
as the two unidentified artiodactyl oones were found in Roan 7. 

Antilocapra americana (pronghorn sheep) 

Four bones were identified as pronghorn. '!hese represent an absolute 
mininun of two individuals but no more than three. All are fran Roan 7: 
two fran layer 3, northwest quarter, level 5 (FS 607); one fran the layer 
6 floor fill, southeast quarter, level 7 (FS 219); and one fran the sub
floor layer 9, southeast quarter (FS 1174). 

The two layer 3 specimens are the highly fragnented remains of a 
right dentary, includiJ;l9 at least one deciduous molar, and a lower left 
cheek tooth of a ver~oung pronghorn. Exact age has not been determined; 
it is unlikely that fawn was IOOre than a week or two old. 'lhis indi
vidual would have yielded minimal usable meat, and it could be that it was 
procured for other reasons, e.g., for a fawn-skin bag such as can still be 
seen at zuni Pueblo today. It is interesting to note that badger am oolr 
cat bones fran the same or nearby proveniences are also suggested to 
represent nonfood i terns. 

'!he other boio pronghorn bones are 00th fran adults: a proximal 
radius fragnent fran the layer 6, floor fill, southeast quarter, Level 7 
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(FS 219), an:] a heavily worn, lower left, secord premolar fran subfloor 
layer 9, southeast quarter (FS 1174). Although these are potentially fran 
a single individual, the stratigraphic separation suggests otherwise. 

Qloooileus hemionus (mule deer) 

Only one mule deer bone, a badly weathered, left scapula head, could 
be positively identified. This was found in undifferentiated fill of Bin 
1 in Roan 7 (FS 703). Other deer bone fragments may be present among the 
unidentifi ed scraps. 

cf. Ovi. canadensis (bighorn sheep) 

One probable bighorn sheep bone is a badly eroded, distal dght meta
carpal fran Roan 7, Floor 2, other Pit 1 (FS 969), a rodent-disturbed area 
apparently assoc:iated with Floor 2. Identification is tentative because 
of the poor condition and small size of the fragment. 

Birds 

Meleagris gallopavo (turkey) 

Turkeys were quite abundant at 29SJ 633, far IOOre so than at other 
earlier nearby sites. '1he total of 766 irXlividual specimens recorded is 
second only to cottontails in overall frequency. '!he minim\E mnber of 
individuals is also second to with estimates varying fran 12 
(sitemI) to 47 (maxMNI) spatial criteria used. Rather 
surprisingly, turkeys rank first estimates of consmal aeat weight 
with as much as 50 percent of the total amount represented by the assem
blage (using maxMNI; see Table 10.13). Even considedng- meat 
weight with higher values for artiodactyls and carnivores, 
rank. first (see Table 10.11). If we use the midMNI figures as best 
estimate at 29SJ 633, turkeys account for 14.4 percent of the individuals 
(mamnals and turkeys), 23.4 percent of the estimated available meat 
weight, and 44.5 percent of the estimated conslllted neat weight. 

The meat weight figures, of course, rely on the assumption that the 
turkeys were food items. 'Ibis may not be entirely correct, but there is 
good reason to believe that at least sane of the birds \friere consl.lred. A 
:!mIall but widespread mlnber of elements sheM signs of charring (3.3 per
cent), and. several examples of intentional fracturing and knife cut narks 
(1 case) were noted. As uncarmon as these examples are (sane 35 cases 
altogether), they do lend s~rt to the notion of turkey constJrption in 
the late occupation of Cllaco Canyon. 

It is probable that turkeys were kept in captivity at the site. Most 
telling in this regard is the presence of at least brio very YOWlg birds 
(ca. one week. old), one in each of the two roans (Roan 7, Bin 1; Roan 8, 
Level 5, floor fill). Adult birds show a wide range of sizes thongh the 
najority are rather small, presllMbly female, individuals. Of tibianeta
tarsi that are intact enough to detennine sex (by presence or absence of a 
spur), two are males and seven are females. My intui ti ve ilrpression on 
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the basis of element sizes is that this ratio is generally representative 
of the entire assemblage. 

Another attribute that may be taken as an indication of use is the 
characteristic disarticulation of turkey reM.ins. Despite their abun
dance, no wholly or even partially articulated iooividuals were noted in 
the field. 'Ibis is a different situation than at sane other, scm:!What 
earlier, Olaco Canyon sites (e.g., site 29SJ 299, tna Vida, Be 50). 

'lWo bones-a right ulna (Roan 7, layer 6, floor fill, northwest quar
ter, FS 615) am a left tibiotarsus (Roan 7, Layer 4, southwest quarter, 
FS 784)-show premortem breaks that had healed. Such instances are clear
ly suggestive of birds kept in captivity rather than hunted wild birds. 

Turkeys were not distributed randanly throughout the two excavated 
roans. In both cases, the nllrrber of identified specimens (NISP) suggests 
a ... rked increase in the later deposits, specifically the ower floor and 
overlying fill. Only 5 (2 in Roan 8, 3 in Roan 7) of the total of 766 
turkey bones cxxurred in the sub-Floor 1 deposits of the two roans. 'I\lr
key elements Dade up only 2.5 percent of the identified mamnals and tur
keys in the early deposits as OWOsed to 32.5 percent of the late proveni
ences. 

In Roan 8, turkey bones were very aburxlant in the level 5 floor fill 
unit where they Dade up 79.0 percent of all bones (elements = 49, MNI 
= 3). In the fill, turkeys were not as predaninant but were still the 
rrost CQ1I!IOn identified taxon (31.1 percent of mamnals and turkey NISP). 
In Roan 7, turkey bones were the roost carroon taxon (by elements) in Sin 1, 
the Budal 3 pit, Layer 5, Layer 4 rock concentrations, and Layer 3. In 
all of the layers above Floor 1, turkeys accounted for about 20 percent or 
nore of identified mamna1s and turkey specimens. 

Anatidae sp. (unidentified waterfowl) 

A single, broken coracoid of a duck was found. in Ananaly Test 1, 
Level 2. Waterfowl are rare in Olaco Canyon today with only an occasional 
migrant passing through. Similarly, waterfowl are not frequently found. in 
Claco canyon archeological sites, although they have been found in low 
frequencies at several sites. 'nle fractured ends of the specimen may 
indicate h1EBl1 use, presl.lMbly for food. 

Aquila chrysaetos (golden eagle) 

'!he only golden eagle bone at the site was an ungual phalanx (talon) 
fran Roan 7, layer 4, southeast quarter. Golden eagle renains, especially 
W1CJUCll phalanges, are relatively carmon occurrences in Chaco Canyon 
sites. 

Buteo sp. (unidentified broad-winged hawk) 

Five hawk elements were 
langes) and another phalanx. 

found in Roan 7, four claws (ungual pha
Two of the claws were fran layer 6, north-
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west quarter, another fran Rock Concentration 1 (southwest quarter), and 
the fourth with an associated phalanx fran -near Burial 3. - Bawks are 
carmon in Chaco canyon s1 tes, and several species of the genus Buteo are 
known to occur. The prevalence of talons (as with the only eagle bone) 
suggests that the remains may have been used for ornamentation as in a 
necklace. Probably two individuals were present. 

Bubo virginianus (great horned owl) 

TWo bones of this large owl are almost certainly fran a single inc)i
vidual. Both are fran the subfloor deposits of Roan 8, a left hmerus 
fran level 7 and. a left tarsanetatarsus fran Level 3. Both specimens are 
inmature. Great horned owls are cxmnon in Olaco Canyon now and have 
frequently been found in archeological sites. 

Callipepla squamata, cf. C. squamata, and unidentified quail (scaled 
quai~etc.) 

At least two quails are represented in the collection, both probably 
scaled quail. 'lhe only positive identification is of a hlm'lerus fran high 
in the fill of Roan 7, layer 2, southeast quarter. '1lle cf. C. ~ta 
specimen involves several bones (scapulae, coracoids, ht.Jnerus,Eiriilr, 
tibiotarsus, and carpanetacarpus) of a single irrlividual fran the floor 
fill of Roan 7, Floor 2, southwest quarter. '!his is clearly a different 
individual fran the layer 2 specimen as both inclooe left hlUlE!:ri. '!be 
specimen identified by Emslie as -unidentified quail- is probably fran a 
third irrlividual, though not definitely. 'Ibis is part of a left tarso
metatarsus f ran Roan 7, layers 5-6 (southeast quarter). '!his, too, is 
most likely a scaled quail, the only quail species recorded for Claco 
canyon. 'lhe other possibility is Gambel's quail (Lophortyx gambelii), 
which occurs in scattered parts of the Southwest. 

ErE!!1!?phila alpestris (horned lark) 

A single humerus of E. alpestris is fran the upper fill of Roan 7, 
Layer 2, northwest quarter. Horned larks are very ccmnon in Olaco Canyon 
now and are aroong the abundant small birds found. in archeological sites. 
It is possible (perhaps probable) that this is a postoccupational intru
sion. 

Corvus corax (carmon raven) 

A tarsanetatarsus of a raven was found in the fill of Roan 8 (level 
3) • Ravens are carmon in Chaco Canyon but only occasionally found in 
archeological sites. 

Pipilo chlorura arrl cf. P. chlorura (green-tailed towhee) 

This is the smallest bird found at 29SJ 633 and, perhaps because of 
its small size, has only occasionally been recovered fran sites. TWo ele
ments were recovered, a carpcmetacarpus fran Roan 8, subfloor, Level 7, 
and a mandible (identification questioned) fran Roan 8, Other Pit 5. 'nle 
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occurrence of one specimen in a pit and the other fran subfloor deposits 
nay indicate two incH viduals, but the spatial proximity of the two sug
gests that because of mixing or confusion in defining pit walls, only one 
individual may be present. 

Te!tporal Change and Roan <:anparisons 

Change through time in the relative abundances of taxa in the 
29SJ 633 sanple can be examined in two ways : first, by the two major 
divisions of the site time-space framework established b¥ the site excava
tor, M. Truell; an3 second, b¥ the stratigraphic sequences in each roan. 

'Ibe tine-space matrix places lOOSt proveniences into one of the two 
categories, ca. the late A.D. lOOOs-early A.D. 1100s and ca. the late 
A.D. 1100s-early A.D. 1200B. In both excavated roems, Floor 2 and sub
floor deposits constitute the early material. The bulk. of faunal renains 
are in the late category, including fill and Floor 1 associations of both 
roans and Anomaly Tests 7-10 . Table 10.17 shows the abundances and rela
tive frequencies of taxa in the early and late periods. To enp-.asize 
econanic species, small rodents have been lmnped and turkeys included with 
manmals. Several differences shew up between the early and late periods. 

(1) Turkeys are far IOOre aburrlant in the late period with only five 
elements occurring in the early deposits. 

(2) Snall rodents (mice, rats, etc.) are IOOre aburx1ant in the early 
period perhaps because of their association with floor level de
posits. (In the late period, there are proportionally IOOre small 
intrusive rodents in Floor 1 associations than in the fill.) 

(3) Small game taxa are abundant throughout. In terms of MNI, 
$ylvilagus is relatively IOOre abundant in the late period. 

(4) Canld remains are roore abundant at an early time. '1he only three 
specimens for which te:nporal category is assignable are all fran 
early dep:>sits. 'lhree of the four other identified carnivores 
(badger and bobcat) are fran late deposits, and all of these are 
from high in the fill of Roan 7. 

(5) Artiodactyls are relatively more common in the early period, al
though the frequencies are exceedingly low. 

For finer chronological divisions, each of the roams can be divided 
into major stratigra(hic sections (i.e., fill, floor fill, Floor 1 associ
ations, Floor 2 associations, am subfloor). Frequencies of the four IOCISt 
abur.dant econanic taxa (StiilVil~US, ~, W~s, arrl Meleagris) for 
these divisions are given Tabes 10~and 0.6 and Figures (0.2-10.5. 
Because of low frequencies, Floors 1 and 2 are canbined in Roan 8. It is 
important to note that although the units are chronologically ordered, 
this does not mean that apparent variability is necessarily chronological. 
'!be units are also different types of deposits. This same difficulty of 
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Table 10.17. Re~ative fr~ncies of 29SJ 633 fatmal remains with respect to primary periods am 
maJor provenlenoesa 

Early 
AOOrialy 

Late 

• • Test • • Taxon """" 7 """" a Total Blementsb MiCMlUb 
"""" 7 """" a 7-10 Total Elenentsb MicMUb 

Sylvilagus 38/3 51/2 89/5 44 . 5 13 . 2 931/39 32/5 35(7 998/ 51 43.0 35.2 

~ 12/2 11/3 23/ 5 11.5 13.2 313/ 15 a/2 6/ 1 327/ 18 14.1 12.4 

Cynornys a/ . 6/ 2 14/ 6 7.0 15.8 123/ 12 9/ ' 13/3 145/ 19 6.2 13.1 - 7/ 1 0 7/ 1 3.5 2.6 26/ 6 3/2 0 29/ 8 1.2 5.5 

9nall rodents 46/ 9 10/ 4 56/13 28.0 34.2 49/ 15 11/6 1/ 1 61/22 2.6 15 . 2 

Coni. 1/1 2/1 3/2 1.5 5.3 0 0 0 0 

'" Taxidea 0 0 0 2/ 1 0 0 2/1 0. 1 0.7 

'" '" Felis (~) 1/ 1 0 1/1 0.5 2.6 1/ 1 0 0 1/1 t 0.7 

Qb:x)ileus 0 0 0 1/1 0 0 1/1 t 0.7 

Antil~ 1/1 0 1/ 1 0.5 2.6 3/2 0 0 3/ 2 0.1 1.' 

M. 1/1 0 1/1 0. 5 2.6 0 0 0 0 

Total """,",s mm iWl! ~ "3 92.T , ,449/92 """"Gl71"!" WIT 1,567/123 = sr.r 
Mel!!9!!!. 3/2 2/1 5/3 2. 5 7.9 681/15 66/5 9/2 756/22 32.5 15.2 

Total m;>3 n,m ~ 11l1J:1f = 2,1307111'1 ~ mTi 2,323/145 ~ TIllr.T 

aFrequencies are mJrber of elements and IilJd!NI estimates (e1eaVmicMa). 
b[:ercent.ages ue of total mamral.s and turkeys. 



distinguishing chronological fram nonchronological variability pertains to 
the simple early(late division as well. 

Interpretations of these relative frequency data should also be tem
pered by the realization that both quantifications euployed bere-nlJlber 
of specimens and MNI-are less accurate than the figures may inply. In 
other words, although the percentage figures are quite precise, the data 
upon which they are based intrinsically lack a canparable precision. 
'!hus, it is inportant to look for large-scale trends and differences 
rather than rely on small percentage differences. 

Within these limitations, indications of major tenporal trends in the 
course of roan depositions are ambiguous. other than the tendencies noted 
above toward scarcity of turkeys in the floor fill of Roan 8, the vari
ability in general awears to be unpatterned. otherwise, relationships 
among these taxa appear reasonably stable. 

other than the mum greater abundance of remains in Roan 7, the as
sanblages of the two roans are generally similar. COnsidering roan to
tals, the ordinal relationships of the IOC>st carmon taxa are the sazre for 
nmlber of specimens, MNI, and consmed meat weight values (Tables 10.15, 
10.16, 10.18, and 10.19). SpeciIren frequencies or meat weight estimates 
of major taxa sllc:M surprisingly similar percentages, but MNI values show 
less conformity. Tables 10.15, 10.17, and 10.19 and Figures 10.2-10.5 
point out differences between the roams at the level of major fill divi
sions, but many of these are strongly influenced by small sanple sizes. 
As noted above, tuckeys show the sane pattern in both roans of scarcity in 
subfloor and Floor 2 deposits am abundance in higher levels. More spe
cies, inclooing all of the artiodactyl remains, were present in Roan 7, 
but this may, in part, be a prcduct of the Imlcil larger sarrple size. For a 
IOC>re detailed breakdCMl of individual layers, see Appendix D. 

Charred Bones 

One attribute generally considered indicative of human consumption is 
burning or charring of bones. Bere, charring is used to incllrle 1:x>th 
scorching or blackening (occasionally dark brown) and bleached white cal
cined oone. Although charring is often taken to be a result of food pre
paration, 1:x>nes can becane charred by other means. For instance, many of 
the IOOSt thoroughly charred specimens probably got that way fran having 
been tossed in a fire rather than charred during cooking. Still, they 
presmably would not have been disposed of in this manner were they not 
food items. On the other hand, many methods of cooking leave no signs of 
dlarring, anI even over an open fire bone would not be visibly altered if 
insulated by muscle fiber. 

Olarred bone is relatively abundant in the excavated portions of 
29SJ 633 with sane 12.8 percent (499 of 3,912) of bones showing sane de
gree of charring. 'nlis rather high frequency reflects the interpretation 
of much of the collection, particularly the Roan 7 fill, as o:cupational 
refuse. Both Roan 7 and Roan 8 have overall charred frequencies of roore 
than 10 percent as do the It>nped miscellaneous plaza and ananaly tests. 
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Table 10.18. Relative soounts of estimated const:rned neat weight for Roan 
7, Roam 8, and other proveniences 

Roan 7 Roan 8 Other Test Pits 
(maxMNI) (maxMNI) (maxMNI) 

Taxon kg , kg , kg , 
Laganoqt>s 

Sylvilagus 22.92 14.2 4.58 11.2 4.20 17.5 
lepus 28.60 17.8 8.80 21.6 3.30 13.8 

Rodents 
Cynomys 9.99 6.2 2.59 6.4 1.48 6.2 
'1!lana11ys 0.34 0.2 0.07 0.2 
D. spectabilis 0.07 t 0.07 0.2 0.07 0.3 
Neotana 1.08 0.7 0.27 0.7 

carnivores 
canis 3.20 2.0 3.20 7.9 3.20 13.3 
Taxidea 3.45 2.1 
Felis (~) 3.45 2.1 

Artiodactyls 
OOocoileus 2.90 1.8 
AntilocaEra 3.94 2.4 
<>vis canadensis 0.31 0.2 
Unid. artiodactyls 3.21 2.0 

Total mamnals 83.46 51.8 19.58 48.1 12.25 51.0 

Galliformes 
Meleagris 77.55 48.2 21.15 51.9 11.75 49.0 

Total 161.01 99.9 40.73 100.1 24.00 100.1 

t = trace. 
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Table 10.19. Relative frequencies of mamnals and turkeys for Roans 7 
and 8, based on minHNI 

Mam:nals Chll Mcmnals and Turkeys 
site Roao 7 Roao 8 sIte RD. 7 Rm. 8 

TOtal 
Taxon Mi....:r • MirMNI • Mi....:r • • • • 
Sylvilagus 52 41.9 36 44 . 4 5 26.3 36.4 39 . 1 22.7 

~ 
,. 11.3 9 11.1 2 10.5 9.8 9.8 9. 1 

ct. S. §!ilosana 0.8 1 1.2 0 0.7 1. 1 

Cynanys '5 12 .1 8 9.9 3 15.8 10 . 5 8.7 13.6 

~ 3 2. ' 2 2.5 5.3 2.1 2.2 '.5 

PecQ9nathus 3 2.' 1.2 5.3 2. 1 1 • 1 '.5 

Dipodanys ~ 5 '.0 3 3.7 5. 3 3. 5 3.3 '.5 

.Q.. spectabilis 3 2.' 1 1.2 5.3 2.1 1.1 '.5 

Reithrodontanys 0.8 0 0 0.7 

1""""""""" 7 5.6 5 6.2 2 10.5 '.9 5.' 9.1 

<»ychanys 2 1.6 1.2 0 1.' 1 • 1 

NeotaM 9 7.3 7 8.6 2 10.5 6.3 7.6 9.1 

Omi. 3 2.' 1.2 5.3 2.1 1. 1 ' . 5 

Taxidea 1 0.8 1 1.2 0 0.7 1 .1 

Felis (~) 0.8 1.2 0 0.7 1 • 1 

OdocoilellB 0.8 1 1.2 0 0.7 1. 1 

Antilocapra 2 1.6 2 2.5 0 1.' 2.2 

Ovis 0.8 1.2 0 0.7 1.1 

'lQtal Identifiable 
.......u.s TIt = -sf w;,- -W -rnr.r 

!4eleagris 19 11 3 13 . 3 12 . 0 13 . 6 

Total.......w. m ~ ~ -rnr.r lma 9D" 
and TUrkeys 
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However, as noted below, there is considerable variability among different 
taxa and among various proveniences within the roams. 

Taxonomic Variability 

cnJ.y a few of the identified genera and species are represented in 
the collection of charred bones. Specifically, only five taxa of mam
mals-Sylvilagus aooubonii, ~ californicus, ~s gunnisoni, Neotcma 
sp., and ~ rufus-bave----raentiflable burn specil1iens. 'l\lrkeys 
(Mel~ris gan:-¥vo) are the only nonnamnals to be represented by charred 
speclltlellS • 

Of the mamnals, the three JOOSt ubiquitous fonns-~lVilagus, lepus, 
aoo Cynanys-account for the vast majority of thernedtxmes--wrth 
~lviIagUSaccounting for the bulk of the total (Table 10.20). Not only 

these three taxa make up the majority of identified charred bones, bot 
the category - unidentified snall tramnals", which is considered to be frag
ments of rabbit-sized forms, accoWlts for half of all charred bones (249 
of 499). If it is assuned that this oate9ory of unidentified remains in
clooes essentially small, unidentifiable fragments of the two rabbit spe
cies and prairie dogs, then it is apparent that these three taxa make up 
over 90 percent of the total mnber of burned bones. 

Instances of dlarring are much more limited on other species. 'lbe 
only rcdent taxon other than ~anys to show any charring is Neotana sp. 
(Wlidentified woodrat). Two eenents, a dentary and an isolated tooth, of 
Neotana were burned, and both are probably fran a single individual (same 
layer Roan 7, layer 4-thoLl9h fran different quadrants). Ckle other dlar
red rcdent bone could not be identified . None of the sparse articdactyl 
bones showed any charring though three snall fragrrents, which could only 
be labeled as "unidentified medilm-large mamnal, - were charred and could 
be articx1actyl bone fragrrents. '!he only burnt bone fran a carnivore was 
the thoroughly heated, gray fragment of a Lynx rufus metatarsal. The sig
nificance of dlarring of tlris bobcat bone 15 uncertain, but the fact that 
it is a foot bone may indicate that it was part of a skin rather than a 
rermant of a cooked food item. 

As indicated by Table 10.20, cottontails (Sylvilagus) are clearly the 
taxon with the greatest amount of dlarring. Moreover, this taxon also 
shC1W's the greatest relative frequency of charring: 15.9 percent of all 
Sylvilagus bones exhibit sare degree of burning. 'lhe two other cannon 
taxa fetUS and CynT.--reveal less charring, 8.5 and 8.1 percent, re
spective y. Figure ~6 ShCMS that the frequency of charring diminishes 
noticeably with both larger and smaller bcdy sizes. Two burned Neotana 
bones account for 5.6 percent of that genus, but only one other Charred 
bone of a mouse- or rat-sized rodent (unidentified small rodent) was 
recorded. Of the medillU and large mamnals (carnivores and artiodactyls), 
the one charred ~ bone and three unidentified fragments account for 6.3 
percent of the tOtaI identified and unidentified bones. 

'!he 
bones is 

presence of a mober of charred turkey (Me1l:&iS gallU?ke0) 
also noteworthy in that it is frequently ass that tur ys 
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Table 10.20. Relative frequencies of charred bones among different taxa 

Nunber of % of % of All % of Char-roo 
Total No. Charred Specimens Charred Identified 

Taxon Specimens Specimens Olarred Specimens M<mnal.s 

Mamnals 
Sylvilagus 1,103 175 15.9 35.1 79.2 
lepus 351 30 8 . 5 6. 0 13.6 
Cynanxs 160 13 8. 1 2.6 5.9 
Neotana 36 2 5.6 0. 4 0. 9 
~ 2 1 50.0 0.2 0.5 

w Birds 
0 Meleagris 766 25 3. 3 5. 0 0 

unidentifiable 
Unid. small rodent 36 1 2.8 0.2 
Unid. small mamnal 1,139 249 21 . 9 49.9 
Unid . med . -lg . mamnal 36 3 8 . 3 0.6 

Total 3,912 W l2.8 
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were rarely eaten by the Anasazi. Although the relative number that show 
any charriD3 is low (25 of 766 specimens, 3.3 percent), the nmber is high 
eno\ll3h to suggest that sane turkeys at 29SJ 633 were eaten. Cllarred 
specimens were noted in a vat iety of proveniences, which indicates that 
the aburdance of burned oones was not the result of a single episode. 

It is interesting to note that in both Roan 7 and Roan 8 the relative 
frequency of charring is higher in the category "unidentified small mam
mal" than in any of the identified taxa (except for the one of two ~). 
'lhis means that canpared to uncharred frag:rrents, a greater proportIOrlof 
charred oones are unidentifiable, which may result fran weakening of bones 
fran burning and subsequent fracturing into smaller, less recognizable 
pieces. Not only are the smaller pieces less likely to be recognized, but 
the probability of duplication fran counting a siDg'le elenent more than 
once is much greater. 

Spatial Variability in Charring 

Although both Roan 7 and Roan 8 have canparable frequencies of char
ring with each slightly over 10 percent, both ShCM mark.ed variability 
within their deposits. In Roan 7, the roost abundant burning was in the 
dense trash of the Layer 6 floor fill where nearly 20 percent of the bones 
were charred and in Iayer 4 of the fill where nearly 40 percent charring 
occurred. To:Jether, these bIo layers account for 63 percent of all the 
burned bones fran Roan 7 and 56 percent of the total Oi.ll1ber recovered in 
excavations at the site. other general proveniences in Roan 7 that c0n
tained high percentages of burned bone included parts of layer 3, the 
"burned spot" on Floor 1, and one of the rodent-disturbed areas in Floor 1 
(Rodent Hole 2). Tables 10.21-10.24 list individual proveniences that 
contained conspicuous amounts of burned bone, either relatively (more than 
20 percent) or in absolute n!.Ebers (n > 15). It may be of interest to 
note that of the eight excavation units in the fill or floor fill with 
a.burK!ant charring, five were fran the southeast quadrant of the roan, and 
two others were fran the southwest quadrant. Only one was fran the north
ern half of the roan. '!his may give sane indication of the locus of 
burned debris durrping in the roan. 

In Roan 8, more charred bones were fourd in association with the two 
floors than in either the fill above or the subfloor fill. Bone associ
ated with each floor level shows over 30 percent charring and together the 
two floors account for 67 percent of the burned bone recovered fran the 
roan though only 18 percent of the total bone fran the roan. Specifical
ly, burned bone was found to be most abundant in the pits containing 
Burials 1 and 2. Reasons for this concentration are not known. 

looications of Butchering 

Two types of evidence of butchering were noted: (1) cut marks, 
either fran skinning or meat removal, and (2) intentional fractures, sharp 
breaks of bone thought to have been made by man while the bone was still 
fresh. Such fractures include both snapping of smaller, IOOre fragile 
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Tabl e 10.21. site 29SJ 633 , charred bone f requencies--indi vidual proveniences with high frequencies 
of charred bone ( > 20%)a 

Rom 7 

FS 176 FS 659 FS 219 FS 228 FS 923 
Iayer 4 FS 261 FS 645 Iayer 6 layer 6 layer 6 Floor 1 FS 914 

FS 244 SE 1/ 4 Layer 4 FS 198 layer 6 P1. Fill Fl. Fill Fl. Fill contact Floor 1 
Tax. layer 3 "burned HE 1/4 Layer 5 FI' level 7 Level 7 Level 8 .- Rodent 

SE 1/4 cone. ~ "burned" 5E 1/4 SW 1/4 SW 1/4 5E 1/4 SE_ 1/4 spot" Hole 2 

-.us 
sylvllagus 0 15 1 25 4 6 42 2 4 

(4S . S) (50 . 0) (56.8) ( 22.2) (25.0) (17 . 9) ( 100 . 0) (80.0) 

~ 0 0 4 0 1 6 1 
(57.1) (25 . 0) (12.5) (IOO.O) 

cyna,ys 1 7 0 1 0 1 0 0 
(33 . 3) (77 . 8) (33 . 3) (11.1) 

NeotaM 1 1 0 0 
(100.0) ( 100 .0) 

~ 
w 
0 
w Birds 

Meleagris 0 3 1 2 2 0 0 
(60.0) (100.0) ( 8 . 3) (6 . 2) 

Unidentified species 
Unid . small codent 0 

III id. small martm.'Ll 10 57 0 17 7 5 37 2 4 
(3S.7) (50 . 9) (70.8) (58.3) (20 . 8) (40.2) (28 . 6) ( 100.0) 

(bid. med.-lg. manmal 1 1 
( 100 . 0 ) (33 . 3) 

Nl.Ilber of specimens 33 171 20 79 6 1 94 463 11 10 

tbrber of burned specilrens 11 80 5 4B 13 15 86 4 9 

% of specimens charred ( 33.3) (46.8) (25 .0) (100.0) (60.8) (2 1. 3) ( 16.0) ( 18.6) (36.4) (90 .0) 

an - nl.l'l'lber of charred speciJrens, (n) - percentage of specimens charred, 0 .. taxon present but no specimens charred, - • taxon 
not present. 



Table 10.21 t c:;QDClWeQ J. a 

"""" , Ananaly Tests 

FS 427 FS 446 
PS 410 Floor 1 Fl oor 1 FS 467 FS 474 FS 1021 FS 1067 FS 1088 
levelS other Pit 3 other Pit 3 Floo, 1 Floor 1 Manaly AnaMly AnaMly 

'" Layer 2 Layer 3 Burial 2 Burial 2 Test 1 Test 7 Test 8 
'!aXa NE 1/4 Burial 1 Burial 1 La~r 2 La~r 3 levelS level 2 Level 2 

Manmals 
Sylvilagus 0 2 2 1 0 1 1 

( IOO.O) ( 100 . 0) (50 . 0) (16 . 7) (50 . 0) 
~ 1 1 

( 100. 0) (50.0) 
exna.ts 1 

(100 . 0) 
_taM 

~ 
w 
0 ... 

Biros 
Meleagris 0 1 2 

(100.0) (100.0) 

On1dentified species 
Unid. email rodent 

Iklid . anall mamnal 2 1 2 , 4 1 0 
( 100. 0) (50 . 0) ( 50.0) (80 .0) (66.7) (33.3) 

U1id. med.-lg. marmal 0 

lbrber of specimens 7 4 7 4 14 • 12 2 

tbrber of burned specimens 3 5 3 11 4 3 

% of specimens charred ( 42 . 9) (25 .0) (71.4 ) (75.0) (78 . 6) (44.4) (25.0) (50.0) 

an '" IlI.Il1ber of charred specimens , In) • percentage of specimens dlarred , 0 - taxon p resent but no specimens 
charred, - • taxon not present. 
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Table 10.23. Site 29SJ 633, frequencies of charred bone, Roam 7a 

layer 4 
Rock layer 5-6 Total 

Taxa Ia:i!!:c La:ler 2 Ia~er 3 La~r 4 Cone . Ia~r 5 Mixed 

Mantrals 
Sylvilagus 0 1 1 15 0 3 38 

(2.0) ( 1.6) (41.7) (11.1) (26.2) 

~ 0 1 0 0 0 11 
(7 .1) (19.0) 

Cyncmys 0 1 7 0 0 1 
(5 .6 ) (58 . 3) (11 .1) 

_taM 0 2 0 0 0 
( 100.0) 

~ 0 

Birds 
Meleagris 0 1 1 1 3 0 0 

(5.2) ( 1 . 3) (5.6) (2.9) 

Unidentified species 
unid. 3M.ll rooent 0 0 

Unid . small rnacrmal 0 0 31 57 0 4 35 
( 11.0) ( 47.1) (21.1) (17.2) 

Unid. med. - lg. mammal 0 1 0 0 1 0 
(25.0) (100.0) 

Nmber of specirrens 11 140 492 206 317 121 580 

Ntnber of burned speciJrens 0 2 36 82 3 8 85 

% of specirrens charred (0.0) ( 1.4 ) (7.3) (39.8) (0.9) (6.6) (14 . 7) 

Iln '" nmlber of charred specimens , (n) :II percentage of specinens charred , 0 '" taxon present but no 
specimens charred, - .. taxon not present. 

Fill 

58 
(20 .9) 
12 
(6.7) 
9 

( 15 . 0) 
2 

(13.3) 
0 

6 
(1.5) 

0 

127 
(18.3) 

2 
(16.7) 

1, 867 

216 

(11.6) 
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Table 10.23 (contlnued)a 

Floor 1 
Layer 6 Floor 1 Floor 1 Rodent Assoc. 

'llIxa Fl. fill Contact Bin 1 Features Burial 3 Disturb. Total 

""'""'-ls 
Sylvi1ag~ 91 2 3 0 3 6 14 

(20.0) ( 100.0) (4.8 ) (23.1) (35.3) (14.4) 
~ 13 0 0 1 1 

(11 . 6) (50.0) ('.3) 
Cynomys 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

('.7) 
~ 0 0 0 0 

~ 

Bi_ 
Meleagris 14 0 2 0 0 0 2 

(7.7) (3.1) (2.1) 

UhLientified species 
Unid. aaoll rodent 0 0 0 0 

ibid. aaol1........t 76 2 2 0 0 • 8 
('1.3) (28.6) (6.9) ( .... ) ( 13.8) 

Ilnid. med.-19 • ........t 1 0 0' 0 

tbrber of specimens 1,002 11 207 21 65 38 3.2 

Nmter of burned specimens 197 • 7 0 3 11 25 

, of specimens charred (19.7) (36.') (3.') (0.0) ( '.6) (28.9) (7 . 3) 

an a nunber of charred specimens, (n) - percentage of specimens charred, 0 ., taxon present but 
no specimens charred, - - t:a.xon not present. 
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Table 10.23 (concluded)a 

Total 
Floor 2 Floor 2 Total 

Taxa layer 7 Features Assoc. layer 8 layer 9 Layer 10 Subfloor 

Mamnals 
~lvilagus 0 0 0 0 1 1 

( 14.3) (9.1) 

~ 0 0 0 1 1 
(100 . 0) ( 10.0) 

<:ynanys 0 0 0 0 0 0 

NeotaM 0 0 

~ 1 1 
( 100.0) (100 . 0) 

Birds 
Melea9~J~ 0 0 0 0 0 

Unidentified species 
Unid. rrnall rodent 0 0 0 

Unid. small mamnal 2 1 3 1 0 1 
(10 . 5) (14.3) (11 . 5) (1 1.1) (7 . 7) 

Unid. med. - 19 • ......-a.J. 0 0 0 0 

Nwber of speci.nens 78 58 136 28 18 7 53 

N.mlber of burned speciJrens 2 3 2 2 0 4 

% of specimens charred (2 . 6) ( 1 . 7) (2 . 2) (7.1) (11 .1) (0 . 0) (7.5) 

an = nlEber of charred specimens, (n) - percentage of specimens charred, 0 = taxon present but no 
specimens charred , - - taxon not present. 

Roan 7 
Total 

164 
( 16.9) 
27 
(8.3) 
11 
(8 .4 ) 
2 

(6.1) 
1 

(50.0) 

22 
(3 .2) 

0 

215 
(22.1) 

3 
(12.0) 

3,400 

445 

(13.1) 



Table 10.24. Site 2951 633, charred bone frequencies, Roan 8 , an:l ananaly testsa 

Level 4 r.e.el 5 Floor 1 Floor 2 Subfl oor Ro<m • AnaMly l\naMly l\naMly 
TaXA Fillb Fl. fill Assoc. "'=. """" 6 """" 7 "",el • Total. Total -.1 Test 7 -.. 
""""'". Sylvil..agua 0 0 5 2 0 1 3 • 0 2 1 

(41.7) (18.2) ( 11. 1) (5.9) (9 .6) {6.9} (33.3) 

~ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
( 100.0) IS.9) (33.3) 

"""""'" 
1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 

(25.0) (50 .0) (13 . 3) 

""""'" 0 0 

~ 

W 
Birds C 

'" Meleagris 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 
( 100 . 0) (C.4) 

OnLientified species 
Unid. mW.l rodent 1 1 0 0 

( 100.0) (100.0) 
(bid. small mamnal. 0 2 11 3 2 2 1 5 21 5 7 0 

166.7) (36.7) (50.0) ( 16 . 7) (6 . 5) (ll.)) ( 10.9) (19 . 31 (31.2) (26.9) 
tklid . mad. -19. mcmnal. 0 0 0 0 

IUtlber of speci.nens 40 62 53 13 39 .0 2. 147 35. 29 
., 7 

tbrber of burned specimens 3 20 , , 2 2 • 3. 5 11 

, of specimens charred (2.5) (4.81 (37.7) (30.8) (10.3) (2.51 (7 . 1) (S . C) (10 . 1 ) (17.21 ( 13 . 1) (14.3) 

an. nmber of charred specitrens, (n) • percentage of specimens charred , 0 • taxon present but no specimens charred, - • taxon not present . 
btb charred bone in Level.s 1-3. 



bones and fracturing by tools of stouter elements (e.g., artiodactyl long 
bones). 

Signs of butchering on oones fran 29SJ 633 are rather uncannon. 'lhis 
is largely because of the remarkable prevalence of snail m:mmals that can 
be cooked and eaten with minimal butchering and because of the small, 
fragmented nature of the few large manrnal bones. 

cut marks were noted on only two tones fran the entire collection. A 
pair of deep cut marks was found on a fragment of the left frontal of a 
Felis (~) rufus skull fran Roan 7, layer 3 (FS 248), and a series of 
light d1agonal cuts appear on the shaft of a Melejl9ris left tibiotarsus 
fran Roan 7, layer 4 (FS 784). 1his turkey bone ~s also interestil¥J in 
that the shaft also shows a badly .... nded premorten break. 

Intentional fractUres are IOOre abundant with sane 28 individual bones 
fran 6 species interpreted as having been intentionally broken (Table 
10.25). '!bere are undoubtedly many rore instances of intentionally broken 
bones among the small mamnaJ.s, but these were not recorded because they 
cannot be easily distinguished fran naturally broken cases. '!be ones 
listed here are only those that I am reasonably certain were intentionally 
fractured. Most of these are simple snap fractures with only a single 
Antilocapra radius showing a probable twist break (terminology is that of 
saaelt-Kooros 1972). Just as they are the most ubiquitous taxa, cotton
tails and turkeys make up the bulk of the snap-fractured exanples. Both 
cottontails and jackrabbits sh"", snapped hind legs with the joints left 
intact. 

~ of the more intriguing cases of fractured bones involves parts of 
a mediI.D-sized bird fran the Floor 2 floor fill, layer 7, southwest quar
ter (FS 961) of Roan 7. '!his bird, tentatively identified as a scaled 
quail (Callipepla ~ta), awarently bad both wings ripped off. only 
the proxillliil portlonso EXlth scapulae and coracoids are left along with a 
few other oones of the upper torso. Also present are the distal erd of a 
femur and the proximal erd of a tibiotarsus, i.e., another articulated 
"knee" joint. Whether this assemblage of oones represents a bird disar
ticulated for food conslm{)tion or for nonfood. reasons (e.g., to have 
intact wings) is unknown. 

Taxonanic Carp>si tion of Bone Artifacts 

Sane 14 bone artifacts were recovered fran the testing at 29SJ 633. 
Cklly five of these could be identified taxonanically, as listed bel"",. 

Taxon 

mamnaJ. 
Unidentified artiodactyl 
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No. of Artifacts 

1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
5 
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Tabl e 10 . 25 . Faunal specimens fran 29SJ 633 that show indi cations of intentional fracturing 

Taxon 

Sylvllagus cf. auduboni: 

~ californicus: 

Taxidea taxus : 

Anti!ocapra americana: 

Unidentified artiodactyl: 

Mel eagris gallopavo: 

MediUll bird 

Provenience 

Roan 7 , Layer 3, SE 1/4 
Roan 7, Layer 3, NE 1/4 
Roan 1 , Layer 4, Rock 

Concentration 1 
Roan 7, Layer 6, sw 1/4 

Roan 1, Layer 10 , NE 1/4 

Roan 7, Bin 1, Layer 5 

Rocm 7, Layer 2, SW 1/4 

Roan 7, Layer 6 , floor 
fill , SE 1/4 

FS 

44 
162 

755 
645 

862 

694 

Elanent and Portion 

Right innaninate fragment 
Right innaninate fragment 

Right prox~ tibia 
lcd, 4th, 5th left meta

tarsal proximal halves 
Left prox:irnal. tibia (head 

only) 

left proximal tibia 
Left distal fenur 

77 Coronoid process of eight 
dentory 

21. Right proximal rad.ius 

C<mrents 

Fracture not definite 
Fracture not definite 

Articulated joint 
Articulated foot , also burned 

Articulated joint 

Probably a twist break after 
cracking 

Roan 1 , Layer 6, floor 808 Fragnent of thoracic vertebra 
fill , HE 1/4 

Roan 7 , Layer 3 , HE 1/ 4 
Roan 7, Layer 6, 58 1/4 
Roan 7, Bin 1, Layer 5 

248 
21. 
6'4 

Roan 7, Floor " OP 1 936 
Roan 7, Floor 1, Burial 3 282 

Roan 8 , Layer 4, E 1/2 371 

Roan 7 , layer 7 , SW 1/4 .61 

ProxiIMJ. 1/2 of coracoid 
Distal l eft tibiotaraus 
Distal right hllnerus HlnIerus and radius probably 
Proximal 1/2 of right radius articulated 
PcoxLmal left femur 
Distal left tibiotarsus 
Proximal eight ru.oerus 2 individuals 
Distal 1/4 right tibiotarsus 
Proximal right oo~id 

Proximal left and right 
scapulae 

Proximal left and right 
ooracoids 

Proximal tibiotar8us 
Distal femur 

·shoulder· bones articulated 

fenur and tibia acticulated 



unidentified large mamnal 
unidentified vertebrate 

Total 

2 
1 

14 

Note that the nLlllber of artiodactyl bones here matches the total fran the 
unnodified bone collection. (See Chapter 11 for more details on bone 
artifacts. ) 

Skeletal Part Representation 

For taxa witb few specimens-and tbis incltXles all artiodactyls, car
nivores, and. wild birds-the elements recovered fran the site are given 
above under "Taxonomic Composition." Table 10.26 and Figure 10.7 display 
the frequencies of cranial and long bone elements for each of the six most 
cannon taxa-Sylvllagu8, lepus, Cynanys, PeranyscllS, Neotana, am 
Meleagris. 

lIge Ca!posi tion and seasonality 

Ige distribution of taxa for which season of birth is restricted can 
give scme indication of season of death, and by extension, seasonality of 
hman oocupation if the specimens are cultural in derivation. With each 
of the three, zrain, small game animals found at 29SJ 633, a small mJnber 
of (less than ca. one month) individuals were recovered-two 

two and. one Although few in ntnber, these 
the SlDIIeC m:mths of the year. 

1hree large bird taxa are also represented by youn:J 
(turkey), cf. Corvus corox (raven) and Bubo 
owl) • 'Ihese, too, suggest smmer occupancy. sl..IImer 
specimen is the very young pronghorn individual. 

Also of note is the abundance of iIrmature cottontails. Coopaced to 
nearby 29SJ 629, the ~Vilagus sanple fran 29SJ 633 involves proportion
ally far f~r mature UIts (see Gillespie 1981 for further discussion). 
'Ibis is indicated botb by epiI;hyseal fusion of the tibia and the sanple of 
dentaries. '!he abundance of juveniles suggests procurement in the sl.mner 
or fall when juveniles are most abundant. Also soggesti ve of Sl.l11Der pro
curement is the abuOOance of prairie dogs, a hibernator that during the 
winter can be obtained only by digging. 

'Ihese characteristics stroD!Jly point to occupation during the slltlDer 
mnths. BcMever, the infonnation is inconclusive with regard to winter 
cx::x::upation--i.e., people were there in the smmer, but it is unknown 
whether or not occupation was year roum. 

'Ihe artiodactyl remains, or fOOre specifically their paucity, might 
suggest a lack of winter use, inasrruch as the traditional season of big 
game hunting is fall or winter. Note, too, that one of the few actio
dactyl individuals is definitely a stmne!r occurrence (Le., youn:J 
pronghorn) • 
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Table 10.26. Relative frequencies of major skeletal elements (long bone and cranial) among the most 
abundant taxa at 29SJ 633 

Sylvil!!!3 
ent MNI 

Cranilln (max-
illary portion) 17.5 63.6 3 35.3 4.5 52.9 2 44.4 0.5 11.1 1 11.1 

Marxlible 27.5 100 4.5 52.9 8.5 100 4.5 100 0.5 11.1 2 22.2 

Scapula 25 90.9 5 58.8 1.5 17.6 0.5 11.1 1 22.2 8.5 94.4 

HlII'Ierus 24.5 89.1 6 70.0 2.5 29.4 2.5 55.6 1.5 33.3 5 55.6 

Radius 24 87.3 4.5 52.9 6.5 76.5 1 22.2 0 0 6.5 72.2 

w - Ulna 25 90.9 5 58.8 1.5 17.6 2 44.4 0 0 5.5 61.1 
w 

Innaninate 22 80.0 8.5 100 2 23.5 3 66.7 3 66.7 2.5 27.8 

Fenur 22.5 81.8 4 47.1 2.5 29.4 4.5 100 3 66.7 7 77.8 

Tibia 27.5 100 8 94.1 5.5 64.7 4 88.9 4.5 100 

Calcaneum 18.5 67.3 6 70.6 1.5 17.6 0 0 0.5 11.1 

Tibiotarsus 8.5 94.4 

Tarsaretatarsus 9.0 100 

Coracoid 6.0 66.7 

Carpometacarpus 2.0 22.2 
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Figure 10.7. Relative frequencies of cranial and major appendicular 
_letal elements of the most abundant namoal. taxa. Values 
are standardized by setting most ccmnon element to 100 
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Slmtlary 

'lhe site 2951 633 faunal as5e!Tblage is noteworthy on several ac
counts. Briefly, these include 

( 1) the abundance of ranalns 9i Yen the lim! ted amount of excavation 
(IOOre specimens were recovered than at tooSt of the IOOre extensive
ly cleared small sites); 

(2) the predominance of cottontails and turkeys; 
(3) the indications that turkeys were kept at the site and were c0n-

sumed, making then an important food source; 
(4) a lack of darestic dogs; 
(5) the acute scarcity of artindactyl speclnens; 
(6) evidence of st:mnertlne occupation but uncertainty about winter 

use: and 
(7) the abundance of snall, inmature cottontails. 

Several of these attributes suggest that faunal. resources may have 
been under stress during this late occupation of the canyon. A potential 
scenario would suggest a scarcity of preferred big game animals and, as a 
result, use of (a) abundant but not full-sized cottontails, (b) immature 
big game (though the siogle case is not nruch to go on); and (c) a darestic 
food source, turkeys, which shOW" fewer indications of use in earlier 
sites. Perhaps in keeping with this interpretation of stress is the lack 
of dogs, a species that may have been locally extirpated by this time. 

With regard to Bare methodological aspects, calculation of a variety 
of different MNI estimates suggested that relative abundances of catmOIl 
taxa are not greatly affected by the nethod of estimation. On the other 
hand, meat weight estimates for different taxa varied markedly with the 
nethod of MNI calculation. '1Wo methods of meat weight estimation were 
enployed, the standard "available" meat weight cuounts and a more refined 
"consllned" meat weight awroach. 'the latter is thought to more accurately 
represent the relative inportance of econanic taxa, although it still 
varies considerably with the nethod of MNI calculation. 
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BONE 'lIJOLS I'R(}I 29SJ 633 

Jooith Miles 

Introduction 

Although the density of faunal ranains at 29SJ 633 is one of the 
highest for sites excavated by the Chaco Project (see Chapter 10), there 
were few bone tools in the sample. Bone artifacts are not a high-densi ty 
item, even in extensively built-up trash deposits, am, if nearby sites 
such as 29SJ 627 (Miles 1982), 29SJ 1360 (McKenna 1980, 1984), and 
29SJ 629 (Miles 1983b) are catparable to 29SJ 633, the majority of bone 
artifacts will be foWld in the ki vas rather than in the roans. Because 
the limited testing of the site (less than 10%) was restricted to two 
specific rooms, we feel that we did not obtain a sufficiently large sample 
of bone artifacts on which to make definitive stat.Em;;!nts. \'tla.t follCMS is 
a swmary of the recorded attributes and general cooments on the arti
facts' relationship to the site. 

Fatmal Remains 

William Gillespie provided the faunal attribute determination uti
lized in this report and coded that infonnation and the provenience data. 
'lbe roost notable attribute of the faW1al. remains collected fran 29SJ 633 
excavations is its size: 3,912 bones fran the partial excavations (see 
Olapter 10). 'Ihe reason offered by Gillespie is the relative aburrlance of 
higher-density trash and thorough recovery techniques. Even though the 
total number for faunal rsnains is extraordinarily high, the total for 
worked bone, including fragments, was not excessive (n = 18). Bone tools 
are not high-density items, aOO this disproportion between unworked arrl 
worked bone may demonstrate the independence of bone utilization fran the 
available fauna. IJhe specific faunal taxonany determination and skeletal 
element for bone tools are provided in Table 11.1. 

Iaganorphs (cottontails and jackrabbits) are represented by the 
largest nlDlber of elements (1,101 and 351, respectively) in the overall 
group of faunal remains (Chapter 10). '!here is only one worked laganorph 
element: a tinkler fashioned fran a jackrabbit tibia, a not-so-surprising 
canhination: however, it is not known why tinklers are almost always modi
fied jackrabbit tibias. &jually perplexing is the avoidance of using 
cottontail bones despite their seemingly plentiful availability. 

TUrkey remains, the second most ntnerous of the fauna (766 items), 
seemed also to be proportionally underutilized as depicted by their worked 
bone COWlts. '1bese trends may indicate a oonscious selection of sturdier 
skeletal elements by bone craftsnen. 
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Table 11.1. Faunal determination of bone tools fran 29SJ 633 

Pie'" 
Speclmon Artifact 
_r TYPe Scientific Name 

211-1 .. 1 

623-1 ... 1 

809-1 ... 1 MM~ri8 qall~VO 

821-1 .. 1 

1159-1 .. 1 

606-1 pin Felis rufllS 

219-1 tubular bead Mel!!icis gal1cpvo 

272-1 tinkler ~ califomicua 

162- 1 fragment 

19-1 fragment 

282- 1 f r""""", 

502-1 frar.ptent 

TI2-1 fr~a PeUs rufWl ---
615-1 frl'lll;JDellt 

644-1 frl9Jll!l1th 

683 fr""""", Odocoileua hemionua 

1146-1 fr~t 

1146-2 fr_ 

lapr-:JDent fit on to PS No. 606-1 . 
brragment fit on to PS No. 821- 1. 
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Canoon """" 
Skeletal Element 

artiodactyl long bone 

midsized animal long bone 

turkey tarSCllll!tatarllWl 

artiodactyl long bone 

small-t.o-lrledil.lll long bone 
"""""-
boI>cat fibula 

turkey ulna 

jackrabbit tibia 

Ilnknoom bird long bone 
or """""'-

artiodactyl long bone 

artiodactyl long bone 

mediOOt-to-large long bone 

"""""'-
boI>cat fibula 

artiodactyl long bone 

artiodact:yl long bone 

mule deer tibia 

artiodactyl long bone 

nedilm""tl:r lanJe long bone 
"""""-



Bone Tool Inventory 

'Dle inventory consisted of eight identifiable artifact types-5 awls, 
1 pin, 1 tubular bead, 1 tinkler, and 10 fragments, for a grand total of 
18. 'DIe recognizable bone tools are included in Table 11. 2. 

Measuring Techniques 

Measurements were taken only fran canplete specimens. 'DIe specifica
tion of carplete is in regard to length, width, auCI thickness as defined 
below. 'lhe unit measurerrent for length, width, and thickness is centi
meters. Lengths are measurenents of the longest line parallel to the 10D3' 
axis of the elenent. Widths are between the right and left sides of the 
artifact, at the midpoint auCI at right angles to the length. ibicknesses 
are distances fran front to back of the artifact and perpendicular to 
length and width. 

Tip diameters were also treasured and recorded in millimeters. 'Dle 
tip diameters of awls and the pin were measured 1 mn back fran the tip end 
in order to be consistent with previous analyses (McKenna 1980, 1984; 
Miles 1983a, 1983b, 1983c, Olsen 1979). ibe tinkler's distal end was 
measured across the item as was the width, 1 nm back fran the tip. 

Descriptive Statistics 

Table 11.2 presents the dimensions of the measured bone tools. Awl 
lengths range fran 4.7-10.9 an auCI average 8.0 an. 'Dleir tip ends range 
fran 0.5-1.3 mn in diameter. 'lliese values are not unusual. 

Manufacturing Techniques 

\'Ilat seems to be a standard practice in awl manufacturiD3' (McKenna 
1980, 1984, Miles 1982, 1983a, 1983b, 1983c) was also adopted by the de
signers of the 29SJ 633 bone tools. Longitooinally split or splintered 
long bones were ground sufficiently to smooth the jagged edges and butt 
ends and develop rounded, pointed tip ends. Other than the tubular bead 
that exhibits a high polish auCI perhaps the pin that showed finer sauCling 
over its entire surface, bone artifacts were made by the easiest and 
quickest methods, abauCIoning details. 'Dle attribotes of manufacturing 
technique are listed in Table 11.3. 

Based on the available data (Table 11.4), 78% (14 of 18) of the bone 
tools are marked by sane erosion, as evidenced by the onset of decay on 
the periostelln or surface of the articular plate. One item, a fragment, 
has been severely eroded beyooo. the surficial bone tissues. '1\10 other 
fragments displayed borned tissues, they were carpletely charred. 

Spatial auCI Te!!p>ral Contexts 

No artifacts were found in direct association with features. 'lhe 
closest to such fiods were two awls in the postoccupational fill of two 
separate pits that served an unknown use auCI a worked actiodactyl fragment 
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Table 11.2. Bone tool types and their measurements 

Pield Tip 
Specimen Length Width 1hickness Diameter 
_r Artifact type (an) (an) (an) (IIID) 

217-1 awl 10.9 1.3 0.5 0.8 

623-1 awl 4.7 0.7 0.2 0.5 

809-1 awl 8.6 0.8 0.6 1.3 

821-1 awl 7.5 0.9 0.5 0.7 

1159-1 awl 8.2 0.8 0.5 1.2 

606-1 pin 13.8 0.4 0.3 0.4 

219-1 tubular bead 3.5 1.2 0.9 12.8" 

272-1 tinkler 10.7 0.8 0.7 6.9 

~ite end broken, not measured. 
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Table 11.3. Manufacturing techniques eoployed listed by individual 
bone tool 

"eM 
Specimen Artifact Primary Seconda", Tip I>.>tt 

" .. ""'" Type Modification Modification Shape Oescri~oo 

217-1 5" splintered transverse striae beveled ground snooth, 
on tip and interior exterior syttmetrical 
cut 

623-1 ... 1 splintered """""'laneous round in unaodified 
griMing cross section splinter 

809-1 ... 1 spiral miscellaneous round in not m:xHfied 
fracture grinding cross section 

821-1 ... 1 longitudinally miscellaneous round in UI'Il'l'Odified 
split grindlJY;;1 ccoaa section splinter 

1159-1 ... , longitud1nal.ly transverse striae ,,,",,,, in urmXIified 
split on tip and interior CC088 section splinter 

cut 

606-1 pin whole elerrent miscellaneous ,,,",,,, in slightly 
grinding cross section rOlJndedA 

219-1 tubular cirClmference highly polished beveled na 
bead grooved, then exteriocb --272-1 tinkler whole elenent miscelloneous bllmtly blW'ltly 

grinding g'""",, gcound 

162-1 f rllql'lel1t splintered miscellaneous na ground anooth, 
grinding synmetrical 

19- 1 fCiIIIJlent splintered miscellaneous ground aoooth, 
gcin:1ing .,..,.tdcal 

282-1 fragment lc:ogitudinally miscellaneous -split griming 

502-1 fragment longib.ninally miscellaneous na ground BDOOth, 
split grinding synmetrical 

722-1 fragment 1rrletenn1nable miscell.aneouB -split grinding 

615-1 fragrrent split long i- misoellaneous na ground snooth. 
tudinally, grinding symretr leal 
bilaterally 

644-1 fragment indeterminable miscellaneous no ground smooth, 
split grWing synmetr leal 

683-1 fr~t longitlJc1i.nally miscellaneous -. unknaom, broken 
split grinding broken 

1146-1-2 f rl9'Del"l.ts longitoolnally miscellaneous no unknown, broken 
(2) split grinding 

acause i.ndetenni.nable--1!Bllufacture or use? 
I::opposite end broken, fine shaping imeterminable. 
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Table 11.4. Specific provenience of individual bone artifacts 

Field 
!\>eClmen 

M..I!i:er Artifact Type 

217-1 awl 

623-1 awl 

809-1 awl 

821-1 awl 

1159-1 awl 

606-1 pin 

219-1 tubular bead 

212-1 tinkler 

162-1 fragment 

19-1 fragment 

282-1 fragment 

502-1 fragment 

772-1 f r agment 

615-1 fr~t 

644-1 fntgment 

683-1 f r i!ll!Jl'lE!flt 

11-46-1- 2 frac}nents (2) 

Provenience and Type of Deposition ConUtion of Bone 

Roan 7 . Floor 1, layer 6, [evel 7 Carplete tool, but 
(adobe and trash fill ) slightly eroded 

Roan 7, Floor 1, Layer 3, level 5 Slightly eroded with 
(trash fill) minor &mage to tool 

Roan 7 , Floor 1, Pi t 6 Ccrrplete tool, but 
(postoocupational fill) s lightly e roded 

Room 7 . Floor 1, layer 6, Level 7 Slightly e roded with 
(alluvial/aeolian-trash fill) minor chmtqe to tool. 

Roan 7 , Fl(X)c 2 , Pit 2 Slightly eroded with 
(Layer 1 and 2 fill) minor damage to tool 

Roan 7, Floor 1, Layer 3. level 5 Coq:llete tool, but 
( trash fill) s lighUy eroded 

Roan 7 , Floor I, layer 6 , Level. 7 consolidated bone bot 
(adol:e and trash fill ) minor damage to tool 

Roan 7, Floor 1, Layers 5 and 6 , Level 6 Slightly eroded with 
(alluvial/aeolian-trash filII minor da:Mge 

Roan 7 . Floor 1, Layer 3, Level 5 Slightly eroded 
(trash fill) 

RoaD 7 , Floor 1, Layer 2, level 2 Slightly eroded. 
(alluvial fill) 

Roan 7, Floor 1, Burial 3 Badly eroded 

Roan 8 , Test Trench 2 Slightly eroded 
(alluvial/aeolian fill) 

Roan 7, Floor 1, Layer 3 Slightly eroded 
(tr ash fill) 

Room 7 , Floor 1, layer 6, level 7 Slightly e roded 
(all uvial/aeolian-trash fi l l) 

Room 7, Floor 1, layer 6, level 7 Slightly eroded 
(alluvial/aeolian-trash fill) 

Roan 7 , Floor 1, layer 3 top Slightly eroded with 
(alluvial/aeol ian fi ll ) extensive damaqe 

Roan 7 , Floor 1 , SE and NE Q\l!'drants Burned black 
(alluvial/aeolian fill fran cleanupll) 

apill dirt adhering to walls, whim was removed in order to map armitecture (Truell, 
personal camtUnication). 
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fran Burial 3. '!be artiodactyl piece is assLJned not to have been a con
scious inclusion with Burial 3 because of its singular fragmentary corKli
tion, the surrounding high-density trash, and evidence of a great deal of 
depositional disturbance by animal burrowing. Refer to Table 11.4 for 
provenience data. 

Early and late occupational time periods (Chapter 5), as iodicated by 
floor level, reveal that only one bone tool remained fran the early 
A.D. 1100s (of the portions of the site that were excavated); however, 
Floors 1 and 2 were close (about 2-3.5 an vertically apart) and broken up 
in areas (see Chapter 4, Figures 4.4 and. 4.5), allcwing mixing of their 
respective fill. 

'!he proveniences provided in Table 11.4 show that 59% (10 of 17) of 
the bone tool assemblage was recovered fran Layers 3 and 6. '!be ilq;>or
tance of the distinction is ta\'pered sanewhat by the cultural nature of 
the fill and its large volure. 

Smmary 

'lhe artifact types, their morphologies and faunal characteristics are 
cx::rnron to the prehistoric puebloan culture of the Southwest. 'lbeir ubi
quitous distribution within the fill offers no enchancement to the 
interpretation of bone tools or the site. 

'!be bone tool collection fran 29SJ 633 is understandably snall be
cause excavations were limited to a very small portion of the site which, 
as a single type of structure, is a poor candidate for providing a repre
sentative worked txme sample. However, the data gathered are valuable for 
a more carplete uooerstanding of intrasi te articulation should future 
excavation of 29SJ 633 be uodertaken. 
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lIllIAN REMAINS FRO! SITE 29SJ 633 

Excavation and testing procedures at 29SJ 633 uncovered four complete 
burials plus a mElber of isolated hman elements. '!he ccrrplete burials 
(bio each fran pits and ower floors in Roan 7 and Roan 8) are assigned to 
the Mesa Verde Phase, but the isolated specinens possibly reflect other 
occupational periods of the site as well. '!hey were found in various fill 
levels of both roans and Plaza Test Trench 1. After the presentation of 
the inventory of hlZMIl remains, this chapter will include a description of 
the burials, a discussion of the physical renains and grave goc:Xls, and a 
catparison with other data fran the Mesa Verde period. Although the 
sample is small, several suggestions for future investigations are made. 

Inventory of HtmIan Remains 

In addition to 4 ca!plete burials (3 infants and 1 adult male). 34 
hlD'lall bones were recovered fran Roan 7, Roan 8, and Plaza Test Trench 1. 
All were examined by Nancy Akins; Dr. R. Ted Steinboch also examined the 
skeletal material for pathologies. Table 12.1 lists the proveniences of 
all specimens and provides a determination of age and sex of inUviduals 
where possible. 

BlDaIl renains fran Roan 7 included two burials associated with Floor 
1, plus bones fran different individuals that had been scattered in the 
fill of the roan, between the floors, and in the lCMest levels. 'lhere 
were 18 bones in the fill above Floor 1: whether these represent one or 
several iOOividuals is uncertain because of the various elements repre
sented and their locations. Although all are parts of adult skeletal 
remains, six were not part of an adult na.1e, Burial 3, which was foWld on 
the upper floor. Eight other elements, one of which probably belongErl to 
an adult female and two of which were not part of Burial 3, were recoverErl 
fran the intentional fill between Floor 1 and Floor 2a One cervical ver
tebra found in Bin 1 of Floor 2 also was not part of Burial 3. 'Ihe la.ver 
left rib foun:! in the fill below Floor 2 possibly represents the remains 
of an adult who died before the initial use of Roan 7. '!bere was much 
disturbance in these roans, however; and assignrent to a specific time 
period is not warranted. 

In Roan 8, four adult bones were recoverErl in addition to the two 
carplete infant burialsa 'Ibe adult remains fran level 6 and Level 8 are 
probably part of the (possibly redeposited) fill beneath the floor(s) of 
this roana 

'!he remaining two elements were bones fran adult(s) recoverErl in 
trash deposits examined in Plaza Test Trench 1. ~is trash was difficult 
to date because it inclIXJErl a ceramic mix representing two periods of· 0c..
cupation at this site. Sane of it may have aconulated through a dllDPing 
process, but part of it could represent material that had washed downhill. 
'!be trench incllXled wall fall as ",,11 as cultural material. '!be material 
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Table 12.1. HI>!lall bone fran 29SJ 633a 

9.1rial 1 
.... W 2 
.... W 3 
Burial .. 

Field 
spec1lllen No. Provenience 

""" PS 480 ,.,82 
PS 948 

RDcm 8, Ploor 1, Other Pit J 
RoafI 8, Ploor 1, Other Pit 6 
Room 1 , Floor 1 
Rota " Floor I, Other Pit 6 

8-16 IIICfltNs 
1 1{2-2 1/2 years 
16-20 yeare, lIIII1e 
8-16..:.nths 

Isolated Element. 

Field 
Specitren No . 

.. 33 

.. .. 

.. 131 

.. ... 

.. 0" 

FS 828 

fS 272 

PS 228 

.. '" .. ,,, 
FS 964 .. ", 
FS 997 

FS 834 

FS 54' 

FS 564 

.. ,., 

Provenience 

"""', fill above Floor " 
""" ', Layer 2, ...., 2, '" 
"""', Layer 2, Level 2, " 
Rocm 7. Layer 2, Level 2, '" 
-', Layer 2, Level 3, "" -', Layer 2, Level 4, ... 
"""', Layer 5 , SW 

-', Layers 5 and 6, ... 

left~l 

bond """"" 3 
upper left canine tooth 

bond """"" 3 

cervical vert.eb¥& frag:nent 
thoracic vertebra f~t 

left JI!l!tacarpal. 1 

......, """"" 1 rib fragment 

uwer right first incisor 

skull ONe fr~nt 
left netacarpe.l 5 

bond """"" 2 
......, """"" 3 
left hllmBtII! 
fused foot phalanx 2 and ) 

right metacarpal. ) 
skull ease fr~nt 

Roaa 7 , Lntentional fUl between Ploor. 1 and 2 • 

RooaI 7, Layer 7 . ~ 

Ib:m 7 . Layer 7 . SW 

RocII'I 7 , Layer 1 , SW 

-', Layer 7, SW 

"""', Ploof 2. 

-', Floor 2, Bin 1 

-', below Floor 2, 

-', level 9, SW 

RDcm 8: 

"""', ....... " 
Roaa. 8, Level 8 

Plaza Test Trench , . 

Plua Test Trench 1 

left rib fr8!JlBlt 
Itmlar vert2bra fragment. 

upper right tinrt incisor 
left~2 
hard s:i'lalal'lll:: 1 

left rib fr~ 

right rib frlfl9llel't 
left rib frlloglllent 

left lcwer r ib 

left hl.mer ... f racJllt'flt 
1!I!t.acaqlaJ. shaft fracJ%Blt 
db frlllJlleflt 

skull fr~t 
left I!Ietatari!llll 

IIth.Dao bones were i6entJ.fied, aged, ard IM!xed by N!Irx:y J. Akins. 
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probably postdates roan use, which the ceramic analysis places in the 
early A.D. 1200s (see Olapter 7 by McKenna and Toll). 

Although a detailed analysis and discussion is possible only for the 
four cxxrplete bur ials, the presence of other hlmm elements in the f ill of 
the roans and plaza trash indicates that several adults probably died dUr
ing the span of occupation of this site. 'Ihey represent two time periods, 
the McE1.Ioo and Mesa Verde ceramic associations. 

Burials 

~ four buriala fran 29SJ 633 were included in Akins' (1986) analy
sis of human remains f ram Chaco canyon. This presentation relies heavily 
on information fran her report that pertains to the (i1ysica1 character
istics of the individualsr these and other data are smrnarized below to 
provide a more CQl1?rehensive description of the intet1l'el1ts. Detailed 
descriptions of the burial pits are included in the discussion of roan 
features (Olapters 4 and 5). 

Burial 1 

Akins (1986:Table 1) estimated the age of Burial 1 to be 12 + 4 
months on the basis of dental evidence. '!he year-old infant was found"" in 
an Wllined pit excavated into Floor 1 in the southeastern corner of Roan 
8. Other Pit 3 was d~ as a burial cryptr and after the body had been in
terred, two sandstone slabs plugged the pit, which eventually was covered 
by fill that, in this area, was burned. '!be infant had been placed into 
the pit in a sen.iflexed position with the head at the west. It rested on 
its left side with the face down and everted slightly to the north. 'nle 
right ann was straight along the sider the left one lay under the rib cage 
with the elbow slightly bent and the hand under the abdanen. ~ knees 
were bent and the feet extended upward (Figure 12.1). Red pigment was 
noted on the parietals. A pocket of ash overlay the abdanen, lower ribs, 
upper legs, and burned portions of the bones. Because the body, which was 
covered with ash, was separated fran the area of burned fill (which pene
trated the slab cover ing) bY a yellowish brown fill cover ing sane charcoal 
flecks, it is ass!Bed that the ash pocket that covered the bones was an 
intentional part of the burial ritual. 

In addition to the red pigment on the parietals and. the ash deposit, 
grave goods included a large Pueblo II corrugated rim sherd (FS 432) (coo
cave side up), which was located a few centineters above the skull, and. a 
(Mesa Verde or Crtnbled House) Black-on-white ladle (FS 436) (handle miss
ing) located on the right side of the body next to the face (Figures 7.3, 
12.1). A flake of cream-colored fossiliferous chert (FS 434) was lying 
over the abdanen. Included in the intentional fill that surrounded the 
body were sherds of a San Juan redware bc:Ml, an Wlidentified whiteware 
jar, two pieces of unidentified corrugated pottery, a corn cob, and nine 
pieces of bone. 

Generally, the skeletal material was in excellent condition, and 
Jacobson fot.l!'d sane mater ial that she tho~ht tray have been cartilage, but 
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Figure 12.1. Sketch of Burial 1 found in Roan 8, Floor 1, Pit 3 
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this was not confirmed. Only the facial portion of the skeleton was 
fragmentary • 

likins' (1986:Tables A.2, A.5) detailed analysis of the skeleton 
included two age estimates: 12 + 4 Irontha, based on tooth eruption, and 
6-12 IOOoths based on rneasurements-of bones. sex was not determined. C0n
genital and developnental disorders included cranial deformation of the 
right occipital and parietal and a mandibular suture that had not fused. 
Iron deficiency anemia was inferred by the presence of cribra orbitalia 
and porotic hyperostosis. The lesions on the superior portion of the or
bits were slight with sane remodeling; those on the cranial vault were 
moderate, and the bone had been remodeled. 

Burial 2 

A second infant burial was recovered fran Other Pit 6 in Roan 8. '!he 
prepared pit sides and base were well defined, and a stone lining in the 
lower half of the pit was made fran shaped and unshaped stones. One of 
these slabs, located on the south side, was an indurated sandstone mano 
(FS (79) that had been reused as an anvil and burned before being incor
porated into the pit lining. '!he semiflexed body rested on two shaped 
stones that lay at the bottan of the pit. '!he modial axis of the body ran 
east-west with the torso ventral side dCMl and rolled slightly to the 
right. '!he head was at the western end with the face down and to the 
right or south. Both elbows were bent; the arms rested under the body and 
the hands were beneath the lC7tllec abdanen. '!he legs were at a 90· angle 
fran the body; the knees were bent and pulled up tightly to the femurs 
with the left one lying over the right leg (Figure 12.2). A pocket of ash 
near the eastern end of the pit covered the knees am ,pelvic region. The 
bone beneath the ash was burned, similar to that found with Burial 1 in 
this roan. '!he pit was filled with a soft, yell,..,ish brown, sandy soil 
and covered with a 41 by 32 em slab netate (FS 470) set with its grinding 
surface down. 'l\Io additional stone slabs oovered the metate; one project
ed slightly above Floor 1 into the burned floor fill. 

Burned corn was recovered near the head of this infant, over its 
shoulders, and on the ~r ribs. A Mesa Verde Black-on-white bowl 
(FS 472) was inverted imnediately south of the skull, and a Mesa Verde 
Black-oo;ffiite ladle (FS 488) rested directly beneath it (Figure 7.3). A 
piece of utilized, noncortical palm wood (FS (73) had been placed directly 
over the legs. Only one other object, a small piece of turquoise 
(FS 477), was found in the pit fill, layer 3. 

'!he bones of this skeleton were well preserved. Akins (1986:Tables 
A. 2, A. 5) estiJrates the infant was 24 + 8 Irontha old, based on tooth erup
tion, and 10-18 months old, based on"bone measurements. Like Burial 1, 
this skeleton had evidence of right occipital and parietal cranial defor
ma.tion. 
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Burial 3 

Unlike the infant burials at 29SJ 633, this 18-20-year-old male was 
not placed: in an intentionally prepared pit. Instead, he was laid on the 
surface of Floor 1 in the northeastern corner of Roan 7. The body was 
flexed with the head down and to the north (Figure 12.3) and the face 
looking east. 'n1e arms were bent with the left arm under the spinal 
col\Jm. 'n1e knees were pulled up tightly toward the body. A large, 
ground, sandstone slab (34 on long by 27-28 on wide), tilted against the 
north wall, covered and crushed his skull. 'n1e right hand was missing and 
foot bones were scattered on the roan floor; this can be attributed to 
animal disturbance. The pel vis and legs also bore evidence of sane dis
turbance. These finds slI{:POrt the conclusion that the body remained par
tially exposed until roan fill acct>IIulated; this fill included gray adobe 
chunks mixed with dense trash that is laheled Layer 6 (see Chapter 4). 

Several grave offerings were recovered. A Mesa Verde Black-on-white 
ladle (FS 291) (Figure 7.3) was found near the head; it was missing the 
distal portion of its handle, and the rim of the bowl had been ground as 
if it IW been used as a scoop. Multiple plaited strands of twine 
(FS 286) (as yet unidentified as to material source) were found lying im
mediately south of the ladle bowl. A portion of a I!ftlShroan cap (FS 286), 
identified by Cr. William Martin of the uni versi ty of New Mexico Biology 
Deparbnent as a DlE!!Iber of the genus CofIinUS, possible species cana.tus 
(carmon inky mushroan) (Figure 12.4), Y directly beneath the twine. 
1hia mushroan species has not heen identified as growing in Chaco Canyon 
in recent tines nor could other oc:x::urrences for it be found in the ar~ 
logical record. It oarmonly gCCMS in dead tree trunks or in -loose or 
sandy soil, rich in calcareous substances' (Rinaldi and Tyndalo 1974:50). 
Despite the fact. that this species is found in areas that are mister than 
Olaco Canyon, it is not clear whether a spore adherin;J to the bline could 
have grown in a moist burial context. Martin thinks that it is unlikely, 
although not inq;>ossible, that this could have occurred. Other artifacts 
possibly associated with this burial are a piece of worked artiodactyl 
bone (FS 282), Bare worked selenite (FS 284) (Figure 12.5) that was lo
cated near the upper left scapula, and a faceted barite crystal (FS 232) 
that was found imnediately southwest of the right femur next to a slab at 
the foot of the burial and at the opposite end of the body fran the other 
grave offerings. 

'n1e age of the male (18-20 years) was estimated on the basis of den
tal evidence, am his stature (166.1 an or 5'4"-5'5") was based on femur 
length (Akins 1986:Tables A.l, C.1). Be was slightly taller than other 
anal~ male skeletons fran Chaco Canyon small sites (see helow). 'n1e 
bones were brittle and poorly preserved. Although he IW evidence for 
moderate to extensive squatting facets ard a large oonoid tubercle, there 
was no evidence for congenital or developnental disorders. He had moder
ate calculus formations on his teeth, but no caries, abscesses, antemortem 
loss or resorption of teeth. Hypoplasia was evident on the canines. 
TralDla was noted on the thoracic vertebrae. 'l11e first foot phalanx was 
rotated and had a bony pad. 'nle proximal femur had indications of 0steo
myelitis (lesions indicating an inflamnatory reaction), with a lytic le
sion just off the femoral cap (Akins 1986:Tables A.2-A.6). 
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Figure 12 .3. Sketdh of Burial 3 found in Roam 7 on Floor 1 
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Figure 12.4. Sketdl of mushroan cap fowxl with Burial 3 

Figure 12.5. Sketch of selenite piece fowxl with Burial 3 
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Burial 4 

other Pit 6 in the southwestern comer of Roan 7 had been excavated 
through the first floor and contained the remains of a year-old infant. 
'nle walls of the pit were rough and tlIlfinished. 'nle semiflexed body was 
placed face down with the medial axis of the body running north-south 
(Figure 12.6). 'nle head faoed south and was slightly everted to the west. 
'nle arns lay by the sides, and the left knee was down with the foot rest
ing against the northern pit wall. '!be right femur was missing. Pit fill 
surrounding the intennent was predaninanUy clean, brown sand. Although 
the burial had been sealed with a series of anall sandstone slabs less 
than 20 an long and set in plaster, there was sane evidence of rodent dis
turbance. A tunnel entered the pit at the north, went above the vertebral 
colt.Jlll1, and exited. the south end of the pit. In it was a concentration of 
unburned amaranth seeds that are not part of the grave 9ocx:18. Sanetime 
after the burial had been interred, Rock Concentration 1 (wall fall) fell 
or was pushed into the area aOOve this burial pit. No similar rock c0n
centration was found over the other burial in this roem. 

'!be only offering accarpmying this child was a large corrugated 
sherd, which partially covered the skull (Figure 12.6). It is unknown 
whether a portion of a Crm'bled House Black-on-.lhite bowl found on Floor 1 
next to the west wall and just south of Bin 1 and iInnediately north of 
other Pit 6 was a grave offering. 

1he brittle and poorly preserved skeletal remains revealed no evi
dence of congenital or developnental disorders. '!be infant, age 12 + 4 
months, did have sane cribra orbitalia based on bone rem:x1e1ing. Also 
present were indications of extensive parietal porotic hyperostosis and a 
thin cortical bone (Akins 1986:Tables A.l, A.5). Akins feels that severe 
anemia probably caused the death of this individual. 

Discussion 

Although these four burials are a limited sample on which to base 
definitive conclusions, several similarities and differences can be noted 
regarding their health, the burial preparations, and the grave goods 
recovered. 

With regard to physical well-being, two of the three infants (Burials 
1 and 4, each around a year old) had evidence of iron deficiency anemda. 
Akins (1986:42) indicates that infants hetween the ages of 6 and 24 months 
are IOOre likely to develop anauia resultillCJ fran rapid growth and an in
creased need for iron during this period. It is assumed that prolonged 
milk feeding and diets of maize gruel (which is low in iron content and 
which contains two chelating agents that inhibit its absorption) contri
buted to this problem. Infant Burials 1 and 2 exhibited right occipital 
and parietal deformation. Akins (1986:25) noted cranial deformation on a 
nLlnber of skeletons fran Olaco Canyon, but the data were b:x> limited to 
determine whether there was any patternillCJ among these cases. 
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During excavation, Truell noted that Burial 3, the 18-20-year-old 
male, seemed to be taller than most Claco canyon burials. Akins (1986 
Table 6.2) indicates that the average femur length for males recovered 
fran 8I1'all sites is 42.8 an with a minim"" of 39.3 an and a maximlml of 
44.6. Altbuugh Burial 3 (femur length 43.5 an) is not the largest male 
fOlJI'd in a snall site, he was taller than average am would fit within the 
range recorded for males fran Pueblo Bonito, Roan 33 (minimum length 43.1 
an, maxinun 46.9 an). However, he did have sane evidence of tralJlla. 

Altho~h the adult male, Burial 3, was not interred in a prepare:] 
grave, all three infants were placed in excavated pits that were dug into 
the upper floors of the rooms and covered with stones or slabs after the 
bodies had been placed in the graves and the graves filled with sandy 
soil. Burials 1 and 2 also had evidence of burned ash above the bunes. 
'lhe only other reference to ashes or coals placed on J::xxUes was reoorded 
by Judd (1954:336); a child in Roan 290 at Pueblo Bonito was buried in a 
firepit full of wood ash. l\Irong modern pueblos, Parsons (1939) notes that 
the ZLmi am Laguna Indians rub ashes on infants to preserve health, to 
ward off witchcraft, and to prevent the spread of disease. At Zia Pueblo, 
a mother rubs ashes on herself before she presents her newborn child to 
the sun (Parsons 1939:463), but no mention is made of ashes being incor
porated into burial practices. 

All burials were ac:carpmied by at least one sherd. n>e adult, 
Burial 3, had the greatest nl>1lber of grave goods with the widest range of 
materials. Burial 2, who was interred in the best prepared pit, was the 
only infant accarpanied by an ornament, the sin;le turquoise dlip found in 
the fill. The crystal (barite) that was near the feet of the adult could 
be classified as an ornament. One example of a crystal accarpanyin; a 
burial is fran Be:: 59, it bears sane resentll.ance to Burial 3 in Roan 7 at 
29SJ 633. 'lWo other quartz crystals found with this Be 59 burial had 
pointed facets, which put then into a category saretiIres referred to as 
engineering tools (DiPeso 1974, Vol. 2; Jernigan 1978:201). In addition 
to these Be 59 crystals, the Chaco Center catalogs indicate that similar 
crystals were recovered from Be 57 and Kin Kletso. Judd (1954:289) and 
Pe~r (1920:63) both describe crystals, mostly identified as quartz, fran 
Roan 6 and Roan 12 at Pueblo Bonito. Pepper (1920:63) noted a "mass of 
between 50 and 75 pieces- in Roan 12, all of which lacked evidence of 
grinding or use. Judd (1954:289) indicated that the artifacts he and 
Pe~r excavated fran Roan 6 and the surrounding roans were recovered fran 
an area of the pueblo that was used as a storage place for altar goods by 
the early Bonitan religious societies. 

canparisons with other Mesa Verdean Burials fran Chaco Canyon 

Because there is such a anal..l sanple of burials fran the Mesa Verde 
I'Ilase, Akins (1986:105-107) was cautious about her cxuparisons between 
material fran site 29SJ 633 (four burials), Be 236 (one burial), l.eyit Kin 
(one burial), and a small site 16 kin east of Pueblo Bonito that was exca
vated by Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr. (five burials). In general, the adult 
burials were oriented north-south, which contrasts to an east-west direc-
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tion for earlier burials associated with HcElmo ceramics. Infants tended 
to be oriented west. 

Grave gocds were generally limited to ceramics. 'Ihe only ornarrents 
noted were those recovered from site 29SJ 633 where one infant, Burial 2, 
had a turquoise chip, and the 1>'Iult, Burial 3, had the selenite and quartz 
crystal. 

COnclusions 

Although the burials are few and the saaple precludes drawing any 
conclusions, several inferences can be made and tested when additional 
excavations bring IOOre data to bear on the discussion. First, the diet 
and/or feeding practices of the children living during the Mesa Verde 
Alase probably were not much different than they were in the earlier 
Bonito Phase. Tioo of three children probably suffered fran iron defi
ciency anemia, a problem not \lIlCCIIIOOn in areas where the diet consists of 
corn, beans, and squash (Akins 1986:42-44). Secoud, of the skeletal re
mains analyzed fran Chaco canyon fran the Mesa Verde ceramic-associated 
period, the child with turquoise (Burial 2) and the male with the quartz 
crystal and the selenite (Burial 3) represent the ouly cases in which 
possible ornarrents were recovered as grave goods. 
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S!MW!Y DISCUSSION lIND CONCWSIONS 

'!he limited excavation and testing at 29SJ 633 have led to much 
thought and rrany new questions about the continuity of Anasazi occupation, 
movement of people fran one area to another, and the meaning of changes in 
material culture remains. '!he main purpose for examiniD;J 29SJ 633-to 
gain more information on the A.D. 1100s occupation, particularly in the 
area. kn~ as Marcia I s Rincon with its long cxmtinulln of occupation and 
sane differences fran the Casa Rinconada area (Truell 1981) was reward
irg. 'nle diversity in small site architecture that had been noted to 
increase through time was confirm:.d, and attributes of greathouse archi
tecture were recorded. 

Although the Mesa Verde-like occupation of Chaco Canyon in the 
A.D. 12008 has long been recognized on the basis of a few sherds typical 
of that period, this occupation had been described mainly only for Chacra 
Mesa (Vivian 1974a). '!he wealth of data fran 29SJ 633 was not anticipat
ed. 

In addition, the rem:>te sensing experiments carried out in conjunct
ion with the test excavations provided useful lessons. This chapter will 
smmarize what was learned, attenq:7t to place 29SJ 633 into a broader 
cultural picture, and suggest areas for future research. 

Remote Sensing Experiments 

As noted in Otapter 1, the selection of the sample for excavation at 
29SJ 633 required particular efficiency and careful forethought because of 
extreme time and labor restrictions and the specific requirements of the 
sample itself. 'Ibis is the way all samples should be selected: but, in 
this case, there was little leeway for sanple expansion or additional 
testing. Despite a nlEber of drawbacks, the results obtained fran the 
sample selected were sanewhat successful, and a nanber of potential ti.n'e
saving recording techniques were evaluated. 

Several mapping experiments pointed to the need to carefully evaluate 
techniques and needs. Costs in time and dollars IIJ.lSt be weighed against 
the size of an area to be mapped, its topogra{:tw, aOO types of features. 
Pre-excavation maps made fran aerial photography did not provide the type 
of information desired when drawn to a scale equal to that used for larger 
sites. Postexcavation maps made using a plane table and alidade versus 
those made (iJ,otograrmetrically had a 5-6-00 discrepancy in roan size. 
Does that difference justify the expense? Problems encountered (rectifi
cation of slope and scale) using bipod JDotngraphy nade it impossible to 
map large areas quickly; but for individual roans, actual field time de
creased considerably. Without .inmediate develqrrent to ensure good ph0to
graphs, however, progress was satEWhat delayed. As a result, alt.hough all 
mawing teclmiques have advantages and disadvantages, it is up to the ex
cavator to detennine what rrethod is most applicable for a given circmr 
stanoe. 
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Ground-penetrating tests were not as successful as hoped. 'lbe slC1fi 
return of results of the refractive seisroology, and the problems encoun
tered at 29SJ 633, led to the conclusion that wall clearing was a IOOre 
efficient way to obtain the site plan. In contrast, use of the proton 
magnet.aneter was more rewarding .. 

Roans 7 and 8 had good. indications of ananalies on the proton magne
taneter maps. Both. contained layers of burned vegetal material in burned 
sand and clay, and Roan 7 had burned floor plaster and hearths associated 
with its occupational use. In addition, a portion of the upper floor of 
Roan 8 was burned.. On the ananaly map, Figure A.2, the location of the 
Roan 8 ancrnaly was offset considerably to the oorth of the burned fill and 
floor; it may, in fact, have been generated by the wall fall roncentration 
associated with the north wall collapse rather than burned features. 'lhe 
Roan 7 anomaly location corresponded exactly with the densest concentra
tion of burned vegetal mater ial .. 'lhe dense concentration of ash belOW' 
Floor 2, however, was not indicated on the map. 'Ibis latter ash may have 
been belC1fi the cptimlIO depths at which ananalies were registered .. 

'1lle ten ancrnaly tests which were designed to locate good datable 
burns, determine factors and conditions responsible for the generation of 
ananalies, and determine the possible effects of these variables on inten
sities registered did provide serre information on burned material or 
areas. Only three of the ten ananalies tested, however, contained "goo:iw 

burns generated fran cultural agents. Several factors, incllXling a dense 
concentration of wall fall containing iron-bearing material or carposed of 
burned sarx1stone are of interest in the evaluation of use of proton magne
t.aneters. In sane cases, test grids may have been too restricted to be 
certain that burns were not present nearby and that sanething "drew" off 
the location slightly, or that the IMp of cultural features was not 
properly overlaid on the ancrnaly IMp. 

None of the burns in these three 50 by 50 an tests were sanpled for 
archeanagnetic dating. Not only were the burned areas inaccessible with
out enlargement of the test squares, but little or nothing was known about 
the contexts they represented. 'Ihese features were buried inmediately to 
avoid further damage. Fran an archeological standpoint, it is irrportant 
to note that this method of testing ananalies, fran Wich we gained no 
knowledge about their proveniences or their relation to any fully exca
vated site tests, is not recommended. More complete excavation of areas 
would have inproved the results arx1 would have been no IOOre destructive to 
the site. 

Excavation Results 

Increased diversity in small site house fonn in Chaco Canyon is ap
parent in the late A.D. 1000s and early A.D. 1100s (McKenna and Truell 
1986; Truell 1981, 1986:282-301). Because the Chaco Project's carefully 
excavated site sample is sarewhat localized within the canyon (three 
areas), it is not clear whether this variability B.ftleared soo.den1y or 
whether it developed gradually through time. Tests at 29SJ 633 indicate 
that house fonn (the oouse layout, arrangement, and use of space), which 
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was traced through the three areas fran the A.D. 600s or 700s, was rela
tively consistent in the changes noted through time, with minor varia
tions, into the late A.D. 1000s or early A.D. 1100s. Site 29SJ 633, like 
29SJ 627 and 29SJ 629 in Marcia I s Rincon, consisted of an arc or line of 
suites with plaza-facing roans backed by storage roans (Truell 1981; 1986: 
305-315; 1987:1.6, VII.3-8). 'Ibis layout and roan suite organization is 
not consistent with a nlEber of sites that were excavated in the 1930s aoo 
1940s in the Casa Rinconada area or with previously excavated sites lo
cated elsewhere in Olaco Canyon, e.g., .z.eyit Kin (Dutton 1938), Lizard 
House (Maxon 1963), and Be 54 (Bullen 1941) . 

The late A.D. 1000s-early 1100s structure, however, provided archi
tectural evidence that was, in itself, indicative of the canplexity of 
fmIal.l site structure during this time period and that provided evidence 
for a m.Jnber of large site building techniques previously only attributed 
to large "Bonito towns" or greathouses. Foundations of thick gray clay, 
much like those found in greathouses, underlay all the walls that were 
WlCOvered. 'lbese footings were continuous in the one canron corner that 
was excavated for Roan 7 and Roan 8. Members of the Olaco Project staff 
who were familiar with greathouse construction (stephen B. I.ekson and 
ihanas C. Windes) agreed that the wall foundations at 29SJ 633 were not 
the same as those found in earlier small site excavations that were made 
for occasional shoring up of old walls. '!his is significant because this 
level of "preplanning" was not discovered at other snall sites excavated 
by the Olaco Project. The overlying rrasonry walls in all cases did not 
sit directly on top of the foundations: an offset of several centimeters 
on one side or the other resembled findings at Pueblo Alto (Windes 1987). 
The extent of these foundations at 29SJ 633 is unknown, but the excavated 
sample suggests that they IM.Y extend beneath the entire roombloclt. 'lhe 
inference is that this site had prelaid foundations as did the larger 
sites. 

Another surprise was the sizes of roans. Roan 7 the plaza-facing 
"living roan" had. an estimated floor area of 12.11 ;:;. which is canpa
rable to sizes noted by Iekson (1984:40) at greathouse sites. Regardless 
of the variability of large site roan sizes, which skews the large site 
mean size noted b¥ Lekson, this roam definitely contrasts with the 6 or 7 
m2 average size at small sites noted in the previous period (mid A.D. 
900s-mid 10005' Truell 1986:Table 2.36). Although chronological control 
is not tight, evidence suggests that this roan size is large carpared with 
roost snall houses thought to have been built in the late A.D. 10005 and 
early 1100s. '!here are a few other exarrples, such as Lizard House and Be 
57, whidl also have similar dates and large-sized rcx:ms. Lizard Bouse 
also has evidence of core and veneer ITaSonry, another architectural trait 
usually found only at greathouses. 

Sane other A.D. 1100s small sites have no features such as foLUlda
tions or large rcx:rns, but they have 50 or more sprawling roans that were 
apparently in use con1:e:rp:)raneously. ~is difference in the nlm1ber of 
roans fouoo in snall sites is one more example of the diversity found at 
this time. Certainly in previous periods, fran what 'file know of than, the 
small sites had a more consistent formal expression. 'Ihus, while there is 
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a consistent notion held by Stephen Lekson and many other menDers of the 
Olaco Project staff that small and large sites represent part of the same 
continuln of architectural developnent, there may be more factors in
fluencing this pericx1 of expansion than are covered by our explanation. 

'nle Olaco Project staff anticipated that the ceramics fran the 
29SJ 633 test excavations could be compared with those from other exca
vated sites dating to the A.D. 1000s-early 1100s, which had similar and 
different formal architectural characteristics, to dete~ whether con
sistencies or inconsistencies in the pottery might be correlated with 
architectural form. ifu!y hoped that the correlation might indicate the 
origin of the builders and occupiers of these houses. No one expected 
this to be clear because of the mixing of both ceramic and house styles. 
Because no trash IOOuOO excavations were planned, they expected that roan 
fill 'WOuld provide an adequate sample. '!be latter, however, presented a 
surprise. Despite the lack: of surface irdications, these roans, 
particularly Roan 7, contained the best A.D. 1200. trash recovered to date 
fran a small site excavation for which information is available. '!he 
deposited ceramics were mixed with sane earlier rraterlal, but they remain 
a good ~le fran the later period. 'lhe late A.D. 1000s-early 1100s 
deposits were restricted to a thin layer containe:j between floor surfaces 
and offered too little rraterial for good relative temporal placement, let 
alone intersite canparison. '!he A.D. 1200s occupants had remodeled and 
filled these roams with dense trash. Before they abandoned these 
quarters, they had also buried three children and one adult. '!he late 
A.D. 1100s-1200. use of this site and the associated trash provided 
information about smal.l house occupation during a period that is less lIri'ell 
known archeologically, a period in which it was asslm:!Ci that habitation of 
Chaco Canyon had declined .harply. 

Although little mater ial separated the two floors in the excavated 
roans at 29SJ 633, the later l..lR,)er surfaces seen to have been used for 
different purposes. 'lhe family that originally occupied the roans was not 
the family that remodeled the house. Based on the archeanagnetic dates 
(50-70 years apart for the two floor levels), there rray have been a twtr 
generation gap between house use if the later occupants were even descend
ents of the earlier inhabitants of this general area. '!he upper floor of 
Roan 7 lacked a substantial, burned firepit. Areas of the floor surface 
were burned, an:i one shallow feature had evidence of slight reddening. 
Frequently the resurfaced floors noted at other excavated sites in this 
rincon had evidence for placement of features found on the lower floors in 
the same locations as those on the later floors. '!he resurfacing was 
analagous to a new coat of paint because the roan function and feature 
location remained consistent thro\J:;Jh time. '!his was not the case in Roan 
7. It is difficult to say whether there was any change in Roan 8 because 
the lower floor was almost cmpletely destroyed by the later burial pits. 

'lhe late l..lR,)er-floor burials at 29SJ 633 were also unusual for Chaco 
Canyon small sites. At these other, earlier sites, with few exceptions, 
burials were not placed within roans; they occurred even more rarely in 
pits (Akins 1986). Except in cases of accident or violence, bodies gen
erally were placed in less "expensive· accarm:xlations such as the trash 
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rround. Based on the early excavated sarrple, the chances of fiming four 
bodies in one and one-half roems would have been exceedingly slim. 

nw. ceramics associated with the burials at 29SJ 633 included McElrno 
Black-on-white, Mesa Verde Black-on--white, and Crurilled House Black-on
white, all of which, along with an archeanagnetic date of A.D. 1170 + 28 
years, dated this occupation. McKenna and Toll (Cllapter 7) note mixing in 
the ceramics in the llI'P'r fill overlying Floor 1 of Roan 7, but they in
dicate that this acclmlulation probably dates to the early A.D. 1200s, ca. 
A.D. 1220s. Very little c:JCl1tlO.rative infornation is available fran other 
houses of this period, which prevents refinement of these estimated dates. 
'!his site, however, does provide a base for car{larison during future 
excavations. 

Despite quantities of bone and concentrations of vegetal material 
recovered fran the fill of Roan 7, McKenna and Toll (Olapter 7) note that 
the relative number of ceramics in the trash fill of the roans is smaller 
than that cannonly associated with limited households during previous 
Pueblo occupations in Olaco Canyon. In addition, McKenna and Toll note 
that there was a continuity in ceramic traditions through time but that 
rrore identifiable, discrete sets of pottery were brought into the canyon 
fram different regions during the early A.D. 1200s. 

nw. density of animal bones during the A.D. 1200s, which Gillespie 
(1981 :49 and Olapter 10) describes as being cooposed mainly of small rab
bits and turkeys, may have been better preserved because these deposits 
were protected wi thin the roan walls. Be notes a conspicuous lack of 
artiodactyl and danestic dog remains. Be states that the bone asSEDtllage 
imicates that faunal resources were under stress. Inhabitants of the 
area exploited imnature small game because preferred larger species were 
lacking. He also suggests that the lack of danestic dogs may indicate 
periods of food scarcity. 

Gillespie indicated that the ages of the fauna fran the late 0ccupa
tion at this site definitely suggest summer occupation, but he could not 
rule out winter use. Taken in conjunction with the lack of good burns on 
the upper floors of the excavated roans, there is a possibility of sea
sonal use during the last occupation at 29SJ 633. If this \IIolere true, it 
may be a partial explanation for the l~r frequency of exotic lithic 
materials, fewer types of shell, and fewer bone tools found during excava
tion when carpared with earlier small sites in Marcia's Rincon. '!he ques
tion of where the population would have lived during the winter season 
needs to be addressed. 

Problems Raised 

In addition to the questions about reasons for the increased diversi
ty in small site architecture that was noted for the late A.D. 1000s, the 
relationship between small bouse and greathouse inhabitants, and the 
continuity of Anasazi use of the canyon through time (whether it was sea
sonal or intermittent), a nlmber of questions about the Mesa Verde Phase 
need to be examined. 
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Because the break in occupation between the late A.D. 1000s-early 
1100s and late A.D. 1100s-early 12005 CClt'pOnents ioo.icates a difference in 
roan use between the boo major occupations at 29SJ 633, it is tatpting to 
jurp to the conclusion that a small influx of San Juan River area popula
tion, previously said to fonn the basis for the A.D. 12005 occupation in 
Olaco Canyon (Vivian and Mathews 1965), were the later occupants of 
29SJ 633. Their living patterns did not resemble those of the former site 
inhabitants. The Mesa Verdean occupation on Chaera Mesa might provide 
sane answers, but until we know more about the last use of Olaco Canyon by 
the Anasazi, these ideas remain in the realm of speculation as McKenna 
(Cllapter 6) indicates. 

Q.linn Vivian, who read Olapters 6 and. 7 of this report, expressed his 
thoughts about the Mesa Verde occupation in an August 17, 1989, letter to 
Peter McKenna. He suggests that the Mesa Verde occupation is represented 
by boo !iJases: the first he called a late McE1mo and early Mesa Verde 
!iJase, A.D. 1170-1220, the second, A.D. 1220-1350, is a very late Mesa 
Verde occupation especially on Chaera Mesa, which had a very different 
settlement pattern, and may represent an influx of new arrivals. Vivian 
also suggests that there are differences in the areas east and west of 
Pueblo Pintado, the area on the east having been settled only after A.D. 
1075-1100. 'lbese ideas are further elaborated in his recent publication 
(Vivian 1990:383-389). Basically, he sees a slow decline of Chaco Anasazi 
predaninance in the central basin beginning about A. D. 1080 when changes 
in rainfall patterns began. The respite between A.D. 1100-1120 allowed 
the population time to readjust and realign their cultural trajectory be
fore the longer periods of lesser rainfall occurred. 'Ihe gradual shift, 
which is evidenced by the Mesa Verde style, thus began earlier and was a 
less abrupt transition than many have believed to date (Vivian 1990). 
Vivian also sees a difference between the evidence fran the earlier Mesa 
Verde period and sane of the iJ1acra Mesa sites discussed by McKenna 
(Cllapter 6), particularly the butte-top sites. 

Windes (1987:393-405) resurveyed a sanple of small houses located in 
the bottanlands of Chaco Canyon fran Pueblo Pintado to Pel!asco Blanco. 
Although there are difficulties discerning a -Mesa Verdew reoccupation in 
many sites (e.g., 2951 633), he proposes an earlier socioeconanic chan:Je 
as evidenced by the shift in use of greathouse middens during the Red 
Mesa- and Gallup-daninated ceramic perinds (A.D. 950-1100) to the A.D. 
1100-1150 Olaco-McElIno-daninated sites in which trash was found in roans 
within the sites. For the snaIl sites, however, he proposes that differ
ences in locations of small sites in the eastern and western halves of 
Olaco Canyon may have affected the visibility of sane of the trash mid
dens. Bis resurvey also indicated a chan:.ie in location fran the eastern 
cluster of sites near Fajada Butte to the western cluster around Pueblo 
Bonito. '11ti.s does not mean lack of earlier use of the western end of the 
canyon but a decreasing use of the eastern half. He also conclu1es that 
this early 1100s occupation was the roost widespread one in the canyon. 

Between A.D. 1150 and 
abandoment of the canyon. 
tion of many sites that had 

1200, Windes prQIX>Ses an abandora:nent or near 
By A.D. 1200, however, there was a reoccupa
been occupied in the early A.D. 1100s as well 
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as construction of houses on talus areas or next to vertical cliffs. '!be 
estimated populations, however, 'lllere not as large but 'lllere evenly distrib
uted throughout the canyon. 

Based on enviromental data and the recent re-examination of the 
ceramics fran the Mesa Verde Phase (McKenna, Chapter 7), the explanation 
of irrmigrants fran the San Juan River area is too sinplistic. Although 
northern influences may have ~red in Chaco canyon during the A.D. 
1200s, other pre-existing patterns appear to have been maintained. It is 
certain that with the information obtained fran only one and a half roans, 
the existing sanple fran 29SJ 633 does not answer the questions raised. 
'!he data, however, are inlx>rtant and informative and can be llSed by future 
investigators pursuing the explanation of the Mesa Verde Anasazi and the 
Chaco canyon relationships . 

out: 
At this point the differences CIDOO9 investigators should be pointed 

1. Windes (1987:404) discounts the presence of early ceramics on the 
talus sites in the main canyon area as evidence of their earlier 
use whereas Truell (1986: 302) and McKenna consider them indica
tive of earlier ocx::upation. For example, site Be 52 has evidence 
for a late A.D. 100D-early A.D. 1100 occupation as well as a late 
A.D. 1100-early A.D. 1200 ca1p>nent (Truell 1986:Tables 2.8 and 
2.9) • 

2. Wiooes leans tcward an abandonrrent or near abandonnent of the 
canyon between ca. A.D. 1150 and 1200. McKenna (Chapter 6) 
proposes a possible continuml. Truell sees a distinct break in 
continuity at 29SJ 633, but she feels people were always going in 
and out of Chaco Canyon, either periodically or seasonally. 
'!hus, the fact that the various cx:cupants of this site exhibited 
different use patterns is no surprise; they may have been fam
ilies fram a northern area or they may reflect different adapta
tions to c:h.anges in enviromental and/ or social factors. 

3. Vivian sees two distinct Mesa Verdean occupations, ooth part of a 
continutml. that began earlier, but he does not state a preference 
for abandoment of the canyon. For him, there could have been 
same continuity of population with additional influx during 
periods IOOre suitable for dry farming. 

Data fran tree-ring analyses have allowed Rose et al. (1982) to re
construct climatic conditions of the area since ca. A.D. 900. Windes 
(1987:32-37) llSed the July Palmer Drought Severity Index (P.D.S.I.) to 
correlate proposed environmental ooooitions and changes in Anasazi 
developnent. Be considered the early A.D. 1100s to be one of the best 
periods for agriculture, especially fran A.D. 1100-1129 , and it is then 
that he sees the largest population in Claco Canyon. '!he 50-year period 
between A.D. 1130-1180, however, was one of the most difficult ones when 
Il'Klderate drought prevailed (Windes 1987:Figures 2.2 and 2 . 3) . Fran ca. 
A.D.1175 to 1250, P.S.D.I. values tended to be over the mean before they 
fell 'lllell below it for another ca. 25-year period. For agriculturalists, 
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the difficulties of fanning during a drought period could easily lead to 
abandonrent of an area or to adaptation of other strateg"ies, e.g., greater 
depeodence on hunting and gathering and perhaps more mobility. which would 
allow them to survive the more difficult agricultural conditions. 
Vivian's (1990) reconstruction of dlanges in rainfall and water tables are 
not greatly different, but like Windes, he does not go past the mid 
A.D. 1300s in his discussion of the Anasazi. \'by the Anasazi never re
turned after their A.D. 12005 abardoment, then, is not well explained by 
this variable--other factors DUSt be evaluated. Certainly there would 
have been sane periods during the next few centuries when sare type of 
agriculture would have been possible in the Chaco Basin. 

In conclusion, investigations at the Eleventh Hour Site provided tan
talizing tidbits that leave us with more questions to answer and research 
problems to pursue, especially with regard to our understanding of the 
diversity in small site architecture that occurs in the late A.D. 10005-
early A.D. 1100s and of the "Mesa Verde" occupation of the San Juan Basin. 
Closer examination of the transition between Olaco-daninant traits aOO 
Mesa Verde-daninant traits is warranted as is closer examination of cor
relations between climate and settienent patterns. With regard to envi
romental and social correlates, hcMever, we need to be careful when we 
try to tie cultural responses to climatic conditions. Time lags between 
events and cultural changes need to be considered as do other options 
regarding resources that can be used or strategies to be put into effect 
to allow people to survive climatically difficult times. 

/ 
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!\Wendix A 

REM<1l'E SENSm:i TECHNIQUES USED IN WE 1978 TESTS Nr 29SJ 633 

During the 19705 the Remote Sensing Division had been evaluating 
several teclmiques with regard to their awlicability to archeological 
research (Lyons 1976; Lyons and Avery 1977; Lyons and Hitchcock 1977). 
Sane needed further field testing. In 1978, when the need for timesaving 
methods for maWing and discovery arose, it was awroprlate to cari:>ine 
efforts to test several of those techniques, especially the subsurface 
tests, to detennine both their utility and accuracy. An evaluation of 
aerial photography and several ground-penetrating survey techniques was 
planned. In sane instances, the tests were not carded out (resistivity 
survey), were not successful (seismic survey), or have been tested, evalu
ated, and the results of similar evaluations published elsewhere (aerial 
r:OOto9ra!t>ic analyses, bipod photography, and resultiog mape). Although 
these techniques are presented bel""" because they are an integral part of 
the research design, their results are nat fully presented in this report; 
the reader is referred to Jacobson (1979) for details that, while inter
esting, do not increase our kntYledge or understanding of this site. 
Jacobson also includes recan:rendations about improved rrethods, etc. '!hose 
results that are pertinent to the growth, developnent, and place of this 
site in Otaco Canyon prehistory are incorporated in the appropriate 
chapters of this volume. 

Fach technique will be discussed in a similar manner. An explanation 
of l'lc.M it works, hc:w it was used, and the success of its employment will 
be presented. References to other published or unpublished reports will 
be included. 

Bipod Photography and Mapping 

An adjustable bipod that extends fran 5-30 ft in leogth and covers a 
maxim ... area that is 16.8 by 27.4 ft (5.73 by 8.35 m) when a 35-mn lens on 
a 3S-mn camera is used was developed by Julian WnitUesey of the Wnittle
sey Foundation in Wilton, Connecticut (Whittlesey 1966, 1976). A camera 
with an autanatic shutter release is attached to a IOOvable plate and is 
raised and lowered using a rope attached to a pulley. Once the camera is 
locked into a second plate at the top of the bipod, a loog striog is used 
to activate the shutter release. By positioning the biped and camera at a 
90· angle to the grourrl so that it is level horizontally, and by moving 
the equipnent across predetermined transects, stereo pairs of I*lotographs 
are obtained. Depending on the size of the area and the purposes for 
which this technique is errployed, maps of various scales and detail are 
made once the photographs are rectified and joined in a IOOsaic (Boyer 
1980, Klausner 1980). 

Several problems will affect the creation of a usable mosaic at an 
accurate scale. A level scale and photoboard identification IlllSt be 
incllrled in each photograph to aid in proper aligJ'JOeIlt of finished pic
tures and rectification of scale for the completed map. Extreme slope of 
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a site will lead to scale differences and probl€!DS in matching of ph0to
graphs. Depending on the scale of the photographs, surface rubble could 
obscure walls or surface artifacts (a problem encountered at 2951 633) 
(Jacobson 1979). 

Biped mawing had proven useful for mawing and. recording features 
(Klausner 1980:321), but its use for mapping an entire site was still 
under investigation. In this instance, usefulness would be dependent 
largely on the amount of time required to photograph the site. At 
29SJ 633, the bipod was used twice to map the site as well as to map roans 
after excavation. Before other work at the site, the first set of bipod 
photographs was taken with the bipod extended to 17 ft. Although the 
detail in the Plotographs was excellent, difficulties were encountered in 
rectifying the photos needed to create the mosaic because of lIrproperly 
set ground control. A second set of photographs, taken with the 30-ft leg 
extension, were rectified for slope and. tilt, but then the scales were not 
carpatible among all photographs. As a result, resolution of Sate ph0to
graphs was not good, and details on the photographs taken at the 3O-ft 
height were not as clear as they were on the 17-ft ones. Sane of the 
problems were also due to the fact that the second set of bipod photo
graIits was taken later in the season when the vegetation had readled full 
growth and had obscured more of the ground. Jacobson (1979) cmpared the 
time, effort, and costs to create a plane table map, using an alidade with 
bipod mapping and concluded that the utility of bipod mapping would depend 
on the size of the area encanpassed and the aIOOunt of detail desired on 
the final product. 

Application of this technique for mawing in roans, where size was 
smaller and floors less tilted, provided excellent plan view details of 
wall configurations, burials, floor and fill features, and floors them
selves. When maps were made of the partially and fully excavated roans, 
they were very similar to those made by triangulation. Although the bipod 
mawing was much faster in this instance, there was a delay of several 
days for confirmation of results because photogrcq;i1s were sent to 
Albuquerque for developing and. printing. '!his could either have delayed 
additional excavation or resulted in the lack of a map of the roan if the 
photographs had not <:.'ale out well. If a darkroan were to be established 
near the site, this problem would be eliminated. The reader is referred 
to Jacobson (1979) for details regarding cmparisons of the two map-making 
procedures. '!he photograrhs are on file at the Branch of Cultural 
Research, National Park Service regional office in Santa Fe. 

Aerial Photography 

Depending on the scale and type, aerial photographs can be used as an 
aid to discovery or a base fran which to map various features. Several 
sets of aerial I;hotographs that included 2951 633 were available: these 
are listed in Table A.1. During the spring of 1978, the photographs were 
evaluated on stereoscopic equipnent available in the Division of Remote 
Sensing. Mylar overlay maps of each of the aerial photographs examined by 
Jacobson inclooed all features she was able to detect. '!he overlays were 
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Table A.1. Aerial j;ilotogr aphs that include 29&1 633 

Source Date Scale Type 

Soil Conservation Service 1930. 1:62, 500 Black and white 
Soil Conservation Servi ce 1930. 1 : 32 , 000 Black and white 
U. S. Geologi cal Survey 1950. 1 :32,000 Black and whi te 
U. S. Geol ogi cal Survey 1971 1:3, 000 Bl ack and whi te 

w Koogl e and Poul. 1973 1:3 , 000 Black and whi te ... 
'" Koogl e and Poul. 1975 1:3,000 Black and white 

Koogl e and Pouls 1975 1:1 , 200 Black and white 
Koogl e and Pouls 1973 1 : 6, 000 Color transparency 
Remote Sensing Di visi ona 1974 35-mn oblique Color infrared 

"Office then l ocated in Albl.¥jUerque , It!. 



catpared, and they were used to generate a pre-excavation site map and a 
vegetation map of Marcia's Rincon (Jacobson 1979). 

At a scale of 1: 1 ,200, the greatest detail is discerned. Small bush
sized items are seen with the naked eye, and field ananalies that irKlicate 
sites are clear. At a scale of 1 :3,000, it is still l,X)ssible to locate 
sites but not with as much accuracy. Slight changes in soil and vegeta
tion are more difficult to see, arrl the vegetation cover types are less 
distinct a Topografhj.c detail, llcMever, is excellent. Similarly, ph0to
graphs taken at a scale of 1: 6,000 are good for general overviews of to
pography, drainage, and roads. Gross patterns for vegetation and soils 
are apparent, but there is little value for use in site location a With 
regard to type of photography, the color transparencies are easier to use 
than the black-and-white prints because the human eye distinguishes dif
ferences in color better t:h.an. it does differences in shades of gray. As a 
result, archeological sites sh<:M up best on colored film. 

After the initial analysis of the available photography was can
pleted, a photograntTetric map of the site was desired. Preparation of 
such maps, made fran stereo pairs of photographs, allC1ttrl'S for an evaluation 
of height, which is demarcated by contour lines. Depending on the scales 
chosen, slight changes in elevation can be discerned and often suggest 
feature outlines. Because identical scales had been used when maps of 
other sites in Marcia I s Rincon were prepared, a tilotogramnetric map of 
29&1 633 at a scale of 1 an = 2.5 m with a contour interval of 25 an was 
prepared by Koogle and Pouls Engineering using the 1: 1 ,200 black-and-white 
photngraphs. Although we hoped that the resulting photngranmetric map 
would indicate the location of walls and kiva depressions that could not 
be seen on the ground, there was not enough detail in the contour lines. 
A second map nade fran the same imagery but at a scale of 1 an = 1 m with 
a contour interval of lOan did indicate sane ananalies based on changes 
in vegetation and the presence of rock cairns. 'l1le site ItDund was clearer 
and the area of the walls was more distinctive. 'rtle contours, however, 
still did not provide hints as to the location of kivas or the n\lTlber of 
roans. It was concluded that while maps at a similar scale were more use
ful when sites were larger and walls more obvious, at small eroded sites 
such as 29SJ 633 the lack of surface detail did not make the investment in 
time and lOOney worthwhile (Jacobson 1979). Unfortunately, no photointer
pretative maps were made to ccmpare with the photogranmetric map. 

Preparation of a vegetation map of Marcia I s Rincon utilized three 
photographs taken at three scales (1:1,200; 1: 3,000; and 1:6,000). Photo
grClfils that incloo.ed the rincon area were overlaid with clear acetate, and. 
vegetation boundaries were subjectively outlined. This was done three 
times at different intervals to obtain independent observations by the 
sane 'analyst. 'lhese maps were then carpared and analyzed for discrepan
cies before being rectified to the same scale. In addition, a densito
neter analysis was perfonred on transparencies IMde fran one set of ~oto
graphic negatives. 'l1le densities that resulted were clustered and a map 
was prepared. 'lhis map was carpared with those described above, and both 
types of maps were taken to Mollie streuver Toll and Anne C. Cully for 
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examination. '!hey checked the maps and provided names for the delineated 
vegetation zones; the final nap is included as Figure 2.1. 

Refractive Seismological Survey 

Seismographic stlXlies measure the time it takes shock waves to travel 
between two pointsa 'lWo types, working on similar principles but with two 
different return wave paths, were available in 1978 (Aitken 1974). Both 
enploy the use of geophones located at points in the site as start and 
stop devices, the former being activated by a shock device (either 
dynamite or a striking of the earth's surface with a heavy instrument) .. 

A reflective seismograph measures shock waves that travel in straight 
lines seMing initial shock waves downward into the substrate. As differ
ent layers are reached, sane of the waves return via the sane path to the 
surface where the instrument records the travel time; other waves continue 
downward to deeper levels. '!he depth of statigraphic variations is calcu
lated and maps are prepared. Because there is no variation in the shock: 
wave path, the route is predicted and controlled. 'Iheoretically, this 
rnadline functions under all geological condi tiona.. At that time, unfor
tunately, the machine had been developed only recently, was not as reli
able as later models, and was expensive to use .. 

With a refraction seismograph, shock waves initiated at the earth's 
surface travel downward to a point of irrpa.ct but then are reflected in an 
unpredictable manner along the path of least travel tilre to a second point 
along the earth's surface. The secoM or stop geophone located on the 
surface is not in the same place as the start geophone. '1he path of the 
shock waves cannot always be predicted or controlled.. Because this type 
of machine functions best when the bedrock is buried deep beneath the sur
face and the stratigraphy is uncomplicated, it is advisable that the oper
ator know the geology of the area lll'rler study in order to detennine the 
value of using this type of machine in a specific location (Aitken 1974). 

Assuming that archeological site stratification was sbnilar to geolo
gical stratification (but on a snaller scale), we decided to test the r~ 
fractive seismograph's value as a remote sensiD:,} tool. '!be reason for 
using this technique at 29SJ 633 was to discover wall locations at the 
site. 'Ihe work was done under contract by Phillip Bandy of 'lexas 'lechno
logical College; he was assisted by Jacobson.. At 29SJ 633, two transects 
were established (Figure A.l). Both areas were expected to contain walls 
or other features. One ran east"""West across the roarblock; the second, at 
a 90· angle, crossed the plaza and kiva. In the! first transect, test 
points were set at SO-an intervals while in the 8eCOM there was a 1~ 
interval between points. 'lhe stop geophone was placed on the edge of the 
site while the start geophone was moved fran place to place along the 
transects where it was hit with a sledgehamrer.. Several readings were 
taken at each point, the extreme values were eliminated, and. the ranainder 
averaged for each stop. 

Results of these tests were disappointing (BacXly 1980). 'lhe data 
produced no patterns that could be interpreted as site features. '!be 
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variations in time versus distance were extreme because the shock: waves 
followed a ntl11ber of paths. Causes listed for these poor results inclooe 
the slope of the site, which may have been too great, use of equi(lll"nt 
thst was not engineered for local conditions (e.g., little depth to bed
rock), interference because of wind and airplanes overhead, and the possi
bility of equi(lll"nt malfunctioo. No matter which cause(s) was primary, 
the desired results 'A'ere not achieved as no new walls or subsurface 
features were identif ied. 

Proton Magnetareter Survey 

A proton IIBgnetareter is a IIBchine thst measures the intensity of the 
earth's gravitational field thst is located directly below the instrunent. 
In magnetanetry, the protons act as miniature bar II\!!Ignets and gyrOBGq?es. 
In the presence of a _tic field, the protons align with the _tic 
field, which attracts them in the same way that a magnet does 1 and the 
gyroscopic action slows the protons. As they incline toward the align
ment, the protons gyrate at a rate directly proportiooal to the magnetic 
intensity, which then is reflected in the gyration rate. 1he _tareter 
is highly sensitive to extraneous iroo, but it can be affected by igneous 
formations and changes in the atm::>s>/lere. 

Magnetaneter readings are taken at specific intervals. ltalen nmer
ical readings are plotted graphically, the result indicates peaks and 
valleys. 1he shape of a feature will help determine its magnetic intensi
ties, which are indicated by variations in the strength of the magnetic 
field (Hole and lleizer 1973: 169). An overview of an area indicates where 
intensities of readings clusten ananalous readings relating to specific 
locales indicate possible subsurface features. 

Although this technique for discovery had been used successfully in 
sane areas of the United States of l!merica, in 1978 it had not been tested 
in the l!merican Southwest. It was expected that datable hearths would be 
located. Robert Nickel of the Midwest Archeological Center, . who was 
evaluating this technique as an archeological tool, contracted with the 
Nebraska Center for Archseophysical Research to carry out a proton magne
tareter survey at two sites in Cllaco Canyon. Information pertaining to 
the method. and results of the survey at 29SJ 633 has been abetracted fran 
a report prepared by Bennett and Weymouth (1981) and is presented in Ap
pendix B of this vol..,.,. Jacobson superiltposed a plane table map of the 
site, which was made after the walls of the site Md been cleared, over 
the ananaly map of the main area of the site (Figure A.2). Areas of high
intensity readings 'A'ere noted. Based on the location of these areas, de
cisions were made to excavate two roans and 10 ananaly test pits with the 
hope of locating burns that could be dated archeaDagnetically. Detail. on 
excavation methods and results are presented in Olapter 4. Although many 
of the burns were not datable, the technique was useful as a remote sen
sing technique. unfortunately, the deep teste into several areas of the 
site were destructive and did not greatly add to our knowledge of site 
fonnation or use. 
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Resistivity SUrvey 

Because earth materials are good conductors of electrical current in 
proportion to their water oontent and dissolved salts, electrical current 
forced into the ground thr_h two electrodes ean be measured across two 
other electrodes, and voltage drops affected by different subeurfaoe con
ditions ean be calculated. For shallow investigations, electrodes are 
placed relatively close together, but broader ~ing is needed to probe 
greater depths. Sequences of layers awear in sequences of readings. 
Interpretation, however, consists of deducing subsurface conditions fran 
the readings (Bison Instr ...... ts 1975). 

~lication of this technigue in archeological research had been 
noted by Aitken (1974:267-275), but this technigue had not been tested in 
the _riean Southwest. In 1978 this equipnent was available, and it was 
hoped that the Midwest Archeological Center would be able to provide ex
perienced personnel to run it, but that proved inpossible so the planned 
tests were oot carried out. 
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AWendix B 

ANALYSIS OF 'mE MlIGNETIC SURVEY Nr SITE 29&1 633 

Connie Bennett and John Weymouth 

Introduction 

'!he ability of a magnetic survey to locate subsurface prehistoric 
features depends upon the features themselves and the enviroment in which 
they are fotm'l. Before 1977, the l\merican Southwest was a cultural and 
enviromental reqion where the technique of magnetic survey had not been 
vigorously tested. '!bus, as part of ongoing archeological investigations 
at Cllaoo Canyon National Mon\I1lellt (now Cllaoo Culture National Historical 
Park) in New Mexico, a series of anall magnetic surveys were conducted as 
feasibility stooies to determine the practicality of magnetic surveying 
there. 

In 1978 the survey concentrated on one region of site 29SJ 633 arx1 
applied two different surveying procedures with the sensor at different 
heights. 'Ibis report presents the results of these surveys. 

Survey Procedures 

'!he surveys were oonducted using two proton ~etaneters of 1 garrma 
sensitivity, one of which aeasured the intensity of the earth's magnetic 
field at grid point locations and the other at a reference station. '1he 
data were recorded with the logger system developed by the Midwest Archeo
logical Center, which also provided the survey personnel under the direc
tion of Robert Nickel. Because this investigation was part of a feasibil
i ty stldy, the areas surveyed oonsisted of traverses as well as large two
dimensional areas. Regions of varying dimensions were labeled -blocks,· 
which permitted convenient data collection and subsequent manipulation and 
analysis. 

'!be usual method of survey was to measure the earth I s nagnetic field 
fran 60 an above the surface with read.irr;Js spaced 1 m apart. When neces
sary, additiC'nal information about the subsurface features was obtained by 
changing the sense height and decreasing the grid spacing or by sinply 
repeating the mea~.:rements several times to get a IOOre aocurate readi.n:J 
for a particular region. '!be investigatory nature of this study provided 
the opportunity to test all of these alternative methods, the specific 
n-ethod used in each region along with the rationale for its use and the 
results ace presented in the results section. 

Data Analysis 

Once the data were entered into the carputer, the first step in the 
analysis was to subtract the reference values fran the data values. '!be 
results were then place:i in a matrix aoo used as the basis for the mawing 
prngram develq>ed by NEBCAR (Nebraska Center for Archaeophysical 
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Figure B.la Variable-density contour of area surveyed by proton magneto
meter at 29SJ 633 
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Figure B.2. Variable-density contour, taken at higher height, of region 
18-23-E, 1-21 N, at 29SJ 633 
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Research) . lflen the measurements of the magnetic field were taken roore 
than once at any location, the difference values were averaged and the 
average value placed in the matrix. 'lhe contour maps presented in this 
report were produced by SYIIAP (Harvard Laboratory of Canputer Graphics) 
and usually divided the data into one or two gamna contour intervals. 

Results 

"!he magnetic survey of site 29SJ 633 covered 780 m2 with 100 m2 
of that area resurveyed at a higher sensor height. Figure B.1 is a var
iable-density contour mop of the .mole region. "!he ananaly centered at 17 
N 20 E is probably caused by a burned region. "!he ananaly is not exten
sive enough to indicate a pitstructure. Subsequent excavation apparently 
revealed a series of roanblocks in the northern half of the magnetic sur
vey grid. One roan encanpasses this ananaly, while another roan surrourxls 
the ananaly at 22 N 29 E. 1his secon:l ananaly is much ....al.1er in inten
sity and has a sharper gradient, which indicates a snaller, less burned 
feature or one that is more deeply buried. The unexcavated ananaly pat
tern in the vicinity of 10 N 36 E is much larger in extent and more dif
fuse. It could be due to a midden area or possibly a partially burned 
subterranean structure. 

To obtain information to calculate the depth of the ananaly at 17 N 
20 E, the region fran 18-23 F! and 1-21 N was resurveyed with the sensor at 
a higher height. A variable density map of the values recorded at a high
er sensor height and a mop of the difference values when the higher height 
values were subtracted fran the lower height values are shown in Figure 
B.2. "!he ananaly at 17 N 20 E atil.1 has a sharp gradient but is not of 
the same intensity as when it was recorded at a lower level. It is prob
ably a sharp-edged feature, fairly near the surface. If it were deeply 
buried, the higher survey would produce a similar ananaly. 

"!he magnetic surveys at site 29SJ 633 located indications of burned 
features and. possibly a kiva and. surface structures. 'Ihese features would 
have been better defined had larger areas been surveyed to establish the 
magnetic background and to allow ananaly patterns to emerge. However, 
with the exploratory nature of the survey, the data collected gave posi
tive evidence that proton magnetaDeters can he used beneficially at sites 
in Olaco Canyon N1lP. "!he subtle nagnetic ananalies observed in these data 
would be more inforne.ti ve if they had been measured by 1/ 4 gamna instru
ments that are IlCM available. '!his stu::1y shows that the magnetic survey 
technique is capable of locating prehistoric features in the lImerican 
Southwest cultural and environmental region. Since these data were col
lected, other research in southwest COlorado that used 1/4 gamna instru
ments has proven that magnetic surveying not only can locate the features 
but can also provide information about size, depth, degree of burning, 
orientation, and internal feature configuration (BlJ:}gins and Weyrrouth 
1978, 1981). 
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J\i:pendix C 

cmlIMIC TABLES 

Peter J. McKenna and H. Wolcott Toll 

C.1 • 29SJ 633 surface surveys: ceramic forms and type by provenience aOO 
survey 

C.2. 29SJ 633 test ceramics: vessel and type by provenience 
C.3. Roan 7 ceramics: vessel and type by provenience 
C.4. Roan 8 ceramicB: vessel and type by provenience 
C.S. 29SJ 633 ceramic inventory 
C.6. Refitted or matched sherds at 29SJ 633 
C.7. Refired sanples fran 29SJ 633 
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Table C.2. 29&1 633 test ceramics: vessel and type by provenience 

San Juan ",""yon 0Ulskan 
Mesa Verde B/w McElm:> B/W Owska B/W ~r8/w Unidentified Unidentifi ed Unidentified 

Tests 29SJ 633 "",1 &7.011 Jar "",1 Bowl Jar .... 1 Jar 

Plaza 1: 
TrT""alluv. layer 1 21 2 1 6 5 1 
Mixed trash layer 2 10 2 2 
Tl' 3 surface 4 
Tl' 3 layer 1 3 3 1 

Vessel totals 34 3 1 1 15 • 1 
Gram totals Jr --, --, --, 23 --, 
, in Plaza 1 4.7 0.' 0.1 0.1 3.2 0.1 

w 'lb North wall: 

'" Tr2 2 1 
'" 'inTl'2 7.7 3 •• 

~Tests: 
y 1 

Manaly 2 
AnaMly 3 
lInaMly 5 
Anomoly 6 
Anomoly 7 6 2 2 
AnaMly. 3 1 
lInaMly • 1 2 
AnarIaly 10 2 

Vessel totals 3 • 2 5 
Grand totals --, 11 ~ 
" in Ananaly Tests 1.0 3 •• 2.1 

.. - -- -- .~ •••• -- -
Oxnulati ve totals 37 ,. 1 1 2. 1 1 
Omllative , 3.6 1.6 0.1 0.1 2 •• 0.1 0.1 



Tabl e C.2 (continued) 

~B/I< aw:o B/I< Gall.., B/I< EBcavada B/w Puerco B/w Red Mesa ~ 
Tests 295.7 633 Bowl Jar Bowl Jar BCIWlJar BOWl Jar Jar Bowl Jill" r 

plaza 11 
W1 alluv . layer 1 2 5 3 3 4 
Mixed trash layer 2 1 1 2 2 3 3 
'IT ) surface 1 1 
'l'l' 3 surface layer 1 

Vessel total. 1 3 2 7 8 1 4 8 1 
Grand totals 2 5 15 , 13 
, in Plaza 1 0.3 0. 7 2. 1 0. 1 1.8 

w To North wall: .... 
0 ",,2 1 1 

'in'lT2 3.8 3 .8 

~'l'estsl y , 
J\ncmaly 2 
l\naMly 3 
AnaMly 5 
J\ncmaly 6 
AnaMly 7 1 1 
l\naMly 8 
J\ncmaly 9 
Mcmaly 10 

Vessel totals 2 1 1 2 2 1 
Grand totals 3 3 ...,... 2 
, in anaMly tests 1.0 1.0 0. 7 0.7 

-- -- ._- -- -- ~ 

o.muIative totals 2 6 18 • 2 16 
o.m.u.ative " 0.2 0.6 1.7 0. 4 0.2 1.6 



Table C.2 (continued) 
Pueblo II-III 

Basketmakec 111- Mineral 
Puebl o I Minerals MancosBjw Reserve B/w Unidentified i'iliteware 

Tests 29SJ 633 .".1 Jar Bowl Jar _1 Jar _1 Jar other 

plaza 1: 
Tf""1 alluv. layer 1 3 23 38 21 53 
Mixed trash layer 2 2 6 20 6 • Tl' 3 surface • 9 
Tl' 3 surface layer 1 • 10 3 8 

Vessel totals 2 3 33 68 .0 ,. 
Grand totals 3 """3 101 115 
%; in Plaza 1 0.' 0.' 14. 1 16.1 

w To North wall: .... Tr2 1 2 3 - , in 'l'l' 2 3.8 19.2 

Anc::mlly Tests: 
Ancmal.yl 2 1 1 3 
AnaMly 2 1 3 2 
Anaral y 3 3 
l\n<maly 5 1 2 2 
AnaMly 6 1 
AnaMly 1 3 1 9 3 
Ananaly8 1 
AnaMly 9 3 1 2 
Ananaly 10 1 • 6 1 

Vessel totals 1 2 15 18 21 15 
Grand totals 1 --,- 33 36 
, in AnaMly Tests 0 . 3 0.1 11.4 12.5 

- -- -~ --- --Cmulative totals 3 • 2 135 156 
O:Inulative , 0.3 0.' 0 . 2 13. 1 15. 1 



Table C. 2 (cont inued) 

st . Johns ltrlte Molmtain San Juan """'yon 
Puerco B,Iw wingate B/r st . JaMs B/e Polychrane Redwar. Redwar. Redwa .. 

'lHts 2951 633 _1 _1 _1 BOWl _ 1 _1 _ 1 

Plaza 1: 
TfT""alluv . layer 1 1 3 2 3 2 
Mixed trash layer 2 
Tl' 3 s urface 
'l'T 3 surface layer 2 

Vessel totals 2 3 2 2 3 1 2 
Grard totals 2" 3 2" 2" 3 -, 2" 
, in Plaza 1 0. 3 0. ' 0. 3 0. 3 0.' 0. 1 0. 3 

w .... To North wall: '" ",,2 2 
, in 'l'T 2 7.7 

1 

Vessel totals 1 1 3 1 
Grand totals -, -, 3 -, 
, in Ananaly Tests 0.3 0 .3 1.0 0.3 

-- --- - -- - - -o.rnulative totals • • 3 2 " 2 2 
ODulative 11 0.' 0.' 0.3 0. 2 0." 0 . 2 0 .2 



Tabl e C.2 (continued) 

Forestdale Unidentified Wide tarrow Farly Pueblo II lhidentified 
~ Redware Plain Gray Nec:k-branded Neck-banded Neck-oor!Ul]ated Corrugated 

'l'ests 29SJ 633 ~ Bowl Jar Jar Jar Jar Jar Jar 

Plaza 1: 
'!f"1alluv. layer 1 2 1 ., 25 4 183 
Mixed trash layer 2 2 12 1 51 
Tl' 3 surface 7 2 
Tl' 3 surface layer 1 1 " 
vessel totals 2 3 2 80 1 27 5 253 
Grand totals T 5 "lIO ..., ""Tr T -m-
, in plaza 1 0.3 0. 7 11.2 0.1 3.8 0. 7 ]5. 3 

w 
To North wan: .... 

w .,.,,2 10 2 1 
,inTl'2 38.5 7.7 3.8 

~Tests, 
Y f 5 

""""",,y 2 
""""",,y 3 1 ,. 
AnaMly 5 4 3 4 
l\naMly • 1 1 
AnaMly 7 3 2 .4 
l\naMly 8 2 1 21 
l\naMly • • 3 1 11 
AnaMly 10 1 1 30 

_1 totals 18 3 10 150 
Grand totals ~2 

..., 10 ""TSlJ"" 
, in Ancmaly Tests 1.0 3.5 51.9 

- - - -- - - -Qmllative totals 2 5 108 4 3. 5 404 
OIIulative , 0.2 0.5 10.5 0. 4 3.8 0.5 39 . 2 



Table C.2 (concluded) 

Plaza 1: 
'iTT alluv. layer 1 
Mixed trash layer 2 
TI' 3 surface 
TI' 3 surface layer 

Vessel totals 
Grand totals 
, in Plaza 1 

w To North Wall: -.> ... ",,2 
'inT1'2 

~Tests' 
Y 1 

Ananaly 2 
Ananaly3 
Ananaly 5 
Ananaly 6 
Ananaly 7 
l\ncmaly 8 
Ananaly • 
Ananaly 10 

Vessel totals 
Grand totals 
" in Ananaly Tests 

CUnulative totals 
a.nulative , 

Pueblo II 
Corrug, 

1 ..., 
0.1 

--1 
0.1 

Pueblo III 
Corrugated-cn Bra 

Jar 

1 

5 

5 ..., ...., 
0.1 0.7 

- --1 5 
0.1 0.5 

494 69.0 
133 18 . 6 
31 4.3 
58 8.1 

716 
""71b 100.0 

99.7 

26 100. 0 
99.8 

16 5.5 
6 2.1 

20 6.' 
17 5.' 
3 1.0 

110 38.1 
2. 10.0 
33 11.4 
55 19.0 

28. 99.9 
~ 

99.4 

--1,031 
99.3 



Table C.3. Roan 7 ceramics: vessel and type by provenience 

..... Wethedll e nabled ..... "'" Burnhoo ...... 
Veroe B/W ec.'M:~r ~ ...... B/W M1:",yw B/W B/W ~ _7 _I ""I ""I _I ""I 

nc.or 1 general filll 
l!aat 1/2 , 1 •• ...,., , , , , , 3 , 
Layer 2 11 11 • 3 
...,... 3 II 3 1 
layer 4 , • ...,." 3 1 
IayeB 51' • 10 1 

PlOOf 1 fill, l..ayer 6 7 • 3 
nOOl' 1 c:ontact 1 1 
ncor 1 featut'e8 1 

storage 8in 1 flU 
...,.,1 ...,.,. 

PUxlr fUl, Iayer 5 
~""tun 1 

, 1 

"""" '""'"'" 2 
1 ... """'le' .... Pil'~lt t 

'" other Pit 1 
Other Pit 6 IU<'" 3 aU"W .. 
*"......,3 

noor 2, ~ral fill 
Floor 2 fill, t.yer 7 
noor 2 ooncent:rat1on{1) 

...,." ...,.,' 
Layer 10 

Floor 2 ocntIIct 
PlOOl' 2 futures 

Firepit 1 
.Pi"'Pit 1 

O>tal "'_ 71 .. 12 3 7 1 1 2 1 , 
"""'" b>tol 

...,,- 55 ....,... ....,... -,- T T T 
, in fOOl! 2.' '.0 0.3 0.1 0. 1 



~e C.3 (continUEd) 

1'1001' 1 qeneral fill 
But 1/2 ,.,.,, 3 , 
Layer 2 • 7 12 " ,.,.,3 , 1 2 • Layer 4 1 ,.,." 1 2 2 
layera 5/6 2 

Floor 1 till, ~r 6 ,. , 1 
Floor 1 oontllct 1 
Floor 1 featut"e!l 

Storage Bin 1 fill ,.,.,, 
,.,." Ploor fill, Layer 5 

PaX Feature 1 
lIt;:d.: Pe&ture 2 

w _Ie 2 .... Pirepit 1 

'" Ot:hI!r Pit 1 
Other Pit 6 
Burial 3 
Illrlal 4 
MIIll. Trench 3 

Floor 2. general fill 
noor 2 fill. Layer 7 
Floor 2 ~.tion(1) 

r..)"!r 8 2 
Layer 9 
Layer 10 

noor 2 contact 
Ploor 2 feeturetl 

Pirapit 1 
PiE1!Pit 

1btal by_ J5 ,. 2 2 3 20 .. 2 «_ total t9 j ...,... T 61 • .iD _ 1.0 0.1 0. 1 0.1 2. 3 0.1 



Table C.3 (continued ) 

JI'loor 1 ~ral fill 
_ 1/2 
Layer 1 1 
_,2 • 1 2 2 3 , 
Layer) • 3 
Layer 4 
Layer S 
Iayen 5/6 1 2 

Ploor 1 fill, Layer 6 2 2 
Ploor 1 cmtact 
1"100t 1 featu.rell 

Storage Bin 1 fill 
lAyer 1 
LBiyer4 

Ploor fill, Layer 5 
Roc* .. ture 1 
Rock PN.ture 2 
PoIlIthole 2 

W Firepit 1 .... Other Pit 1 .... Other Pit 6 
Burial 3 
Burial 4 
*ll Trendl 3 

I!loor 2, general fill 
PlOOf 2 fiU, Layer 7 2 
Floor 2 oonoentration(?) -" 2 -" 2 

Layer 10 
noof 2 OX'Itact 
Ploor 2 featurn 

Firepit 1 
.Firep1t 

~"'- 3 10 15 5 2 2 • • • 1 3 
"".., total 13 '" • , TJ -.-,in _ 

0.5 0 . 7 0.1 0.2 0 . 5 0.1 



Table C.3 (continued) 

ncor 1 general fill 
_1/2 1 _,, 3 • , 11 
Layer 2 " " " .. 3 , 
_,3 , 

" " 11 , -" , , 1 1 , 

-" 1 , 1 3 
~r. SI t; 3 , 10 , 

noor I fill, t.yer 6 , , 11 , , 
Ploor 1 contact 1 1 
Ploor 1 featuree 

Stor-"l' Bin 1 fUl ..,.,, 
..,." noor fill. t.yer 5 """,.,."., , , ---, 1 3 3 

W -, .... P'inpit 1 

'" other Pit 1 
ott.r Pit 6 
",,,at 3 
""W , 
..u_3 , 

Ploor 2. gltnltral fill 1 
Ploor 2 fill, !.Iyer 1 3 , 3 
l'loor 2 OCI'KlIIntt"atJon(1) -" 7 • 3 , 

Layer' , , 
t.yer 10 

noor2~ 
Ploor 2 features 

Pirepit 1 
Pirepit 

""'" '" ....., .. 106 , 12. 108 • 3 1 • ....... total 177 221 • T .,-- T 
.in ""'" ••• .. , .., '. 1 '.3 



Table C. 3 (continued ) 

Write Mountain 5anJ~ 

"m ...... " Bowl Jar ~ 

PlOOf 1 general fill 
Fast 1/2 1 
Layer 1 2 
Layer 2 15 2 • 
Layer 3 2 3 
Layer 4 1 
Layer 5 1 
Layers 5/6 2 3 2 

Floor 1 fill, layer 6 1 2 
Floor 1 oontact 
P100r 1 features 

storage Bin 1 fill 
Layer 1 
Layer 4 

Floor fill . Layer 5 
Roc:):: Feature 1 
Reck Feature 2 

W Posthol e 2 .., 
Firepit 1 

'" Other Pit 1 
other Pit 6 
Burial 3 
Burial 4 
Wall Treodl 3 

Floor 2, general fill 
Floor 2 fill, layer 7 
Floor 2 coneentration(?) 

Layer 8 
Layer 9 
Layer 10 

Floor 2 contact 
Floor 2 features 

F'irepit I 
Firepit 

Total by vessel 28 2 7 2 1 • • 5 
Grand total ]0 9 ,- .... .... T 
, in fOClll 1. 1 0. 3 0 .1 0.1 0 . 2 



Table c.3 (continued ) 

"ldo NIlrrOIoI Farly P-II OnJ.d&nt1f1ed 
Pl.4J.n Gray Uno Gr!l: - """........, N!dt-oor~atm COrnqated 

_7 J&i Ja, Jar Ju "", Ja, 

PlOOf 1 general fill 
Put 112 10 
layer 1 • , 03 
Layer 2 77 , 13 355 

.~ layer 3 " 
, , 328 

layer 4 • , , '" Layer 5 , , 30 
layers 5/6 3 , 

'" PlOOf 1 fill . Layer 6 13 • '" Floor 1 CCIfltact • • Floor 1 features 
Storage Bin 1 fill 14 

Layer I 5 
Layer" , 

PlOOf fill , layer 5 , , 
Rock Feat ure 1 , 31 
Rock Feature 2 5 " Posthol. , , , 

'" Firepit 1 , 
'" Other Pit 1 , 
0 Other Pit 6 , 

8.u"ial. 3 " Burial 4 , 
WIlll 'l'rendl 3 • Ploor 2. general til , , 

Floor 2 fill • .I.a.yer 7 , , , 
Floor 2 concentration(?) 

t..yer8 20 • " Layer 9 " 17 
Layer 10 

PlOOf 2 contact. 
Floor 2 features 

Firepit 1 , , 3 
Firepit 1 , , , 

Total by vessel ,., , • 17 3 +m-Grand total -"".- .., ,... ."... T 
, in tOCl'll 7.5 0.3 , .. o. , 59.9 



Tabl e C. 3 (concluded ) 

Co~ruaated 
FlJ31tive 

BfOWDWi!ltes ""'" _7 J= J., J., J= J,n Sob<Dtals , 
Ploor 1 general fill 

East 1/2 18 0.7 
Layer 1 ) '" 5.2 
Layer 2 • • '" 29.' 
Layer 1 • 2 I 462 17.1 
layer 4 I 221 '.2 
Layer 5 " 2. I 
Layers 5/6 2 256 •• S 

Ploor 1 fill. Layer 6 • • 365 13.S 
Ploor 1 oontact. " 0. 5 
Floor 1 fNturee 

Storage Bin 1 fill 17 0.' 
layer 1 • 0.2 ...,., . 2 0.1 

Floor fill, Layer 5 • 0.2 
PlX:k ~tun! 1 .. 1.7 

W Rcx::k Feature 2 47 1.7 

'" Posthole 2 2 0.1 - Firepit 1 ) 0. 1 
Other Pit 1 • 0.1 
other Pit 6 2 O. I 
Burial 3 " 0.' 
..... ial. I 
Willi Trench 3 " 0.' 

PlOOf 2. qeneral fi ll • O. I 
PlOOf 2 fill , Layer 7 )) 1.2 
ncor 2 concentration(?) 

Layer 8 I " ) .. 
Layer II 2 57 2. 1 
Layer 10 I 

P100r 2 <XHlQtct I 
Ploor 2 features 

I"irepit 1 10 0.' 
___ Firepit • 0.2 

'l'ota.l by .... sel 18 ) • 5 5 
"'and total 18 ) • 5 5 2, 102<1 
,in _ 0.7 0. 1 0.) 0.2 0.2 99.6 

IlsreaJo;(lown , 
_ .. 

470 (17 . 4\1 
Jars 2,224 (82.3\1 
O'h"" • ( 0. 3\1 --r.rnr ('TW:UiT 



Table C. 4. Roan 8 ceramics: vessel and type by provenience 

Floor 1 general fill: 
SUrface level 1 
Surface level 2 
&lrface level ) 1 1 
Surface level ... 10 1 7 2 2 

Ploorlfloorfill 1 3 
Floor 1: 

aJrial 1 layer) 
Burial 2 layer 2 
Burial 2 l ayer ) 2 
Other Pit 1 

w other Pit) 

'" other Pit 7 '" Other Pit 8 
Floor 2 rodent hole 
Ploorfill 
Culstruct.ion 6 
Construction 7 
Construction 8 
SE fourdatioos 
1£ fotm:1ations 

'lbtal by vessel 14 2 5 1 7 1 • 3 1 
Grand total 16 ...., -,- ,- -,- , 1 
, in roan 3.0 0 . 9 0.2 1.3 0.2 1.3 0. 2 



Table C.4 (continued) 

-Early· Ba.sketm!lker 111-
=BIw Gall]!E ~ Escav5da ~ Pl.MerCXI B,Iw Red Mesa ~ Red Mesa ~w Pueblo I Minerals 

Roal'l 8 East 1/2 Ja< BclW Jar Ji, tiOWl Bowl Jar Jar BIii1 Jar 

Floor 1 general fill: 
SUrface level 1 1 2 
SUrface level 2 1 
Sur face level ) 2 
Surface level • , 1 2 

Floor 1 floor fill 5 2 2 
noor 1: 

9Jrial 1 layer 3 
Burial 2 layer 2 
Burial 2 layer 3 
other pit 1 .... other Pit 3 .. .... OI:her Pit 1 
other Pit 8 

fioor 2 rodent hole 
Floocfill 
Ccn8truct1C1'1 6 
CcnstnrtiM 7 2 2 
o:.n.t.ruct1on 8 2 
SZ fouMa.ticns 
NI!! fourdations 

'1"otal by Ye88el 1 16 7 2 2 5 3 1 2 1 
Grand toW .,- 23 , , • .,- ---, 
,in ~ 0.2 ••• 0.' 0.' 1.5 0.2 0.6 



Table C.4 (continued) 

Floor 1 general fill: 
Surface level 1 4 
Sur-faoe level 2 , 12 1 
SUrface level 3 2 5 3 10 1 2 
Surf.;,ce level 4 2 5 7 7 2 2 

Ploorlfloorfill 1 , 3 
Floor 1: 

&leW 1 layer 3 
Burial 2 layer 2 
Blria1 2 layer 3 2 

w other Pit 1 2 1 

'" other Pit 3 .. 
other Fit 7 1 
Other Pit 8 2 

Ploor 2 rodent hole 
noorfill 
Construction 6 5 7 3 , 
Constructioo 7 10 , , , 
Ca'lstruct.ion 8 , 3 • 3 
SE foundations 1 
NE folJtldations 

'lbtal by vessel 3S .8 2' 38 1 3 • 1 
Gram total 2 84 68 T J --. T 
, in roan 0.' 15.9 12.9 0.2 0.' 0 .8 0.2 



Table C.4 (continued) 

SanJ~ Forestdale Unidentified Plain Wide Nanow Farly PIlebl.o II ...... ,. 
~ 

...... ,. Gray """"-banded Neck- banded Neck-cor~ated 
lO:rn 8 East 1/2 Bowl Bowl Ja< J", J", Ja< 

Floor 1 general fill: 
Surface level 1 11 2 , 
Surface level 2 2 5 ) 

SUrfac:e level 3 " ) 

Surface level " • 2 
Floor 1 floor fill ) ) 

Floor 1: 
Burial 1 layer 3 
Burial 2 layer 2 
Burial 2 layer 3 

w other Pit 1 ., Other Pit) 2 

'" other Pit 7 
other Fit 8 ) 

Floor 2 rodent hole 
Floor fill 
Construction 6 • Construction 7 2 
Construction 8 8 
SE fOlXldatioos 2 
f£ foundations , 
Total by vessel , , 2 62 2 15 
Grand total .., .., ..., 62 ..., 15" 
, in rOClD 0.2 0.2 0.' 11.8 0.' 2.8 



~le C.4 (concluded) 
Onidentified Pueblo III FUgitive 
Cor~ated Coc!.!;!9ated Rims Red 

Roan 8 Bast 'L2 JM Ja< Ja< SUbWtals • 
Floor 1 qeneral. fill: 

SUrface l evel 1 • 35 ••• Surface level 2 33 65 12.3 
Surface level 3 29 7B 14.8 
Surface level 4 53 11. 22.0 

Floor 1 floor fill 34 " U.S 
Floor 1: 

Burial 1 layer 3 3 • 1.1 
Buria.l 2 layer 2 1 1 0.2 
Burial 2 layer 3 • 1.1 
other Pit 1 1 7 1.3 

w other Pit 3 1 5 0. ' 
a> other Pit 7 1 2 0.4 

'" Other pit 8 1 • 1. 1 
Floor 2 rodent hole 1 0.2 
Floor fill 1 1 0.2 
construction 6 " 47 .. , 
construction 7 6 43 ' .2 
construction 8 • 37 7.0 
SE fOUJrlations 4 0.' 
HE foundations 1 0 .2 

Total by vessel '" 2 2 "'" 99.8 
Gram total ..", T T 
, in roan 37.8 0.4 0.4 100.2 

IlBreakdaom : _1. 127 (24 .a) 
Jars 388 (73.6\1 
Othe" 12 t02.)'} 
~ (100.0\1 



Table C.S . 2951 633 ceramic inventory 

, of o of 
N "". ON N ...... 'N 

Utility Ware 
Plain gray 962 19 . ] 11 .9 itliteware ... 100 . 0 11.0 
Lino Gear • 0. 1 0 .1 
Lino PUg tive • 0.2 0.1 Redware, Polychranes. and Snudged 
wide_ " 1.1 0.7 Blllff B/r 3 1.' 
Narrow Neckbande3 229 ••• 2.' sanostee Rio 2 1. 0 
Neck Corrugated 27 0.' 0.3 """"'""" B/, 1 0.' 
PH Corru;,ated .0 0.8 0.' Puerco Ble 15 7.' 0.2 
PII-III Corrugated , 0.2 0.1 W!n9ate Blr 12 6.0 0. 2 
PIlI Corrugated 16 0 .3 0.2 st . Johns SIc • 2.0 
Indented corrugated 362 1 72.7 45.1 Wingate Poly • 2.0 
BrClllrlflWare 10 0 .2 0.1 St. JoMs Pol y " 7.0 0 . 2 

19113" 1= "-'" San Juan redware 15 7.' 0.2 
TUsayan Blr 2 1.0 

Mineral Paint Types ~ te Mountain rea,.,are 76 37.6 1.0 
EMIlI-PI MIlO' 24 1.. 0.3 iJnknown redware 35 17 . 3 0.' 
Early Red Mesa B/w 17 1.1 0.2 Forestdale &!u3ged 11 ••• 0.1 
Red Mesa B/w 200 13 . 2 2.' Showlow Snudqed 3 1.' 
Escavada B/W 27 1.' 0.3 Reserve l ooent Corr Srud . 1 0. ' 
Pueroo 8/10' " 2.7 0 . ' unknc:Mn !ITIIJdged red • 2.0 

w ~~sXW 247 16.4 3.1 = 11l1J:T -r:s 
'" 22 1. ' 0 . 3 
-.I Reserve B,lw • 0. 3 Bistoric Polydlrare 100.0 

Socorro a,Iw 7 0.' 0. 1 
Be ilrhall B/w 1 0. 1 
Q)rtez B/w • 0.3 0. 1 GRI\H) ""AI.< 8,030 100 .0\ 
Manco6 B/w 21 1.4 0.3 
PH-III M/w 8" 59.2 11 . 1 

T5ll'1 = 1T.1I" 

Carbon Paint Types 
Lino BIg 2 0.' 
Kana'a 8/w • 1.1 0 . 1 
Black Mesa. B/w 1 0.2 
TUnicha B/w 1 0.2 - "'" 1 0. 2 
BurnhMI B/w 1 0.2 
'l'cI&dlena B/w • 1.1 0 .1 
Chuska "'" 

3 0.7 
Rilva B,lw 2 0.' 
Crumled House B/w 8 1.8 0 .1 
<haco--McElmo "'" 

, 2.0 0 . 1 
WetherUI B/w 7 1. ' 0 . 1 

Me""'" "'" 110 24.5 1.' 
Mesa Verde B/w 136 ]0 . ] 1.7 
~C/w 6 1.3 0 . 1 
Ch C/w 20 ••• 0.3 
San Juan C!w 132 29 .4 1. • ..... = -,.,; 



Table C.6. Refitted or matched sherds at 29&1 633 

CnJdoled lIoose B/w Irug 

5 FS 368 Roan 8, E half Iij 1 IN 4 
1 FS 378 Roan 8, Ly 5 Fl fill 

McElm:l B/ w bowl 
1 FS 150 Roan 7, NE quad Ly 2 
1 FS 840 Roan 7, NE quad Lys 5-6 

Mesa Verde S/w bowl 
1 FS 31 Roan 7, Ly 2 Lv 4 
1 FS 340 Roan 8, E half Lv 1 

Mesa Verde B/w bowl 
1 FS 840 Roan 7, NE Quad Lys 5-6 
2 FS 642 Roan 7, SW Quad Ly 6 IN 7 

10 FS 746 Roan 7, Rock Concent. '1 
1 FS 641 Roan 7, SW Quad Ly 6 IN 7 

PIlI Indented Coct1.J3ated jar 
1 FS 642 Roan 7, SW Quad Ly 6 Lv 7 
1 FS 641 Roan 7, SW Quad Ly 6 Lv 7 
1 FS 202 Roan 7, SE Quad Ly 5-6 
1 FS 368 Roan 7, E half Iij 1 Lv 4 

Wingate B/ r bowl 
1 FS 604 Roan 7, Ly 3 Lv 5 
1 FS 855 Roan 7, subfloor 2 IN 9 
1 FS 907 Roan 7, Floor 1, R.B. 1 

PIlI Indented Corrugated jar 
1 FS 31 Roan 7, Ly 2 Lv 4 
1 FS 840 Roan 7, E half Lv 1 

St. Johns Polychrare bowl 
1 FS 174 Roan 7, Ly 4 
1 FS 368 Roan 8, Lyl Lv 4 
1 FS 39 Roan 7, Ly 3, IN 5 

PII-III Indented Corrugated jar 
1 FS 247 Roan 7, NE Quad Ly 3 
5 FS 39 Roan 7, Ly3, Lv 5 
2 FS 150 Roan 7, NE Quad Ly 2IN 4 
2 FS 160 Roan 7, NE Quad Ly 3 Lv 5 

IIcElm:> B/w jar 
1 FS 87 Roan 7, SW Quad Ly 3 IN 5 
1 FS 123 Roan 7, NW Quad Ly 2 IN 4 

McElmo B/ w bowl 
1 FS 278 Roan 7, NE Quad Ly 6 Lv 8 
2 FS 731 Roan 7, Rock Concent. *2 

Mesa Verde B/w bowl 
9 FS 16 Roan 7, SE Quad Ly 1 IN 1 
2 FS 9 Roan 7, SE Quad Ly 2 Lv 2 

Mesa Verde S/w bcMl 
1 FS 123 Roan 7, Nil Quad Ly 2 Lv 4 
1 FS 75 Roan 7, SW Quad Ly 2 IN 4 
1 FS 702 Roan 7, Bin 1 fill 
2 FS 307 Test Trench 1, 4-6 m 

Chaco-McElm:l B/ w 7?7?? 
1 FS 39 Roan 7, SE Quad Ly 2 IN 4 
1 FS 604 Roan 7, NW Quad Ly 3 Lv 5 

Mesa Verde B/ w bowl 
3 FS 1129 T.T. 3, Ly 1 Lvs 1-2 
3 FS 311 Test Trench 1, 6-10m 
1 FS 327 Test Trench 1, 12-14 m 

Mesa Verde B/w bowl 
1 FS 323 Test Trench 1, 12-14 m 
1 FS 311 Test Trench 1, 6-10 m 

White Mountain Redware bowl 
1 FS 604 Roan 7, NW Quad Ly 3 Lv 5 
1 FS 885 Roan 7, SE Quad Ly 8 
1 FS 907 Roan 7, Floor R.B • • 1 

Mesa Verde Whi teware bowl 
16 FS 16 Roan 7, Ly 2 IN 2 
7 FS 31 Roan 7, Ly 2 Lv 4 
1 FS 48 Roan 7, Iij 1 IN 4 
2 FS 142 Roan 7, Ly 2 Lv 4 

Gallup B/ w jar Mesa Verde B/w bowl 
3 FS 105 Roan 7, NW Quad Ly 2 Lv 2 12 FS 16 Roan 7, 
1 FS 100 Roan 7, NW Quad Ly 1 Lv 1 1 FS 135 Roan 7, 
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Table C.7. Refired sanples fran 29SJ 633 

~ 1efired Color PS , 
Provenienoe So~ Form Paste Color 1'e!!pec COlor (, Group) Salrple , 

Roan 7 Ly 2 IN 2 Mesa Verde B/w Bowl Chuska gray < ~ Med. trachyte • 8S 5'iR7j 6 Yellow-red (4) 16-1 
Roan 7 Ly 2 Lv 3 Exotic MIll Bowl No type > sheed Pine unJmown ign 1.5YR1. Sj 6 Yellcw-red (4) 24-' 
fb::m 7 Ly 2 IN .. Mesa Verde 8/W Bowl No type ) sherd Ned. sandstone 7 SiRS/ 4 Buff (2) 31- 7 

"Ibn 7 Ly 2 Lv" Mc:ElJno B/w Bowl No type < aherd COaf"se San Juan + as S'fR7/7 Yellow-red (5) 31-10 
Rocm 7 Ly 2 IN 4 Mc£lno 8/ w 800f1 Tan > &herd pine sandstone 7.5YR7 . 5/ 6 9.lff/YellOlt-red (4 ) 31-11 
Roan 7 Ly 3 IN 5 Olaco-McEJJro B/w Ilow'l Gray > sheed Ked. sandstone 10YRB/ 4 Buff (1 ) 39-4 
Roan 7 Ly 2 IN 2 McElJno B/w Bawl No type > aherd Coane tcadlyte + as 7.5YRS/ 4 Mf (2) 55-1 
Roan 7 Ly 2 Lv 5 McElJoo B/w Bowl Gray > blk. aherd /lied. sandstone 7.SYRB/ 4 Buff (2 ) 66-1 
axrn 7 Ly 3 IN 5 McElmo B/w Jar No type > aherd Ned. San J uan ign S'iR7/8 Yellow-red (5) 87-5 
Roao 7 Ly 2 Lv 4 McElmo B/w Bowl No type ) &herd Coarse sandstone 7.5YR7/ 6 Yellow-red (4) 75-3 
Rocm 7 Ly 2 IN 4 Mesa Verde 8/w BooIl No type no aherd Ned. San Juan + 58 7 . SYRB/ 4 Buff (2) 75-4 
RoaI'I 7 Ly 2 IN 4 Mesa Verde B/w* Ladle lb type > aherd Ned. trachyte + ss SYR7/ 6 Yellow-red (5) 75-6 
Roan 7 Ly 2 IN .. PII-III M/w ladle Gray > blk.BOOrd Coarse sandstone 7SYR7.S/5 Buff/Yellow-red (4) 75-7 
'Poem 7 Ly 2 Lv 3 Mesa Verde B/w Bowl Gray> &herd Fine W'Iknown ign + S8 7.SYR6/6 Yellow-red (S) 112-1 
Roan 7 Ly 2 IN 4 McElmo B/w Bowl Black all sherd Coarse sandstone 7.SYRS/4 Buff (2l 123-S 
Roan 7 Ly 2 Lv 4 McElrno B/w Bowl Chuska gray Ked. trachyte + 8S 7.SYRS/4 Buff (2) 123-8 

w Roan 7 Ly 3 IN S Mesa Verde B/w Bowl No type no sherd Ked. San Juan + as 7.5YR7/6 YellOW'-red (4) 160-3 
CD Rocra 7 Ly 4 Mesa Verde B/w Bowl Tan no wrd Mad. San Juan + S8 7.SYR7/6 YellOW'-red (4) 174-3 
\Q Roan 7 Ly 4 McE.lno e;.., Bowl No type > sherd Med. sandstone 10YRS/ 3 Buff (I) 114-4 

Roan 7 IN 6 McElJro e;.., Bowl Black > &herd Mad. trachyte -+ 88 7.sm7/ 4 Buff (2) 202-8 
Roaa 7 .Ly 6 IN 8 McElmo B/w Bowl lb type < sherd Med. San Juan ign 7.sma/ 4 BJff (2) 278-4 
Roaa 7 Ly 6 Lv 8 Mesa Verde B/w Bowl lb type all aherd Fine saOOstone 10ma/ 3 Buff (1) 278-5 
Roan 7 Ly 6 IN 8 Mesa Verde B/Y Bowl lb type: no wrd Med. San Juan + sa 7.5YRS/ 4 allf (2) 278-7 
RoaII 7 &.Ida! 3 M.V. It'iiteware Ladle Gray > w"" Coarae sandstone 7sm7/ 8 Yellow-red (4) 291-1 
Rocm 7 Ly 3 Lv S PU-III culinary Jar Tan no wrd Coarse trachyte 2.SYRS/ 8 Red (6 ) 604-1 
Roan 7 Ly 3 Lv S Mesa Verde B/w Bc:Ml lb type < sherd Fine iroo o zlQe ss 10YRS/ 4 Blff III 60.4-5 
a:xza 7 Ly 3 IN S Mc£lmo B/w Bowl Gray > blk~. Mad. saMstone 7.5YR7/ 6 YellOlt-red ( 4) 60H 

•• Roan 7 IIj 3 Lv 5 McElmo B/w Bowl No type no aherd Coarse sardstone 5YR6/ 2 YellOW'-red (5) 604-7 
Roan 7 Ly 3 Lv 5 McElmo B/Y Bowl No type > &herd Med. trachyte -+ sa 7.Sma/ 4 8.Iff (2) 604-8 
PS • wrong. An n Mesa Verde B/w Bowl lln)a)own San Juan ign 7.5YR7.5/ 6 Yel!OIt-red (4) 625- 1 
Roaa 7 Ly 6 Lv 3 McElJno B/w fbli No type no aherd Fine saOOstone 7.SYR7/ 6 YellOW'-red (4) 641-1 
Rocro 7 Ly 6 Lv 7 MeBlmo B/w Bowl lb type no &herd Fine sandstone 7.5'lR8/ 4 Buff (2) 641-7 
RoaD 7 Lv 6 IN 7 HcBlmo B/w ladle BJ.acli.:- ) sherd Coarse ~ 7.Sm7/ 6 YellOW'-red (4) 642-3 
Rocm 7 Floor 1 PIlI culinary .Jar Gray > &herd Mad. sandstone 7.5'lR8/ 6 Yellorred (t) 656-1 

.Cn.mled Rou8e B/W, "croee-listed as -..esa Verde ~ by Toll at al. (1980). but coded as -42- or "Mc!:lmo 9Iw" in t:hia 
analya1a. 



Table C.7 (concluded) 

ProYellience 
Rough Ref1~ed Color FS , 

Sort Type Form Paste Color 'l'el'l'per _ ___ __ ____ C9~Qr_____ Ii Group) ~le I 

**Poc:m 7 Rock Pile McElno B,lw Baltil Gray > &herd Med. sandstone 7 . 5YR8/6 Yellow-red (4) 746-1 
Roan 7 lij ) McElmo IVw Bowl Tan > aherd Coarse trachyte + 58 SYR7/ 8 Yellow-red (5) 77G-l 
Ib:zn 7 Ly " Mesa Verde 8/w Bowl No type no !!herd Coarse San Juan ign 7 . 5YR7/6 Yellow-red (4) 783-1 
Fb::m 7 Ly 5 Mesa Verde B/W lbil Gray < blk. sherd Ked. San Juan + 58 7 . 5YR1/8 Yellow-red (4) 788-1 
Room 7 Ly 5 MV whltewa.re BcJoi'l Tan all sherd Fine San Juan + S8 S'LR7/6 Yellow-red (5 ) 796-3 
Roan 7 Ly 6 Fl fill PH- III culinary Jar Tan > &herd Coar se sandstone 7.SYRB/ 6 Yellow-red (4) 84(H 
Roan 7 Ly 6 Pl. fill McElno B,lv Jar Gray> blk. aherd Coarse sandstone 7.5YR7/6 yellow-red (4) 840-6 
Roan 7 Ly 6 Fl fill McElmo 8/W Bowl Gray > sherd Coarse unknown ign 7.SYR7/6 Yellow-red (4) 840-9 
Roan 7 Ly 6 f'l fill McElno B/w SCMl Gray all bllt"""tllh Coarse sandstone 7.SYR7/ 6 Yellow-red (4) 84G-l0 
Rocm 7 Ly 6 Fl fill McElmo B/W a:;.,l No type ) wed /lied . sandstone 10YRS/4 ruff (I) 840-11 
Roan 7 Floor McElmo B/w Bowl Gray all sheed Coarse sandstone 7.SYRS/6 yellow-red (4) 872- 1 

Roan 8 Ly 1 Lv 4. Mesa Verde B/w*" Hug Qluaka gray Coarse trachyte SYR6/8 Yellow-red (5) 368- 1 
Roan 8 Ly 1 Lv 4 Mesa Verde B/w Bowl Gray all aheed Mad. sandstone 7.5YR7/6 Yellow-red (f) 368-2 
Roan 8 Ly 1 Lv 4 Mesa Verde 8jw Bowl Gray> blk . sheed Med. sandstone 7.5YR7 . 5/6 Yellow-red ( 4 ) 368-3 
Rocrn 8 Ly 1 Lv 4 whiteware Bowl Tan > aheed Med. tradlyte 5YR6/8 Yellow-red (5) 368-4 

w Roan 8 Ly 1 IN 4 PIn culinary Jar No type no sherd Coarse San Juan 19n 2.5YR6/8 ~ (6) 368-1 2 
\D Roan 8 other Pit 3 PII-III culinary Jar Tan > sherd Coarse sandstone + SJ 7.5YR7/8 Yellow-red (4) 422-1 
o Roan 8 Burial 1 PH- III culinary Jar Tan> sheed Ned. saOOstone 7.5YR8/4 Buff (2) 432-1 

Roaa 8 Burial 1 MV whlteware tadle Gray> sterd Ned. trachyte + 89 5YR7/6 Yellow-red (5) 436-1 
Roan 8 Burial 2 Mesa Verde B/w tadle No type > sherd Med. unknown i9n 7.5YR8/4 &.Iff (2) 488- 1 
Rocm 8 Burial 2 Mesa Verde B/w sowl No type > &herd Mad. sandstone 7 . 5YRS/4 Buff (2) 472-1 

Test Trench 1 fill Oluska B/W Bowl Oluslta gray Ked . trachyte 2.5YR? Ped (6) 300-14 
Test Trench 1 fill O\aoo-McElJro B/W Bowl No ty;e no aherd Pine sandstone 7. 5YR8/4+ Buff (2) 311-9 
Test Trench 1 fill Mesa Verde 8jw Bawl No ty;e no sherd Coarse San Juan ign 5YR6/ 8 Ye11aw-red (5) 317-4 
Test Trench 1 fill Toadlena B/w Bowl No ty;e < &herd Coarse trachyte + 55 2. 5YR? Red (6) 33~3 
Test Trench 1 fill Chaco-McElmo B/w Bowl Unlmown. Pine sardstone 7.5YR7/ 6+ Yellow-red (4) ria 

ID!licated in 'l'bll et al . ( 1980) . data lost 
Mesa Verde 8jw 8cMl Unknown Trachyte 2.5YR? Red (6) na 
Mesa Verde B/w Bowl Unknown 1l'Iknown lIn + as 2. 5YR? Red (6 ) na 
Mesa Verde B/V Bowl [bknown San JUAI'I gn 2.5m? Red (6) na 
Mesa Verde B/w Bowl Unknown San JUAI'I ign 2.5m? Red (6) na 
Mesa Verde B/w Bowl thItrDm San Juan 19n 2.5m? Ped (6) na 
Mesa Verde 8jw Bcwl lhkrK:Mn San Juan ign + ss 7 . 5YR8/ 4? Mf (2) na 
Mesa Verde 8/W Bowl Unknown Sandstone 7 . 5YR7/2-f Buff (2) na 

*Crurbled House B/w; " cross-listed as ~sa Verde B/w" by Toll et 41. (1980) . but CXlded as -42- or "McBlrDo B/w" in 
this analysis. 



Appendix 0 

FAUNAL ImIAIIIS: IDl'ES ON FEATURES AND MISCELIANEOUS PROVENIEN:ES 

William B. Gillespie 

Although Table 10.3 breaks down the faunal remains recovered fran most 
individual layers fran the excavated roans at 295.1 633, individual features 
and any divisions of those features have in roost cases been llInped. For 
those interested in f inee breakdowns of faunal remains in features and 
other special proveniences, the following listing and discussion will be of 
use. 

Roan 7, !.eyer 4, Rock Concentration 1 (FS 755) 

Material: Taxon 

Sylvilagus 
Lepus 
Cynanys 
'lhananys 
Neotana sp. 
a.teo sp. 
Meleagris 
Unidentified ernall manrnal 
Dnidentified medilJll nanmal. 

Total 

Elements 

22 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 

30 
2 
2 

66 

MNI 

4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 

11 

_r Olarred 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 

1 

Remarks: This assemblage was not conspicuously different fran the 
rest of Roan 7 fill. Hcwever, turkeys were Dl)re nmerous than cottontails 
in tenns of nlUber of specimens, and jackratbi ts were sparse. Most of the 
turkey bones were evidently fran a single large (male) bird. 

Poem 7, layer 4, Rock Concentration 2 (FS 733) 

Material: Taxon 

Sylvilagus 
Lepus 
Cynanys 
Neotana 
Meleagris 
Dnidentlfied small rodent 
Dnidentified snall nanmal. 
Dnidentifed medilJll nanmal. 
Unidentified vertebrate 

Total 

Elements 

52 
73 

5 
6 

75 
3 

30 
2 
5 

251 

391 

MNI 

5 
4 
2 
2 
3 

16 

Nmlber Olarred 

o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
o 
o 
o 
o 

2 



Remarks: 'lUrkeys were again ccmnon and Lepus was far more abundant 
here than in Rock: Concentration 1. ~s remaIiii'""'Were also noteworthy for 
an abnonrally high incidenoe of hind eet. Eighteen of the el....",ts were 
metatarsals; twenty were {ilalanges; four were astragali; six were calcanea; 
and six '#Iece tarsals. Bind limbs were also over-represented in the 
mVilagUS collection though not to the same extent. "!his is an interest-

occurrence, possibly the by-product. of a butchering or consmpt.ion 
event (or evidence of craft specialization in villages of lucky rabbits' 
feet to be marketed in the Toltec eopire). 

Roan 7, Bin 1 

'lhis large feature contained an assemblage of bones, the lower part of 
which appeared to be a separate · deposit fran the rest of the roan fill. In 
tabulating these remains in Table 10.3, we put layers 1 and 2 of the south 
half with the roan fill and. stmned all other provenience Wlits for a Bin 1 
total. 

Roan 7, Bin 1 (continued ) 

Kfud """' M.nn 
layer 1 Layer 2 Layers ~,." . Layer 5 Floor 1 Ploor 2 

Materiall "a,,,,, PS 613 PS677 PS 703 " .87 PS 694 PS 71B PS 992 Total 

4/1 5/1 45/3 3/1 14/2 71/4 
'/2 7/ 2 1612 

1/1 3/2 1/1 712 12/2 
2/1 2/1 
1/1 1/1 
1/1 1/1 

3/1 19/1 35/1 ' / 1 25/1 1/1 87/4 
snall rodent 5 5 

lkIidentif1ed IIMll I!OI!mal 2 16 2 11 31 

Unidentif1ed artlcdactyl 1 1 
lhi~ntined large IMD'IIIIIl. 5 5 
tmidentified vertebrate --L 1 • 
Total ./2 25/3 123/11 10/3 72/' 1/1 241/15 

Rerrarks : Noteworthy here were the turkey remains; inclooed were 
parts of three adults and a juvenile less than 1 week old. layer 5 was 
the most interesting as it included the juvenile partial skeleton and 
parts of a wing of an adult female, which appeared to sheM butchering 
(snap fractures on hanerus and radius). 'Ibis occurrence was reminiscent 
of OP 14 at 29&J 629, a large bell-shaped plaza pit where juvenile birds 
were foum with an isolated articulated adult wing. It is possible that 
the bin served as a pen for young birds. other material in the lower part 
of the bin looked like trash with definitely butchered jackrabbit remains 
and the only identified deer bone fran the excavations as well as other 
unidentified large mamnal remains. 
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Roan 7, Floor 1 Features 

Material: Taxon 

Unid.sn.1MII1!lal. 

OP 1 Fill 
FS 930 

1 
1 

5 

OP 2 Fill 
FS 936 

1 

2 

(1 MNI if not noted) 
OP 3 Fill OP 6 Fill 

FS 989 FS 955 

2/ 2 
1 

2 2 
2 

1 

PH 2 Fill 
FS 899 

1 

Remarks: n>at Floor 1 features were generally lacking in cultural 
debris is attested to by the fact that Per~cus was the most abundant 
genus. The few other elements were probilblyran the lowest part of the 
roan fill. 

Roan 7, "Rodent Disturbances" (Ril z Rodent Bole) 

Disturbed Area 
RIll RIl2 Between RIl 1 and 2 

Material: Taxon FS 910 FS 914 FS 919 

Sylvilagus 6 5/5 6 
lepus 1 1 
Cynomys 1 1 
Dipodanys ordii 2 
Neotana 1 
Meleagris 2 2 
Unid. snail mamnal 5 4 
Unid. medi1m'" large IMII1!lal. 1 

Ranarks: 'Ihe few remains here were similar to those found in the 
features except, of course, that there were mre small intrusive rodents 
in the features. It looks as though both Per~ and Dipodany!l may 
have had the run of the house after the roan was oned. 

Roan 7, Floor 1 Burial Pit 3 (FS 282) 

Material: Taxon Elements MNI Nmlber<l1arred 

el!lvilagus 13 2 3 
lepus 5 1 
Cynanys 4 3 
'lhananys 1 1 
Perognathus 1 1 
Meleagris 23 2 
Buteo sp. 2 1 
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Remarks: Although the Buteo elements could be associated with the 
burial, roost of the faunal contents of this pit BfPeared to be trash, not 
d i rectly related to the f unction of the p i t . 

Roan 7, Floor 2, Features, Rodent Area 2 

FP 1 FP l OP 1 Rexlent OP2 
Fi ll Plaster Fill Area 2 Fill 

Material: Taxon FS 981 FS 987 FS 969 FS 978 FS 1158 

Sylvilagus 1 1 2 
CVnanYs 1 
Dipodanys ordii 1 
D. spestabilis 4 
Peranyscus 22 6 
Onychanys 1 
Ovis canadensis 1 
Meleagri s 1 
Unid . small rodent 4 3 
Unid . small narmal 1 5 1 
{bid. medilm-large mamnal 3 

Total 2/ 1 1/1 23/7 22/1 10/ 1 

Remarks: Rodent disturbance appears to have been extensive , not only 
in WRodent Area 2- but in the two -Other Pits. · OP 1 also included cul
tural debris including the only bi ghorn bone fran the site and three uni
dentif i ed , medilm-large maamal bones . Fi repit 1 contained nothing of 
note . None of the speciIrens fran any of the features was charred . 

Roan 8 , Floor 1 Features (C = charred) 

OP 3 OP 3 
(Burial 1)(Burial 1) Burial 2 Burial 2 OP 4 OP 5 OP 8 
Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 2 Layer 3 Fill Pill Fill 

Material: Taxon FS 427 FS 446 FS 467 FS 474 FS 457 FS 462 FS 486 

2(2C) 2(2C) 2( lC) 2 4 
1( lC) 1 

2 
1 

1( lC) 2(2C) 
1 

small manrnal 2( lC) 4(2C) 10(8C) 3 11 
Unidentified 

med • -lg . manrnal 

Total 4/ 1 7/2 4/ 2 14/2 1/1 6/ 2 18/ 3 
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Remarks: Of note here was the prevalence of charred remains in the 
two burial pits where more than two-thirds of the specimens were burned. 
Both turkeys anl anall mamnals were charred in the Budal 2 pit, anl ally 
snall mamnals with Burial 1. Per~ anl Di~~l>ggeSted Bare 
rodent disturbance. Significance ofaille pipilo ) bone in OP 5 
is uOOetermined. Akins (1985,330) indicates that this uncanoon migrant is 
the only representative of this species and one of three species of 
Fringilladae found to date in Olaco canyon. She adds that birds are not a 
priJrary food it ... but are of ceremonial lni>ortance to the Pueblo Indians. 
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